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Abstract 
Relations between concepts are not only important for representing domain knowledge but 
also for text comprehension. Traditional terminological research has mainly been concerned 
with logical relations, i. e. genus-species relations, and less with ontological relations, e. g. 
causal and temporal relations. Particularly little information is available on the latter, which 
are hence the focus of this study. Since temporal relations are vital for structuring many 
phenomena in the world in terms of temporal order, e. g. in legal procedures, police reports, 
reconstructions of accidents and crimes, manufacturing processes, chemical procedures, 
historical chronologies, and so on, they have been renamed temporal ordering relations. 
Only two broad -relation types, i. e. sequence and simultaneity relations, are so far known in 
terminology. Also, little is known about how such relations are signalled in text. This 
exploratory study thus had three main goals: (1) to establish whether there are further 
relation types and to corroborate the proposed types through analysing special-language 
texts in two languages; (2) to identify and cross-linguistically compare the means conveying 
these relations; (3) to inquire into the links between the confirmed relations and their cues. 
Following a literature review drawing on terminology, philosophy, linguistics, psychology, and 
artificial intelligence, a typology of 14 potential types of temporal ordering relation was 
constructed using the traditional method of shared characteristics. To test the typology, a 
bilingual English/German special-language corpus of official aircraft accident reports (ca. 
22,000 words per language) was compiled. After initial semi-automatic processing using a 
concordancing system with the aim of identifying relevant text units of the text corpus, further 
analyses were carried out manually. They concerned a conceptual analysis to confirm the 
relations, a linguistic analysis of the selected text units in terms of cues for these relations, 
and an analysis of the links between the linguistic and conceptual realms of these relations. 
The main result of the conceptual analysis is that 11 relation types could be confirmed in the 
text corpus. One major relation type emerged, the sequence-with-gap interval relation, which 
in turn could also be identified as the prototypical relation within the framework of prototype 
theory, an alternative method of classification. The main finding of the linguistic analysis of 
the relations revealed a lack of clear correspondences between the linguistic and conceptual 
levels as a means of accessing these relations, i. e. time-related knowledge in text. 
As part of the inquiry into temporal ordering relations, the conceptual structures which can be 
linked by these relations were explored: (1) solitary concepts (e. g. representing entities such 
as fuselage), linguistically expressed by terms; (2) complex conceptual structures (e. g. 
representing situations such as the aircraft climbed through an altitude of Z800 feet in a 
steep turn to the right), linguistically realized as non-terminologized clauses or sentences. 
Hence, the present research into temporal ordering relations transcended the boundaries of 
traditional terminological investigations since it went beyond the notions of solitary concepts 
and terms, and even LSP (Language for Special Purposes) phrases. Accordingly, the study 
has had to draw on related disciplines in order to support the description of complex 
conceptual structures since terminologists have only been concerned with certain aspects of 
special languages, i. e. with graphernes, phonemes, morphemes, lexemes, word forms, and 
phrases. Hence, this study highlights the fact that it is not easy to delimit the exploration of 
temporal ordering relations in the traditional terminological manner originally promoted by 
Woster, i. e. to solitary concepts and terms. 
The main implications of the study are that (1) the lack of correspondences between the 
linguistic and conceptual levels of temporal ordering relations suggests that writing specialist 
texts in which the description of temporally ordered phenomena is important may be 
improved using controlled language if the means signalling more than one type of temporal 
order are used in such a way that ambiguities are avoided; as a result, specialist translations 
of such reports could be facilitated, and in terminography controlled temporal words and 
phrases may be useful for organizing time-related domain knowledge; (2) the automatic 
extraction of temporal knowledge from texts may be aided since the lack of correspondences 
alert users to the various temporal and non-temporal functions of cues. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Purpose and Rationale of the Study 
This study is an attempt to investigate conceptual temporal (ordering) relations 
within the theoretical framework of the Vienna School of Terminology, founded by 
Eugen WDster (1898-1977). It is mainly from this School that the General Theory of 
Terminology evolved, which can broadly be described as being concerned with the 
interrelationships between objects, concepts, and terms. One of the key features of 
this School is that it promotes a central position of the concept. 
The reasons why temporal relations are the focus of the present study must first of 
all be seen in the broader context of conceptual relations and the purpose they fulfil 
in terminological work. Conceptual relations, which are revealed when concepts are 
analysed, delimited and placed into concept systems, are the basis for 
comprehending how concepts are linked in a particular domain. Without conceptual 
relations organizing and representing domain knowledge would therefore be 
impossible. Moreover, conceptual relations are vital for acquiring knowledge during 
text comprehension since this depends, among other things, on the determination 
and understanding of the relations which , link the concepts and conceptual 
configurations expressed in texts (cf. van den Broek & Lorch 1993). 
It is widely accepted in terminology science that shortfalls in the conceptual 
structuring of knowledge are still present, in particular, with regard to conceptual 
relations, While some conceptual relation types have been dealt with exhaustively 
by terminologists due to their perceived importance in creating concept systems, 
research into other types is still necessary, Among the well-studied conceptual 
relations are genus-species relations, also known as logical relations, and part- 
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whole relations, which belong to ontological relations. Genus-species relations and 
part-whole relations both create concept systems which are of a hierarchical nature. 
Hence, they are also often referred to as hierarchical relations. Less is known about 
other ontological relation types, the so-called non-hierarchical relations, which, as 
the term implies, link concepts in ways other than hierarchical: the connections are 
of a spatial, temporal and cause-effect nature. Non-hierarchical relations are also 
important for organizing and representing knowledge since it is well-known that not 
all aspects of knowledge can be ordered hierarchically (Lyons 1993). A good 
example of this is the domain of aircraft accident investigation, which has been 
selected for exploring temporal relations in the present study. Apart from 
hierarchical relations linking concepts in this domain, there is also a significant 
proportion of non-hierarchical relations present, e. g. spatial relations (the aircraft is 
in a high-security zone), temporal relations (20 seconds after the aircraft 
descended, it went out of controo, and causal relations (the emergency was caused 
by an engine failure). If concepts linked by such relations are not included in the 
conceptual system of this domain, deficient representations of it may be the result. 
Patcularly little information is available on temporal relations, although it has been 
emphasized repeatedly by terminology researchers (e. g. Nuopponen 1994a) that 
temporal relations are vital for structuring a multitude of phenomena (e. g. in 
manufacturing processes, police reports, sequences of events in accidents and 
crimes), but only two broad temporal relation types are known and mentioned in the 
terminological literature. Depending on the ordering characteristics chosen, these 
broad types are either consecutive and simultaneous relations (e. g. Arntz & Picht 
1995) or succession and process relations (Nuopponen 1994a). Hence, the existing 
terminological models of temporal relations are themselves all monodimensional 
single-level hierarchies. Despite the fact that conceptual relations can only be 
investigated properly if it is known what it is that they connect (Sager & Kageura 
1994), the existing classifications of these relations do not take this into account. In 
addition, in the few terminological (e. g. Meyer & Mackintosh 1996) and collaborative 
studies (e. g. Ahmad & Fulford 1992) in which the linguistic realizations of various 
types of conceptual relation (e. g. genus-species, part-whole) are scrutinized, 
temporal relations are not included. Little is therefore known in terminology science 
on how these relations are signalled in text. 
It is hence clear that temporal relations have only been dealt with marginally by 
terminologists, a fact often criticized by many scholars (e. g. Grinev 1990, Sbrensen 
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1990, Ahmad 1993). In the present study, temporal relations, which are renamed 
temporal ordering relations and are also considered concepts themselves (e. g. 
Sager & Kageura 1994), are consequently investigated from three perspectives: 
conceptual, linguistic, and from the perspective of the links between the 
conceptual and linguistic aspects of temporal ordering relations. In what follows, 
the investigation of the relations from these perspectives and the main methods and 
procedures used to achieve the research goals are outlined. 
Since only two broad relation types are mentioned in the terminological literature, 
the conceptual investigation of temporal ordering relations in this exploratory 
study has the following goals: (1) to establish further relation types with a view to 
constructing a typology of such relations on the basis of necessary and sufficient 
features; the purpose is to contribute to the theoretical understanding of these 
relations from a terminological perspective; (2) to explore the proposed relation 
types using special-language (LSP) texts with the aim of testing the typology; (3) to 
determine a prototypical relation from among the verified relation types in an 
attempt to classifying the relation concepts alternatively. 
The question of whether further temporal ordering relation types exist is addressed 
in the first instance by conducting a review of selected literature from neighbouring 
disciplines drawing on philosophy, linguistics, artificial intelligence, psychology and 
cognitive science. Any relation types identified in these fields in addition to the 
already known two types in terminology form the basis for creating the typology. An 
attempt is also made to follow Sager & Kageura's recommendation to examine the 
concept types which can be linked by temporal ordering relations and to incorporate 
these into the proposed typology. Furthermore, the pilot studies' conducted for this 
research showed that temporal ordering relations can not only link solitary concepts, 
(e. g. TAKE OFF -+ LANDING), which are the main object of terminological 
investigations (cf. WUster 1991), but they can also link more complex conceptual 
structures (e. g. AIRCRAFT TAXIES To RUNWAY 34L -* AIRCRAFT WAITS FOR 
TAKE-OFF CLEARANCE). Hence, these two types of conceptual structure are 
included in the typology put forward in this study. It will also be shown that the 
The two pilot studies explored the development of a suitable methodology for the purposes of the present study. 
This included the consideration of using a text corpus as well as other tools for studying temporal ordering 
relations and of the procedures used for analysing the corpus. During the pilot analysis of a sample text in 
terms of the underlying temporal ordering relations and the conceptual structures they link, it emerged that in 
this text the relations identified did not link solitary concepts, on which terminology science traditionally focuses, 
but larger and more complex conceptual structures. Hence, the pilot investigation was one of the factors leading 
to the present research which, although carried out from a terminological perspective, extends beyond the 
discipline boundaries of terminology science. For detailed information on the pilot studies cf. Chapter 3. 
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representation models of temporal relations in artificial intelligence, which are not 
unlike terminological conceptual typologies, involve the temporal objects of time 
intervals and time points (Gamper 1996) both of which are in some form or other, as 
is also pointed out in the linguistic literature (e. g. Frawley 1992), closely associated 
with situations (e. g. actions, events). Hence, the typology put forward in this study 
endeavours to include these temporal objects in the way they are understood in 
artificial intelligence. This study also seeks to create the typology polydimensionally 
by using several ordering characteristics per classificatory level due to the fact that 
monodimensional systems, which the current models of temporal ordering relations 
are, can be insufficient and inflexible (cf. Bowker 1997 on multidimensionality). 
To achieve the second goal of the conceptual inquiry into temporal ordering 
relations, namely the exploration of the proposed relations in special-language texts, 
a bilingual parallel text corpus of English and German official aircraft accident 
reports (ca. 22,000 words in each language) is employed. Texts are used since they 
constitute one of the major sources of recorded knowledge. Through the bilingual 
approach any corroborated relation types are more strongly substantiated, which 
improves, relatively seen, their generalizability. For testing the hypothesized 
relations, relevant text units within the text corpus were analysed with the aim of 
determining precisely the underlying types of temporal ordering relation, which were 
also submitted for verification to English and German domain experts. 
In addition to the systematization of the relation types on the basis of necessary and 
sufficient features (the classical Aristotelian method), the classification of the 
corroborated relations was also carried out alternatively using prototype theory due 
to recent criticisms of some aspects of traditional terminological theory, in particular 
of the classical way of organizing concepts. The criticisms bring to light the fact that 
even in clear-cut and well-defined terminologies prototype effects can occur (cf. 
Weissenhofer 1995, Temmerman 2000). Hence, in the present study a method 
deemed suitable for determining a prototypical relation from among the verified 
relations was applied. In approaching the organization of the temporal ordering 
relation concepts from a cognitive perspective, this study is a first step towards an 
alternative to the classification of these relations in the traditional terminological 
objectivist way. 
Our second concern, the linguistic investigation of temporal ordering relations, 
has two main goals: (1) to analyse the linguistic structures linked by temporal 
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ordering relations, and (2) to examine the textual means which signal temporal 
ordering relations. Hence, the bilingual text corpus not only serves the corroboration 
of the relation types, it also provides the linguistic cues for the confirmed relations. 
As before, cross-linguistic evidence provides stronger substantiation and 
generalizability than monolingual evidence. 
In the context of identifying the linguistic structures which are conceptually linked by 
temporal ordering relations, it will be seen that, due to the traditional emphasis on 
solitary concepts realizable by terms or even LSP phrases, no terminological 
studies have dealt with the linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures 
realized as clauses. In this context, linguistic literature (cf. Quirk et al. 1994) 
indicates that examining the clause arrangements of complex conceptual structures 
in terms of coordinated clauses or superordinate/subordinate clauses may be 
useful. Hence, the linguistic analysis considers the terms and LSP phrases as well 
as the various clause structures conceptually linked by temporal ordering relations. 
The second aim of the linguistic investigation, which strives -to establish how 
temporal ordering relations themselves are cued in text, again involves a review of 
relevant literature from neighbouring fields, due to the fact that, as already indicated, 
terminological and collaborative literature does not deal with temporal ordering 
relations in this context. In the neighbouring literature various means of expressing 
temporal (ordering) relations are mentioned: general-language (LGP) items (e. g. 
conjunctions, adverbs) and devices such as tense contrasts and iconicity (a 
semiotic method for representing temporal order). On the basis of the text units 
selected for corroborating the relations the attempt is made to identify the cues for 
these relations and to compare the cues with those found in the literature. Further 
analyses seek to establish whether any of the cues can be uniquely linked to 
particular relations and whether the cues identified in the text units are sufficient to 
determine the relations precisely. 
The links between temporal ordering relations and their cues, referred to as 
transfer relations in the present study, are focused on in this research since no 
reference is made to such relationships in the existing terminological literature. This 
study therefore aims at exploring the types of transfer relation which can exist 
between temporal ordering relations and their cues and how these transfer relations 
compare cross-linguistically. The transfer relations identified are also contrasted 
with what is known in the terminological literature as concept-term relations (e. g. 
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polysemy) since the structures involved in transfer relations are of a different kind: 
temporal ordering relations are a type of relation concept and the linguistic 
structures signalling them are not terms and LSP phrases but words and phrases 
from the general language (e. g. is a kind of is a LGP phrase signalling genus- 
species relations). 
1.2 Outline of the Thesis 
Besides this introductory chapter, the present dissertation is composed of eight 
further chapters. 
Chapter 2 aims at reviewing the relevant literature. The chapter begins with an 
outline of the conceptological framework of terminology science including 
discussions on concepts, complex conceptual structures, concept types, object 
types, and characteristics. In the context of the latter, the traditional terminological 
method of organizing concepts on the basis of necessary and sufficient 
characteristics is evaluated and compared with the prototype method, an alternative 
approach to classifying concepts. The review then moves on to conceptual 
relations, their purpose and the various terminological ways of systematizing them 
as a prelude to discussing temporal relations. It is established that the nature of 
temporal relations is to link phenomena in terms of temporal order and hence it is 
proposed to rename them temporal ordering relations. Following a comparison of 
causal and temporal ordering relations, the attention then focuses on the broad 
temporal ordering relation types found in the terminological literature, the various 
methods of classifying them as well as the existing ways of representing them 
graphically. Since little is known in terminology science about temporal ordering 
relations, works from philosophy, linguistics, artificial intelligence, psychology, and 
cognitive science are considered. Although the focus of this study is on ordering in 
time, other aspects of the concept of time relevant for this study are also discussed. 
Moving on to the linguistic aspect of this research, a review of the literature on the 
Language for Special Purposes (LSP) is conducted, followed by a description of the 
specific features of LSP texts. Terminological as well as works from neighbouring 
disciplines are then examined with regard to the linguistic signals of temporal 
ordering relations and of the structures linked by them. An evaluation of iconicity as 
a semiotic method for representing temporal order is also included. In the context of 
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text comprehension, the issues of extra-linguistic knowledge and collaboration with 
domain experts are assessed. Finally, the literature is scanned as to what is known 
about the links between the conceptual and linguistic levels of conceptual relations. 
The overall conclusion of this chapter is that indeed little is known in terminology 
science on the conceptual and linguistic aspects of temporal ordering relations as 
well as on the links between these two aspects. As a consequence, methodological 
approaches to exploring these relations from a terminological perspective are 
scarce. In the following chapter, I present the various methods and steps developed 
specifically for studying these relations, in an attempt to provide an appropriate and 
effective methodological framework for this purpose. 
Chapter 3 comprises two parts. The first part consists of the statement of the 
research problems and the respective research questions. The chapter begins by 
formulating the research problems and questions for the conceptual analysis 
(Research Question A), which is subdivided according to the development of a 
typology of temporal ordering relations, to the corroboration of the proposed 
relations in selected English and German official aircraft accident reports, and to the 
identification of a prototypical relation. Subsequent to this, the problems and 
questions dealing with the linguistic analysis of the cues of temporal ordering 
relations and of the structures linked by them in these reports are addressed 
(Research Question B). Research Question C then inquires into the links between 
temporal ordering relations and their cues. Working definitions of core concepts 
relating to each aspect of the investigation are also provided. In the second part of 
this chapter, the methods and steps undertaken to answer the research questions 
are outlined. After a brief description of the basic approach to the data analysis in 
the form of a corpus-based study, the materials and tools applied to address the 
research questions are presented: the LSP text corpus, indexing and concordancing 
software, and collaboration with domain experts. The typology of temporal ordering 
relations, which is discussed separately (Chapter 4), will also play an essential role 
in the data analysis. Following a brief description of earlier methodological 
approaches, the focus of the chapter then shifts to the semi-automatic and manual 
analysis procedures undertaken during the analysis of the text corpus, including the 
extraction of relevant text units from the text corpus based on certain inclusion and 
exclusion rules and the development of time maps for determining, confirming and 
graphically representing temporal ordering relations. 
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Chapter 4 deals with the construction of a typology of temporal ordering relations. 
The chapter begins with an outline of the various aspects of the concept of time 
which form the background to the typology before the model is presented in its 
entirety together with a sketch map of its structure and major features. For ease of 
description and to provide readers with a more accessible view, the typology is then 
broken down into smaller segments, enabling the exposition of the individual 
classificatory levels and the various divisions of the typology according to the 
ordering characteristics selected for its creation. Following this, the resulting 
temporal ordering relation subtypes proposed at the most specific level of the 
typology are portrayed. The outcome of creating a multi-level typology is that a total 
of 14 types of temporal ordering relation are distinguished at the lowest 
classificatory level. Hence, this model presents a considerable extension of the 
existing terminological divisions of such relations, which are all comprehensive 
single-level hierarchies and include only two broad relation types. 
The presentation of the results of the data analysis is in three chapters since the 
findings of the conceptual analyses are extensive in volume due to the fact that they 
include numerous drawings in the form of time maps. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on 
conceptual issues in the English and German subcorpora. Chapter 7 deals with 
linguistic issues, including links to the conceptual level. 
Chapter 5 concerns the results of the conceptual analysis of the English subcorpus. 
The chapter first provides a statistical overview of the distribution of the various 
temporal ordering relation types confirmed in the English text units. Then, the time 
maps, verified by the domain experts consulted, in which the corroborated relation 
types are depicted are presented and explained in the order in which the relation 
types occur in the typology. Time maps with two solutions and those in which the 
relations could not be established even with domain expert input are also presented. 
The results show that 11 out of the 14 relation types hypothesized in the typology 
can be confirmed. Following this, the findings with regard to establishing a 
prototypical temporal ordering relation from among the verified relation types using 
the frequency method by Croft (1996), Dirven & Verspoor (1998), and Cruse (2000) 
are put forward. The outcome here is that a clear prototypical temporal ordering 
relation can be determined. 
In Chapter 6, the findings of the analysis of the conceptual level of the German 
subcorpus are described. The outline of the German results follows the same 
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structure as for the English results. In addition, the findings of the cross-linguistic 
comparisons are presented. The results indicate that in the German subcorpus 
fewer relation types than in the English subcorpus are corroborated, namely 7 out of 
the 14 subtypes. The result of the identification of a prototypical temporal ordering 
relation using the above-mentioned method is that, as in the English subcorpus, the 
same prototypical relation emerges. 
Chapter 7 presents the results of the linguistic analysis as well as the results of the 
inquiry into the links between temporal ordering relations and their cues. The 
chapter is divided into two parts: the results of the English and the results of the 
German subcorpus. The presentation of the results begins with those for the English 
subcorpus. First, the findings of the linguistic analysis are outlined. This includes a 
description of the results of the linguistic realizations of the conceptual structures 
linked by temporal ordering relations as well as of the lexical and grammatical cues 
for these relations. Following the outline of the findings on iconicity and temporal 
ordering relations, the presentation of the findings shifts to the links, i. e. transfer 
relations between temporal ordering relations and their cues. The presentation of 
the German results including a cross-linguistic comparison follows the same 
structure as for the English results. The outcome of the linguistic analyses can be 
broadly summarized as follows: 
(1) In neither subcorpus, temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts 
could be identified; only relations between complex conceptual structures 
realized as clauses were found. With regard to the linguistic realization of two 
complex conceptual structures linked, the results showed that in the English 
subcorpus the complex conceptual structure pairs were more frequently 
expressed by superordinate/subordinate clause structures than by two 
coordinated clauses. The German results were reversed: the pairs linked were 
more frequently realized by two coordinated clauses than by subordination. In 
the two subcorpora, both types of clause structure can express all types of 
temporally ordered situations: sequences and partial and complete simultaneity. 
(3) In both subcorpora, the linguistic cues of temporal ordering relations consist of 
LGP items and include devices such as tense contrasts and iconicity. 
(4) The determination of the exact relation types is only possible if extra-linguistic 
knowledge is brought in. The cues on their own only signal some sort of 
temporal order, but not exact relation types. 
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(5) In both subcorpora, sequential situations are in ca. 85% of the cases 
represented iconically. 
(6) Two main types and two subsets of transfer relation can be discerned in both 
subcorpora. 
In Chapter 8, the results presented in Chapters 4,5,6 and 7 are discussed. The 
attempt is made to integrate, where applicable, the findings of the study with 
existing terminological and linguistic theory and practice. To assist the discussion, 
the layout of this chapter adheres to the main aspects of the inquiry as reflected by 
Chapters 4,5,6, and 7. The discussion therefore begins with an assessment of the 
results yielded from the conceptual analysis of these relations. This includes a 
discussion of some aspects of the typology, followed by a consideration of the 
findings concerning the confirmation and cross-linguistic comparison of the 
hypothesized relation types. The English and German results with regard to the 
determination of a prototypical temporal ordering relation are also scrutinized. Then, 
the findings of the linguistic analysis of these relations are considered, which deal 
with a cross-linguistic inquiry into the linguistic structures conceptually linked by 
temporal ordering relations and into the lexical, grammatical and semiotic means 
signalling these relations. Finally, the results with regard to the transfer relations 
between temporal ordering relations and their linguistic cues and how these transfer 
relations compare cross-linguistically are evaluated. The discussion in this chapter 
demonstrates that with regard to the three aspects of temporal ordering relations 
investigated in this study, i. e. conceptual, linguistic, and the links between the 
conceptual and linguistic aspects, it has been possible to extend existing 
terminological knowledge and in the cases where no prior terminological knowledge 
is available the results obtained in this study have laid the foundations for future 
studies in this area. 
Chapter 9 recapitulates the main points and the principal implications of the study. 
The chapter concludes by putting forward ideas concerning future extensions of the 
present work. 
In conclusion, the present study is put into perspective in terms of its contributions 
to terminology science. 
A consequence of the inquiry into temporal ordering relations in this study is that it 
goes beyond the notion of the solitary concept since, as indicated, temporal 
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ordering relations can link solitary concepts realized as terms as well as complex 
conceptual structures linguistically realized as non-terminologized clauses. Hence, 
the present research into temporal ordering relations transcends the traditional 
boundaries of terminological investigations since it constitutes one of the first steps 
towards dealing within a terminological framework with larger and more complex 
concept configurations and therefore also with linguistic units which are larger than 
the traditionally investigated terms and even LSP phrases. As a result, terminology 
science is expanding its discipline boundaries to also incorporate theories allowing 
the treatment of such larger conceptual and linguistic structures. With this study, the 
boundaries of terminology science reach even further into, for instance, 
philosophical logic, from which notions are borrowed to aid the description of 
complex conceptual structures, and into the study of LSP. Terminological research 
has so far mainly been focused on certain aspects of LSP, namely on graphernes, 
phonemes, morphemes, lexemes, word forms, and phrases. The investigation of the 
syntactic representations of complex conceptual structures, however, concerns a 
level of LSP which has not been of interest to terminologists: the sentence level. 
The present study therefore highlights the fact that the exploration of temporal 
ordering relations cannot be delimited in the traditional terminological manner 
originally promoted by WOster: 
"Nur die Benennungen der Begriffe, der Wortschatz, ist den Terminologen wichtig. 
Flexionslehre und Syntax sind es nicht. " (Wüster 1991: 2; author's emphasis) 
It is in the above-described sense that the present study makes its main contribution 
to terminological theory and practice. 
As is well-known, terminologists are interested in facilitating clarity of specialist 
communication, e. g. in specialist texts ambiguities are not wanted. The fact that the 
study demonstrates that there are no clear correspondences between the linguistic 
and conceptual levels of temporal ordering relations may lead to improved specialist 
writing in terms of describing temporally ordered phenomena using controlled 
language. The lack of correspondences can be used as the basis for developing 
lists of agreed words and phrases indicating specific types of temporal ordering 
relation with the goal of eliminating ambiguous temporal ordering information. As a 
result, many aspects of text manipulation might be enhanced, e. g. specialist 
translations, whether by humans or machines. There are also implications for 
terminography where the 14 types of temporal ordering relation which are now 
available as well as any controlled temporal words and phrases indicating these will 
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be useful for organizing time-related knowledge, in particular in domains in which 
the temporal order of phenomena forms a crucial and integral part of the domain 
knowledge, e. g. as in the domains of accident and crime investigation, 
manufacturing, and so on. The lack of correspondences between the conceptual 
and linguistic levels of temporal ordering relations established in this study may also 
be useful for terminologists in the area of text processing such as the automatic 
extraction of time-related knowledge from texts. In this context, users are alerted to 
the various functions of the cues for temporal order as well as to the noise which 
can be extracted in terms of non-temporal functions. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The present chapter provides the context for the proposed study. As we have seen, 
terminological temporal ordering relations are a little understood and little explored 
type of conceptual relation. Therefore, we not only look at the terminological 
literature but also at selected literature from neighbouring fields with a view to 
establishing and evaluating what is so far known of these relations, identifying those 
points and issues that motivated and led directly to this study. 
Note that in this chapter the term temporal relation is employed until the 
development of the argument permits the use of the proposed term temporal 
ordering relation. When these relations are discussed in conjunction with individual 
authors in terminology or in neighbouring fields we will adhere to their original terms. 
Temporal relations are investigated from three perspectives in this study: from a 
conceptual and linguistic perspective, and from the perspective of the links between 
the relations and their cues. The organization of the literature review reflects these 
aspects. Hence, section 2.2 provides an outline of the conceptological framework of 
terminology science including discussions on concepts, complex conceptual 
structures, concept types, object types, characteristics, prototypes, and conceptual 
relations. The attention then focuses on the broad temporal relation types usually 
found in the terminological literature and in studies from neighbouring disciplines. 
Relevant aspects of the concept of time are also highlighted. Moving on to the 
linguistic aspect of this research, in section 2.3 terminological and selected 
neighboUring literature is reviewed to identify specific features in special-language 
texts which may have the potential to signal temporal relations. In the context of text 
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comprehension, extra-linguistic knowledge and collaboration with domain experts 
are evaluated. Section 2.4 revolves around the links between temporal relations and 
their cues. Some conclusions are provided in section 2.5. 
2.2 The Conceptual Aspect of this Study 
The main way in which terminology science approaches its main objectives of 
improving professional communication and transferring specialist knowledge is by 
assigning concepts a key position. This central stance of concepts is often referred 
to as the 'conceptological basis' of terminology science. ' In what follows, various 
aspects of conceptology are considered in order to provide a theoretical and 
practical framework for the investigation of temporal relations in this study. 
2.2.1 Concepts and Complex Conceptual Structures 
The way concepts are defined and understood mainly depends on the points of view 
taken and on the disciplines concerned (e. g. philosophy, linguistics, psychology, 
artificial intelligence). Different definitions of concepts and disagreements on their 
nature even exist within individual disciplines, as exemplified by Weissenhofer's 
statement on the situation in linguistics: 
-Unfortunately, there is no agreement among linguists on what is to be exactly 
understood by the term concept, which gives rise to an often confusing variety of 
different accounts of the relationship between concept and meaning and of the essence 
of the concept of CONCEPT itself. (Weissenhofer 1995: 5; author's emphasis) 
Since the present study is conducted within a terminological framework, we will 
focus on how concepts are understood in terminology science and not within other 
disciplineS2. 
For a discussion of the reasons as to why concepts are considered as the 'heart' of terminology science, see 
Laur6n & Picht (1993: 497,513). In this context, see also Robinson (1954: 7-11) on the question of 'what' it is 
that is to be defined, I. e. things, words, or concepts. 
For some discussions of concepts from a linguistic point of view, see, for example, Wierzbicka (1980), Lutzeier 
(1985), Beaugrande & Dressler (1990), Leech (1990), Lyons (1993), Keller (1996), Cruse (2000).. For 
discussions of concepts in philosophy, see, for instance, Frege (1977), Hume (1978), Russell (1980,1992), 
Kant (1985,1995), Peacocke (1999), Wittgenstein (2000). For some discussions of concepts from a 
psychological and cognitive science angle, see, for example, Miller & Johnson-Laird (1976), Fodor (1976, 
1998), Jackendoff (1983,1989), Hoffmann (1986,1996), Langacker (1991,1999). For discussions of concepts 
in artificial intelligence, the reader is referred to, for instance, Sowa (1983). 
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Within terminology science, too, there are different viewpointS3 as to what concepts 
are, although views complement rather than oppose each other (e. g. Picht & 
4 
Draskau 1985, Ozeki 1987, Budin 1993, Arntz & Picht 1995, Picht 1997). In 
terminology science, there are three main conceptions of concepts: 
From a terminology-based point of view, the concept is understood as a 'unit of 
thought' which occurs during the thinking process (cf. Felber & Budin 1989, 
WUster 1991, Felber 1995). 5 
2. An epistemologically-oriented approach within logic considers the concept to be 
a 'unit of knowledge' (Felber 1995, cf. also Dahlberg 1985). In epistemology, as 
Felber explains, the logical sentence has a central position and such a sentence 
is composed of individual elements in the form of concepts (1995: 26). 
3. More recently, concepts have been interpreted as 'units of cognition'. Here, the 
formation of concepts is described as a fundamental part of any cognitive 
process (Eckes as cited in Laur6n, Myking & Picht 1998: 121, Picht 1997: 163). 
Budin (1993) and Arntz & Picht (1995) argue that the first two approaches lead to 
the same end goal: establishing a concept's characteristics. According to Picht, the 
applicability of any of these approaches depends on their purpose (1997: 163-164): 
As a unit of thought the concept can form part of different individual thought 
processes, whereby the intensions (number and types of characteristics) of the 
units of thought may overlap but are not identical (Picht 1997: 164). This may be 
interpreted to mean that the selection of the characteristics is subject-field 
dependent and goal-oriented. 
0 If a concept is considered as a unit of knowledge then this is understood by 
Picht as everything that is known about a concept at a certain moment in time. 
* The concept as a unit of cognition is typically used when the focus is on the 
changes of a concept whilst knowledge progresses. 
The above definitions tie in with what is maintained in the terminological literature: 
the solitary concept forms the basis of terminological conceptology. As a result, it 
3 Some authors have avoided defining concepts, notably Spang-Hanssen who believes that "it seems wise to 
refrain from attempts at setting up definitions at all" (1976: 100), and also Sager (1990: 23), who contents 
himself with citing established definitions. 
The reasons behind the differing ways of looking at concepts are not of relevance to this study and thus are not 
dealt with. Felber (1995) and Picht (1997) provide good overviews. 
Definitions of concepts as units of thought can be found in various standards, e. g. ISO 1087 (1990). ONORM A 
2704 (1990). DIN 2342 (1992), DIN 2330 (1993). 
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has been the solitary concept which terminologists have investigated (Felber 1995: 
25). Linguistically, this has manifested itself mainly in the study of terms, which 
designate solitary concepts. But, what about more complex conceptual structures? I 
have already stated in Chapter 1 that, due to the results of the pilot studies (cf. 
Chapter 3), the focus is on examining temporal relations not only between solitary 
concepts (e. g. TAKE OFF --> CRUISING -> LANDING) but also between more 
complex conceptual structurese such as AIRCRAFT TAKES OFF FROM 
HEATHROW -> AIRCRAFT APPROACHES CHICAGO -> AIRCRAFT LANDS ON 
RUNWAY 15R. These structures are linguistically realized as non-terminologized 7 
clauses or sentences. We will return to the linguistic realizations of such structures 
later on in this chapter. 
Have such complex conceptual structures received any theoretical or practical 
treatment in the terminological literature? Terminological conceptology is based on 
philosophical logiO (Felber 1995- 27) which deals with solitary concepts (parts of 
propositions) as well as with entire and composed propositions (logical sentence), 
which can be described as being made up of smaller propositional elements, i. e. 
concepts (cf. Peacocke 1999: 1, cf. also Honderich 1995: 663). Terminological 
conceptology, however, has only adopted and developed one aspect of logic: the 
study of solitary concepts and their terms. Hence, the terms concept-ology and 
term-inology. Due to this focus on concepts and terms, it is therefore not surprising 
that complex conceptual structures in the form of propositions, i. e. logical 
sentences, have not been the object of terminological investigations. However, 
more recently terminologists have become interested in larger conceptual structures 
and have consequently moved away from the traditional focus on solitary concepts 
and terms: in terminological studies of special-language phraseologyg (LSP 
phraseology), complex conceptual structures are mentioned indirectly, i. e. from the 
point of view of the linguistic level. Here, some terminologists argue that special- 
In contrast to this, solitary concepts are viewed as simple conceptual structures (cf. Chapter 3). 
Terminologization is the *process which consists of the transformation of a word or a phrase with a wider 
denotation into a term with a precise reference to a concept which is specified by a definition" (Bess6, Nkwenti- 
Azeh & Sager 1997: 154). 
Philosophical logic, the study of 'thought constructs', aims at investigating the 'content side' of thought (Felber 
1995: 24). As Peacocke points out, this includes not only the investigation of 'parts of thoughts' (concepts) but 
also of thoughts in the form of propositions to which truth values can be assigned (1999: 1-5). The following definition by Picht may serve as an illustration of how LSP phraseology can be understood: "LSP 
phraseology is a branch of LSP studies which deals, on the one hand, with the syntactic links which appear in LSP at expression level, their synonymy and equivalence, and, on the other hand, with the conceptual 
relationships and their modifications of those LSP elements which may be combined so as to create a 
proposition which is both valid according to the precepts of the special field, and linguistically correct" (Picht 1990: 43). It must be noted that among terminologists there is a lot of confusion as to what exactly LSP 
phraseology is, even setting aside the lexicological and terminological differences; for alternative interpretations 
of LSP phraseology the reader is referred to Terminology Science & Research (Vol. 1,1990, no. 1-2). 
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language phrases (LSP phrases) denote at least two concepts (Picht 1990: 35,42- 
43; cf. also Meyer & Mackintosh 1996), which we can interpret to mean that they 
form some sort of complex conceptual structure. However, terminologists do not 
agree on various issues pertaining to LSP phraseology, the most important of which 
with regard to this study directly contradicts the view that LSP phrases denote two 
concepts. For instance, Budin (1990: 64) and Nedobity (1990: 61) argue that LSP 
phrases denote one concept. This on-going debate, which is not entered here, 
appears to be symptomatic of the fact that the traditional boundaries of terminology 
science - concepts and terms - are being crossed and extended and are perhaps 
less clear than originally thought. 
As already mentioned, the terminologists which have been concerned with LSP 
phrases have done so more from a linguistic point of view. Few have explicitly 
explored the conceptual underpinnings of such phrases; their interest has been on 
the linguistic side of the phrases (e. g. Kjaer 1990, Meyer & Mackintosh 1994,1996). 
An exception is Picht who argues that LSP phrases can be described in terms of 
$propositions' consisting of at least two units in the form of concepts (Picht 1990: 
35). He goes on to say that these concepts can be defined as 'concepts with verb 
characteristics' and 'concepts with object characteristics', whereby the latter are 
'implied' by the former (1990: 35). Concepts with object characteristics, in Picht's 
view, include those concepts which underlie either agents (either implied or explicit) 
or objects of activities (e. g. to draw a bill; der Strom flie3t). It is, however, not clear 
to me why Picht contrasts concepts with 'verb' characteristics with concepts with 
$object' characteristics. Since by 'object' Picht seems to mean the referents of 
concepts in the world (cf. 1990: 36), the impression is gained that activities, 
expressed by verbs such as to draw and fliel3en, are not objects perceivable in the 
world, although they are. Hence, the labelling of the concept types underlying the 
verbs involved in LSP phrases is, it can be argued, not well motivated. 
Picht's research into LSP phrases clearly demonstrates that the interest in 
terminology is not solely any more on solitary concepts but also on more complex 
conceptual structures linguistically realized by LSP phrases. However, as we have 
seen, the types of complex conceptual structure which are of concern to the present 
study go even beyond the phrase level since they are realized by clauses. 
Therefore, the consideration of such conceptual structures clearly crosses the 
traditional discipline boundaries of terminology science and reaches far into the 
study of LSP (Language for Special Purposes). It is nevertheless vital that such 
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complex conceptual structures are considered in this study since it has been shown 
that temporal relations, which have formed part of traditional terminological theory 
since WOster, do indeed link such complex structures. Hence, it may be said that 
the lack of treatment of such complex conceptual structures points to a gap in 
terminological research, even in the latest terminological literature (e. g. Laur6n, 
Myking & Picht 1998, Temmerman 2000). 
Since terminological conceptology has arisen out of philosophical logic, according to 
Felber (1995: 23-29), it should therefore be possible to deal with complex 
conceptual structures, i. e. entire or composed propositions, within the framework of 
terminological conceptology, although the question arises in this context whether it 
is then still possible to speak of term-inological research. For exploring the complex 
conceptual structures which are of interest to the present study, Picht's observations 
on the complex conceptual underpinnings of LSP phrases in terms of propositions 
will form a useful starting point. We will return to the notion of propositions later on 
in this chapter. 
2.2.2 Relationships between Objects, Concepts, and Terms 
In this section, the relations between objects, concepts, and terms are dealt with as 
a prelude to the various concept types that exist in terminological theory. Discussing 
the latter is in turn necessary for considering possible relations between them. 
Saussure was the first to recognize that there are two sides to the study of meaning 
and that these two sides are in an arbitrary relationship with each other (1993: 76; 
1997: 7,113). Based on this dyadic view, various authors have developed triadic 
models of the linguistic sign, notably Ogden & Richards (1966) who incorporated a 
non-linguistic element, namely the 'referent' (1966: 10-12) which enjoys a mediating 
indirect relationship with the symbol (a word or expression). This triadic model, 
referred to as the 'semantic triangle'lo, is shown below in Figure 2.1. 
Ogden & Richards were not the first to have created a triadic model of the linguistic sign. They were preceded 
by Gomperz in 1908 and Dittrich in 1913 (as mentioned in WUster (1991: 84) and Felber (1984: 100)). 
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THOUGHT OR REFERENCE 
CORRECT ADEQUATE 
R 
(C 
........................................... 
Symbolises Refers to 
C (a causal relation) (other causal relations) 
----------------------------------------------- SYMBOL Stands for REFERENT 
(an imputed relation) 
TRUE 
Figure 2.1 Ogden & Richards' semantic triangle (using the authors' original labels) 
The semantic triangle formed the starting point for other models, either variants of 
this triangle or further developments into extended models. Among the most notable 
is Mister's four-field word model, which distinguishes between the concept of an 
ideal symbol and the unlimited number of its realizations (1993: 308). Oeser 
considers this model still to be one of the most important models in terminological 
theory (1993: 472), though it is criticized widely (e. g. Weissenhofer 1995: 17,27; 
Laur6n, Myking & Picht 1998: 91). More recently, Weissenhofer (1995: 26-29), 
based on WOster's model, has implemented features which allow a clearer 
connection of terminological theory and theories of the mental lexicon. In keeping 
with recent linguistic and psychological developments, he has incorporated 
fuzziness and prototype theories, arguing that even in well-defined and relatively 
clear-cut terminologies prototype and fuzziness effects can occur (1995: 46). 
Having briefly outlined the connection between objects, concepts and terms, it 
should be noted that concepts can exist without linguistic labels: 
At the initial stages of a new discovery or the invention of a new concept, 
adequate terms to represent these concepts may not exist yet (cf. Weissenhofer 
1995: 3). Weissenhofer argues that this is one of the reasons why concepts can 
be viewed as "prelinguistic cognitive units" (1995: 3). This scenario applies to 
the creation of a typology of temporal relations in this study in which various new 
relation concepts are theorized, requiring appropriate labelling (Chapter 4). 
A concept without term may also be created during the evolution or development 
of a known concept into a new concept. 
A concept can exist in two languages but it is labelled in only one of them, 
creating a lexical gap in the other language (cf. Weissenhofer 1995: 6). This 
scenario shows that concepts can be influenced by culture (cf. ISO 1087 1990: 
1, Levinson 1998: 27), a fact less often encountered in the hard sciences than in 
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the soft sciences (e. g. politics, economics, literature). As shown later, temporal 
relation concepts can be dependent on culture (and on discipline). 
2.2.3 Concept Types and Object Types 
One of the major goals of this thesis is to construct a typology of temporal relations. 
It is crucial to examine which kinds of concept are linkable by such relations since a 
discussion of concept types should precede any consideration of the relations 
between them: 
'These regions have not yet been explored' or 'Hic sunt leones'. [ ... 1. The subject of 
concept classes and terminological relationships can be placed into this area of 
uncertainty, of wishful interpretation bordering on phantasy. Most mapmakers claim their 
existence, virtues and even usefulness, but few are agreed on their exact nature, way of 
operation or number because some relate their new findings to old patterns of 
knowledge which have proved useful in other areas of knowledge but are unsuitable 
here, while others jump ahead and describe relationships without having previously 
established what, specifically, is being related. (Sager & Kageura 1994: 191) 
Hence, in what follows, the concept types recognized in terminology science are 
considered. What types can be distinguished can also be approached from the 
perspective of the object types which are represented by the concept types. 
The various objects which can be represented by concepts are widely described in 
the terminological literature (e. g. Picht & Draskau 1985: 38-39, Woster 1991: 7-8, 
Felber 1995: 14-23, Picht 1997: 171-177). " It is common to all definitions and 
explanations that concepts represent 'objects' in a philosophical sense, as is 
indicated in WOster (1993: 302). According to him, an object can be anything onto 
which human beings can direct their thinking. ISO 1087 puts it similarly, i. e. an 
object can be "any part of the perceivable or conceivable world" (1990: 1). Authors 
thus list not only material and immaterial objects but also states of affairs (cf. WOster 
1993: 303), processes, events (cf. Picht & Draskau 1985: 38), qualities, actions, 
locations, situations, and also relations (cf. Felber 1984: 115). 
In the terminological literature there have been various attempts to classify concept 
types. Some of these concept types are shown in Table 2.1 below. 12 The 
Picht points out in this context that in the terminology literature, considerable discrepancies in the classification. 
interpretation, and labelling of objects can be observed (1997: 171-177). 12 For the original German terms I have suggested translations followed by the German terms in brackets. 
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information in the table is, however, not comprehensive as only the types crucial for 
this study are listed, in particular for creating a typology of temporal relations. 13 Note 
that in the table the classification of the concept types often intersects and the 
6same' concept type may be classified under several headings, e. g.: 
* There are several concept types for which synonymous terms are used, e. g. 
object concept and object category. 
Some of the terms for concept types exhibit potential polysemous use, e. g. 
function concept. For example, in Felber's view a function concept is a relation 
between concepts such as and, or, not, etc. (1995: 34), whereas Sager's 
interpretation of this type is purpose-related, e. g. operate-operation, and so on. 
Some concept types seem to exhibit overlaps, e. g. propetty concepts and state 
concepts. For instance, Sager & Kageura consider 'states' as property concepts 
(1994: 204), whereas Dahlberg sees 'states' as separate types (1976: 87). 
Table 2.1 List of concept types in terminology science 
Types of Concept Definitions & Remarks 
entity concept * derived by 'abstraction from material or abstract 
objects* (Sager 1990: 26) 
* "the class of concepts obtained from the abstraction of 
items of our experience and reflection perceived as 
having a separate existence in time and place' (Sager 
& Kageura 1994: 198) 
* Sager (1990: 27) and Sager & Kageura (1994) further 
divide entity concepts into: material entities, abstract 
entities (subdivided Into representational and software 
entities), neutral entities 
object concept 
(Objektbegfiff) 
object category 
(Kateqo6e der Gegenstgride) 
phenomena concept 
(PhanomenbegriM 
'real' concept represents a real object; Kant calls it 'empirical concept' 
(Realbegfift) (Felber 1995,33) 
concrete concept represents a concrete object (Felber 1995: 33) 
(konkreter Begnfn 
'ideal' concept represents an ideal object; Kant calls it'pure concept' 
(Idealbegrifo (Felber 1995: 33) 
abstract concept represents an abstract object (Felber 1995: 33) 
(abstrakterBegriM 
process concept 
(ProzegbegriM 
process category all occurrences that bring about a qualitative or 
(Kategorie der Vorgange) quantitative change (Moschitz-Hagspiel 1994: 51) 
activity concept * "processes, operations and actions, I ... ], performed with, by or for entities' (Sager 1990: 26) 
* concept class "obtained from abstraction of separately 
Identifiable processes, operations, or events carried out 
by or with entities* (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198-199) 
dynamic concept referent is either an action or an event (Laur6n, Myking 
continues 
Examples of Concept Type 
person, company, dictionary, 
newspaper, reprint, book, camera, 
needle, dye, city, species, unit, 
category, part, system, group, 
sample, matrix, subject, 
engineering, sentence, equation. 
concept, input, noise, guideline. 
criteria, interest channel, article, 
node, chapter, sign, paradigm, etc. 
(Sager & Kageura 1994: 209-212) 
plants, products, paper (Dahlberg 
1976: 98) 
machines, devices, materials 
(Moschitz-Hagspiel 1994: 51) 
growth, rain, traffic (Dahlberg 
1976: 98) 
objects perceived via the senses 
(Felber 1995: 17) 
objects not characterized by time, 
space and causality (cf. Felber 
1995: 18), e. g. mathematical 
ob'ects, values 
synthesizing/synthesis, building 
up/build up (Dahlber2 1976: 981_ 
wear and tear, engine adjustment 
(cf. Moschitz-Haospiel 1994: 51) 
process, search, maintenance, 
reception, lending, division, sorting, 
output, filming, editing, etc. (Sager 
& Kageura 1994: 212) 
rotate, etc. (Laur6n, Myking & PiCht 
1998: 155) - 
13 Only those authors have been included who classify concepts on a general basis whereas authors who propose 
concept types pertaining to certain subject fields are not dealt with here, e. g. Budin who distinguishes five 
concept types specifically relevant to the social sciences (1993: 55). 
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Tnhl, o r-nnfirmarl 
property concept *the suWass of concepts which are used (a) to identify - Strength, albino, visual (Sager 
and describe differences between concepts and 1990: 26) 
activities and (b) to Identify features or characteristics of o state, scope, depth, universality, 
entity concepts, activity concepts or relation concepts" Instantaneity, satisfaction. 
(Sager& Kageura 1994: 200) angularity, blackness, half, macro, 
visibility, specificity, reality, 
complexity, passivity, denotation, 
etc. (Sager & Kageura 1994: 214) 
property concept fragrant/fragrance, blind/blindness 
(EigenschaftsbegriM (Dahlberg 1 76: 98) 
property category all properties of objects (Moschitz-Hagspiel 1994: 51) conductivity, elasticity (Moschitz- 
(Kategorie der Eigenschaften) Hagspiel 19 4: 51) 
quality concept *properties, dispositions, [ ... 1, with which we differentiate among entities* (Sager 1990: 27) 
state concept knowing, having, being (Dahlberg 
(ZustandsbegriM 1976: 98) 
relation concept 'Predefined relational value expressing the * sister, more, parallel (Sager 
relations between [ ... I two concepts' (Sager 1990: 28) 1990: 26) o "class of concepts obtained from abstracting physical, *combination, parity, entropy, 
temporal or other ontological relationships among proximity, priority, influence, 
objects and from logical relationships among entities correlation, uniqueness, etc. 
and activities. [They] are thus the subclass of concepts (Sager & Kageura 1994: 213) 
which identify the relationships that exist or are 
established between entities, between activities, 
between properties, and among each of these classes 
in combination* (Sager & Kageura 1994: 199) 
relation concept space, time, causality, necessity 
(RelationsbegriM (Dahlbtrg (1976: 98) 
- function concept represents a relation between concepts (Felber 1995: and, or, not, etc. (Felber 1995: 34) 
(Funktionsbegrih) 34) 
function concept operate-operation, rub, friction 
(Sager 1990: 26) 
quantity category consists of indications of quantity coefficients, parameters (Moschitz- 
(Kategorie der Grogen) (Moschitz-H ag spiel 1994: 51) Hagspiel 1 94: 51) 
quantity concept *measurable quantity or a quality, property, condition or 
disposition which is quantifiable and which is not a 
predefined elational value* (Sager 1990* 28) 
To sum up the information in the table, we can say that the concept types listed 
include entities (material, immaterial), dynamic phenomena (e. g. processes, 
activities), properties, states, and relations. Sager & Kageura argue that the relation 
concept can link entity, activity (actions, events, etc. ) and property (qualities, states) 
concepts (1994: 198-200), e. g. they provide the example of a 'functional' relation 
existing between the activities input and Out pUt14 (1994: 198). Hence, the concept 
types which are of potential interest to the present study are numerous. 
In what follows, the focus is on the types of concept representing dynamic 
phenomena, since they have only recently received more attention in terminological 
theory. 15 One of the reasons for the lack of interest so far shown may be seen, as 
Kageura believes, in the fact that "activities are considered to be secondary to 
entities" (1997: 125). 
The literature suggests that the difference between entity concepts and concep ts 
representing dynamic phenomena lies in the objects they represent: the objects of 
" The question arises here whether input and output are really activities. However, it is the only example Sager & 
15 
Kageura offer in order to illustrate that conceptual relations can exist between activity concepts. 
In contrast, entity concepts are discussed extensively in the terminological literature, as Kageura points out 
(1997: 124). 
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the former are static, the ones of the latter are dynamic (cf. Laur6n, Myking & Picht 
1998: 141; cf. also Sager & Kageura 1994: 198). In contrast to entities, which exist 
separately in time and space (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198) and which have, as 
Vendler says, an indirect relation to time (1967: 144), dynamic phenomena such as 
actions and events intrinsically involve the element of time (Miller & Johnson-Laird 
1976: 86) which produces the effect of dynamism. Vendler, making the same point, 
observes that the nature of events, actions, processes, situations, and so on, is 
essentially temporal (1967: 144). Frawley remarks in this context that all these 
temporal phenomena are "crucially defined by their association with a time interval" 
(1992: 187). In contrast to entities, which can be analysed again and again, it is the 
time element which makes it difficult for an event to be re-analysed once it is over, 
i. e. "events are transient" (Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976: 86). Hence, unlike entities, 
dynamic phenomena are difficult to describe in a uniform and systematic manner. 
States and qualities are also directly linked to time, as is deducible from Vendler's 
statements that "states last for a period of time" (1967: 103) and that qualities "from 
the point of view of time schemata, [ ... ], also behave like states" 
(1967: 108). Yet, 
there is a salient difference between activities and states. Unlike activities, the 
beginnings and endings of states are not easy to determine (Binnick 1991: 184). 
Activity concepts, as Sager and Sager & Kageura refer to them, are the "class of 
concepts obtained from abstraction of separately identifiable processes, operations, 
or events carried out by or with entities" (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198-199; cf. also 
Sager 1990: 26). Note that activities are defined here in connection with entities 
(1990: 26). Sager & Kageura emphasize that activity concepts are complex because 
of their need to include other concepts, resulting in propositions (1994: 204). They 
seem to understand 'other' concepts as assuming various semantic roles: 
Activities are the most complex class because they variously require actants and other 
roles, i. e. they presuppose relationships to other concepts which become linguistically 
evident in propositions. To explain the meaning of the concepts 'invert' or 'copy' or 
'sleep', it is necessary to identify somebody or something that carries out the action and 
where appropriate other roles. 'Sleep' only requires one actant, 'invert' requires an actant 
and a patient, 'copy' requires an actant, an object to be copied from, a substance that is 
copied and the result of the action, i. e. the copy itself. (Sager & Kageura 1994: 24 
16 
It appears that semantic roles are seen here as arguments in a proposition, and in 
the form of specific realizations, as concepts. Hence, an activity and its associated 
16 Sager & Kageura's opposition of 'actant', having structuralist origins, and 'patient' seems unconventional. The 
split would usually be (in Tesni6re's dependency grammar) between actants (arguments of the V) and 
circonstants (adjuncts). Presumably, what Sager & Kageura mean here by actant is agent. 
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semantic roles are comparable with concepts underlying the respective slots in a 
proposition, and thus propositions may be viewed as complex conceptual 
structures. We should recall that propositions have already been mentioned in the 
context of Picht's study of LSP phrases and their conceptual underpinnings (1990: 
35). The commonalities with Sager & Kageura's complex activity concepts can 
clearly be observed. Hence, Sager & Kageura's mention of propositions also points 
into the direction that terminologists may now be moving towards considering larger 
conceptual structures than solitary concepts within a terminological framework. Note 
that the complex conceptual structures, i. e. propositions, of interest to this study are 
linguistically realized as clauses: "propositional strategies usually require a surface 
structure analysis in terms of clauses. That is, each clause [ ... ] is taken to express 
one (complex) proposition" (van Dijk & Kintsch 1983: 143, authors' emphasis). 
Unlike Danilenko who includes 'state concepts' in what he calls the 'process 
category' (as described in Moschitz-Hagspiel 1994: 53), Sager & Kageura do not 
consider states to belong to activity concepts but to what they refer to as 'property 
conce ptS917 (1994: 204). " They say that states reside in between activities and 
properties (qualities), but due to the similarities between states and qualities, they 
believe that states belong more to the property concept type rather than to the 
activity concept type. They even point out that states and qualities can be so similar 
that a clear distinction is not always easy (1994: 204), a problem also recognized by 
Lyons who stresses that it can be equally problematic to distinguish states from 
actions or processes (1994., 441; cf. also Sager & Kageura 1994: 204). 19 
Activity concepts have also been investigated by Puuronen (1994,1996), who refers 
to them as 'dynamic concepts' (comprising action and event concepts). Basing her 
study on von Wright's insights into actions, Puuronen elaborates that the difference 
between actions and events is that the former require agents whereas the latter 
simply occur. She goes on to say that actions usually comprise an internal and an 
external aspect. The internal aspect refers to the intention which leads to the action, 
and the external aspect refers to the muscular activity and the fact that something 
takes place as a result of this activity (1994: 27). With respect to events, Puuronen 
Property concepts are defined by them as the 'subclass of concepts which are used (a) to identify and describe 
differences between concepts and activities and (b) to identify features or characteristics of entity concepts. 
activity concepts or relation concepts" (Sager & Kageura 1994: 200). 
As shown in Table 2.1, there are authors who suggest three separate concept types here: process, state, and 
property concepts (e. g. Dahlberg 1976: 87). 
Sager & Kageura supply the example of synthesis: it can be either a process or a state in the field of machine 
translation depending on whether or not it is seen as synonymous with 'abstract' or'summary' (1994: 204). 
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explains that they can be seen as changes concerning properties of an object or 
changes with regard to its relations to other objects; events tend to be caused by 
influencing factors such as other events, actions or states of affairs (1996: 1096). 
Puuronen also highlights the complexity of action concepts as these can be viewed 
in terms of agent, intention, effect, result and consequences, as proposed by von 
Wright (1994: 26). Since here, too, von Wright and Puuronen have identified 
concepts that are 'externally' linked to action concepts, there are similarities to 
Picht's and Sager & Kageura's views of the conceptual, underpinnings of LSP 
phrases and activities respectively. She further claims that action concepts cannot 
be analysed with traditional terminological methods as these have been made for 
20 entity concepts (1994: 29). She offers eight criteria for analysing action concepts, 
interpretable as referring to their 'internal' composition: instrument, method, 
circumstances, durability, location, time, direction, purpose (1994: 29-30). 
The implications of the above review of concept types for the present study are: 
1. Conceptual relations can link the following concept types: entities (material, 
immaterial), dynamic phenomena (e. g. actions, events, processes), and 
phenomena such as qualities and states. 
2. Concepts representing dynamic phenomena are complex (e. g. Sager & Kageura 
1994: 198,204) and must be treated differently (Puuronen 1994: 29). 
3. Since Sager & Kageura's study of concept types is the most comprehensive one 
it is reasonable to adopt their division into entity, activity (events, actions, 
processes, etc. ) and property concepts (qualities, states) for the typology Of 
temporal relations. Their division provides a feasible starting point for the 
exploration of temporal relations between simple conceptual structures (solitary 
concepts) and complex conceptual structures (propositions). 
4. The conceptual complexity of dynamic phenomena can be expressed by 
propositions, linguistically realized as clauses. Hence, Picht's description of the 
conceptual underpinnings of LSP phrases in terms of propositions, and Sager & 
Kageura's interpretation of activity concepts (which together with other implied 
concepts form propositions) and Puuronen's view of action concepts (definable 
in terms of agent, intention, effect, result and consequences) are seen as a 
useful basis for describing complex conceptual structures in the present study. 
20 As we shall see, a method needs to be designed specifically for analysing complex conceptual structures 
representing activities and properties linked by temporal ordering relations (cf. Chapter 3). 
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5. As it can be argued that states imply some sort of passage of time (e. g. the state 
of being ill can last for a while), though differently compared with phenomena 
such as activities (cf. Lyons 1994: 483), 1 have decided to adopt Lyons' term 
situation as the generic term for activities and states (cf. also Comrie 1985: 5). In 
addition, I include qualities among situations (cf. Chapter 3) since, as we have 
seen, qualities are similar to states and often difficult to distinguish from them. 
There is, unfortunately, no satisfactory term that will cover states, on the one hand, and 
events, processes and actions, on the other. We will therefore use the term situation 
[ ... ] for this purpose; and we will draw a high-level distinction between static and dynamic situations. (Lyons 1994: 483) 
In conclusion, the discussion of concept types can be tied in with traditional 
terminological theory: the focal point of terminological investigations is the solitary 
concept. Hence, in the literature on concept types, the interest of terminologists has 
been the 'solitary concept type', whilst complex conceptual structure types are not 
covered. However, Puuronen's and Sager & Kageura's work on activity concepts 
may indirectly be seen as a first step towards dealing with types of conceptual 
structure which are more complex than solitary concept types. 
As a consequence of exploring complex conceptual structures as part of the present 
study, the question of how to delimit terminology science as a discipline arises. 
Since this research moves beyond the study of the solitary concept, the traditional 
boundaries of terminology science, which is mainly concerned with solitary concepts 
and the terms designating them, have clearly been crossed. Another indication of 
the fact that the discipline boundaries are being pushed further is that traditional 
terminological methods are not considered adequate for analysing actions concepts. 
2.2.4 Characteristics - The Classical Approach to Classification 
In terminology, the traditional way of classifying concepts is based on shared 
characteristics (e. g. Felber 1984: 117,120). Recently terminologists have pointed 
out that many concepts cannot be described satisfactorily using this classical 
approach, but more adequately by the prototype method (cf. Weissenhofer 1995, 
Temmerman 2000). Prototypes are seen as an alternative model to concept 
classifications, i. e. hierarchies, as a means of trying to represent categories. Hence, 
in this study the description of temporal relations is approached in both ways: 
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(1) A typology of temporal relation concepts is created using the traditional method 
of characteristics. The relation types are organized hierarchically (cf. Chapter 4). 
(2) It is examined whether a prototypical temporal relation can be established. Here, 
the relation types are presented alternatively: the most typical member takes a 
focal position with the less typical ones surrounding it (cf. Chapters 5 and 6). 
Yet, the classical method to concept classification and the prototype method are not 
necessarily in opposition to each other. Instead, they supplement each other by 
constituting different ways of modelling the world and our perception of it. 
The classical approach to human classification is said to have its origin with Aristotle 
(Taylor 1995: 22-24) and assumes that a concept is describable by a list of 
necessary and sufficient attributes of its object (cf. Felber 1984: 117, Cruse 2000: 
101). 2' Hence, characteristics are mental representations of qualities of objects with 
a view to forming and delineating the concepts of these objects (ISO/FDIS 12620: 
22 1998: 27). It is important to note that characteristics are usually seen as concepts 
themselves (cf. Felber 1984: 117, DIN 2330 1993: 4), e. g. steel door, whereby 
23 STEEL is also a concept in its own right. Characteristics can be determined during 
concept analyses (Arntz & Picht 1995: 53), carried out for various purposes: 
" to delineate concepts from each other (e. g. ISO/FDIS 12620 1998: 27). 
" to create concept systems (Felber 1984: 117). Here, they are called 'ordering' or 
'classifying' characteristics (Felber 1984: 117, Picht & Draskau 1985: 47). 
" to constitute the intension of a concept (cf. Arntz & Picht 1995: 54). 
" to formulate definitions (e. g. Dahlberg 1976: 92). 
" to form the basis for term formation (Arntz & Picht 1995: 54). 
" to establish whether certain terms are synonymous or whether certain concepts 
belonging to different languages are equivalent (e. g. Picht & Draskau 1985: 49). 
" to express relations to other concepts (Sager 1990: 35). 
It follows that characteristics play a vital role in terminological theory. Yet, in the 
terminological literature consistent methods of structuring characteristics are rarely 
observed (e. g. Arntz & Picht 1995: 56). 24 
21 Comparable to the semantic feature approach to meaning in structural linguistics. 
22 Less specific views also exist, e. g. concepts are made up of "bundles of characteristics" (Kageura 1997: 129). 
23 For an alternative interpretation, see Kageura (1997). He states that "qualities [do] not tend to form 
independent concepts" (1997: 126; cf. also 1997: 129). 
24 For various classifications of characteristics, the reader is referred to Dahlberg (1976: 90-92), Felber (1984: 
118-120), ISO 704 (1987: 2), and DIN 2330 (1993: 4). 
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We will now focus on 'ordering' characteristics since these are directly relevant to 
establishing the typology, i. e. a system of temporal relation concepts in this study. A 
classification of concepts can be created by comparing the characteristics of the 
participating concepts and by selecting appropriate ordering characteristics. The 
following observations, put forward by Taylor (1995: 23-24) can be ascribed to 
concept systems created with this classical approach: 
(a) Concepts are defined by a set of necessary and sufficient characteristics. 
(b) Characteristics are binary: a concept has a characteristic (+) or it does not 
(c) All concepts have the same status. No concept is more prominent than another. 
(d) Concepts have clear-cut boundaries. 
The task of selecting appropriate ordering characteristics, as Felber explains, is 
influenced by the specific structure of the domain for which concept systems are 
established (1984: 117). Depending on the characteristic chosen, concepts can be 
organized differently (Arntz & Picht 1995: 55), e. g. AIRCRAFT can be classified by 
type or by purpose. It is also possible to combine ordering characteristics (cf. Arntz 
& Picht 1995: 55), a practice recently referred to as 'multidimensionality' (Bowker 
1997: 133, Kageura 1997: 120-122, Wright 1997: 90-91). Since this notion relates to 
how the typology is created in this study it is necessary to examine it briefly. 
Multidimensionality, as perceived by Bowker, means that "concepts are classified in 
more than one way within a concept system" (1997: 133). This definition is rather 
broad, but a drawing with which she illustrates the notion is more clarifying in this 
respect (cf. Figure 2 in 1997: 135). In this figure, showing a multidimensional 
concept system, VEHICLE is organized at the same level by medium Of 
transportation (WATER VEHICLE), method of propulsion (MOTORIZED VEHICLE), 
and principal type of load carried (CARGO VEHICLE). By 'dimension', Bowker 
understands "one way of classifying a group of concepts" (1997: 133), which can be 
interpreted to mean that a dimension corresponds to an ordering characteristic (cf. 
also Kageura 1997: 122). Kageura recognizes two types of multidimensionality 
(1997: 128): one type exists if concepts are simultaneously classified by combining 
the generic-specific and part-whole methods; the other type is achieved if various 
types of characteristic are used at the same level in a generic-specific concept 
system (1997: 128). Kageura's second type seems to tie in with Bowker's 
multidimensional concept system since in one of his drawings (1997: 123) he too 
uses several dimensions at the same level, e. g. COMPUTER is classified by mode 
of operation (ANALOG COMPUTER) and by size (MAINFRAME). 
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Concept systems created by combining several characteristics have advantages 
over monodimensional classifications, which are often insufficient because they may 
not capture all the relevant concepts of a domain-, also, such systems can be 
inadequate and inflexible for users with differing needs (cf. Bowker 1997: 137-138). 
2.2.5 Prototypes - The Cognitive Approach to Categorization 
The origins of the prototype approach 25 can be attributed to Wittgenstein who was 
among the first to challenge the Aristotelian theory of categorization which, as we 
have seen, is characterized by the belief that a category is defined by necessary 
and sufficient features. For something to belong to a category, it has to possess a 
certain amount of criterial features. Wittgenstein, in contrast, points out that such an 
approach is unhelpful for some meaning analyses, as his famous example dealing 
with the question of how to define the word game shows (2000: § 66-75). Observing 
that many games share some features but that no common feature links them all, 
he not only conceived of it the phenomenon of family resemblance, but he also 
recognized the existence of fuzzy boundaries: "the concept 'game' is a concept with 
blurred edges" (2000: § 71). The example of games illustrates clearly that the 
classical approach, i. e. the feature analysis, is insufficient for some meaning 
descriptions. In the 1970s, Wittgenstein's observations formed the basis for much 
research in cognitive psychology, in particular by Rosch (1973,1975,1978), who 
has been instrumental in establishing what is now called prototype theory. 
Rosch puts forward that categorization is largely determined by human cognition 
(1978: 27). According to her, the main reasons why peop le form categories lie on 
the one hand in "the function of the category systems [which] is to provide maximum 
information with the least cognitive effort", and on the other to ensure that the 
"perceived world comes as 'structured information rather than as arbitrary or 
unpredictable attributes" (1978: 28). Rosch argues that people allocate objects to a 
category by matching them in terms of similarity against the prototype, i. e. the 
25 In this section, we focus on what Cruse (2000: 132) has called the 'standard' prototype theory proposed by 
Rosch (1973,1975,1978). The different strands within prototype and fuzziness theory as well as recent 
developments in this field are not described here. Interested readers are referred to, for instance, Miller & 
Johnson-Laird (1976), Cruse (1990), Lakoff (1991), Taylor (1995), and Wierzbicka (1996). it should be noted 
that another, yet similar, approach to categorization and the theory of meaning Is sometimes found, I. e. the 
stereotype theory based on Putnam (11975). For a discussion of stereotypes, see, for example, Lutzeier 0 985: 
115-130) and Nissan (1995: 322-325). 
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category member which is considered to be the most representative member, and 
not by comparing a set of necessary and sufficient features. While admitting that 
some categories lend themselves to being represented by a list of features (cf. also 
Temmerman 2000: 65), she has shown in experiments' that many categories (e. g. 
colours) are indeed mentally represented according to their internal structure: 
Internal structure refers to that general class of conceptions of categories in which 
categories are not represented only as criterial features with clear-cut boundaries and in 
which items within categories may be considered differentially representative of the 
meaning of the category term. (Rosch 1975: 193-194; author's emphasis) 
The internal structure of a category may, however, change if subjects are asked to 
judge examples of a category from different perspectives, as Labov's experiments 
on cups, bowls, and vases suggest since, among other things, he showed that 
objects are classified differently if they are associated with a certain function or 
shape(1978: 223). 
A much debated question in the literature concerns the question "where do 
prototypes come from? " (Geeraerts as cited in Taylor 1995: 52). Various reasons 
are suggested in the literature. An obvious answer may be 'frequency', but Rosch 
appears to argue against frequency being the cause of prototypicality since she 
points out that frequency is "less effective than centrality in determining the 
prototype" (Rosch 1973: 143, cf. also 1978: 37). Taylor's view is that the frequency 
of a member of a category is not so much the reason for its prototypical status but 
rather a consequence of prototypicality (1995: 52). Other possible reasons as to 
why a certain category member has prototype standing are summarized in Taylor 
(1995: 53): 'order of learning', 'mean values of variable attributes', and 'cultural 
importance of certain objects'. Taylor himself, however, prefers to explain the 
existence of prototypes in more general terms by saying that prototypical categories 
have a high degree of efficiency (1995: 53): 
Prototype categories have a flexibility, unknown to Aristotelian categories, in being able 
to accommodate new, hitherto unfamiliar data. With only Aristotelian categories at our 
disposal, new data would often demand, for their categorization, the creation of new 
categories, or a redefinition of existing categories. On the other hand, new entities and 
new experiences can be readily associated, perhaps as peripheral members, to a 
prototype category, without necessarily causing any fundamental restructuring of the 
category system. (Taylor 1995: 53) 
26 For instance, in one of her experiments, subjects were asked to rank how good an example they considered an 
example of a category to be (1975: 197). The subjects exhibited high agreement as to what they regarded as a 
very good example of a category (1975: 198), e. g. for the category weapon, gun was rated a very good 
example, whereas missile was seen as a moderately good example, and screwdriver as a poor example (1975: 
230). Hence, missile and screwdriver are more marginal category members. 
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A similar point is made by Aitchison who says that prototype theory has been useful 
in solving27 many problems, including how speakers cope with words with slightly 
different meanings or how speakers can recognize untypical examples of a category 
(1999: 64). She concludes, however, that prototypes are an intangible phenomenon 
(1999: 64-67,72) since they depend on many intertwined factors, e. g. the goodness 
of examples depends not only on culture but also on personal observation and 
beliefs (1999: 72). It is hence anticipated that in the present study the identification 
of a prototypical temporal relation is characterized by subjectivity since in other 
contextS28 less central temporal relation types may assume a more focal position. 
In conclusion, the main features of standard prototype theory are as follows: 
(1) Prototypical categories are not definable by a set of necessary and sufficient 
features since not all category members share the same features. 
(2) Since a core meaning cannot be established, prototypical categories exhibit 
family resemblance, characterized by an 'overlap' of meanings. 
(3) The prototype is the most representative member, whose status depends on 
various factors (e. g. culture), with other members being organized around it in 
decreasing similarity. Hence, category members do not have equal status. 
(4) Prototypical categories exhibit fuzzy boundaries which means that categories 
gradually go over into other categories with borderline members being able to 
belong to several categories depending on the context. Whether something 
belongs to a category is not a question of yes or no, but a question of gradience. 
2.2.5.1 Prototype Theory in Terminology Science 
We need to bear in mind that prototype research has mainly been concerned with 
the meanings of gene ral-la ng uage words. In terminology science, the classical 
approach has been more successful since it must be seen in the context of 
specialist communication in which concepts, which underlie terms, have better 
defined and relatively fixed boundaries (term inolog ization). However, even this can 
vary between domains or within a domain, e. g. as in the present study in which texts 
from the aviation domain have been chosen for studying temporal relations. In its 
safety-critical subdomain of air traffic communication, concepts and terms must 
27 Although prototype and fuzziness theories deal with many problems not addressed by the Aristotelian approach 
to human categorization, some scholars believe that even these theories are problematic (cf, Aitchison 1994: 
23 
452-456, Wierzbicka 1996: 149-169, Cruse 2000: 137-140). We will not go into this. 
Context is to be viewed here as a mental phenomenon (cf. Ungerer & Schmid 1997: 43-46). 
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have clearly delineated boundaries otherwise safety can be compromised, while in 
airline economics less delimited concepts and terms can be found. 
Owing to the advantages offered by prototype theory, terminologists have 
nevertheless become increasingly aware of the fact that there is a need to 
incorporate the principles of prototype theory and fuzziness into terminological 
theory. In the literature, however, only few terminological studies can be identified in 
which prototype theory has been applied, e. g. Temmerman (1998,2000) and 
Weissenhofer (1995). Temmerman (2000) challenges several traditional 
terminological principles. Among other things, she proposes three new methods for 
terminological analysis: prototype structure analysis, cognitive model analysis, and 
diachronic analysis. According to Weissenhofer, the classical Aristotelian approach 
to m9aning works well in the hard sciences (e. g. physics, chemistry) since these 
domains "tend to be very determinate and definite about their conceptual structures" 
(1995: 41). In contrast to this, the soft sciences (e. g. law, politics) exhibit less well- 
defined concepts and terms, i. e. "a great extent of vagueness is deliberately built in" 
(1995: 41-42). Using examples from baseball, Weissenhofer shows that general- 
language words often exhibit fuzziness while the same words are much more 
precise and determinate if they are used in a special-subject field (1995: 46). 
Although, he goes on to say, fuzziness and prototypicality therefore surface less 
often in terminologies they are nevertheless observable and have to be incorporated 
into terminology theory (1995: 46). Weissenhofer argues that this can be achieved 
by adding 'inferential' features to the decompositional meaning approach. In 
contrast to distinctive features, inferential features, linguistically expressed by words 
such as commonly, usually, often, and so on (1995: 40,47-48), are "optional, 
graded, dependent upon context and cotext and therefore suitable for expressing 
proto-typicality [sic] conditions" (Weissenhofer 1995: 47). 
2.2.5.2 Determination Procedures for Prototypes 
Weissenhofer does not appear to provide any methods for prototype determination. 
Temmerman's prototype structure analyses of categories, taken from a text corpuS29 
in the life sciences, seem to be based on an examination of the texts as to any 
information which may signal'the prototypical structure of what she calls 'units of 
understanding' within a category (2000: 79-94). However, her method is not 
29 No indication is given on the size of the text corpus, except for the remark that the entire corpus has been cut 
down to a "manageable size" due to the nature of each case study (Ternmerman 2000: 54). 
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considered suitable for determining a prototypical temporal relation in this study, 
since we are not analysing entity and activity concepts as Ternmerman has done 
(2000: 75) but relation concepts, which are of a different nature (cf. section 2.4) and 
are expressed by different linguistic means (cf. section 2.3.3). Hence, it is necessary 
to look at neighbouring fields for determination procedures. 
As we have seen, in psychology one way of establishing prototypes is by way of 
experiments (cf. Rosch, Labov). Since such experiments are beyond the scope of 
this study, the relevant literature has been scanned for other methods. 30 In the 
following, two methods are discussed. 
Although, as we have seen, frequency of occurrence of category members is not 
necessarily seen as an appropriate measure for prototypicality (cf. Rosch 1973, 
1978), the frequency approach to determining the prototype and degree of 
membership in a category can nevertheless be found in various studies. 
The frequency method, for instance, constitutes one of three intertwined procedures 
suggested by Dirven & Verspoor (1998: 30-31) for determining prototypical senses 
of word forms": (1) what may be called an 'intuitive' approach (which word sense 
first comes to mind); (2) a statistical approach (which word sense is the most 
frequent one); (3) they suggest identifying the most basic sense of a word. I 
consider the first and third procedure to be problematic for the present study since 
they ought to involve experiments. The second procedure, however, can be based 
on textual frequencies of word senses. 
The textual frequency approach can also be found in Croft (1996) and Cruse (2000). 
Cruse claims that if subjects are instructed to create lists of members of a category, 
the overall frequency of mentioning the members in the lists corresponds to the 
goodness-of-exa m pies score (2000: 133). Similarly, Croft, applying prototype theory 
30 Note that there are studies in linguistics which have applied prototype theory to lexical relations, e. g. Cruse 
(1994,1995) and Markowitz (1988). As these studies cannot be reviewed here, it is deemed sufficient to say 
that, for example, Cruse's discussion of the various relations suggests that the prototypical relation type is 
determined with reference to the 'relata' of such relations, e. g. a hyponymy relation between the relata book : 
paperback (1994: 183). Cruse then tries to predict lexical relations from prototype representations of these 
relata (1994: 184-186). This may be interpreted to mean that depending on the prototypical value of the relata 
the lexical relation holding between these relata may be more or less prototypical. The conclusion which we can 
draw from evaluating these studies is that they are not of relevance to this study since we do not want to 
31 
identify the most prototypical uses within one particular relation type, but the prototypical relation type itself. 
Prototype theory has been applied to a variety of linguistic categories. For example, the verb lie and the speech 
acts associated with it have been investigated by Coleman & Kay (1981), and speech acts ranging from 
imperatives to interrogatives have been examined by Giv6n (1986). There have also been prototypical studies 
by, for example, Taylor (1995) in other linguistic areas such as syntax, phonology, morphology (cf. also 
Weissenhofer 1995), and also in typology and universals by, for instance, Croft (1996). 
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to grammar, argues that typological evidence 32 can be used to establishing the 
prototype and the less central members: 
The most frequently mentioned forms are commonly the central members of the 
category. [ ... ]. A textually frequent category member will satisfy the definition of (proto)typicality. (Croft 1996: 125) 
We can conclude that in the absence of human beings who can determine within an 
experimental framework which one of the temporal relation types is the most central 
one an account of the textual frequencies of these relations may nevertheless be a 
useful starting point for establishing a prototype relation in the present study. 
An approach of a different nature, dealing with identifying prototypical causation, is 
found in Lakoff (1991: 54-55). According to him, causation, which, as we shall see, 
is characterized by a strong temporal element is a phenomenon found in the 
grammar of a large number of languages (1991: 54). Arguing that there are more 
than one type of causation, Lakoff contends that among these types there are 
prototypical causation types with regard to the manner they are realized in 
languages. To establish prototypical causation, he uses a 'properties' approach. By 
this he understands a 'cluster of interactional properties' which, as he argues, 
seems to work well in terms of characterizing the relationship between the linguistic 
realizations and the underlying conceptual constructs on the one hand, and 
between the individual types of causation on the other. Lakoff explains that the 
It most representative examples of humanly relevant causation have all ten of these 
properties" (1991: 55) while more peripheral types do not fulfil all the properties. The 
interactional properties of causation used by Lakoff (1991: 54-55) are shown below 
in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Lakoffs interactional properties of causation 
I 
2 
3 
There is an agent that does something 
There is a patient that undergoes a change to a new state. 
Properties I and 2 constitute a single event; they overlap in time and space; the agent comes in contact with the patient. 
4 Part of what the agent does (either the motion or the exercise of will) precedes the change in the patient. 
5 
6 
The agent is the energy source; the patient is the energy goal& energy is transferred from agent to patient 
There is a single definite agent and a single definite patient. 
7 The agent is human. 
8 (a) The agent wills his action. (b) The agent is in control of his action. (c) The agent bears primary responsibilitY for both 
his action and the chanqe. 
9 The agent uses his hands, body, or some instrument. 
10 The agent is looking at the patient, the change In the patient is perceptible and he perceives the change. 
32 Croft (1996) mentions two more types of typological evidence which can be used to determine a prototypical 
grammatical category. They are not dealt with here. 
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Lakoff, however, does not seem to indicate how he arrived at these properties, i. e. 
whether they were gleaned from dictionaries or grammar books, or whether they are 
the result of experiments. Also, it is not clear whether the properties are ranked in a 
particular order, i. e. whether the ones mentioned later are dependent on those 
mentioned earlier. Although Lakoffs approach appears to be useful for determining 
a prototypical temporal relation, the decision was nevertheless made not to apply it 
in the present study since such an approach is hard to implement without knowing 
exactly how the properties were gathered. For the purposes of this study, it is hence 
the frequency method which will be used for determining a prototypical relation. 
2.2.6 Relations between Concepts 
We now turn to the topic of conceptual relations" as a prelude to discussing 
temporal relations. The discussion will highlight the significance of conceptual 
relations, which in turn emphasizes and justifies the investigation of temporal 
relations in this study. Below, we first delineate conceptual relations from sense 
relations. Then, the nature and purpose of conceptual relations is considered, 
followed by an overview of how these relations are classified in terminology science. 
2.2.6.1 Conceptual Relations and Sense Relations 
Relations can be understood in many different ways (e. g. Evens 1988). What 
individual authors understand by relations nor , mally 
depends on the discipline they 
are working in. For instance, when terminologists speak of relations, they mainly 
refer to concept-concept relations or to concept-term relations, whereas linguists, 
particularly in semantics, mean relations between lexical elements in the vocabulary 
(cf. Crystal 1992: 313, Lutzeier 1995: 73), usually called 'semantic' or 'sense' 
relations. In terminology science, the relation of, for example, hyponymy is seen as 
a relation between two concepts and not between terms as is the case in semantics. 
Meronymy, antonymy and incompatibility are also investigated as relations between 
concepts while synonymy, polysemy and homonymy are studied by terminologists 
as concept-term relations. Not keeping these viewpoints apart can lead to confusion. 
This may, for example, be shown in the case of synonymy relations. In semantics, 
33 Picht & Draskau (1985: 102-103) point out that the usage of the terms relation and relationship is inconsistent in 
the terminological literature. In the present study, the term relation is employed on almost all occasions. 
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which usually deals with general language, words tend to be considered 
synonymous if they have the same meaning in a given context, while in terminology 
synonymy is defined as two or more terms denoting the same concept. In a general- 
language context, the relation between two lexemes is not a stable one as their 
meanings potentially change according to context. In terminology, there is a 
tendency to consider concept-term relations as more stable 34 since concepts are 
subject-field dependent. Relatively stable relations between concepts and terms are 
particularly observable in domains in which safety plays a salient role, e. g. in 
aviation. There, the use of synonyms can be safety-critical, which means that 
concept-term relations should be as fixed as possible. For example, in air traffic 
control communications the terms height (above ground) and altitude (above sea 
level) denote different concepts. If they are used synonymously fatal consequences 
are possible, especially at high-altitude airfields. 
2.2.6.2 The Nature and Purpose of Conceptual Relations 
Conceptual relations exist because concepts cannot occur on their own (Laur6n & 
Picht 1993: 507). As Arntz & Picht stress, it is impossible to comprehend and define 
individual concepts without other concepts (1995: 75). Hence, in the Vienna School 
the concept is not examined in an isolated manner (Picht & Draskau 1985: 62) but 
always as part of a system of concepts. The point can therefore be made that - 
although this is not often emphasized in the literature - conceptual relations occupy 
an important position in terminological conceptology (e. g. Nuopponen 1994a: 238, 
Laur6n, Myking & Picht 1998: 164). 
Relations play a very important role in terminology management because they are 
fundamental to understanding how concepts within a subject field are interlinked, which 
in turn is crucial to the process of acquiring subject-field knowledge. (Meyer, Eck & 
Skuce 1997: 103) 
Despite the significance of conceptual relations, the various definitions for these 
offered in the literature are mostly restricted to vague characterizations. For 
example, ISO 704 (1987: 2) and DIN 2330 (1993: 4) provide hazy descriptions: 
concepts are related to other concepts and these relations are very complex. ISO 
704 is slightly more helpful by adding the explanation that a relation is a "mental link 
between two or more concepts" (1987: 15). A similar interpretation is supplied by 
31 In traditional terminological theory, concept-term relations were considered to be stable, in particular in a 
standardization context. However, recently, there is an increasing recognition in terminology science that 
concept-term relations are not stable, even in standardization. 
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ISO/FDIS 12620 (1998: 27) in which a conceptual relation is referred to in a mixed 
way as "a semantic link between concepts". A more elaborated definition can, 
however, be found in Nuopponen (1994a). She compares conceptual relations to 
"mental entities which link concepts to one another" (1994a: 238), explaining that 
"the referents are the relations between individual entities, whether it is a question of 
similarity or other relations" (1994a: 238). This may be interpreted to mean that 
relations can be regarded as mental units which form some sort of bond between 
concepts, in other words, the relations function as 'bridges'. It is important to note 
that, like characteristics, conceptual relations are concepts in their own right, i. e. 
they constitute a type of concept (cf. Sager 1990: 27; Budin 1993: 165,182-183; 
Nuopponen 1994a: 238; Sager & Kageura 1994: 194; Toft 1994: 262) . 
35 For 
example, the concepts PILOT and FLIGHT ENGINEER can be linked by the 
conceptual relation medically fit, which can also be construed as the concept 
MEDICAL FITNESS being composed of characteristics itself. 
The existence of conceptual relations may be described as a reflection of the 
interrelated manner in which humans think and conceptualize the world. Or, coming 
from a different angle, conceptual relations exist because the objects of the 
perceived reality are interrelated in many ways (cf. Sager 1990: 29), leading to a 
considerable variety of conceptual relations.. In the terminological literature, it can 
indeed be observed that concepts can be related to each other in many ways: on 
the basis of shared characteristics, or because of cause-effect connections or 
contacts in space, or time. Sager believes that depending on the purpose and 
requirements of practical terminology work as many different relation types can be 
determined as needed, arguing that the number is practically unlimited (1990: 29, cf. 
also Nuopponen 1994a: 84). Furthermore, as Budin argues, the large diversity of 
relations can also be ascribed to the many different concept types which exist 
(1993: 57). 
How are conceptual relations established? For one relation type, the one which was 
important for classical scholars, called 'genus-species' or 'generic' or 'abstract' or 
'logical' relation (cf. ISO 704 1987: 2, DIN 2330 1993: 3), this takes place on the 
basis of shared characteristics (e. g. Dahlberg 1976: 92-93, Felber & Budin 1989: 
69). In other words, these relations become recognizable when a concept is defined 
and delimited from other concepts, which is done by determining its characteristics 
35 For an alternative but unelaborated view, cf. Kageura who claims that 'relations [do] not tend to form 
independent concepts" (1997: 126). 
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(Arntz & Picht 1995: 62, cf. also Felber 1984: 120). Expressing this differently, 
Sager claims that since it is possible to represent characteristics as properties 
belonging to concepts, characteristics can be conveyed as "relations to other 
concepts" (1990: 25). The same point is made by Meyer, Eck & Skuce who see 
such relations as a consequence of "characteristics that provide information about 
other concepts to which the concept in question is related" (1997: 102). As an 
example they cite the concept FAX MACHINE which can be expressed in terms of 
the relations part (input tray) or output (fax). Genus-species relations are perceived 
as hierarchy-forming36 (cf. Picht & Draskau 1985: 66-78), e. g. the superordinate 
concept FLIGHT CREW MEMBER can be divided into PILOT and FLIGHT 
ENGINEER whereby PILOT further divides into CAPTAIN and FIRST OFFICER. 
Only similar concepts can be related to each other on the basis of characteristics 
(genus-species relations). Concepts, however, which are not akin can also have 
relations with each other, albeit differently since this involves the phenomena of 
space, time and causality (cause-effect). Relations based on these notions are 
referred to as 'indirect' relations (e. g. Felber 1984: 120). They exist between objects 
in the world and hence only indirectly between the concepts representing these 
(WOster 1991: 13). A frequent representative is the 'part-whole' relation, indicating a 
spatial contact construed as a link between concepts one of which represents a 
whole and the others its constituent parts (e. g. ISO 704 1987: 3), e. g. WING, 
FUSELAGE are parts of AIRCRAFT. Like genus-species relations, part-whole 
relations create hierarchies (e. g. Picht & Draskau 1985: 78-81). Other types of 
indirect relation, however, such as the ones shown below do not form hierarchies 
(cf. Arntz & Picht 1995: 99-103): 37 
causal relations, e. g. explosion - fall-out (Sager 1990: 35) 
temporal relations, e. g. pre-wash - washing (Nuopponen. 1994a: 240) 
material-product relations, e. g. beer- alcohol [sic] (Nuopponen 1994a: 240) 
accessorial relations, e. g. camera - tripod, film (Nuopponen 1994a: 240) 
local relations, e. g. lake - fish, algae (Nuopponen 1994a: 240) 
attributive relations, e. g. wool - warmth (Nuopponen 1994a: 240) 
rank relations, e. g. president - vice-president (Nuopponen 1994a: 240) 
36 In terminology science, a conceptual hierarchy is usually understood as a system in which one concept is the 
origin and all subordinate and coordinate concepts are related to this origin concept in a certain manner, thus 
leading to a construct comprising several levels depending on the depth of classification. The origin concept is 
called the superordinate concept and all concepts on the successive levels are subordinate to it as well as 
37 
superordinate to the concepts on the levels below. 
Additional types are listed in Felber (1984: 129-130) and Sager (1990: 34-37). For a taxonomy of causal 
relations, see Nuopponen (1994a: 241). 
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Closely linked to the nature of conceptual relations is their purpose. Terminology 
theorists generally agree about the fact that it is necessary to order and present 
concepts systematically using conceptual classification methods (Sager 1990: 28), 
constructed on the basis of conceptual relations. Arguing from a different angle, 
Felber believes that in order to be able to acquire subject-field knowledge it is 
necessary for a field to be structured in the form of concept systems in which the 
various relations between the concepts in this system become visible (1984: 120; cf. 
also ISO/FDIS 12620 1998: 28). Hence, in broad terms, conceptual relations and 
the resulting concept systems are useful for acquiring, organizing, and representing 
specialist knowledge. The use of certain types of conceptual relation and the 
resulting concept systems are influenced by their purpose, the subject field to be 
structured, and the criteria for classification. In more specific terms, conceptual 
relations and the concept systems generated can be effective tools for compiling 
specialist vocabularies (terminologies) since they represent and provide the 
underlying conceptual structures. Moreover, concept systems can support the 
standardization and unification of terminologies, thus aiding the comparison of 
concepts viewed from the perspective of different languages (DIN 2330 1993: 5). 
They are also important for structuring terminology databanks, and, more recently, 
also for hypertext applications (Laur6n, Myking & Picht 1998: 164). Hence, 
delimiting and systematizing concepts is important for an unambiguous and efficient 
transfer of knowledge as, for instance, in the case of specialist translations, or 
communication between domain experts at a national or international level. It is 
therefore hoped that the present research into temporal relations leads to more 
elaborate and precise concept systems in terms of these relations. 
2.2.6.3 Terminological Methods of Classifying Conceptual Relations 
In this section, we look at the terminological methods for classifying the whole 
inventory of conceptual relations which so far exists to make it clear where exactly 
temporal relations fit in among the known relations. There are two main methods in 
the literature, which differ, since they are based on different viewpoints (Nuopponen 
1994a: 238): the divisions into logical and ontological relations and into 
hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations. 
The Division into Logical and Ontological Relations 
This method is based on the classical division of conceptual relations which can 
mainly be traced back to Aristotle and Hume (cf. Woster 1974a: 260). The origin of 
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this classification appears to be the view that all material and immaterial objects can 
be organized either according to their similarity (logical or genus-species relations) 
or on cause-effect, space, and time38 connections (ontological relations). Figure 
2.2 below illustrates this classical division, in which ontological relations are split into 
four types in accordance with Waster's suggestions (1974a: 261): part-whole 
relations, relations depending on the connection of a material and an objeCt39, 
temporal contiguity relations, and relations of effect. Relations of temporal contiguity 
and relations of effect are divided into various subtypes, identified by Mister 
(1974a: 261,263). In the case of temporal contiguity relations, he distinguishes two 
subtypes: succession and simultaneity. The classical division can also be found in 
Felber (1984), Felber & Budin (1989), and Nuopponen (1 994a, 1994b, 1994c). 
CONCEPTUAL RELATIONS 
LOGICAL RELATIONS 
Genus-Species Relations 
ONTOLOGICAL RELATIONS 
Part-Whole Relations I- 
Material-Object Connection 
Temporal Contiguit\y 
succession simultaneity 
Relations of Effect 
causality use of tools descent 
cause-effect tool-use of tool genealogical 
phylogenetic 
ontogenetic Itic 
stages of material 
I Figure 2.2 The division into logical and ontological relations 
The Division into Hierarchical and Non-Hierarchical Relations 
This classification, shown in Figure 2.3 below, has its origin in documentation 
science for reasons to do with ease of searching (Woster 1974a: 260) and places 
genus-species and part-whole relations (the main representative of spatial relations) 
38 According to WOster, the concepts of contiguity in space and time originate from Aristotle whose two types of 
association of ideas correspond exactly to the two main types of concept relation distinguished in the classical 
division (1974b: 92, cf. also Felber & Budin 1989: 22), Aristotle's associations are said to be based either on 
39 
similarity or on contiguity in time or space. 
WUster's term in German is "Stoff-Gebilde-Zusammenhang" (1974a: 261). Nuopponen has translated this term 
as material-object relation (1 994b, c). 
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together under the heading of hierarchical relations. The remaining set of relations, 
which are not considered to form hierarchies, are classified under non-hierarchical 
relations, which include all other ontological relations based on spatial, temporal and 
effect connections (cf. WOster 1974a: 260-263). As in Figure 2.2, temporal relations 
are divided into succession and simultaneity. According to WOster and Felber, the 
reason for placing genus-species and part-whole relations under hierarchical 
relations is the formal similarity between the two of them (Woster 1974a: 260, 
Felber 1980: 70), although the hierarchies are of different types. A genus-species 
hierarchy is based on broader (superordinate) and narrower (subordinate) concepts 
on the basis of shared characteristics, e. g. the broader concept AIRCRAFT passes 
on its characteristics to the narrower concepts ROTORCRAFT and FIXED-WING 
AIRCRAFT. In contrast, it is not possible to speak of broader and narrower concepts 
in part-whole hierarchies since these are not formed using characteristics. Instead, 
such hierarchies consist of superordinate and subordinate concepts whereby the 
referent of the superordinate concept is an object as a whole and the subordinate 
concepts refer to parts of it (ISO/FDIS 12620: 28). For example, LANDING FLAP 
and WINGLET are part concepts of the superordinate concept WING. 
CONCEPTUAL RELATIONS 
''I . ... ..... .... ... 
HIERARCHICAL RELATIONS NON-HIERARCHICAL RELATIONS 
Genus-Species Relations Part-Whole Relations Material-Object Connection 
Temporal Contiguity 
succession simultaneity 
Relations of Effect 
causality use of tools descent 
cause-effect tool-use of tool genealogical 
phylogenetic 
ontogenetic 
stages of material 
Figure 2.3 The division into hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations 
In conclusion, in this section the semantic versus the terminological view of relations 
was outlined. The nature of conceptual relations as mental units forming links 
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between concepts and the purpose of such relations in terms of aiding 
terminological knowledge representation and thus facilitating specialist 
communication were discussed. The main methods of classifying them were 
presented with a view to establishing where temporal relations are placed within 
these systems. As we have seen, in the taxonomies mentioned, temporal relations 
were classified differently depending on the ordering characteristics chosen, being 
located either under ontological relations or non-hierarchical relations. In what 
follows, the focus of this review now shifts to the actual topic of temporal relations. 
2.2.7 Conceptual Temporal Relations in Terminology Science 
In discussions of relations between concepts, terminological research has mainly 
concentrated on studying genus-species and part-whole relations. Less well 
researched are the remaining spatial relations as well as relations based on 
temporal or cause-effect connections (e. g. Meyer, Eck & Skuce 1997: 103). In the 
literature, it is particularly noticeable that little is known about temporal relations. 
The reasons for this are unclear, but they may be attributed to the fact that the 
nature and function of these relations is not understood. In this section, we hence 
take a closer look at temporal relations, including a brief comparison with causal 
relations. Following this, the types of temporal relation found in the relevant 
literature are discussed. This also involves a discussion of how the types are 
classified and represented graphically since these aspects form part of the 
theoretical and practical investigation of temporal relations in this study. 
2.2.7.1 The Nature and Function of Temporal Relations 
In the terminological literature temporal relations are mentioned, but rarely 
elaborated on. Nuopponen has recently made an attempt at expanding on them in 
her study into causal relations (1994a: 92-94,175-183). However, not much could 
be found in her research on the nature of temporal relations, except that she 
characterizes them as being based on a time-related connection between the 
objects represented (1994a: 92). Although she criticizes that temporal relations are 
not seen as one of the most important relations by terminologists and by standards 
bodies since they are indispensable for structuring many phenomena (cf. also Picht 
& Draskau 1985: 82), she does not address the question as to why this is the case. 
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Apart from Nuopponen, only Picht & Draskau (1985: 82-85) and Arntz & Picht 
(1995: 99-103) elaborate on temporal relations. Picht & Draskau describe these 
relations by pointing out their similarity to part-whole relations. They say that the 
individual phases, stages or steps of a process can be understood as its parts, but 
they stress that there are important differences since, for instance, temporal 
relations usually do not allow the structuring of processes to be reversed 41 (1985: 
82, Arntz & Picht 1995: 99-101). For example, an aircraft has to take off before it 
can cruise, it cannot be cruising before take-off. With a part-whole relation it does 
not matter which concept comes first, e. g. in describing AIRCRAFT CABIN, the 
order of the part concepts COCKPIT, GALLEY, PASSENGER CABIN is irrelevant. 
Apart from providing some examples in which temporal relations are involved, Picht 
& Draskau take the issue no further. Arntz & Picht state further that such relations 
form systems but not in the sense of a hierarchy (1995: 99), as we have seen. 
We can conclude that not much is known about the nature of temporal relations 
from a terminological perspective: most authors describe in a limited way what can 
be done with this relation in practice rather than looking deeper into its nature. 
Hence, we will now explore selected philosophical literature to examine the nature 
of these relations in more detail. 
As will be recalled, temporal relations belong to the group of ontological relations. 
Ontology, a branch of metaphysics, is the science of being in general, dealing with 
questions such as the nature of existence and the category-like structure of reality 
(Honderich 1995: 634). In terminology science, ontological relations are defined as 
depending on contiguity in space, time, and on causal connection. This definition is 
in tune with Kant's view on the concepts of space, time, and causality since he 
believed that all occurrences in this world are present in space, that causality 
connects everything that happens in the form of causes and effects (1995: 72, A27; 
218, B232; cf. also Deussen 1920: 177), and that time is an "a priori condition of all 
appearance whatsoever" (1995: 77, A34/1351) since "all objects of the senses are 
in time and necessarily stand in time-relations" (1995: 77,1351). 
There have been many authors who have tried to explain the concept of time and 
there are probably as many interpretations of it (e. g. Bergson 1911, Russell 1971, 
40 Exceptions to this rule are instructions or repair manuals, as Picht & Draskau explain. Here, it is possible to 
speak of reversing the process of assembling something (1985: 82). We will not go into this. 
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Lucas 1973, Hume 1978, Ricceur 1985, Kant 1995), but we will not go into this since 
explaining the nature of time is difficult: 
We know what time is, we are all familiar with it, but all feel uneasy when it comes to 
expressing it in words. Time is puzzling not only because it is unlike everything else 
in our conceptual universe, but just because it is part of our conceptual structure and is 
connected to a number of other parts. (Lucas 1973: 4-5) 
Instead, we will try to see how time and temporal relations are linked to each other. 
To this end, it is useful to look in the first instance at Peirce (1960) and at the 
philosophy-oriented linguist Kamp (1979). Peirce relates the concept of time to 
events, arguing that it would not be possible to study the concept of time without 
any reference to events because they can only be understood in terms of each 
other (1960: 262, cf. also Feibleman 1960: 358). The same point, albeit more 
explicitly, is also made by Kamp (1979), but he takes the link between time and 
events further by drawing attention to the fact that time can be equated to the 
entirety of temporal relations structuring the events of our history: 
If we assume, with Leibniz, Einstein or Whitehead, that time is no more* than the totality 
of temporal relations between the events and processes which constitute the history of 
our world, the question is about the actual structural relations between these events and 
processes. (Kamp 1979: 376) 
Since Kamp's words may be interpreted to mean that the events and processes in 
our world forming our history are structured by means of temporal relations, we can 
deduce that these events and processes follow each other in a certain temporal 
order. Put another way, the world's history is characterized by a specific temporal 
ordering of these phenomena. Hence, we can say that the nature of temporal 
relations as well as their function is that of temporal ordei(ing). 
That temporal ordering indeed constitutes the nature of temporal relations is 
supported by the fact that this notion can be found in various philosophical 
treatments of these relations. For instance, as Newton-Smith puts it, the interest lies 
not only in 'what occurs' but also very much in 'the order in which everything takes 
place' (1980: 5). Russell, in his mathematically-oriented essays entitled On Order in 
Time (1971), also explicitly refers to temporal order saying that to treat this concept 
appropriately it is necessary to have certain basic relations between events. Hence, 
Russell's view can be interpreted to mean that he characterizes temporal ordering in 
terms of the relations which establish it. According to him, the relations allowing the 
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placement of events relative to each other in time are of a sequence" and 
simultaneity nature (1971: 347). Other scholars, such as O'Shaugnessy (1971: 141- 
142) and Rescher & Urquhart (1971: 50,185-187) also refer to the temporal 
ordering of events in terms of sequence and simultaneity. 42 
In view of the above, I propose the term temporal ordering relations instead of 
temporal relations since it readily reflects the nature of these relations. The 
suggested term also addresses the issue of distinguishing between temporal and 
spatial relations which, as will be recalled, bear some similarities. Recently, these 
two types have been grouped together under the generic term sequential relations 
in the terminological literature and various standards (cf. DIN 2330 1993: 5, Arntz & 
Picht 1995: 99, ISO/FDIS 12620 1998: 28). Despite their commonalities, temporal 
and spatial relations, in particular the part-whole relation as the major 
representative, exhibit salient differences, e. g. part-whole relations form hierarchies. 
As a consequence, they should not be classified together under the same heading. 
Also, as we have seen, temporal relations place phenomena in temporal ordering 
scenarios characterized either by sequence or simultaneity, and therefore to use the 
superordinate term sequential relations is, it can be argued, not well motivated. 
In conclusion, in this section the attempt has been made to explore the nature and 
function of temporal relations from a philosophical perspective as little is known 
about these relations in terminology. As we have seen, temporal relations are 
characterized by temporal ordering, describable in terms of the modes of sequence 
and simultaneity. Accordingly, in the remainder of this thesis, the term temporal 
ordering relations is used when such relations are dealt with in a terminological 
context. In the next section, it is necessary to focus briefly on causal relations since, 
as mentioned earlier, they exhibit a strong temporal component. It is thus important 
to attempt to delineate causal relations from temporal ordering relations. 
In the literature consulted there is a confusing plethora of names in use for this kind of relation, e. g. before-and- 
after relation, before relation, after relation, consecutive relation, succession relation, subsequence relation, 
precedence relation, etc. To avoid confusing the reader, I have hence decided to apply the term sequence 
relation as the generic term whenever this type of relation is referred to in the literature. Although the term 
succession relation is used quite often in philosophical and linguistic literature it has been avoided in the 
present study because it is used for a specific subtype of temporal relation, as we shall see (cf. Woster 1974a, 
1974b, Nuopponen 1994a). Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that in the large majority of the literature a 
distinction is made between before relations and after relations, or subsequence and precedence relations, or 
earlier and later relations (e. g. Kamp 1979: 378). In this study, however, no distinction is made because we are 
interested in the relations at the concept level (system level). Hence, the type of relation is always the same, i. e. 
the conceptual structures remain in a specific temporal order regardless of whether they are looked upon as 
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being linked by a precedence or by a subsequence relation. 
Note that in philosophical literature, the notion of'temporal ordering' can also be understood differently, i. e. from 
the point of view of perception. Bergson, for example, argues that succession cannot take place without the 
involvement of the concept of simultaneity (cf. Bergson 1911: 77). This may be interpreted to mean that thinking 
about successive events takes place via a simultaneous perception of these successive events. 
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2.2.7.2 The Temporal Element in Causal Relations 
Kant argues that "all alterations take place in conformity with the law of the 
connection of cause and effect" (1995: 218, B232) and that cause determines effect 
in time as its consequence (1995: 219, B234)- It follows that relations of causal 
connection possess a strong temporal component, which, as Kant goes on to say, 
can express itself as a "serial succession" but it can also be simultaneous (1995: 
227-228, A202). The temporal element in causal relations is also recognized by 
Hume, who, however, only seems to mention the mode of sequence (1978: 173- 
176, cf. also 75-78). Since, as Kant's statement shows, causes occur before their 
effects (sequence) or they co-exiSt43 (some sort of simultaneity), causal relations are 
hence also characterized by temporal ordering. 
In terminology science, it is recommended to keep 'pure' temporal (ordering) 
relations, i. e. sequence and simultaneity, separate from all other relations exhibiting 
temporal features, in particular from cause-effect relations (WOster 1974b: 94, cf. 
also Nuopponen 1994a: 175-176). Nuopponen is of the opinion that pure temporal 
relations are based on chronological sequences or on relations between, for 
example, predecessors and successors (1994a: 176), which may be interpreted to 
mean that she considers 'uncaused' sequences to be the main characteristic of pure 
temporal relations. Nuopponen's intention of distinguishing between pure temporal 
relations and other relations possessing the time element can also be observed in 
her treating differently some of the temporal relation examples from other authors. 
For instance, Picht & Draskau's evolution of animals as an example of a temporal 
relation (1985: 82) is classified by her as an example of a relation of influence 
(1994a: 94). In contrast to WOster and Nuopponen, however, ISO/FIDIS does not 
adhere to a separation of pure temporal relations and causal relations since it 
mentions the latter as an example of temporal sequential relations (1998: 28). 
We can sum up by pointing out that the difference between pure temporal (ordering) 
and causal relations seems to be that causal relations always entail the temporal 
ordering element, whereas temporal ordering relations do not necessarily entail a 
causal element, i. e. temporally ordered phenomena may or may not cause each 
43 In order to demonstrate that cause and effect can exist simultaneously Kant provides the following example: 
"For instance, a room is warm while the outer air is cool. I look around for the cause, and find a heated stove, 
Now the stove, as cause, is simultaneous with its effect, the heat of the room. Here there is no serial succession 
in time between cause and effect. They are simultaneous, and yet the law is valid. The great majority of efficient 
natural causes are simultaneous with their effects, and the sequence in time of the latter is due only to the fact 
that the cause cannot achieve its complete effect in one moment. But in the moment in which the effect first 
comes to be, it is invariably simultaneous with the causality of its cause" (Kant 1995: 227-228, B248/A203)- 
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other (cf. also Pasicki 1972: 97). Since the temporal ordering element is present in 
both relation types, I would like to argue that both causal relations and temporal 
ordering relations can be investigated in much the same way with regard to the 
temporal ordering element. Hence, my conclusions are neutral with respect to 
±causality. Moreover, the pilot studies. carried out for this research showed that in 
practice a distinction between both relation types is often impossible to establish 
and can therefore not be supported. 44 For example, in the sentence the aircraft was 
climbing through Z800 feet and the controller made a transmission the question is 
whether the first event (aircraft climbing) causes in any way the second event 
(controller making a transmission)? The answer is unclear since the controller might 
only make the transmission because the aircraft is climbing through 2,800 feet 
(causal connection), or the controller making his transmission at the same time as 
the aircraft climbs through this altitude could be purely accidental (no causality). 
2.2.7.3 Known Temporal Relation Types 
In the following, we focus on the temporal (ordering) relation types presented in the 
terminological literature, since these form the basis for the creation of the typology 
in Chapter 4. The relations are discussed according to the authors who have been 
concerned with them: WOster (1 974a, 1974b), Picht & Draskau (1985), Arntz & Picht 
(1995), Nuopponen (1994a), and various standards bodies. As indicated earlier (cf. 
footnote 41), the term sequence relations will be employed for 'before-and-after' 
relations, except for when the authors'terms have to be used to clarify their models. 
Wüster 
WOster offers two slightly different ways of classifying temporal ordering relations, 
shown below in Figure 2.4. In WOster (1974a), succession (Nachfolge) and 
simultaneity relations (Gleichzeitigkeit) are elucidated as subtypes of temporal 
contiguity (zeitliche Ber0hrung) (1974a: 261). As will be recalled, this same 
classification has already been mentioned in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. In Woster (1974b: 
94), however, he appears to recognize only one subtype of what may be called 
consecutive relations (Nacheinander-Beziehungen): the succession relation 
(Nachfolge-Beziehung), e. g. table of succession of popes (1 974b: 94). This division 
44 That the relationship between causality and temporal order is a controversial issue is also pointed out by Lyons. 
However, he assumes that 'whether or not our conception of causality is innate or is based (wholly or partly) 
upon inductive inference from our experience of pairs of temporally ordered situations, the assertion that two 
situations succeeded one another in time will frequently be intended, and understood, to imply that they are 
causally connected" (Lyons 1994: 493). 
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does not fully tie in with his classification in 1974a, since the superordinate relation 
type is different, i. e. consecutive relations, which by its nature allows only the 
inclusion of the succession relation but not of the simultaneity relation which is 
consequently missing in this classification. 45 
Temporal Contiguity/Temporal Connection Consecutive Relations 
(Zeiffiche Ber0hrunglZeitzusammenhang) (Nacheinander-Beziehungen) 
Succession Simultaneity Succession relations 
(Nachfolge) (Gleichzeitigkeit) (Nachfolge-Beziehungen) 
e. g. predecessor-successor e. g. contemporaries e. g. tables of succession of popes 
(1974a) (1974b) 
Figure 2.4 WOster's two classifications of temporal ordering relations 
Picht & Draskau and Arntz & Picht 
Picht & Draskau (1985: 82-85) and Arntz & Picht (1995: 99-102) divide temporal 
relations into consecutive and simultaneous relations (Figure 2.5). Consecutive 
relations are portrayed by Arntz & Picht as links between individual phases or 
subphases of a process, whereby a delimitation of the phases often takes place on 
a pragmatic basis (1995: 99). Simultaneous relations can be perceived, as they go 
on to say, where parts of a process occur at the same time. They further point out 
that in some processes both simultaneous and consecutive phases are present, but 
they assume that consecutive phases are in the majority (1995: 100-101). 
Relation of Contiguity of Time 
(zeitliche Berohrungsbeziehung) 
Consecutive Relation Simultaneous Relation 
(konsekutive Beziehung) (simultane Beziehung) 
e. g. phases of a construction process; e. g. listening, transferring, speaking 
evolution of animals during simultaneous interpreting 
Figure 2.5 Division of temporal ordering relations by Arntz & Picht and Picht & Draskau 
We can observe that the relation types found so far are organized by what may be 
called type of connection (sequential or simultaneous) as the ordering characteristic. 
45 Note that WOster views relations of spatial contiguity as simultaneous relations: "Die Beieinander-Beziehungen 
sind r9umlicher Art, daher Gfeichzeitigkeitsbeziehungen" (1 974b: 94). This interpretation is potentially confusing 
since it may give the impression that spatial relations are a subtype of temporal relations, which they are not. 
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Nuopponen 
Her approach to classifying temporal ordering relations (1994a), shown in Figure 
2.6, is different. She divides these relations into succession and process relations 
based on the distinction between the concept types which occur as the linking 
concept in the relationship (1 994a: 92). Hence, instead of the ordering characteristic 
type of connection she uses what we might call type of concept linked6 (1994a: 94). 
The figure below illustrates that Nuopponen's succession relation forms a temporal 
link between what can be called entities while the process relation creates a 
temporal bond between individual phases in a process. It is interesting to note that 
both relation types are characterized by a sequence and that simultaneous relations 
are not included in Nuopponen's classification, although she refers to their existence 
elsewhere. For instance, she stresses that simultaneous phases are often present 
in manufacturing processes (1994a: 179-180). Some of her examples also point 
towards simultaneity relations, e. g. Notification (and Confirmation) -+ Presentation 
of Documentation (cf. Nuopponen 1994a: 178). The coordinator and (in bold face) in 
this example can be interpreted as signalling some sort of simultaneity. 
Furthermore, in the context of sequential concept systems, Nuopponen states that 
in such systems concepts are linked by consecutive as well as simultaneous 
relations (1994a: 243). Hence, she gives the impression that process relations can 
be sequential or simultaneous, but this is not reflected in her classification. 
Temporal Concept Relation 
temporal beg ppsrelation) 
Succession Relation Process Relation 
(successionsrelation) (handelsrelation) 
(e. g. predecessor- successor) (e. g. previous stage - following stage) 
Figure 2.6 Nuopponen's classification of temporal ordering relations 
We can sum up here by saying that what we call the sequence relation" is common 
to all the systems discussed so far while simultaneity relations vary according to the 
analysis concerned. It can also be noted that the systems described so far have 
been created using different characteristics: either type of connection or type of 
conceptlinked. 
45 Nuopponen has phrased this as follows: "( ... I kan man urskiIja olika typer av temporala begreppsrelationer enligt 
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de begreppstyper som f6rekommer som ledbegrepp i relationen" (1 994a: 92). 
Sequence (succession) relations can also be found in Felber (1984: 129) and Felber & Budin (1989: 66). 
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Standards Bodies 
As mentioned earlier, temporal relations can also be found to be classified as a type 
of sequential relation together with spatial relations at the same level (e. g. ISO 1087 
1990: 3, DIN 2342 1992: 2, DIN 2330 1993: 5, ISO/FDIS 12620: 1998: 28) owing to 
the fact that spatial and temporal relations are similar, as we have seen. Some 
examples of temporal sequential relations comprise cause and effect, producer- 
product, steps in a process (ISO/FDIS 1998: 28). However, this classification 
method, shown below in Figure 2.7, does not really provide more types of relation, it 
only makes a difference to the generic naming of these relations, namely as 
sequence-forming relations. Again, simultaneity relations are not included here. 
Sequential Relations 
Temporal Relations Spatial Relations 
e. g. cause and effect, producer-product, steps in a process 
Figure 2.7 Division of temporal ordering relations by ISO 1087. DIN 2342, DIN 2330, ISO/FDIS 12620 
In ISO 704 (1987), temporal ordering relations are the result of a direct division of 
non-hierarchical relations into relations of contiguity of time, space, and cause- 
effect. As will be recalled, this classification has already been presented in Figure 
2.3. As an example of a temporal contiguity relation, ISO 704 provides before-after 
(1987: 3). In the DIN 2331 standard, consecutive relations, e. g. predecessor- 
successor, are named as one of the examples of 'other conceptual relations' 
(without specifically labelling them as non-hierarchical), which, as they say, exist 
besides hierarchical relations (1980: 3). Figure 2.8 below shows that, as before, 
simultaneous relations are missing in the classifications by ISO 704 and DIN 2331. 
Non-Hierarchical Relations 
Contiguity of Time 
e. g. before-after 
Other Conceptual Relations 
(Andere Begiffsbeziehungen) 
Consecutive Relations 
e. g. predecessor-successor 
Figure 2.8 Classification of temporal ordering relations by ISO 704 and DIN 2331 
Let us now summarize the salient points of the above discussion: 
The known temporal ordering relation types are sequence and simultaneity. 
I Sequence relations are common to all the systems discussed. 
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* The inclusion of simultaneity relations varies. In some classifications they are 
explicitly mentioned (e. g. WOster 1974a, Arntz & Picht 1995), in others they are 
missing (e. g. Nuopponen 1994a, various standards). Can the frequent 
omissions of the simultaneity relation perhaps be linked to the traditional 
terminological focus on solitary concepts? I do not necessarily think so, since 
many of the examples provided in the literature do indeed involve simultaneity 
relations between solitary concepts, e. g. Arntz & Picht exemplify such relations 
between the solitary concepts LISTENING, TRANSFERRING, and SPEAKING 
(1995: 100), and Nuopponen indicates a simultaneity relation between the 
solitary concepts NOTIFICATION and CONFIRMATION (1994a: 178). 
There is no consensus on how to classify temporal ordering relations, which 
manifests itself in the fact that a relation can be a subtype in one classification 
yet a superordinate type in another (e. g. the subtype contiguity of time in ISO 
704 functions as the superordinate type in Arntz & Picht's system). 
0 All the classifications discussed are based on one ordering characteristic only: 
either on the type of connection or on the type of concept linked. 
* All the systems consist of only one level of abstraction besides the top node. 
Some systems operate on different levels of abstraction. For example, WOster's 
two classifications (cf. Figure 2.4) could be merged. His consecutive relation 
would then become a subtype of temporal contiguity relations and at the same 
time a superordinate type to the succession relation. 
* Table 2.3 below shows a selection of the terms in use in the literature to refer to 
temporal ordering relations at the various classification levels: 
Table 2.3 Labels for temporal ordering relations in the terminological literature 
During the discussion of the various concept types which can be linked by 
conceptual relations (cf. section 2.2.3), it was established that these include 
entities, activities (events, processes, and so on), and properties (qualities, 
states). However, none of the above-mentioned divisions allow for the inclusion 
of all these concept types. For example, WDster's division seems to incorporate 
only entity concepts, and Arntz & Picht's (1995: 99-103) and Picht & Draskau's 
(1985: 82-85) only activity concepts. Only Nuopponen has made the attempt to 
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include not only entity concepts but also concepts representing processes 
(Figure 2.6). Property concepts, however, are missing in all the classifications. 
2.2.7.4 Graphic Representations of Temporal Relations 
Since the graphic representation of temporal relations is directly relevant for the 
conceptual analysis of the chosen special-language texts in this study, the existing 
methods of illustration need to be presented here. 
Picht & Draskau comment that no formal methods for the graphic representation of 
such relations exist (cf. also Wright 1997: 90) but that some suggestions arisen out 
of practice can be made (1985: 83). For example, as Wright indicates, the usual 
representation tools are lists and flow charts. In the relevant literature, we can 
indeed note that sequence relations between, for instance, individual phases of 
processes are represented in list form from top to bottom (cf. Picht & Draskau 1985: 
83-84). Simultaneity relations between phases are drawn from left to right. A 
criticism of these methods is put forward by Nuopponen. She argues that 
representing temporal ordering relations in this way is unusual since in linguistics 
and philosophy sequences are traditionally presented from left to right while 
simultaneous phases are placed below each other (1 994a: 177-178). 
2.2.8 Temporal Relation Types in Other Fields 
In this section, we draw on some neighbouring disciplines such as philosophy, 
linguistics, artificial intelligence, psychology and cognitive science to see which 
temporal relation types are in use in these fields. The aim is to identify further types 
in addition to the two broad types found in terminology science, i. e. sequence and 
simultaneity relations. The discussion below, however, will be confined to selected 
works. It is acknowledged that each discipline has different goals with regard to their 
study of temporal relations, which is taken into account as we evaluate their value 
for our purpose. A note on the terminology used: we will adhere to the terms used 
for these relations in these fields, only when we sum up will we use our terminology. 
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2.2.8.1 Philosophy 
Temporal relations are studied here as part of the quest for the fundamental nature 
of knowledge, reality, belief, existence, and of the world (cf. Honderich 1995: 666). 
Within this framework, such relations are usually theorized about in the context of 
events which they can temporally order in various ways, an approach which is not 
dissimilar to creating a typology of these relations in this study since such a model is 
a theory about the ways in which phenomena can be ordered temporally. 
It should be recalled that some philosophers have already been mentioned in the 
context of the discussion on the nature of temporal relations, whereby sequence 
and simultaneity relations emerged. Let us now see how these relations are defined. 
Sequence relations are generally described in philosophy as time relations which 
manifest themselves in a "successive series" (Kant 1995: 236,13262; cf. also Peirce 
1960: 266; Rescher & Urquhart 1971: 50,185; O'Shaugnessy 1971: 141-142; 
Russell 1980: 58,1971: 347; Mellor 1998: 11,106). Newton-Smith elaborates 
further that this succession, i. e. sequence, is normally associated with time intervals 
which follow each other without overlapping temporally (1980: 144). 
In the selected literature, simultaneity relations seem to be less expanded on than 
sequence relations, although simultaneity is perceived as a frequent phenomenon: 
Simultaneity is an essential temporal dimension in human life, Through perception we 
are aware of many phenomena, some simultaneous with one another, some not. 
(O'Shaugnessy 1971: 144) 
Mostly, the explanations state that phenomena occur at the same time, as is done 
by Kant, who explains that "[ ... ] things [ ... ] [can] exist [ ... ] at one and the same 
time 
(simultaneously)" (1995: 74, B46). A more helpful definition of simultaneity relations 
is supplied by Newton-Smith, who typifies them as equivalence relations (1980: 
127), which can be interpreted to mean that a phenomenon which we might term 
complete simultaneity is referred to (e. g. two events start and end at the same time). 
Upon examining the philosophical literature further, we can observe that a third 
relation type is in use: the partial simultaneity relation. In Russell's understanding, 
partial simultaneity arises if two events overlap but none of these fully begins and 
ends before the other (1971: 347). Basing his work on some of Russell's findings, 
Newton-Smith defines partial simultaneity more broadly, viewing it as "some time at 
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which [two events] are both occurring" (1980: 129). In view of Newton-Smith's more 
general definition we can say that Russell's above-mentioned description seems to 
point to a subtype of partial simultaneity; in fact, Russell's definition appears to be 
consistent with the first one of Newton-Smith's subtypes listed below: 
1. Partial beforeness: "it obtains between a pair of intervals I and J just in case I 
begins before J begins and ends before J ends and part of I is simultaneous with 
part of X (1980: 144). 
2. Inclusion: "an interval I includes an interval J just in case J does not begin earlier 
than I and J does not end after f' (1980: 144). 
48 3. Proper inclusion: "in case I begins after J and ends before X (1980: 144). 
Various subtypes of the partial simultaneity relation are also recognized by 
O'Shaugnessy (1971: 142): simultaneous beginnings, temporal overlap (similar to 
Newton-Smith's first type), and inclusion (similar to Newton-Smith's second and 
third types). Rescher & Urquhart also appear to be dealing with partial simultaneity 
relations since they speak of "quasi-simultaneous times" (1971: 187), but unlike 
Newton-Smith and O'Shaugnessy they do not identify any subtypes. 
In summary, three broad temporal ordering relation types are generally recognized 
in philosophy: sequence relations, simultaneity relations (likely to be understood 
here as complete simultaneity relations), and partial simultaneity relations. Hence, 
the two broad relation types of sequence and (complete) simultaneity found in 
terminology science were also identified in the philosophical literature. In addition, 
the phenomenon of simultaneity receives due prominence since three subtypes of 
the partial simultaneity relation were detected: temporal overlap relations, inclusion 
relations, and simultaneous beginnings relations. 
2.2.8.2 Linguistics 
In this discipline, temporal relations tend to be investigated as part of the temporal 
representation of discourse 49 whereby the focus of such linguistic studies is usually 
on the expression of these relations in text. Within this framework, temporal 
relations are normally portrayed as relations involving several parameters: speech 
time, event time, and reference time, i. e. the perspective from which an event is 
examined in a discourse at a specific point (cf. Comrie 1985: 56, Hinrichs 1986: 73). 
It is not quite clear to me here why Newton-Smith distinguishes between inclusion and proper inclusion since 
conceptually both relation types appear to be the same. 
Discourse may be interpreted as a "finite sequence of sentences* (Partee 1984: 248). 
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Although the approach to studying temporal relations in linguistics is different to that 
in terminology, it is not unreasonable to compare event time with the conceptual 
level of temporal ordering relations, since at the conceptual level the relations 
between the conceptual structures representing events correspond to the order in 
which the events occurred and to the time at which they happened (event time). 
Various linguistic studies can hence be found which describe the notion of temporal 
order in relation to events either indirectly (e. g. Comrie 1985) or directly by 
focussing on temporal relations existing between actions, events, and so on (e. g. 
Edgren 1971, Kamp 1979, Cann 1993, Ter Meulen 1997) or between propositions 
(e. g. Heinemann & Viehweger 1991). Some of these studies including various 
others are reviewed below. As before, we adhere to the authors' individual choice of 
terms but in summing up we apply our own terminology. It can be foreshadowed 
that linguistic event time in terms of the temporal order of events can be expressed, 
as before in philosophy, by the modes of sequence, complete, and partial 
simultaneity. Also, as before, subtypes of the partial simultaneity relation are in use. 
Edgren has identified temporal relations between events in terms of simultaneity 
and sequence. She subdivides the former into total and partial simultaneity 
(1971: 22-23) and the latter into anterfority and posteriority (1971: 22). 
As we have seen, Kamp's interest in temporal relations lies in the structuring 
task they have. He speaks of earlier-later, overlap, and perfect simultaneity 
relations (1979: 378-384). 
* Comrie (1985) mentions the notions of sequence and simultaneity but does not 
go into detail. He indirectly points towards the existence of temporal relations by 
plotting events, states", and so on, onto a time line whereby these phenomena 
are placed in a time relation to one another (1985: 5-6), which can be 
interpreted to mean in relations of sequence and simultaneity. 
Hinrichs mainly studies temporal relations as tripartite relations, distinguishing 
precedence, overlap, and inclusion relations between events (1986: 69-70). 
Me & Smit (1986) have studied temporal relations from the point of view of 
constructing decision trees in terms of rules for distinguishing the temporal uses 
from other uses of function words including the distinction of the different 
50 States and events can be treated the same since they last for a certain amount of time (cf. Vendier 1967: 103. 
108), and thus both can be mapped onto time intervals (cf. also Hinrichs 1986: 67). 
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temporal functions of these words. The relations they identify can exist between 
events or states: earlier than, later than and at the same time (1986: 346). 
9 Snook discerns primary and secondary temporal relations (1988). The former 
relate "a proposition to the unique moment at which the utterance embodying 
the proposition is made" (1988: 250) whereas secondary relations do not take 
as an argument the utterer's now (1988: 251). It is the latter relations which are 
of interest to this study since they hold between events. Snook mentions 
precedence, subsequence, and simultaneity relations (1988: 252,253,255), 
and tangency, a combination of simultaneity and precedence (1988: 272). 
" Text linguists Heinemann & Viehweger (1991) describe temporal relations within 
their model of propositional schemata. The relation type mentioned assumes the 
form of a sequence relation between two propositions (1991: 43-44,122). 
" Cann speaks of events being mappableý onto time intervals which can overlap 
with each other, be contained in each other, or precede each other (1993: 235). 
" Studying temporal relations from the point of view of calculating the temporal 
structure of texts, Lascarides & Asher (1993) argue that temporal relations 
between events are vital for text interpretations. Lascarides states that events 
can precede each other (1992: 941) or they can temporally overlap (1992: 941- 
942, cf. also Lascarides & Asher 1993: 437). 
In language typology, Longacre (1994) investigates, among other things, 
combined clause constructions with regard to time clauses. According to him, in 
any language the temporal relations underlying time clauses belong to the 
groups of overlap and succession (1994: 243). Overlap relations are defined as 
"meanwhile and at the same time relations" (1994: 243), which may be 
interpreted to mean that two broad relation types are referred to here: 
meanwhile points to partial simultaneity (two events overlap), and at the same 
time seems to signal complete simultaneity (two events start and end at the 
same time). A succession relation is for him an "and then relation" (1994: 244). 
Longacre sees a similarity between what I call partial simultaneity and sequence 
relations since he speaks of the "chronological overlap" relation (while, at the 
same time) and of the "chronological succession" relation (and then) (1994: 
264), implying that the chronology aspect is present in both types. 
Computational linguists Gagnon & Lapalme (1996) study temporal relations in 
the context of text generation programmes. For the temporal conceptual 
representation of these they apply precedence, overlap, and subset relations 
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(1996: 95). The latter type "expresses the fact that the temporal extent of a 
temporal object is a subset of the temporal extent of another object" (1996: 95). 
9 Ter Meulen's work concerns, among other things, temporal relations between 
events, states, and so on, such as temporal inclusion (1997: 40), precedence, 
and overlap relations (1983: 179). 
As we have seen, sequence, complete simultaneity and partial simultaneity relations 
are in use in linguistics. The fact that Kamp, Edgren, Snook, and Longacre 
recognize complete simultaneity relations vs. partial simultaneity relations provides 
support for the division of simultaneity relations into these two relation types. The 
partial simultaneity relation subtypes found in the linguistic works examined 
compare as follows with those encountered in philosophy: we could discern overlap 
and inclusion relations, but not the simultaneous beginnings relation which has so 
far only been identified in philosophy, according to the literature suggested here. 
2.2.8.3 Artificial Intelligence 
In artificial intelligence (Al), temporal information is vital for most application and 
task areas because temporal relations play an important role in temporal reasoning 
systems (cf. Allen & Hayes 1989, van Beek 1992, Gamper 1996). Since the 
representation of time is seen as a bottleneck area of many Al systems (cf. Gamper 
1996) much research has been carried out on temporal relations. We focus here on 
Gamper's work (1996, cf. also Gamper & Nejdl 1997) since he based his study of a 
medical diagnosis system on a wide range of authoritative works in temporal logic 
and reasoning. 
Gamper has developed a framework for model-based diagnosis systems, which 
includes the representation and reasoning about temporal information. To represent 
the temporal dimension in his diagnosis system -a dimension which may loosely be 
compared to the conceptual level of temporal ordering relations - Gamper works 
with the temporal objects of time points and time intervals", whereby time intervals 
are used to represent events and propertieS52 (1996: 58). According to Gamper, 
qualitative' and 'quantitative' temporal relations can hold between the temporal 
Some Al researchers (e. g. Allen & Hayes 1989) have also introduced the notion of 'moments' in time but this is 
considered irrelevant for the present study. Or, other authors, e. g. Allen (11984), entirely reject the notion of time 
52 
points and use only time intervals (however, in later studies he changed his mind to also using points). 
Properties in the sense of all static phenomena include not only states and characteristics but also entities 
(Gamper: Personal Communication). 
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objects of time points and time intervals (1996: 39). He explains that qualitative 
relations are required for establishing the temporal link between events relative to 
each other, e. g. whether an event starts and ends before another. Quantitative 
relations are characterized by a metric dimension, i. e. the absolute starting and end 
times of events are focussed on. It is the qualitative relations that are of interest to 
the present study since these relations temporally structure events which are 
mapped onto time intervals and involve time points. In total (cf. Table 2.4), Gamper 
arrives at 26 qualitative relations (1996: 56-57). 
Table 2.4 Temporal relation types in artificial intelligence 
Description of Relation Relation Types 
relations between two intervals before, meets, starts, overlaps, during, finishes, equal, after, 
met, overlapped, finished, contains, started 
relations between a point and an interval before. starts, during, finishes, after 
relations between an interval and a point before, finished, contains, started, after 
relations between two points before, equal, after 
Half of the above relations are the result of inversion. Hence, the relations can be 
scaled down into what Gamper calls 'basic' relations (1996: 57). This division into 
basic and inverse relations is shown in adapted form in Table 2.5 below, including a 
graphic representation of these relations (i and j stand for intervals and p for points). 
For the present study, however, only one relation set is relevant since the aim is to 
create a typology of relations at the conceptual level and at this level a relation 
remains the same, regardless of whether it is looked at as a basic or an inverse 
relation. Note that Gamper's list below does for some reason not include the 
relations between time points, although he mentions them in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.5 Graphic representation of basic and inverse temporal relations in artificial intelligence 
Basic relations between two Intervals Inverse relations Graphic Representation 
I before jj after i 
21 meetsj jMet! 
31 over/apsj j overlapped I 
4- i starts jj started i 
5i during jj contains 1 
61 finishes jj finished i 
Table continues overleaf 
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Tahlp rnntintiptl 
7 1 equali j equal i 
Basic relations between a point and 
an Interval 
Inverse relations Graphic Representation 
p before i i after p 
P 
0 
p starts i i started p 
p during i i contains p 
p finishes I i finished p 
p after i i before p 
The information in the table shows that in Al three broad relation types including 
various subtypes can be identified: sequence relations (subtypes 1,2), partial 
simultaneity relations (subtypes 3,4,5,6), and complete simultaneity relations 
(subtype 7). We can highlight here that in Al subtypes of the sequence relation are 
discerned: what we may call the sequence relation with a temporal gap (type 1) and 
the sequence relation without a temporal gap (type 2). This is in contrast to our 
investigation of the selected philosophical and linguistic literature where the 
sequence relation is only in use as a broad relation type. In addition, a further partial 
simultaneity relation subtype has emerged here, namely what may be termed the 
simultaneous endings relation (type 6). The subtype of the partial simultaneity 
relation which has so far only been found in philosophy, the simultaneous 
beginnings relation, has also been encountered in Al (type 4). 
2.2.8.4 Psychology and Cognitive Science 
In the selected psychological works which have been reviewed the emphasis on 
investigating temporal relations between events, activities, processes, and so on, is 
on the comprehension of such relations in text. For example, in experiments the 
speed is measured with which such relations are comprehended (cf. Schliebs 1989, 
PreuR & Cavegn 1990), establishing whether, for instance, a before relation is 
recognized faster than an after relation. Furthermore, the effects of a match or a 
non-match between the order in which events occur and the order of mention in a 
narrative are examined (cf. Mandler 1986). Psychologists also investigate whether 
the comprehension of sentences with before requires fewer semantic steps than 
sentences constructed with after (e. g. Clark 1971). In cognitive science - the 
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interdisciplinary field that emerged in the 1960s to 1970s from the neighbouring 
fields of philosophy, psychology, linguistics, computer science, neuroscience and 
anthropology - temporal relations tend to be studied as part of the approach to 
understanding our experience of the world and our perception and conceptualization 
of it. Although the goals of these disciplines in terms of studying temporal relations 
differ from the terminological goal, it is nevertheless feasible to review selected 
works to ascertain what relation types are assumed in these disciplines since they 
are, among other things, concerned with the actual order of events which can be 
likened to the conceptual level of temporal ordering relations. 
Psychology 
do Theorizing about two main concepts of order, i. e. succession and simultaneity 
(1975: 73), Fraisse has scrutinized them in terms of how they are perceived by 
humans, focusing on the difference between the actual order of events and how 
humans perceive this order (1975: 104-115). We may infer that Fraisse indirectly 
discerns two temporal relation types: sequence and simultaneity relations. 
As part of their research into simultaneous and successive cognitive processes, 
Das, Kirby & Jarman work, among other things, with the notions of 'successive 
ordering' and 'simultaneous organization' of events (cf. 1979: 47). It may hence 
be deduced that they recognize sequence and simultaneity relations. 
Cognitive psychologists Miller & Johnson-Laird have studied temporal relations 
from the perspective of perception and experience of time (1976). According to 
them, psychological research into time deals, among other things, with how 
simultaneity is perceived and how events are placed in relation to each other 
(1976: 76). Their interpretation of temporal relations therefore seems to refer to 
the order of events in time. They mention later and earlier relations (1976: 410), 
described by them as "the ordinal relations between moments or intervals of 
time" (1976: 415-416), and simultaneity relations (1976: 418). 
Cognitive Science 
In Langacker's view, temporal relations between events are of a conceptual 
nature (cf. 1999: 219,222,228). He seems to recognize only before relations, 
e. g. she left before / arrived (1999: 219; cf. also 1991: 293), referring to the 
temporal sequencing of events as a kind of ordering (1991: 293). 
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0 Considering conceptual structures in the context of developing knowledge- 
based systems (1983: vii), Sowa mentions one relation type involving temporally 
ordered events: successor (1983: 419). 
We can sum up here by pointing out that only two major relation types are employed 
in psychology and cognitive science: sequence and simultaneity relations. No 
subtypes were found. 
This concludes the survey of temporal relations in neighbouring disciplines. We 
established that three main relation types are distinguished, i. e. sequence, complete 
and partial simultaneity relations, whereas in terminology science only two broad 
relation types are known: sequence and (complete) simultaneity relations. While in 
terminology no subtypes of these relations are in use, the discussion revealed that 
several subtypes of sequence and partial simultaneity relations are recognized in 
these disciplines: sequence relations with a temporal gap, sequence relations 
without a temporal gap, overlap relations, inclusion relations, simultaneous 
beginnings relations, and simultaneous endings relations. It could further be 
observed that, as before in terminology science, not all the concept types that can 
be linked by temporal relations (activities (e. g. events), properties (states, qualities), 
and entities) were mentioned by the authors under scrutiny. Some authors (e. g. 
Kamp 1979) only mention events, whereas others (e. g. Comrie 1985) indicate that 
events as well as states can be linked. An exception is Gamper (1996) who has 
specified that temporal relations can link all the above-mentioned concept types. 
2.2.9 The Concept of Time 
The focus of the present study is on ordering in time. However, other aspects of the 
concept of time also have to be considered here since they form the background for 
the typology of temporal ordering relations established in Chapter 4. The ensuing 
discussion hence deals in short with the notions of universality of time, kinds of time, 
direction of time, and complete simultaneity. 
Among anthropologists, the majority view seems to be that the concept of time is 
universal since it is often described as the fundamental element of culture, society, 
and the personal lives of people (e. g. Hall 1989: 3,92). This may be interpreted to 
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mean that the concept of time is present in any culture and society, In linguistics, 
too, there are positions supporting the universality of time. For example, for Quirk & 
Greenbaum time is universal and a non-linguistic entity (1996: 40). Similarly, as part 
of her research into semantic primitives across languages, Wierzbicka reports that 
in all the languages examined the concept of time is found, including expressions 
for the temporal aspect of sequence. Hence, she considers BEFORE and AFTER 
as cross-linguistic primitives (1994: 485,487, cf. also Goddard: 1997: 4,19). In 
language typology, temporal relations themselves are viewed as universal: "a 
variety of temporal relations are expressed in any language" (Longacre 1994: 243). 
Table 2.6 below shows that time seems to be dividable into various kinds of time 
(Hall 1989: 16-58). Based on the fact that Hall distinguishes between monochronic 
and polychronic time (1989: 44-58) an important observation can be made. Since in 
monochronic societies the emphasis is placed on time schedules and procedures 
while polychronic societies "stress involvement with people and completion of 
transactions rather than adherence to preset schedules" (1989: 46), it is clear that 
the way the nature of time is viewed is influenced by social, cultural, and personal 
experiences (cf. 1989: 92). Hall elaborates that the manner in which the nature of 
time is viewed also plays a role in work environments: "the time of the physicists 
7 is not the same as engineering or technological time" (Hall 1989: 13-14). 
Table 2.6 Hall's kinds of time 
Kinds of Time Explanations 
Meta Time Comprises everything that has ever been said and written about time. It is time in abstracted form. 
Biological Time Refers to the evolution of life (1989: 16-19). 
Physical Time This type of time as opposed to metaphysical time deals with observations on the order in the universe. 
Metaphysical Time Used to explain experiences of a mysterious kind that transcend time and space. 
Personal Time The primary focus is on experiencing time. 
Profane Time Regulates everyday life. 
Micro Time This type is culture-specific. Hall recognizes two subtypes: monochronic time and polychronic time. 
Mono- 
chronic 
Time 
A type of micro time and is found in its variations mainly in the Western world, i. e. in American 
(especially North American) and (North) European cultures (Hall 1989: 44-58). It is task- 
oriented and is based on time schedules and procedures (1989: 53). 
Poly- 
chronic 
Time 
I 
This type of micro time is rooted in interpersonal relationships which are more important than 
time schedules and fixed appointments, e. g. "if you value people you must hear them out and 
cannot cut them off simply because of a schedule" (Hall 1989: 53). It is mainly found in Red 
Indian cultures, the Middle East, Latin America, Mediterranean countries, ind so on. 
Sacred Time Also called mythic time. An imaginary kind of time found when people participate in sacred ceremonies. 
Sync Time Applies to the way people interact, e g. if people are in or out of sync with other peopl?. 
Hence, we can so far summarize that 
1. All cultures have a concept of time. 
2. Aspects of time are linguistically encoded in all the languages scrutinized. 
3. The way time is viewed is determined by social, cultural, and personal factors. 
4. The domain within which the concept of time is operative seems to be important. 
I 
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With regard to the typology of temporal ordering relations created in this study, it 
may be concluded that, depending on the domain, variations within such a typology 
are possible, e. g. physicists may consider complete simultaneity relations as 
problematic, as we shall see. Also, the typology may be mainly of interest to 
monochronic cultures (cf. Table 2.6). 
I now consider the issue of the direction of time, which forms the framework for the 
external structure of the relations in the typology. In the terminological and linguistic 
literature, it is generally assumed that time is unidirectional, flowing from the past to 
the future, and that the conventional way of representing this flow is in form of a 
time line from the left to the right (e. g. Bennett 1975: 95-99, Comrie 1985: 2, Cann 
1993: 234, Nuopponen 1994a: 177-178). Other disciplines, however, differ in their 
views on the direction of time. In philosophy, for example, Lucas believes that time 
must have a direction (1973: 43, cf. also Mellor 1998: 118-121) while Newton-Smith 
considers the direction of time to be a difficult and confusing issue (1980: 201). For 
physicists, time has no direction as scientific laws do not distinguish between the 
past and the future (Hawking 1996: 182, Gribbin 1997: 482), but it is conceded that 
there is a "big difference between the forward and backward directions of real time 
in ordinary life" (Hawking 1996: 184). The same is argued by Gribbin: 
One of the greatest mysteries in science is the distinction between the past and the 
future. At a subatomic level, neither the old ideas of classical mechanics nor the 
modern theory of quantum mechanics distinguish between the past and the future. 
But at the macroscopic level of our human senses, the distinction between the past and 
the future is obvious. Things wear out; people get older. There is an inbuilt arrow of 
time, pointing from the past to the future. (Gribbin 1997: 35-36; author's emphasis) 
Since the typology in this study is established within the framework of everyday life 
the external structure of the relation types thus exhibits a left-to-right flow of time. 
Another issue which has to be dealt with here is the notion of complete 
simultaneity. As we have seen, complete simultaneity relations are mentioned 
frequently in the literature discussed, but the notion of 'complete' simultaneity is not 
unproblematic. In physics, for example, the concept of 'absolute' simultaneity of 
events, as it is called here, does not exist (cf. Einstein 2000: Chapter 9, sections 2- 
7); instead, as Einstein showed, simultaneity is relative and depends on the frame of 
reference (2000: Chapter 9, sections 4-5). Pickover explains that 
the relativity of simultaneity is one of the most important and profound concepts of 
physics, and an evolutionary insight into the nature of time. The notion of an absolute 
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cosmic time, with absolute simultaneity between distant events, was swept out of physics 
by Einstein's equations dealing with the nature of space and time. (Pickover 1998: 11) 
When theoretical physicists, however, talk about events not being absolutely 
simultaneous with each other they are dealing with differences which are barely 
perceptible and measurable and hence negligible in everyday contexts. We will not 
go into this any further since there are numerous examples of complete simultaneity 
constituting a phenomenon in our perceivable world: 
0 In their reports, air accident investigators have to describe several simultaneous 
dimensions involved in an air crash, e. g. the dimension of what the pilots were 
doing and saying at a certain point in time or during a specific time interval, the 
dimension of what the aircraft was doing at that time in terms of height, speed, 
engine performance, and fuel consumption, the dimension of what the air traffic 
controllers were doing and transmitting, the dimension of what the weather was 
like while everything else was happening, and so on. 
0 In manufacturing procedures, e. g. for chemical products, certain processes have 
to start and end at exactly the same time. 
Time zones are based on complete simultaneity, e. g. when it is 12: 00 p. m. in 
London it is'exactly'7: 00 p. m. in Singapore, and so on. The reason why we can 
say 'exactly' is because the atomic clocks all over the world are synchronized to 
the extent that there is no measurable variation. The exact timing of all these 
clocks is crucial, for instance, to translate the signals from satellites for use by 
Global Positioning Navigation Systems used in many areas of our lives (e. g. 
aviation, maritime uses, military applications, car industry, expeditions). 
With this section, the literature review pertaining to the conceptual level of this study 
is concluded. Before the focus of the review shifts to the linguistic aspect of the 
study, I would like to briefly sum up the major points of this first main part of the 
present chapter. It was shown that in the terminological literature complex 
conceptual structures linguistically realized by clauses, which besides solitary 
concepts can also be linked by temporal ordering relations, have received no 
treatment from a conceptual perspective. Since a typology of temporal ordering 
relations cannot be created without knowing what it is that they connect, we also 
looked into the concept types which can be linked: concepts representing entities 
(material, immaterial), dynamic phenomena (e. g. actions, events, processes), 
properties, and states. The review of the terminological literature revealed that not 
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much is known about the nature of temporal ordering relations and that only two 
broad relation types are known: sequence and (complete) simultaneity. Relevant 
literature from neighbouring fields was examined as to further relation types: 
sequence, complete and partial simultaneity relations emerged as major relation 
types, and in addition, several subtypes of sequence and partial simultaneity 
relations could be identified. 
2.3 The Linguistic Aspect of this Study 
In this study we are also concerned with how temporal ordering relations are 
signalled in special-language texts (aircraft accident reports). To provide the context 
for this part of the research, it is first necessary to discuss the topic of Language for 
Special Purposes (section 2.3.1), followed by a survey of the specific features of 
special-language texts (2.3.2). Then, in section 2.3.3, the terminological literature as 
well as selected works from neighbouring disciplines are examined as to any cues 
for these relations in text. How iconicity can signal temporal order is also assessed. 
Section 2.3.4 outlines issues arising in the analyses of special-language texts: 
extra-linguistic knowledge and collaboration with domain experts. 
2.3.1 Language for Special Purposes (LSP) 
In what follows, we focus on a selection of LSP studies conducted by German and 
British scholars. The German special-language literature is much more extensive 
than the English and therefore the former is taken as the basis for the discussion. 
The study of LSP has mainly emerged against the background of facilitating the 
communication of knowledge in special-subject fields. The need for transferring 
knowledge is vital especially for the science and technology sectors, which have 
expanded vastly during the last few decades. In this context, the close link between 
LSP and terminology science (and also of translation) becomes apparent since it is 
one of the main goals of terminology work to support efficient communication 
including the transfer of specialist knowledge (cf. Picht & Draskau 1985: 3). 
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Among LSP authors there have been many attempts to define the notion of 
languages for special purposes but a consensus has been hard to establish (cf. 
Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 1). For instance, LSP has been defined by 
Sager, Dungworth & McDonald in relation to several other notions such as 
sublanguage, dialect, sociolect, general language, knowledge, speech community, 
and so on, probably in order to delimit the notion of LSP but presumably also to 
demonstrate how interrelated it is. Beier, in contrast, puts the emphasis more on the 
communicative aspect of LSP. By this he understands the complex area of 
language usage which, due to the specifics of certain specialist situations, exhibits 
an 'inner differentiation' (Binnendifferenzierung), which, as Beier says, is reflected in 
various communication situations (1980: 13), e. g. when experts within one domain 
communicate with each other or with experts from other domains. 53 While 
highlighting the problems of finding a universally acknowledged definition for LSP, 
Fluck stresses that a specific function of LSP is generally agreed: to provide a 
reservoir of signs enabling precise, efficient and economical communication about 
objects and domains (1996: 12-16). Hence, he goes on to say, special languages 
can be seen as linguistic sign systems having an instrumental character (1996: 12). 
The difficulties in defining LSP - or LSPs - and the differences in opinion about 
what LSP is may be attributable to various questions that are still debated (cf. Fluck 
1996: 12-16 for a detailed discussion). A selection of these issues is listed below: 
* There are differing points of departure for dealing with LSP, e. g. communicative- 
functional, sociological, pragmatic, or textual perspectives (cf. Fluck 1996: 193). 
The problem of delimiting LSP and LGP (Language for General Purposes) is 
widely acknowledged in the relevant literature (e. g. Beier 1980: 21; Sager, 
Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 1; M6hn & Pelka 1984: 5-23; Hoffmann 1985: 43, 
51; Fluck 1996: 193). Fluck argues that part of the reason for the difficulties in 
defining LSP is the fact that this notion is used in a contrastive manner to the 
equally vaguely defined notion of LGP (Fluck 1996: 11,15; cf. also Sager, 
Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 17-19). In the literature, various theories about 
the boundaries of LGP and LSP can be identified (e. g. Beier 1980: 22; Sager, 
Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 39,64-65; M6hn & Pelka 1984: 26; Hoffmann 
1985: 49-52; Picht & Draskau 1985: 3). 
53 An inner differentiation is present in the air accident reports analysed as data sources in this study. The reports 
are written by experts for experts within the field as well as for experts from other fields and for laypersons. 
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Also relating to the boundaries of LSP is the fact that LSP can be studied at 
various levels, e. g. expert-to-expert, expert-to-layperson. 
There are numerous designations for the notion of SPECIAL LANGUAGE54, 
which, as von Hahn explains, is mainly due to the fact that there have been 
many different starting points to the investigation of this topic, which has 
consequently resulted in a highly complex area of research (1983: 60). 
An issue usually not under debate is that one of the specific features of special 
languages is in the form of specialist terms. However, special languages also exhibit 
various other features of which it is claimed that they are typical of such languages. 
We now focus on some of these typical features since they are important for the 
linguistic analysis of the LSP texts chosen for this study (aircraft accident reports). 
2.3.2 Specific Features of LSP Texts 
In LSP texts, communication takes place first and foremost through specialist 
vocabulary. It is generally accepted that LSP texts differ from LGP texts most 
obviously at the lexical level in the use of specialist terms. Other differenceS55 can 
be found at various levels of language, e. g. Hoffmann (1985) has examined the 
specific features of LSP at the following levels: 
(1) the grapheme and phoneme level, 
(2) the level of morphemes and grammatical categories, 
(3) the lexeme and word-form level, 
(4) the level of syntagmas, phrases, sentences, 
(5) the level of a text as a whole. 
The use of LSP-specific features has its origin in the function of LSP texts, namely 
to communicate specialist knowledge precisely (Pr5zision der Aussage) and 
completely (Vollst5ndigkeit der Aussage) (cf. Beneg 1981: 187). To do this 
efficiently a specific LSP 'style' has developed, which is used to convey as much 
information as possible in as few words as possible (Informations6konomie) and 
which also exhibits a tendency towards standardization (Beneg 1981: 187, cf. also 
54 For instance, in German the terms Arbeitssprache, Fachkommunikation, Fachsprache, Gruppensprache, 
Register, Subsprache, Tertninologie, Zwecksprache can be found (for further examples cf. von Hahn 1983: 60). 
In English, the designations language of science, scientific prose, technical language, jargon, trade dialect, 
sublanguage, restricted language, special-subject languages, and so on, are in use (cf. Beier 1980: 13). 
55 For discussions of such differences, see, for instance, Beier (1980: 21) and Bene§ (1981: 185). 
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Fluck 1996,47-56). Thus, the existence of LSP-specific features can be explained 
in view of their function, namely to fulfil the above-mentioned four aims of specialist 
communication. Table 2.7 below provides a comprehensive account of the most 
typical features of LSP texts with regard to three out of the five levels suggested by 
Hoffmann (levels 2,3 and 4) since the analysis of the LSP texts in the present study 
is conducted at these levels. 
Table 2.7 LSP-specific features 
Level of Most important word classes are nouns and adjectives (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 
lexemes and 1980: 234; Bene§ 1981: 193; Hoffmann 1985: 137; Fluck 1996: 48) 
word forms Adverbs are not very frequent (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 
234) since, as 
(including Hoffmann says, special languages describe complex and complicated states of affairs 
for 
word formation 
which simple adverbs are normally insufficient. Instead, complex adverbials are usually used 
(1985: 138) 
which, Verbs are not very frequent (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 234; Benet 1981: 193) for 
according to two main reasons, on the one hand this is due to nominalizations, and on the other because 
Hoffmann of the fact that verbs can only really be part of predicates whereas other word classes are 
(1980: 115), is more flexible (Hoffmann 1985: 139). 
on the Word formation using proper names, e. g. pasteurisieren (MOhn & Pelka 1984: 18) 
borderline Word compositions with numbers, letters and special symbols, e. g. T-Trager (Mohn & Pelka 
between lexis 1984: 18, cf. also Bene§ 1981: 194, Hoffmann 1985: 121) 
and 
German: adjectives ending in -bar and with the prefix nicht- (Mohn & Pelka 19§j. 17L_ 
h l German: suffixes: -los, -reich, -arm, -frei, -fest, -sicher (Mohn & Pelka 1984: 17) morp o ogy) &P lk a e German: one-word compounding, e. g. DrehstrorrikurzschluSlaufermotor (Mohn 
1984: 17; cf. also Hoffmann 1985: 121) 
German: compounding resulting in several words, e. g. Kraft/ahrzeug, mit Vordeffadantrieb 
(M6hn & Pelka 1984: 18, cf. also Hoffmann 1985: 121) 
Level of Preference for nominalizations of verbs and adjectives (cf. Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 
morphemes 1980: 219; Bene§ 1981: 193; MOhn & Pelka 1984: 19; Hoffmann 1985: 108,111) 
and Higher number of nominalized infinitives (Mohn & Pelka 1984: 16) 
grammatical Higher 
frequency of nouns in the plural than in the singular (Hoffmann 1985: 1 1U_ 
categories 
Verbs are mainly used in the third person singular and plural (Beneg 1981: 195, Mbhn & 
Pelka 1984: 2 1, Hoffmann 1985: 105) 
Higher frequency of nouns in the genitive case (Hoffmann 1985: 113) 
Use of present tense for generalizing effects (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 206-207; 
Bene§ 1981: 195; von Hahn 1983: 114; MOhn & Pelka 1984: 21; Hoffmann 1985: 105) 
Mainly the indicative mood (Bene§ 1981: 197, MOhn & Pelka 1984: 21) 
- Preference for the passive voice (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 209; Bene§ 1981: 
196; M6hn & Pelka 1984: 21; Hoffmann 1985: 106; Fluck 1996: 55) 
Complete sentences with a finite verb form are in the majority (Bene§ 1981: 191) - Higher usage of non-finite verb forms (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 212-213) 
Preference for infinitive constructions (Beneg 1981: 205, Fluck 1996: 56) 
English: relatively frequent usage of gerunds (Hoffmann 1985: 107) 
Preference for complex verbal structures (Funktionsveftefoge) with the noun taking over as 
the meaning carrier, e. g. in Rechnung, stellen (Bene§ 1981: 191, von Hahn 1983: 114, Mohn 
& Pelka 1984: 18, Hoffmann 1985: 107, Fluck 1996: 55-56) 
Preference for prep2sitional constructions (Fluck 1996: 56) 
Higher usage of participial constructions (Fluck 1996: 56) 
Preference for attributive constructions (Bene§ 1981: 202-203, M6hn & Pelka 1984: 20, 
Hoffmann 1985: 109, Fluck 1996: 56) 
Level of Phrases are longer (Hoffmann 1985: 194); phrases filling the subject s ot exhibit a larger 
syntagmas, variety of structures and the number of constituents is higher (1985: 195-196); phrases 
filling 
phrases and the predicative slot possess a 
higher number of nominal elements, thus the verb is pushed 
t into the background and desemantisized (1985: 199). sen ences Higher use of Contrastive clauses introduced by whileAvhilst or wahrend (Fluck 1996: 56) 
Preferential use of certain clause types such as conditional clauses and clauses of purpose 
with or without subordinator (Mbhn & Pelka 1984: 21) 
Higher usage of elliptical clause constructions (Fluck 1996: 56) 
- Longer sentences (Hoffmann 1985: 204-205) 
Sentences tend to be shorter (based on diachronic studies) (Beriet 1981: 189) 
Main sentence: declarative (Sager, Dungworth & McDonald 1980: 186; Bene§ 1981: 191) 
More complex and compound sentences, fewer simple sentences (Hoffmamn 1985: 208-209)_ J : ' 
e-wer complex sentence constructions (Bene§ 1981: 189) 
[ 
F - 
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In the literature it is generally agreed that the syntactic means used by LSP authors 
are the same as in LGP except that some constructions are used more or less 
frequently or differently (Beier 1980: 53-55, for an alternative view cf. von Hahn 
1983: 111). However, the information in the table shows that there is no consensus 
on whether longer (e. g. Hoffmann) or shorter sentences (e. g. Bene§) are more 
typical of LSP texts, or whether sentence structures tend to be less complex (e. g. 
Bene§) or more complex (e. g. Hoffmann). Since some of the features listed in the 
table are or can be lang uage-de pendent or may differ depending on domain and 
text genre, this may account for this lack of consensus. Another reason for, such 
disagreements may be seen in the lack of statistical analyses (Beier 1980: 56). 
Note that in the literature reviewed no LSP-specific features pertaining to the 
concept of time were found, even though research shows that time can be related to 
specialist knowledge insofar as different domains apply different concepts of time, 
as we have seen, e. g. for physicists time is relative and depends on the speed of 
light whereas for engineers time needs to be precise but usually they do not need to 
look at it in terms of relativity (Hall 1989: 13-14). With regard to the present study, 
we can argue that the concept of time is closely related to the specialist knowledge 
communicated in the texts under scrutiny, the aircraft accident reports. Here, time, 
especially its aspect of temporal ordering, has to play a salient role. For example, 
understanding how an aircraft accident happened crucially depends on 
comprehending the exact temporal order underlying the events which led to the 
accident. Hence, precise temporal expressions (e. g. prepositional phrases such as 
at lOh4954sec) ought to be among the prime features in accident reports. 
2.3.3 Cues for Temporal Relations 
In the following, I move on to investigating the terminological literature in terms of 
the linguistic cues for temporal ordering relations, followed by a review of selected 
literature from neighbouring disciplines. Since this study is concerned, among other 
things, with a cross-linguistic comparison of the linguistic cues for these relations, 
reference is made to English and German literature. 
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2.3.3.1 Cues Identified in Terminological Studies 
In terminology science only studies on the linguistic realizations of other types of 
conceptual relation, e. g. genus-species, could be found. Hence, it seemed 
reasonable to review these works to see whether the approaches suggested are 
transferable to temporal ordering relations. The studies discussed are Sager (1990), 
Meyer & Mackintosh (1994,1996), and Kavanagh (1995). 
Sager points out the usefulness of compounding for identifying genus-species 
relations, arguing that compounding aids the "closer determination of a concept [ ... ) 
while at the same time showing the relationship that exists between the new 
concept and its origin" (1990: 73). According to him, a popular way of determining a 
concept more closely is to make the relationship transparent that an object can have 
with its function or use, e. g. design drawing, fire resistant material, and so on. 
Based on some of Sager's insights, Meyer & Mackintosh's work (1994,1996) is 
carried out within the context of machine-readable corpora and computerized 
concept analyses and f9cuses on a linguistically oriented approach to concept 
analysis. They claim that terminological phrasemes, by which they understand 
collocations and compounds (1996: 3), can help in particular in revealing conceptual 
relations (1996: 4) such as genus-species (1996: 11-15), part-whole, actor-acti, on, 
and relations between a part and a constituent substance (1994: 344). We will not 
describe Meyer & Mackintosh's argument here, since these relation types are not 
relevant to the present study. Instead, in what follows, we focus on examining some 
of their examples in terms of the linguistic realizations of the relations, which might 
help with the linguistic analysis of temporal ordering relations in this study. 
The examination of most of Meyer & Mackintosh's examples of compounds (as well 
as of Sager's examples) such as built-in CD-ROM drive, which indicates a part- 
whole relation (1994: 344), or optical disk, signalling a genus-species relation (1996: 
11), shows clearly that these relations are what may be called 'embedded' in the 
compounds, i. e. the relations are not expressed specifically. 
Meyer & Mackintosh, however, also point towards another linguistic approach to 
gain access to conceptual knowledge, a method based on 'conceptually rich' words 
and phrases (cf. 1996: 21). For example, genus-species relations are often realized 
by phrases such as X is a Y, or X is a kind of Y (cf. also Meyer, Eck & Skuce 1997: 
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194). In terminology science, this avenue had originally been explored by Otman 
(1989), who looked at this possibility from a theoretical perspective, and by Hearst 
(1992), who specifically examined this method with a view to identifying genus- 
species relations. Kavanagh (1995), within the context of developing a 
computerized tool for knowledge acquisition from texts, has used the conceptually- 
rich-word-and-phrase method for accessing, among other things, conceptual 
relations. Basing some of her work also on studies carried out by Al scientists in 
conjunction with terminology scientists, notably Ahmad & Fulford (1992) (cf. section 
2.3.3.2), Kavanagh has identified and automatically extracted various 'clues' for 
underlying relations from a text corpus (1995: 54-58). These clues are shown below 
in Table 2.8. Meyer & Mackintosh emphasize that while Kavanagh's approach is 
promising it also generates a lot of 'noise, e. g. is an can also extract phrases like 
"Windows 95 is an excellent alternative to [ ... ]" (1996: 21). 
Table 2.8 Kavanagh's clues for some conceptual relations 
Relation Types Words/Phrases 
genus-species relations is 
Ra aný, are a, are an 
t 
I such as and other including especially 
part-whole relations a rt s, 
ý 
I designed with contain* includ* possessives ('s) 
functional relations pr( provide* offer* support* uses I includ' 
Note: wild card 
A comparison of the compound-and-collocation method (Meyer & Mackintosh 1996) 
with the conceptual ly-rich-word-a nd-ph rase approach (Kavanagh 1995) leads to the 
following conclusions: 
Neither method has been applied to temporal ordering relations. 
The compound-and-collocation method can signal certain conceptual relations, 
e. g. genus-species, but the relations are not expressed specifically" here, e. g. 
optical disk. 
The conceptual ly-rich-word-and-ph rase method, in contrast, provides specific 
linguistic signalling for the same relations, e. g. such as. 
The compound-and-collocation method appears to be mainly concerned with 
terms and LSP phrases, e. g. inactive window. 
The conceptual ly-rich-word-and-ph rase approach includes mostly LGP words 
and phrases, e. g. and other. 
At least not in the English language. Specific realizations of such relations within compounds and collocations 
may depend on language typological features, e. g. in Romance languages prepositions are more common as 
parts of terms, e. g. take-off decision point - point de d6cision au d6collage - punto de decisi6n para el 
despegue (International Civil Aviation Organization 1991: 280). 
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Regarding the question of which one of these methods may present a useful 
method for the current study, the compound-and-collocation approach seems to be 
mainly generating indicators for genus-species relations (probably because these 
are based on shared characteristics) but only works on a smaller scale for other 
relations. It seems questionable whether this approach would work for temporal 
ordering relations since this method 'embeds' the relations in terms and LSP 
phrases. It seems unlikely that these relations can be accessed in this way since, as 
indicated by the pilot studies, temporal ordering relations tend to be signalled 
specifically using items from the LGP reservoir (e. g. prepositions, conjunctions, 
adverbs). For example, in after the pilot had completed a turn at 16hO330sec, he 
made a transmission at 16hO5'56sec a temporal subordinator and two temporal 
prepositional phrases are used to express a temporal sequence (including a 
grammatical device in the form of a tense contrast). Hence, it is more probable that 
temporal ordering relations can be accessed using the conceptual ly-rich-word-and- 
phrase method, which involves LGP items. 
2.3.3.2 Cues Identified in Studies from Other Fields 
In this section, selected works in artificial intelligence, linguistics, and psychology 
with regard to the linguistic cues for temporal ordering relations are examined. 
Artificial Intelligence in collaboration with Tenninology Science 
We focus here on studies by Ahmad et al. (1992) and Ahmad & Fulford (1992) 
carried out within the framework of semi-automatic text extraction for the purpose of 
building term banks. Ahmad et aL (1992) have inquired into the linguistic 
representation of relations from the point of view of sense relations, arguing that 
such an approach can help in elaborating terms from texts (1992: 25). Although, as 
we have seen, sense relations are differently conceived from conceptual relations, 
Ahmad et aL's results are nevertheless relevant to the present study. 
Basing their work on the relations of synonymy, hyponymy, material, part-whole as 
well as causality, Ahmad et al. employ the notion of 'diagnostic frames' originally 
suggested by Cruse (1991: 13). They believe that such frames, which are similar to 
Lyons' 'formulae' (1993: 292-293), encode these relations in a generalized way in 
text. The various frames Ahmad et al. (1992: 26) have gathered from the literature 
are X=Y for synonymy, X is a kind of Y for hyponymy, X is made of Y for material 
relations, X is a part of Y for part-whole relations, and X causes Y for causal 
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relations. Using these frames as a reference point, Ahmad et aL have examined 
texts to identify expressions with the same or almost the same meaning, termed 
knowledge probes by them (cf. Ahmad et al. 1992: 26, Ahmad & Fulford 1992: 6), 
e. g. a type of, a species of, and so on, bring across more or less the same meaning 
as X is a kind of Y, and X=Y can also be realized by is the same as, or is a (cf. 
57 Ahmad et aL 1992: 26). The purpose of such probes is, as Ahmad & Fulford 
argue, that they help to comprehend the knowledge structure of a domain (1992: 7). 
It can be noted that among the sense relations used by Ahmad et al. and Ahmad & 
Fulford temporal (ordering) relations are not present. Although temporal relations do 
not belong to sense relations, the reasons for why Ahmad et al. and Ahmad & 
Fulford have not included them are not clear, since they have dealt with causal and 
material relations, which do not come under sense relations either (cf. sense 
relation types in Lutzeier 1995: 73-87). It is nevertheless of interest to the present 
study that Ahmad et al. and Ahmad & Fulford have identified probes for causal 
relations since these, as we have seen, possess a strong temporal element. 
Like Kavanagh's clues (1995), the large majority of Ahmad et a/. 's knowledge 
probes consists of general-language words and phrases, e. g. the examples, of the 
synonymy relation (e. g. in general, more commonly) and many probes for the 
causal relation (e. g. causally, lead to) show this. These results are consistent with 
what we have said earlier, namely that it is unlikely that temporal ordering relations 
are accessible via terms and LSP phrases but that it is anticipated that such 
relations are mainly signalled by LGP items such as prepositions, and so on. 
Linguistics 
As indicated, Ahmad et al. and Ahmad & Fulford have based some aspects of their 
work on Cruse (1991: 13,88,137-138,160-161) and Lyons (1993: 292-293). We 
will not describe these studies here since they do not provide any procedures or 
insights different to those already mentioned. 
In applied linguistics, Luz6n Marco (1999) has investigated, among other things, 
how process relations are signalled in discourse. These relations exhibit a strong 
temporal element, as her subtypes show: origin-or-product, cause-result, and 
57 Through manual scanning of texts and of synonym dictionaries (Ahmad & Fulford 1992: 8) as well as using 
concordancing outputs, further probes could be revealed (cf. list in Ahmad et al. 1992: 27). However, Ahmad et 
aL indicate that noise data were also elicited, e. g. there is a, which is not a probe for hyponymy (1992: 30). 
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change (1999: 14-15). 58 The lexical signals she has identified for these relations are 
listed below in Table 2.9. The similarities of these signals to Lyons' formulae, 
Cruse's frames and Ahmad & Fulford's knowledge probes cannot be overlooked. 
Again, the signals are not particularly LSP-specific. 
Table 2.9 Luz6n Marco's lexical signals for process relations 
Process Relations Lexical Signals 
Ongin-or-Product Relations anse from, be a derivative of, be a product of, come from, derive from, develop from, originate 
from, give rise to, give way to, yield 
Cause-Result Relations be due to, be produced byfrom, be the result of, result from 
Change Relations be converted to, become, branch into, evolve into, transform into 
Perusing further linguistic literature, it can be noted that most authors do not tend to 
study the linguistic cues for temporal ordering relations in the same or a similar 
manner as the authors presented so far, but deal with them mostly indirectly, as the 
titles of some selected studies listed below in Table 2.10 demonstrate: 
Table 2.10 Selected linguistic studies dealing with time 
Studies Authors 
temporal Clauses in English e. g. Edqren (1971) 
English whileAvhenlas temporal clauses e g. Pasicki 0 972) 
temporal uses of English prepositions e g. Bennett (1975) 
finite and non-finite temporal constructions in German e g. Bauerle vonStechow(1980) 
ordering adverbs of time as a case of a lexical field e. g. Lutzeier ( 980) 
temporal structures in discourse e. g. Smith (19801 
representation of time in natural language e g. en (1983,1997) Ter Meul 
expression of time in texts _ ler-Karpusa (1985) 
reductive analyses of temporal relators in English, German and Netherlandish [sic) e q. Snook (1988) 
time and the verb e. g. Binnick (199 1) 
reference time relations e. g. Spejewski & Carlson (1991) 
adverbials and natural order in the development of temporal expression e. g. Bardovi-Harlig (1992) 
temporal Structure and discourse structure e. g. Caenepe 
_I 
& Moens (19941 
conce2tual time and linguistic time e. g. Gagnon & 
As it is not reasonable to review all these works here, I have instead focussed on 
collecting any temporal words, expressions and devices mentioned in these studies 
as well as in the studies discussed earlier in the context of the temporal relation 
types known in the linguistic literature (section 2.2.8.2). The linguistic means 
gathered are collated below in Table 2.11, in which I have also made the attempt to 
allocate them to the three broad temporal ordering relation types identified earlier: 
sequence, complete and partial simultaneity relations. 
Note that in terminology science process relations are recognized by Nuopponen (1994a: 92) who considers 
these relations as pure temporal relations while cause-effect relations are viewed by her as a different type (cf. 
also WOster 1974b: 94) (section 2.2.7.3). However, as we have seen, in this study I argue that in practice the 
distinction of both relation types is often impossible and can therefore not be supported. 
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Table 2.11 Means for expressing temporal ordering (relations) 
Temporal Order English Means German Means 
Sequence first, then, finally (Edgren 1971: 140); after, before, soon after, three hours 0 zuerst, darauf, 
before (1971: 212); since, from the time, from the moment, until, until such danach, spater, 
time as, until the very moment when (1971: 215): once. as soon as, zutetzt, erst, dann, 
immediately, the moment, the minute (1971: 217); when (1971: 218) schlie3fich, davor. 
0 when (Pasicki 1972: 103) vorher, zuvor, 
0 before, after (Bennett 1975: 119) daraulhin, 
0 before (Lutzeier 1976: 1) hintennach, 
" and next, afterit, and then (Ter Meulen 1983: 187) hintendrein, 
" use of syntax (DorfmOller-Karpusa 1985: 39) hinterdrein, 
" previously, earlier, afterwards, later(Hindchs 1986: 78) hinterher, 
hierauf, 
" before, earlier than, until, up to, as late as. up to the time of up to the time 
letztlich, nachher, 
sodann endlich when, after, later in time, since, from ... to (Br6e & Smit 1986: 371-375) , , zuallererst " until, before, by, by the time, up to, up to the time (Snook 1988: 255-265) , zuallerietzt " then, when (Spejewski & Carlson 11991: 332) , zunachst, hieraulhin 
" use of 'natural order' (Bardovi-Harlig 1992: 301) 
' ' (Lutzeier 1980: 
300) 
" use of descriptive order (Lascarides & Asher 1993: 442) bis, vor (Snook 
and then, and, then (Longacre 1994: 244) 1988: 255) 
use of past perfect (Caenepeel & Moens 1994: 12.14) 
after, before, when, then (Ter Meulen 1997: 14,16) 
Complete a when, whenever, the first time, the next time, the last time, all the time, the wahrend (Lutzeier 
Simultaneity whole time, by the time, by now, as long as (Edgren 1971: 213); as (197 1: 1981: 2) 
218); while (1971: 218) 
0 as, while, when (Pasick! 1972: 103) 
0 at the same time (Hinrichs 1986: 78) 
Partial 0 when, whenever, the first time, the next time, the last time, all the time, the bis, als (Snook 1988: 
Simultaneity whole time, by the time. by now. as long as (Edgren 1971: 213); as (1971: 255,267) 
218); while (1971: 218) 0 wahrend (Lutzeier 
when, while, as, during (Br6e & Smit 1986: 354-357) 1981: 14-15) 
at the same time (Hinrichs 1986: 78) 
until, by the time, up to. when (Snook 1988: 255,266,267) 
when (Spejewski & Carlson 1991: 332) 
meanwhile, at the same time, as, while (Longacre 1994: 243) 
since, until (Ter Meulen 1997: 15) 
II 
Various conclusions can be drawn from the information provided in the table: 
1 The lexical items listed all draw on the general language. 
2. Some forms can belong to more than one word class, e. g. after (P, Sub). 
3. A linguistic item can cue all three temporal ordering relation types, e. g. the 
subordinator when. It is anticipated that this 'polysemy' will present problems 
when identifying these relations in text in this study (cf. Chapters 5 to 7). 
4. A particular type of relation can be signalled by a variety of means, e. g. 
sequence relations can be conveyed by (a) lexical means such as prepositions, 
prepositional phrases, and conjunctions, (b) grammatical devices such as the 
use of a particular tense (past perfect), and (c) semiotic means such as iconicity 
(the description of events in text in their order in time). 
The above conclusions are consistent with Gagnon & Lapalme's view that particular 
temporal aspects can be realized in various ways and that one and the same 
linguistic device can signal different temporal aspects (1996: 91). The fact that 
various types of means, i. e. lexical, grammatical, and serniotic, are available for 
signalling temporal ordering relations is an indication of how complex the textual 
representation of these relations is (cf. also DorfmOller-Karpusa 1985: 39). This 
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complexity is compounded by the fact that, as Dorfmaller-Karpusa points out, many 
means expressing time can co-occur, which produces more than the sum of the 
individual means (1985: 39). In other words, temporal ordering relations can be 
expressed by several interacting devices within a clause or sentence. 
Psychology 
Miller & Johnson-Laird have investigated the means for temporal relations from a 
conceptually-based perspective, which is similar to the approach in this study: 
It might seem that the simplest approach to the question of how people express temporal 
relations would be to analyze linguistic expressions and to infer from them what the 
conceptual core might be. We have chosen the opposite approach. The reason becomes 
apparent when we consider some of the obstacles that fie in the path of a purely 
linguistic approach. Interpreting the temporal significance of sentences is one of the most 
complex problems in linguistics. Part of the difficulty is that temporal relations can be 
expressed in many ways. It is not merely that every verb form must show a tense. The 
lexical resources for expressing temporal information are also very rich. Consider the 
following examples: 
Verbs: end, postpone, precede, recur 
Nouns: day, month, precedent, tomorrow 
Adjectives: former, later, present, successive 
Adverbs: eventually, often, shortly, subsequently 
Prepositions: at, during, in, on 
Conjunctions: as soon as, before, until, when. (Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976: 411) 
Like DorfmOller-Karpusa, Miller & Johnson-Laird point out the multitude of means by 
which these relations can be signalled as well as the fact that the many linguistic 
devices which can be used to convey temporal information often also interact with 
each other in complex ways (1976: 413). 
Let us now summarize the sections on the linguistic means for temporal ordering 
relations. In terminology, only studies investigating linguistic realizations for other 
conceptual relations, e. g. genus-species, were found (Meyer & Mackintosh, 
Kavanagh). While Meyer & Mackintosh's com pound-and-col location approach is 
LSP-oriented (terms, LSP phrases), mainly applicable to genus-species and part- 
whole relations and does not provide specific realizations of these relations, 
Kavanagh's method of using conceptually rich words and phrases belonging mainly 
to LGP yielded specific clues for various relation types. It was concluded that this 
latter method seems to be a promising approach to identifying clues for temporal 
ordering relations. In our review of selected literature from neighbouring fields, 
studies employing the notions of formulae, frames, and knowledge probes 
(Kavanagh's method is partly based on the knowledge-probe approach) for 
accessing various relation types were encountered (e. g. Ahmad & Fulford), but in 
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these works temporal ordering relations were not included either. However, in other 
studies, a variety of linguistic signals for these relations could be found: LGP items 
such as conjunctions, prepositions, and so on, but also devices such as tense 
contrasts and iconicity. It was noted that many of the cues are not in one-to-one 
relationships with the relations signalled since one and the same device can cue 
different temporal ordering aspects, or a particular relation can be signalled by 
several means, which interact if used together (e. g. a subordinator, a tense contrast, 
two prepositional phrases, and iconicity interact in after the aircraft had reached 
flight level 30 at I lh3434sec, the autopilot was engaged at 1 lh36'02sec). 
In conclusion, we have to expect that temporal ordering relations are mainly cued by 
LGP items and other devices, which is an unusual situation for a terminological 
study. Also, such relations are likely to be realized in complex and interactional 
ways, not easily lending themselves to being expressed by knowledge probes. 
2.3.3.3 lconicity and Temporal Relations 
In this section, we focus on iconicity since it has been mentioned as a method for 
representing temporal order in text in some of the disciplines considered here, 
particularly in linguistics (e. g. Bardovi-Harlig 1992, Lascarides & Asher 1993) and 
psychology (cf. Mandler 1986, section 2.2.8.4). The question arises here of the 
relationship between the order of events in time (event structure) and their order of 
mention in text (textual representation structure). 
Many philosophers and linguists have dealt with the question of whether the 
relationship between linguistic signs and the objects they represent in the world is 
arbitrary or not. For instance, Saussure (1993: 76; 1997: 7,113) does not believe 
that signs are iconic. For him, the relation between a sign and an object is arbitrary, 
i. e. as agreed upon by convention. In contrast, Peirce's more liberal views have 
become of interest to the linguistic community since he recognizes the existence of 
icons. He defines an iconic sign as "a sign which is determined by its dynamic 
object by virtue of its own internal nature" (1966: 391) whereby "an 'Icon' 
represents its Object in resembling it" (1966: 368). Ungerer & Schmid draw attention 
to the fact that Peirce applies the notion of iconicity in a broad sense since he 
does not restrict the use of 'icon' to sound-symbolic expressions Instead he takes a 
much wider view and extends the notion of icon to cover similarities between the 
structure of language and the structure of the world, (Ungerer & Schmid 1997: 251) 
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Iconicity may thus be understood as the principle of linguistic structures reflecting 
the structure of experiences in some way or other (cf. also Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 
8). In this sense, iconicity can be applied to a range of linguistic phenomena. In 
general, it is possible to distinguish three types of iconicity: 'iconic sequencing', 
'iconic proximity' and 'iconic quantity' (Ungerer & Schmid 1997: 251, cf. also Haiman 
1985: 20). Only the first type, iconic sequencing, is of interest to the present study. It 
is also known as 'the principle of sequential order' (Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 8) and 
can be paraphrased as the "linearity of the linguistic sign, which iconically reflects 
the linearity of time and causation" (Haiman 1985: 20). Dressier describes this type 
of iconicity in terms of the 'narratio facilis' in narrative texts which is the prototype of 
'ordo naturalis' (2000: 765-766). He explains that 'narratio facilis' means that the 
cognitively comprehended chronological sequence of situations corresponds to the 
sequence of macro units of a text (2000: 766). In other words, iconic sequencing is 
present if the order of situations in time corresponds to the order of the clauses 
expressing them (cf. also Ungerer & Schmid 1997: 251, Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 8). 
To illustrate this, in Table 2.12, a selection of iconic (sentences 1 to 3) and non- 
iconic representations (sentence 4) of two situations is given. 
Table 2.12 Iconic and non-iconic clause sequences 
The question we must ask now is how do we know whether situations described in a 
text are iconic? In this context, an examination of the syntactic structures for 
producing iconicity seems useful. 59 In Quirk et aL it is stated that a series of main 
clauses can iconically express sequences of situations, suggesting an 'and-then' 
structure, as their example shows: / came. I saw. / conquered (1994: 1428). Equally, 
temporal sequences realized by coordinated main clauses, e. g. syndetically linked 
by the coordinator and, usually match the conceptual sequences (cf. Quirk et a,. 
1994: 1429). In contrast to Quirk et aL who do not mention subordination in this 
context, Dirven & Verspoor point out that subordinators such as after and before 
can indeed convey iconicity (1998: 8-9). This is illustrated by the following examples 
which both realize the same sequence: the rain stopped and the aircraft took off and 
after the rain had stopped the aircraft took off. Hence, we can conclude that two 
As we shall see, the linguistic analysis of the LSP texts chosen for this study includes an analysis of the 
syntactic realizations of complex conceptual structures representing temporally ordered situations. 
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iconically represented situations can be expressed either by two coordinated 
clauses or by clause structures involving subordination. Although iconicity applies 
only to sequence relations6o, we must ask whether iconic representations are also 
possible for situations linked by partial simultaneity relations which are 
characterized by sequential starting times. However, in the literature consulted the 
examples provided to illustrate iconicity only involve 'proper' sequences: a situation 
finishes before the next situation begins. 
Finally, a remark about the purpose of iconically represented situations: it is 
suggested in the literature that iconic representations of temporal order facilitate text 
comprehension (e. g. Mandler 1986). With regard to LSP texts, the facilitation of text 
comprehension has to be seen in the light of the goals of specialist communication, 
namely to communicate specialist knowledge precisely, completely, and efficiently, 
as we have seen. Hence, it is anticipated that in the LSP texts chosen for exploring 
temporal ordering relations in this study, the communication of specialist knowledge 
in terms of temporally ordered phenomena is characterized by a high percentage of 
iconic representations of these phenomena. 
2.3.4 Relevant Issues in Analysing LSP Texts 
In this section, we consider extra-linguistic knowledge and working with domain 
experts, both crucial when analysing LSP texts. 
2.3.4.1 Extra-Linguistic Knowledge 
For communication and text interpretation readers or hearers use their knowledge. 
Heinemann & Viehweger (1991: 68) suggest that different people possess different 
types of knowledge at varying depths: encyclopedic, linguistic, and interactional 
knowledge, and knowledge of global textual structures (1991: 68). 61 Apart from 
linguistic knowledge (cf. discussion in previous section on 'linguistic cues'), the 
00 Given the linearity of language, to say two things at once is excluded (Saussure 1996: 70). Haiman, however, 
states that some languages display simultaneity iconically, e. g. Tauya, a Papuan language (1985: 4.77-88). 
For different divisions of knowledge systems, either due to the distinction of further knowledge types or other 
classification methods, see, for instance, van Dijk & Kintsch (1983: 304-312) and Rothkegel (1984: 260-261). 
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focus in this study is also on encyclopedic, i. e. extra-linguistic knowledge62 , 
due to 
the specialized nature of the texts analysed in the present study. 
In the literature, the view seems to be accepted that, as Dirven & Verspoor argue, a 
text is usually not made up of all the cues required for understanding it and that 
textual analyses are therefore incomplete if the interpretation of a text is not 
considered (1998: 193; cf. also Beaugrande 1980: 99; van Dijk & Kintsch 1983: 303; 
Beaugrande & Dressier 1990: 6,85; Strube 1990: 490; Heinemann & Viehweger 
1991: 114). The combination of textual cues with the knowledge readers or hearers 
have is usually called inferencing (van Dijk 1977: 4, Beaugrande & Dressier 1990: 6, 
Heinemann & Viehweger 1991: 73). Put another way, knowledge supplements 
(Wissenserginzungen) take place (Heinemann & Viehweger 1991: 121). 
The text is but one aspect or one part of the communication; the other part is what the 
listener or reader brings with him when he or she interprets the text. This includes the 
world of the speaker and hearer, their ideas and feelings, as well as their cultural or 
world knowledge. (Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 194) 
One account of how and during which process linguistic knowledge (e. g. one aspect 
is words activating syntactic knowledge) and extra-linguistic knowledge (concepts 
and their interrelations) come together is given by Stevenson (1993: 301-302). She 
claims that this happens during the construction of propositional representations of 
texts, whereby the connection between linguistic and extra-linguistic is realized 
through the link between words and concepts. However, in practice, as we shall 
see, the distinction is not so easy to draw, and in any case, not generally accepted. 
Linking on what they call 'systematic tendencies' in the interactional process 
between textual and extra-linguistic knowled ge, Beaugrande & Dressier believe that 
precise predictions for specific texts and readers are not possible (1990: 202-205), 
which, however, is not surprising for several reasons. Firstly, it is feasible to argue 
that different readers may arrive at different interpretations of a text and in different 
ways since they do not have the same knowledge resources (cf. Beaugrande & 
Dressler 1990: 7, Heinemann & Viehweger 1991: 121): 
62 Potential near synonyms for extra-linguistic knowledge (e. g. Norrick 1982: 241, Staib 1988: 216) are: 
background knowledge (e. g. Hofmann 1993: 251), encyclopedic knowledge (e. g. Lutzeier 1985: 78, Cruse 
1988: 73, Heinemann & Viehweger 1991: 68, Lakoff 1991: 172), non-linguistic knowledge (e. g. Stevenson 1993: 
131), and world knowledge (e. g. Bolinger 1965: 561, Palmer 1976: 46, Beaugrande 1980: 19, van Dijk & 
Kintsch 1983: 304, Lascarides 1992: 945, Ter Meulen 1997: 33, Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 193). It should be 
noted that some authors do not operate on the knowledge-system level but on the word meaning level whereby 
they usually refer to a word's linguistic and non-linguistic meaning (e. g. Wilks, Slator & Guthrie 1996). 
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[it is an] obviously untenable assumption that all speakers possess the same 
extralinguistic knowledge or recognize the same lexical relations. (Norrick 1982: 244) 
Secondly, Beaugrande & Dressler point out that "people's implicit knowledge is 
inordinately difficult to observe and study" (1990: 194). Graesser, Gernsbacher & 
Goldman make a similar point: world knowledge, i. e. extra-linguistic knowledge, is 
"imprecise, open-ended, vague and minimally visible to the investigator" (1997: 
308). And thirdly, the un predictability may be explained by the fact that it is difficult 
to say where linguistic knowledge ends and where exactly extra-linguistic 
knowledge begins. Let us look more deeply into this third point. Lutzeier contends 
that there can be no meaningful distinction between linguistic and encyclopedic 
knowledge (1985: 86), arguing that the area of encyclopedic meanings has to reach 
to some extent into the area of linguistic meanings (1985: 79). As a reason he 
suggests that through the interaction people have with the world via their language 
there is initially a direct reference to the objects in the worl ,d present 
in their minds 
and at a later stage, although the knowledge may now largely be organized as 
linguistic knowledge, the reference is indirectly still there (1985: 79). He goes on to 
say that when the attempt is made to communicate 'that which is meant' (das 
Gemeinte) via linguistic forms the receiver has to decode this via the meanings of 
the linguistic forms used (1985: 79-80). Lutzeier believes that, in a trivial sense, the 
meanings are linguistic meanings since they are triggered by linguistic forms, but 
that there are all kinds of things which can flow into these linguistic meanings and 
that therefore there can be no meaningful boundaries due to the nature of a natural 
language, which - on a coarser level - is rather comprehensive. Hence, he argues 
that explicit examples of non-linguistic meanings cannot be given (1985: 80). 
Looking at the two notions in terms of knowledge systems, Heinemann & Viehweger 
seem to agree at least partly with Lutzeier's view since they emphasize that it is 
extraordinarily difficult to draw a precise line between the two systems (1991: 95; cf. 
also Palmer 1976: 46; van Dijk 1977: 4; Beaugrande 1980: 92; Wilks, Slator & 
Guthrie 1996: 255; Langacker 1999: 154). 63 According to them, it is not known yet 
whether linguistic and encyclopedic knowledge are indeed two independent 
systems, and whether and how they interact. Hence, they argue that as a 
consequence of these still unanswered questions it is reasonable to regard them as 
two systems (11991: 95). However, it is not clear to me how this can be achieved 
63 In Al, too, authors in natural language processing usually do not believe in clear boundaries between the two 
knowledge types, but they postulate that linguistic theories have to demonstrate how world knowledge can have 
an effect on text interpretation (Charniak & Wilks 1976: 50). 
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theoretically and practically. An even more extreme view can be found in Staib who 
postulates that a "strict separation between linguistic facts and extra-linguistic 
knowledge of the things of the external world has to be maintained" (1988: 235). In 
which way then should we approach the distinction of linguistic and extra-linguistic 
knowledge during the text analysis in the present study? 
How then do linguists deal with the meaning of language-utterances? And how much of it 
do they classify as linguistic (in the sense of 'failing within the scope of linguistics') rather 
than as paralinguistic (or extralinguistic)? (Lyons 1995: 15) 
According to Lyons, the approaches vary among linguists and also among experts 
from other domains (1995: 15-16), but, to sum up, in view of the majority of the 
above arguments it seems reasonable to conclude that it is not feasible to draw a 
clear distinction between linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge. In the present 
study, the interviews conducted with domain experts with regard to the interpretation 
of the selected English and German aircraft accident reports, will support this view. 
Although distinguishing linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge on a theoretical, 
experimental, and observational level is highly problematic, it is nevertheless clear 
that experts understand LSP texts better than non-experts. Extra-linguistic 
knowledge, Le. domain knowledge, therefore must play a part. We just do not know 
how it interacts procedurally and cognitively with other knowledge types. 
2.3.4.2 Collaborating with Domain Experts 
As indicated, during the practical part of the present study, domain experts are 
consulted for clarification and verification purposes as part of the textual analysis of 
the chosen English and German aircraft accident reports. Although terminographers 
usually accumulate sufficient knowledge during their subject-field research for 
carrying out terminology work (Cole 1987: 79), working with experts at particular 
stages in any terminology project is nonetheless vital (cf. Meyer, Eck & Skuce 1997: 
107). The ideal situation for text-driven bilingual terminology work, whether 
translation-oriented or subject-field oriented, is that experts are available in both 
languages, and even several experts per language, since texts usually draw on 
many domains, as in this study: piloting, air traffic control, aircraft engineering, 
physics, material science, meteorology, aviation medicine, and so on. The list is 
open-ended since it is unpredictable which domains may be involved. 64 
64 This was, for example, the case with the Lockerbie crash (AAlB 1990), for which - for the first time in British air 
accident investigation history - experts with a background in explosive ordinance had to be called in. 
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Depending on the type of terminology project, the domain experts' input may differ. 
As the present study is concerned with establishing the temporal ordering relations 
which conceptually link phenomena described in the aircraft accident reports, the 
collaboration with domain experts mainly concerns two areas. It will certainly be 
necessary to elaborate on domain-specific concepts, but, more importantly, the 
expert input will be needed for determining and verifying the temporal order of the 
phenomena described in the texts. However, it is well-known that domain experts 
can disagree, even within the same domain. For example, in aviation, aircraft 
accident investigators and pilots define the term take off differently. Investigators 
consider a take off to be complete as soon as an aircraft's main wheels leave the 
ground. 65 For pilots, a take off is only complete when the flaps are retracted, which 
happens after the wheels have left the ground and the main wheels are reVacted-66 
As we have seen, such differing opinions can be a reflection of the fact that people 
have differing types of knowledge and can thus arrive at different interpretations. 
How differing domain expert opinions are dealt with in practical terms normally 
depends on the type and purpose of terminology work. 
This concludes the discussion of the linguistic aspect of this study. We will now 
address the relationships between the conceptual and the linguistic levels. 
2.4 The Relationships between the Conceptual and 
Linguistic Levels 
Below, we comment on the known concept-term relations as'a prelude to discussing 
the links between temporal ordering relations and their cues. 
2.4.1 Concept-Term Relations 
It will be recalled that in traditional terminology science the term and concept levels 
are viewed as separate levels. Put another way, there is a division between terms, 
Personal communication with aircraft accident investigator B. Forward. 
Personal communication with B747-400 Training Captain R. Bajaj. 
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i. e. the linguistic signS67 which are allocated to concepts, and concepts which are 
created independently from the linguistic level and which are determined by domain- 
specific criteria. Concept-term relations tend to be well-defined, since concepts are 
usually seen here as entity concepts (representing material or immaterial objects) 
and terms are generally single or compound terms. Terms can be assigned to 
concepts on a prescriptive basis, which is normally the case in terminological 
standardization, or they are allocated through usage (descriptive terminology). The 
types of relation describing these assignments between concepts and terms are 
monosemy (e. g. ISO 1087 1990: 5), synonymy (e. g. Arntz & Picht 1995: 130), 
polysemy (e. g. Felber 1984: 98-99), homonymy (e. g. Picht & Draskau 1985: 105), 
and equivalence (e. g. Picht & Draskau 1985: 103-104). 
2.4.2 Transfer Relations 
The term concept-term relation does not capture the nature of the relations between 
a conceptual relation - which constitutes a different concept type (relation concept) 
- and its cues. Hence, I have coined the term transfer relations. While concept-term 
relations are well-documented in the terminological literature, no reference is made 
to transfer relations. As a consequence, I now take a closer look at the conceptual 
and linguistic specifics of transfer relations. 
Conceptually, relation concepts differ from other concept types such as entity, 
activity, and property concepts inasmuch as relation concepts are "obtained from 
abstracting physical, temporal or other ontological relationships among objects and 
from logical relationships among entities and activities" (Sager & Kageura 1994: 
199). Entity concepts, for instance, can be defined either intensionally (listing the 
characteristics of a concept) or extensionally (listing all subconcepts), which 
includes all the various ways in which a concept can be defined in terms of its 
conceptua re ations to other concepts, i. e. to its relata, e. g. AIRCRAFT has 
conceptual relations of the part-whole type to WING, WHEEL, FUSELAGE and so 
on. In contrast, a relation concept constitutes the conceptual relation between 
concepts. Hence, the definition of a relation concept has to focus on what a specific 
relation type does, i. e. what its purpose or function is. For instance, a genus-species 
relation structures concepts in terms of similarity (e. g. FIRST OFFICER IS A TYPE 
67 Concepts can also be represented by phrases, symbols, formulae, and so on. 
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OF PILOT), and a temporal ordering relation has the purpose of organizing 
conceptual structures according to their order in time (e. g. ENGINE IS REPORTED 
AS UNSERVICEABLE OCCURS BEFORE ENGINE IS SENT FOR REPAIR). 
The linguistic structures representing conceptual relations are also different from the 
linguistic representations of, for instance, entity concepts, typically expressed by 
single or compound terms. As we have seen, the majority of the words and phrases 
for sense relations and conceptual relations are from the general language and 
include conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives, verbs, and so on. For example, in the 
aircraft started its descent after it had turned to the left five minutes earlier, the 
temporal ordering relation is expressed by two LGP items: the subordinator after 
and the temporal adverb phrase five minutes earlier (both interacting with the past 
perfect and the simple past). 
Like concept-term relations, one-to-one relations between conceptual relations and 
their cues seem to be rare, as we have seen in the literature review (cf. sections 
2., 3_. 3.1 and 2.3.3-2) in which I can identify two transfer relation types: 
(1) A conceptual relation can be expressed by a variety of cues. This relation type 
has been found in Cruse (1991), Ahmad et aL (1992), Ahmad & Fulford (1992), 
Lyons (1993), and Kavanagh (1995). In these works, it is established that, for 
instance, genus-species relations can be signalled by various different indicators 
(e. g. a type of, a kind oo. From a structural perspective, this transfer relation 
type, which may be termed one-to-many relation, bears similarities to 
isynonymy' (one relation concept - several cues). 
(2) Different relation types can be signalled by one and the same word, e. g. 
sequence, partial and complete simultaneity relations can be cued by the 
subordinator when (e. g. Edgren 1971). This relation, which can be called many- 
to-one relation, is similar in structure to 'polysemy' (several relation concepts - 
one cue). 
Hence, in the practical part of the present study in which, among other things, 
temporal ordering relations and their cues are explored the attempt will be made to 
confirm the above-mentioned two types of transfer relation and to identify further 
transfer relation types. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have reviewed the literature from three perspectives: the 
conceptual basis of temporal ordering relations, how they are cued in LSP texts, 
and the relationships between the cues and these relations. 
I 
In the terminological literature complex conceptual structures realized by clauses, 
which can, apart from solitary concepts, also be linked by temporal ordering 
relations, have not been dealt with. Yet, terminological studies on LSP phrases 
(Picht 1990), carried out mainly from a linguistic perspective, show that the interest 
is not solely any more on terms designating solitary concepts but is now also on 
larger linguistic structures, namely LSP phrases, which can be argued to be 
represented by two concepts, i. e. some sort of complex conceptual structure. The 
fact that complex conceptual structures linked by temporal ordering relations are 
investigated in this study means that the discipline boundaries of terminology 
science, whose traditional focus is on solitary concepts and their terms, are crossed 
and extend in particular into philosophical logic and into the study of LSP. 
Since a typology of temporal ordering relations cannot be created without knowing 
what it is that they connect, we looked into the concept types which can be linked: 
concepts representing entities (material, immaterial), activities (e. g. actions, events), 
and properties (qualities, states). It was shown that, for instance, concepts 
representing activities are complex (Sager & Kageura 1994) and must be treated 
differently (Puuronen 1994). For example, Sager & Kageura's activity concepts can 
be viewed as more complex conceptual structures in the form of propositions, 
consisting of several concepts expressing various semantic roles (cf. also Puuronen 
1994) - an interpretation not dissimilar to Picht's understanding of the complex 
conceptual underpinnings of LSP phrases. It was hence concluded that Sager & 
Kageura's, Puuronen's and Picht's descriptions are a valuable basis for studying the 
complex conceptual structures which can be linked by temporal ordering relations. 
Prototypes are an alternative model to concept hierarchies as a means of trying to 
represent categories. Hence, terminological literature and literature from 
neighbouring fields was examined for information on prototypical relations as well as 
on determination procedures for prototypes. In the neighbouring literature, one 
method was deemed suitable for identifying a prototype relation: Crofts (1996), 
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Dirven & Verspoor's (1998), and Cruse's (2000) method based on the textual 
frequency of category members. 
The review of the terminological literature also revealed that not much is known 
about the nature of temporal ordering relations and that only two broad relation 
types are known: sequence and (complete) simultaneity relations (e. g. Woster 
1974a, Arntz & Picht 1995). Various one-dimensional divisions based on different 
ordering characteristics, i. e. type of connection or type of concept linked, were 
found. Sequence relations are common to all the systems discussed, but the 
inclusion of simultaneity relations varied. Relevant literature from neighbouring fields 
was examined as to further relation types: sequence, complete and partial 
simultaneity relations emerged as major relation types, and in addition, several 
subtypes of sequence and partial simultaneity relations could be identified. 
While the main focus of the present study is on ordering in time, other aspects of the 
concept of time were also considered since they form the background to the 
creation of the typology of temporal ordering relations in Chapter 4. It was found that 
while time is universal, the way the nature of time is viewed nevertheless depends 
on social, cultural, personal, and domain-specific factors (Hall 1989). We further 
highlighted the fact that everyday aspects, and not domain-specific aspects, of the 
notions direction of time and absolute simultaneity are important for constructing the 
typology. 
In connection with exploring the literature as to the characteristics of LSP texts (e. g. 
Hoffman 1985, Fluck 1996) no LSP-typical features expressing time or its aspect of 
temporal ordering were found, although the concept of time is related to specialist 
knowledge insofar as different fields place emphasis on different aspects of the 
concept of time, e. g. in physics and engineering (Hall 1989), or, as in this study, in 
aircraft accident investigation which is crucially determined by its aim of 
reconstructing the temporal order of events which led to an accident. 
No terminological studies dealing with the linguistic signals for temporal ordering 
relations were found, only studies investigating the linguistic realizations for other 
conceptual relations, e. g. genus-species (Meyer & Mackintosh 1994,1996; 
Kavanagh 1995). Whilst Meyer & Mackintosh's approach, focusing on terms and 
LSP phrases and mainly applicable to genus-species and part-whole relations, is 
characterized by the fact that these relations are not realized specifically, 
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Kavanagh's method of using conceptually rich LGP words and phrases yielded 
several clues for various relations. We hence concluded that this latter method is a 
promising approach to identifying clues for temporal ordering relations in this study. 
In our review of relevant literature from neighbouring fields, studies employing the 
notions of formulae, frames, and knowledge probes (Kavanagh's method is partly 
based on the knowledge-probe approach) as clues for various relation types were 
found (e. g. Ahmad"& Fulford 1992), but in these works temporal ordering relations 
were not included either. However, in other studies, various means for expressing 
temporal relations were detected: LGP items such as prepositions, and so on, and 
devices such as tense and iconicity. We concluded that since temporal ordering 
relations are likely to be cued in a complex manner by interacting means, these 
relations may not be identifiable by straightforward knowledge probes as those 
ýi 
found for other relations. 
It can further be noted that, unsurprisingly, there are no known terminological 
investigations on the linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures linked 
by temporal ordering relations. In neighbouring literature, however, various studies 
z dealing with propositions suggest analyses in terms of clauses. 
An examination of the syntactic structures which can produce iconicity revealed that 
iconic temporal sequences can be conveyed by coordinated main clauses as well 
as by superordinate/subordinate clause structures. 
Concept-term relations and relations between conceptual* relations and their cues 
differ. Conceptually, we deal with a different concept type (conceptual relation), and 
many of the linguistic means used for sense or conceptual relations are in the form 
of LGP items. As a consequence of the differences to concept-term relations, we 
introduced the term transfer relations. In the literature, two transfer relation types 
emerged: (1) a relation type can be cued by several means, and (2) different 
relation types can be signalled by the same cue. 
In the above, the main points for the argument of this study have been presented. 
The next chapter will state the specific research questions, followed by the 
description of the methodology. 
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Chapter 3 
Statement of the Research Problems and 
Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
The first part of this chapter (section 3.2) consists of the statement of the research 
problems and the respective research questions. The second part (section 3.3) 
presents the methods and steps undertaken to answer the research questions. 
3.2 Statement of the Research Problems 
As already indicated, in this study the investigation of temporal ordering relations 
concerns three aspects: a conceptual and linguistic analysis as well as an inquiry 
into the relationships between temporal ordering relations and their cues. The 
organization of the current section, in which the research problems are laid out, 
reflects these aspects (subsections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3). Working definitions of core 
concepts relating to each aspect of the investigation are also provided. 
3.2.1 The Conceptual-Level Investigation 
In present section, the research problems and research questions relating to the 
conceptual investigation of temporal ordering relations are described. Subsection 
3.2.1.1 formulates the research problems and resulting research questions with 
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regard to the establishment of a typology of these relations using the traditional 
terminological method of shared characteristics. In subsection 3.2.1.2, the research 
problem and the corresponding question pertaining to the empirical confirmation of 
the relations in text are presented. Subsection 3.2.1.3 is then concerned with the 
description of the research problem and question dealing with an alternative way of 
organizing the relation types using prototype theory. 
3.2.1.1 Research Problems and Research Questions A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3 
Description of Problem A1.1: The review of the existing types of temporal ordering 
relation in terminology revealed only two broad types, sequence and simultaneity 
relations, and there are no known descriptions in the terminological literature as to 
I any subtypes of these relations. In contrast to this, the scrutiny of selected literature 
from neighbouring fields (philosophy, linguistics, artificial intelligence, psychology 
and cognitive science) uncovered three broad relation types: sequence relations, 
complete and partial simultaneity relations. In addition, six subtypes of these could 
be identified: sequence relations with a temporal gap, sequence relations without a 
temporal gap, overlap relations, simultaneous beginnings relations, inclusion 
relations, simultaneous endings relations. Using the classical terminological method 
of shared characteristics, the research question concerns the creation of a typologY 
of temporal ordering relations on the basis of the three broad and the six subtypes. 
Research Question Al. 1: Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on 
shared characteristics be created incorporating the existing broad relation types of 
sequence, complete and partial simultaneity and their subtypes? 
Description of Problem A1.2: The review of the literature on conceptual relations 
showed that it is important to explore the types of concept which can be linked 
since, as argued by Sager & Kageura (1994), this is important for gaining insight 
into the theoretical nature of conceptual relations. We can recall that in traditional 
terminological theory, the main object of investigation has been the solitary concept 
as opposed to more complex conceptual structures. According to Sager & Kageura, 
the solitary concept types which can be linked by conceptual relations are entity 
concepts, property concepts (qualities, states) and activity concepts (actions, 
events, processes, and so on). Hence, it was unsurprising to find that so far 
terminologists have only recognized temporal ordering relations between solitary 
concepts. For instance, in WOster's model a sequence relation links the solitary 
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concepts representing the entities predecessor and successor, and a simultaneity 
relation conceptually links entities such as contemporaries (1974a: 261). Arntz & 
Picht (1995) list simultaneous relations between solitary concepts representing 
activities such as listening, transferring, speaking, and so on. However, as indicated 
earlier, the pilot studies for this thesis brought to light the fact that temporal ordering 
relations can also link more complex conceptual structures (realized by clauses), 
e. g. CONTROLLER TRANSMITS TO PILOT (activity), PILOT IS MEDICALLY FIT 
(state), and FUSELAGE IS MADE OF CARBON FIBRE (quality). As a 
consequence, the study of temporal ordering relations cannot be delimited in the 
traditional terminological manner originally promoted by Woster, whose sole interest 
was in solitary concepts. Instead, terminology science must expand its discipline 
boundaries to also incorporate theories, e. g. from philosophical logic and text 
linguistics, enabling the treatment of complex conceptual structures realized by 
clauses since so far such structures have not been considered in terminology. An 
exception are a few studies in which the conceptual underpinnings of special- 
language (LSP) phrases, expressible as propositions consisting of a minimum of 
two concepts, are approached from a linguistic perspective (Picht 1990). Hence, the 
theoretical and practical basis for investigating complex conceptual structures in this 
thesis lies in the study by Picht as well as in studies by Sager & Kageura (1994) and 
Puuronen (1994). Sager & Kageura argue that activity and property concepts can 
be seen in combination with other concepts, thereby forming propositions, and quite 
similarly, Puuronen views action concepts as describable in terms of agent, 
intention, effect, result and consequences. The relevant research question therefore 
concerns the integration of not only simple (solitary concepts) but also complex 
conceptual structures (propositions) into a typology of temporal ordering relations. 
Research Question Al. 2: Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on 
shared characteristics be constructed incorporating relation types which can link 
simple as well as complex conceptual structures? 
Description of Problem A1.3: The discussion of temporal relations in artificial 
intelligence (Al) showed that the treatment of such relations involves, among other 
things, temporal objects, e. g. time intervals and time points' (cf. Gamper 1996). 
As we shall see in Chapter 4 (cf. section 4.3.1.3), in Al time points are viewed as timeless constructs with the 
sole purpose of marking the seamless transition of two time intervals, It should be noted, however, that in other 
disciplines, e. g. linguistics, other approaches to the temporal representation of phenomena can be found. For 
instance, in formal semantics time points are considered to last for a short amount of time and in this 
interpretation they are used to represent punctual events, e. g. sneezing (e. g. Cann 1993: 234). 
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Time intervals are closely associated with dynamic phenomena such as events, 
actions, processes, and so on (e. g. Frawley 1992, Gamper 1996) but they can also 
be used to represent states. Time points allow us to temporally order such 
phenomena further. The known terminological analyses and classifications of 
temporal ordering relations in the literature have not considered such relations in 
terms of these temporal objects. Since, as we have seen, Gamper offers the most 
comprehensive account of relation types, it seems opportune to use time intervals 
and time points for producing a typology of temporal ordering relations in this study. 
Research Question Al. 3: Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on 
shared characteristics be established incorporating temporal objects such as time 
intervals and time points in the sense they are understood in artificial intelligence? 
3.2.1.2 Research Problem and Research Question A2 
Description of Problem A2:, The relation types proposed in the typology are 
theoretical types. It is therefore necessary to test the relations empirically. In 
terminology science, LSP texts often form the basis for many terminological 
investigations since such texts can be regarded as linguistic encodings of the 
conceptual phenomena which are of interest to terminologists. In the present case, 
it is vital to select LSP texts in which temporal ordering relations are a frequent 
phenomenon. Hence, the choice of official aircraft accident reports. Furthermore, 
some linguistic studies (e. g. Wierzbicka 1994, Goddard 1997) indicate that the more 
languages are scrutinized with regard to conceptual phenomena the probability of 
being able to draw more generalized conclusions increases. Hence, as little is 
- known in terminology about temporal ordering relations a bilingual approach may 
help gain insight into the cross-linguistic existence of individual relations. 
Research Question A2: Which temporal ordering relations proposed in the typology 
can be confirmed in the chosen English and German official aircraft accident reports 
and how do the relations compare cross-linguistically? 
3.2.1.3 Research Problem and Research Question A3 
Description of Problem A3: Within cognitive science and psychology, it has been 
argued that "the real world cannot be properly understood in terms of the classical 
theory of categories" (Lakoff 1991: 371). While classical categorizations, based on 
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shared characteristics, have their justification in some contexts, there is increasing 
evidence that people tend to categorize more in terms of better and worse examples 
of a category (cf. Lakoff 1991). In terminology, the traditional method of organizing 
concepts is the classical method (e. g. Felber 1984), but terminologists have begun 
to postulate the use of prototype theory in terminological studies as an alternative 
model to concept classifications, i. e. hierarchies, as a means of trying to represent 
categories because they argue that many concepts are not clear-cut and have fuzzy 
edges (cf. Weissenhofer 1995, Temmerman 2000). Hence, in the present study the 
categorization of temporal ordering relations is approached using both the classical 
and the prototype method. The former method organizes the relations hierarchically 
on the basis of what they have in common; each relation has equal status. The 
latter approach categorizes the relations in terms of typical examples, taking a focal 
position, and less typical ones. Since no terminological literature could be found on 
prototypical relations, let alone on any determination procedures, relevant studies 
from neighbouring fields were consulted for methods of establishing prototypical 
relations: Croft 1996, Dirven & Verspoor 1998, and Cruse 2000 suggest that textual 
frequencies can be used to establish prototypes. As we shall see, in this study it will 
be argued that both the classical and the prototype methods are justified, although 
different classifications of the temporal ordering relation concepts are arrived at. 
Research Question A3: Can a prototypical temporal ordering relation from among 
the various relation types corroborated in the chosen English and German official 
aircraft accident reports be determined using Crofts, Dirven & Verspoor's, and 
Cruse's frequency method? 
3.2.1.4 Working Definitions of Core Concepts 
The core concepts mentioned in the formulation of the research problems pertaining 
to the conceptual-level investigation are defined below in a conceptually ordered list. 
1. CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
Conceptual construct. Two types of conceptual structure are distinguished: 'simple 
conceptual structures' and 'complex conceptual structures'. 
1.1 SIMPLE CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
Solitary concept. Notion is used in contrast to coalesced concepts forming larger 
conceptual constructs, i. e. complex conceptual structures. Examples of simple 
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conceptual structures are (1) entity concepts (e. g. AIRCRAFT), (2) situation 
concepts such as activity concepts (e. g. CRUISING) and property concepts (quality: 
NON-TOXIC; state: INOPERATIVE), and (3) relation concepts (e. g. LATER). 
1.1.1 ENTITY CONCEPT 
Type of concept denoting "items of our experience and reflection perceived as 
having a separate existence in time and space" (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198). 
Entity concepts can represent material entities (e. g. people, places, objects) and 
non-material entities (e. g. abstract entities such as thinking, politics). 
1.1.2 SITUATION CONCEPT 
Superordinate concept type comprising activity concepts (e. g. actions, events, 
processes) and property concepts (states, qualities) without taking into account 
relationships to other concepts associated with situations. 
1.1.2.1 ACTIVITY CONCEPT 
Subtype of situation concept representing dynamic aspects of the real world: - single 
acts, actions, processes, procedures, operations, events, and so on, performed by, 
on, or with entities (cf. Sager & Kageura 1994: 198-199). An activity concept 
represents an activity on its own (e. g. LANDING). An activity concept can stand 
alone, but it can also participate in a complex conceptual structure. 
1.1.2.2 PROPERTY CONCEPT 
Subtype of situation concept representing static aspects of the world. On the one 
hand, these are qualities of entity, activity and relation concepts, e. g. WHITE, 
COMPLEX, BINARY, and on the other, states, e. g. DEAD (cf. Sager & Kageura 
1994: 200,204). A property concept represents a quality or a state on its own, but a 
property concept can also be part of a complex conceptual structure. 
1.1.3 RELATION CONCEPT 
Type of concept "obtained from abstracting physical, temporal or other ontological 
relationships among objects and from logical relationships among entities and 
activities. RELATION concepts are thus the subclass of concepts which identify the 
relationships that exist or are established between entities, between activities and 
between entities and activities" (Sager & Kageura 1994: 199; authors' emphasis). 
For example, a temporal ordering relation conceptually links the two situations 
described in three minutes after the aircraft had run out of fuel it crashed onto an 
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open field (AIRCRAFT RUNS OUT OF FUEL => THREE MINUTES LATER =: > 
(AIRCRAFT] CRASHES ONTO OPEN FIELD). 
1.2 COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
Coalescence of solitary concepts, e. g. the pilot landed the aircraft on a road (PILOT 
LAND + AIRCRAFT + ROAD), which can be likened to propositions since such 
coalesced concepts can be viewed as sets of concepts possessing various 
semantic role characteristics (e. g. agent, patient, experiencer, recipient, time, 
direction, instrument, result) involved in representing situations (cf. Sager & 
Kageura 1994: 204). Another way of viewing complex conceptual structures is from 
a syntactic perspective, i. e. to think of them as combinations of solitary concepts 
exhibiting subject, verb, object, complement and adverbial characteriStiCS. 2 This 
view originates from Picht's definition of the conceptual underpinnings of LSP 
phrases: propositions comprising at least two concepts, "one of which possesses 
object characteristics, and the other, verb characteristics" (1990: 35). In the present 
study, a proposition is understood as "the UNIT OF MEANING which constitutes the 
subject-matter of a STATEMENT in the form of a simple declarative sentence. Two 
'terms' are involved in the analysis of propositions: the expression of a single action 
or state (a predicate) and one or more entities ('names) which delimit the effects of 
this action or state" (Crystal 1992: 282; author's emphasis). Hence, propositions are 
seen as being linked to states of affairs and as being composed of predicates and 
their associated arguments, which may be compared to semantic roles in case 
grammar. In the form of specific realizations, arguments or semantic roles can be 
seen as concepts underlying the respective slots in a proposition, thus forming 
complex conceptual structureS3. 
1.2.1 SITUATION-REPRESENTING COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
Superordinate complex conceptual structure covering 'activity-representing complex 
conceptual structures' and 'property-re presenting complex conceptual structures'. 
1.2.1.1 ACTIVITY-REPRESENTING COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
Several coalesced concepts representing an activity in conjunction with associated 
semantic roles. Activity-representing complex conceptual structures have been 
2_ The elements of clause structure have been adopted from Quirk et at (1994: 49). For the distinction between 
complements and obligatory adverbials, cf. the guidelines suggested by them (1994: 54-56). 
3 Note that in text linguistics propositions are described as konzeptuelle Strukturen (conceptual structures) 
representing elementary states of affairs (e. g. Heinemann & Vlehweger 1991: 119). 
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developed from Sager & Kageura's notion of activity concepts, described by them 
as concepts that "variously require actants [sic] and other roles, i. e. they 
presuppose relationships to other concepts which become linguistically evident in 
propositions" (1994: 204). Hence, the combination of an activity concept with 
concepts expressing semantic roles such as agent, theme, location, time, manner, 
source, direction, destination, recipient, and so on, creates an activity-representing 
complex conceptual structure. For example, in the first officer performed the pre- 
flight checks, the solitary concepts FIRST OFFICER + PERFORM + PRE-FLIGHT 
CHECKS are combined to form a complex conceptual structure which, as a whole, 
represents the activity perfon77ing in connection with the roles of agent and theme. 
1.2.1.2 PROPERTY-REPRESENTING COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTUR 
Several coalesced concepts representing a property in connection with associated 
roles. Property-representing complex conceptual structures have their origin in 
Sager & Kageura's notion of property concepts which comprise qualities and states. 
If these solitary concepts are combined with concepts describing various aspects of 
qualities and states (e. g. experiencer of a state, theme, location, time), property- 
representing complex conceptual structures are created. For instance, the situation 
the pilot is injured consists of the concepts PILOT + INJURED, forming a state- 
representing complex conceptual structure which, as a whole, represents the state 
of being injured together with the semantic role of the experiencer. The aircraft is 
wing-shaped exemplifies a quality-representing complex conceptual structure made 
up of the concepts AIRCRAFT + WING-SHAPED. 
2. PHENOMENON 
Superordinate concept comprising 'objects' and 'object structures'. 
2.1 OBJECT 
"In terminological theory, an element [ ... ] of observation or introspection, 
the 
abstraction of which serves for the formation of concepts" (Bess6, Nkwenti-Azeh & 
Sager 1997: 142; authors' emphasis). Types of object are entities (material, 
immaterial), activities (e. g. actions, events), properties (qualities, states), and 
relations (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198-200). Such objects, as opposed to object 
structures, are represented by solitary concepts (simple conceptual structures). 
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2.2 OBJECT STRUCTURE 
Coalescence of object types into complex object structures represented by complex 
conceptual structures. There are two types of object structure: activities (e. g. 
actions, events, processes) and properties (states, qualities) in conjunction with 
other associated object types. 
3. TEMPORAL ORDERONG) 
The manner in which simple or complex conceptual structures or the phenomena (in 
the sense of objects or object structures) represented by these are arranged relative 
to each other in time: sequential, partially simultaneous or completely simultaneous. 
3.1 TEMPORAL ORDERING RELATION 
Type of conceptual relation between two simple or complex conceptual structures 
representing phenomena (objects or object structures) which are arranged relative 
to each other in a specific temporal order. The conceptual structures can be 
sequential (null simultaneity relation), or occur entirely at the same time (complete 
simultaneity relation), or partly coincide in time (partial simultaneity relation). 
3.1.1 NULL SIMULTANEITY RELATION 
Type of temporal ordering relation between two simple or complex conceptual 
structures representing phenomena (in the sense of objects or object structures) 
which occur sequentially without a temporal overlap. There are two types of 
sequential temporal order: (1) The time intervals expressing the temporal 
configuration of two phenomena follow each other after a temporal gap, e. g. the 
aircraft turned to the right and after two minutes it carried out a /eft turn. (2) The 
intervals follow each other instantly, e. g. as in the cabin broke open and its 
lightweight contents were passing through the gap. There is no temporal gap 
between the breaking open of the cabin and the passing of the contents through the 
gap due to the suction instantly created by the differences in air pressure. 
31.2 COMPLETE SIMULTANEITY RELATION 
Type of temporal ordering relation between two simple or complex conceptual 
structures representing phenomena (in the sense of objects or object structures) 
whose starting and end points of the time intervals onto which the phenomena are 
mapped occur wholly simultaneously (complete temporal overlap). For example, in 
both radars were displayed in the control tower and recorded on tape the displaying 
and the recording began and ended at the same time. 
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3.1.3 PARTIAL SIMULTANEITY RELATION 
Type of temporal ordering relation between two simple or complex conceptual 
structures representing phenomena (in the sense of objects or object structures) 
which happen only partly at the same time. For example, in the flight was in visual 
meteorological conditions, yet the pilot misjudged the position of the aircraft for 
about 10 minutes there is a partial temporal overlap between the situation of the 
pilot's misjudgement of the aircraft's position and the state of the flight being in 
visual meteorological conditions whereby the former situation occurs within the 
temporal boundaries of the latter. Other types of partial overlap are also possible 
3.2 TEMPORAL GAP 
The time passing between two sequential simple or complex conceptual structures. 
3.3 TEMPORAL OVERLAP 
Two simple or complex conceptual structures take place in such a way that they 
happen completely at the same time or that parts of them happen at the same time. 
Hence, overlaps are only possible with complete and partial simultaneity relations. 
3.4 TEMPORAL'OBJECT' 
Concept, adopted from artificial intelligence (cf. Gamper 1996: 37,56), comprising 
'time intervals' and 'time points'. Note thatobject' is not perceived here in the sense 
objects have been defined earlier (cf. 2.1 OBJECT). 
3.4.1 TIME INTERVAL 
Type of temporal object referring to a unit of time which has positive duration. It can 
be argued that everything that happens in our perceivable reality takes a finite 
amount of time, even if barely measurable, e. g. lightning is a phenomenon whose 
temporal extension can be measured using appropriate equipment. A detailed 
definition of time intervals is given in Chapter 4. 
3.4.2 TIME POINT 
Type of temporal object describing a unit of time which has zero duration. It 
presents the seamless transition point between two time intervals following each 
other without a temporal gap. Time points are thus constructs demarcating one 
interval from another, but which in themselves have no duration, e. g. where the two 
intervals representing the pilot is alive and the pilot is dead meet is a point in time. A 
detailed definition of time points is given in Chapter 4. 
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4. TYPOLOGY 
Classification into general types and subtypes according to shared characteristics. 
3.2.2 The Ling uistic-Level Investigation 
The linguistic investigation is carried out in the context of one research question 
whose main thrust is how temporal ordering relations are cued in text. 
3.2.2.1 Research Problem and Research Question B 
Description of Problem B* In the absence of terminological research on how 
temporal ordering relations are linguistically cued, studies investigating the linguistic 
means for expressing other conceptual relations such as genus-species and part- 
whole (Meyer & Mackintosh 1994,1996; Kavanagh 1995) were examined. Meyer & 
Mackintosh use a compound-and-collocation approach which is LSP-oriented 
(terms/LSP phrases), mainly applicable to the above-mentioned relations and 
characterized by the fact that the relations are not expressed specifically (e. g. a 
genus-species relation is what may be called 'embedded' in the compound optical 
disk). In contrast, Kavanagh's method of using conceptually rich words and phrases 
belonging mainly to LGP (Language for General Purposes) yielded specific words 
and expressions for various relations (e. g. such as for genus-species relations). 
During the discussion of relevant literature from neighbouring fields, studies 
employing formulae, frames, and knowledge probes (Kavanagh's method is partly 
based on the knowledge-probe approach) as codes for various relations were 
encountered (e. g. Ahmad & Fulford 1992), but temporal ordering relations were not 
included in these works either. However, in other studies, various means for these 
relations could be detected: LGP items (e. g. conjunctions), grammatical devices 
(tenses) as well as serniotic means such as iconicity (the mention of situations in 
text in their order in time). Many of these means interact if used together in a clause, 
e. g. in after the captain had carried out an ATC instruction at 14h3l'43sec, he [.. I a 
conjunction, a past perfect and a prepositional phrase signal the temporal order. 
Hence, we concluded that temporal ordering relations may not lend themselves to 
being expressed by codes such as the frames, and so on, identified for other 
relations. In this study, the complex patterns of how temporal ordering relations are 
cued in text are therefore explored. In addition, the linguistic structures conceptually 
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linked by these relations are also investigated. As we have seen, these can be on 
the one hand single and compound terms (representing solitary concepts), and on 
the other clauses (expressing complex conceptual structures). In the context of the 
latter, we can recall that two sequentially linked situations can be syntactically 
realized either by two coordinated clauses or a superordinate/subordinate clause 
structure without affecting the underlying relation type. Hence, we will explore 
whether the remaining two types of temporal order, i. e. partial and complete 
simultaneity, can also be realized by both clause structures and whether one is 
used more frequently than the other. To gain deeper insights, the linguistic analyses 
are all carried out bilingually. 
Research Question B: What linguistic structures in the chosen English and German 
official aircraft accident reports are linked conceptually by temporal ordering 
relations, what lexical, grammatical and semiotic means signal such relations, and 
how do the linguistic structures and means identified compare cross-linguistically? 
3.2.2.2 Working Definitions of Core Concepts 
The core concepts mentioned in the formulation of the above research problem are: 
1. AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT 
"Occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft which takes place between 
the time any person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight until such time as 
all such persons have disembarked, in which: a) a person is fatally injured [ ... ], or b) 
the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure [ ... ], or c) the aircraft 
is missing or is 
completely inaccessible. [ ... I. " (International Civil Aviation Organization 1994: 1). 
2. OFFICIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT 
Text genre predominant in aircraft accident investigation. Accessible to the public, 
they are issued by the investigating authority in whose country the crash occurred. 
3. LINGUISTIC LEVEL 
Surface level of linguistic expressions which is distinguished from the content level, 
i. e. the semantic level (cf. Picht 1990). In terminology science, this dichotomy is 
comparable with the distinction between the term level and the conceptual level. 
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4. LINGUISTIC CUES 
'Lexical' and 'grammatical' cues signalling temporal order in text. The textual cues 
exclude the input from domain experts involved in the determination of the precise 
types of temporal ordering relation as well as the input from the author of this thesis 
in terms of her own domain expertise. 
4.1.1 LEXICAL CUES 
Word forms and phrases signalling temporal ordering relations. 
4.1.2 GRAMMATICAL CUES 
Tense forms signalling temporal ordering relations. 
5. SEMIOTIC MEANS 
lconicity. The mode in which the signifier is perceived as resembling the signified, 
e. g. the mention of situations in text in their order in time. 
3.2.3 The Transfer-Relation Investigation 
Here, the links between the conceptual and the linguistic aspects of temporal 
ordering relations are examined. 
3.2.3.1 Research Problem and Research Question C 
Description of Problem C: The literature review revealed that the relations between 
conceptual relations and their cues are of a different nature compared with the 
traditional concept-term relations. At the conceptual level, a different concept type is 
involved (conceptual relation) and at the linguistic level many of the means 
expressing semantic and conceptual relations are LGP phrases (e. g. is a kind 00 or 
LGP words (e. g. conjunctions). Hence, the term concept-term relations was no 
longer appropriate for describing the relationships between conceptual relations and 
their cues. The term transfer relations has been proposed instead. As with most 
concept-term relations, one-to-one relations between conceptual relations and their 
cues are rare. In the literature, two transfer relation types emerged: one type may 
be described as bearing structural similarities to 'synonymy' since a conceptual 
relation can be realized in various ways, e. g. several cues are offered for genus- 
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species relations (a type of, a kind of, and so on); the other type reminds us of 
'polysemy' since a cue can signal different relation types, e. g. when can point to null 
simultaneity as well as to partial and complete simultaneity relations. Consequently, 
the research question concerns a bilingual exploration of the types of relationship 
between temporal ordering relations and their cues. 
Research Question C: Which types of relation between temporal ordering relations 
and their cues exist in the chosen English and German official aircraft accident 
reports and how do these relations compare cross-linguistically? 
3.2.3.2 Working Definitions of Core Concepts 
The core concepts relating to the analysis of the transfer relations are: 
1. CONCEPT-TERM RELATIONS 
The various assignments between concepts and terms, e. g. monosemy, synonymy, 
polysemy, homonymy. 
2. TRANSFER RELATIONS 
Relationships between conceptual relations and their cues. 
This concludes the first part of this chapter. In the second part, the methodology 
used to address the research problems and questions is described. 
3.3 Description of the Methodology 
The methodology consists of a corpus-based approach involving a machine- 
readable English and German corpus of untagged LSP texts. The corpus is 
analysed semi-automatically using indexing and concordancing software. The 
purpose of the corpus-based method is to extract text 'units' - either partial or 
complete sentences - from the LSP texts which contain temporal ordering relations 
and their cues. The typology of temporal ordering relations, constructed in Chapter 
4, also plays an essential role in the analysis of the extracted text units with regard 
to identifying the relation types. The relation types obtained are then subjected to 
verification by domain experts. 
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The methodology section is organized as follows. First, the basic approach in the 
form of a corpus-based study is presented (3.3.1), before the materials and tools 
applied to address the research questions are described (3.3.2). Earlier strategies to 
the data analysis, i. e. pilot studies 1 and 2, are then mentioned briefly, since these 
helped to shape the eventually used procedures (3.3.3). The description of the semi- 
automatic and manual procedures undertaken during the analysis of the text corpus 
follows (3.3.4). The chapter concludes in section 3.4. 
3.3.1 The Corpus-Based Approach 
A 'corpus' is generally defined as a collection of texts (Ahmad et aL 1994: 270), or, 
as described by Biber, Conrad & Reppen, a corpus is a "large and principled 
collection of natural texts" (1998: 12). These definitions can be interpreted to mean 
that any collection of more than one text can be called a corpus although issues of 
"sampling and representativeness, finite size, machine-readable form, and a 
standard reference" may also be considered (cf. McEnery & Wilson 1996: 21). The 
reasons for using a corpus to support the empirical research in this study are: 
0 Corpus-based research is particularly well-suited to examine language use and 
language structure (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998: 1). With regard to the 
analysis in this study, which focuses on exploring temporal ordering relations 
and their textual cues, corpus-based research is an optimal empirical approach 
to analysing real patterns of language use in texts. 
0 Corpora provide information on "complex 'association patterns': the systematic 
ways in which linguistic features are used in association with other linguistic and 
non-linguistic features" (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998: 5). This feature in 
particular makes corpus analysis an appropriate method for this study since we 
have seen that temporal ordering relations can be cued by interacting means 
and that extra-linguistic knowledge is involved in interpreting the relations. 
0 Analyses of a multilingual corpus facilitate gaining large-scale and broad 
perspectives on comparisons of special-language patterns (cf. Pearson 1998). 
0 Corpus-based research eliminates the time-consuming and often inconsistent 
manual scanning of texts for identifying relevant affixes, words, phrases or larger 
units since computers can be used either fully or semi-autornatically. 
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0 Since LSP texts can be regarded as linguistic encodings of the conceptual 
phenomena which are of interest to terminologists, corpus-based approaches 
enable systematic insights into the conceptual phenomena underlying particular 
linguistic structures as well as into the links between the linguistic and 
conceptual levels of texts. In the context of this study, using a corpus facilitates 
comprehensive explorations of temporal ordering relations and their cues. 
3.3.2 The Materials and Research Tools Used 
This section outlines the research materials and tools employed including an 
assessment of their appropriateness, while the individual analysis procedures are 
described in 3.3.3. The materials and tools are (1) an LSP text corpus, (2) indexing 
and concordancing software, (3) the typology of temporal ordering relations to be 
proposed in Chapter 4, and (4) collaboration with domain experts. 
3.3.2.1 The LSP Text Corpus 
The empirical analysis in this study is carried out using a bilingual corpus made up 
of an English and a German subcorpus. The specific type of bilingual corpus chosen 
is a 'parallel' text corpus. The way we interpret a 'parallel' text corpUS4 has its origins 
in Hartmann's views of parallel texts (1980), used as the basis for the current 
research. 5 Hartmann argues that "all interlinguistic contrasts are manifest in texts" 
(1980: 37). Parallel texts are therefore, as he goes on to say, a useful tool for 
comparative studies between languages at any level using whichever method. To 
this end, Hartmann (1980: 37-38) recognizes three main parallel text types: (1) 
'Class A' texts: source texts and their target-language translations; (2) 'Class B' 
texts: the target texts contain adapted versions of the messages communicated by 
the source texts; and (3) 'Class C' texts: the texts deal with similar but unconnected 
events. Figure 3.1 below summarizes these three classes of parallel text: 
4 Note that in the literature there is confusion over the terms parallel text corpus, multilingual corpus, comparable 
corpus (cf. McEnery & Wilson 1996, Pearson 1998). For relevant studies in other fields including translation 
theory, see, for example, Neubert & Shreve (1992), Teubert (1996), and Peters & Picchi (1997). 
Hartmann's interpretations of parallel texts have been applied in various studies carried out in terminology 
science in conjunction with artificial intelligence, e. g. Ahmad, Davies & Rogers (1993) have examined the use of 
a parallel text corpus as a means of creating terminology resources. 
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Table 3.1 Hartmann's three classes of parallel text 
.......................... B .......... 
equivalence is 
achieved by 
mediation is 
achieved by 
some 
examples 
.............. 
translation adaptation similar context 
approximation reference to common source comparison 
from source-language to simultaneous formulation Independent creation 
target-language 
bible translation; literary and production of advertising copy for samples of texts from 
technical translation; different countries; authoritative corresponding registers of 
conference interpreting multilingual versions of international law different languages 
A fourth type of parallel - or 'shadow' - corpus is considered useful by Ahmad, 
Davies & Rogers, who call it 'Class D' (1993: 14). This type of parallel corpus, often 
found in translation studies, is made up of 'parallel documents' resulting from 
'parallel drafting' (Cole 1987: 80; 86). Checked and edited for uniformity, the 
documents obtained are originals in the respective languages. 
In what follows, corpus-design issues are detailed such as the selection of the 
domain, text genre, type of parallel text, language variety, and corpus size. 
Selection of the Domain 
The domain of aircraft accident investigation was selected since the concept of time, 
i. e. its temporal ordering aspect, plays a salient role here. The description of the 
temporal order of events leading up to an accident are an intrinsic feature of texts 
belonging to this domain since understanding how an aircraft accident happened 
crucially depends on reconstructing this temporal order. 
The Text Genre 'Official Aircraft Accident Report' 
Official aircraft accident reports are the main text genre in the domain of aircraft 
accident investigation. These reports, published by a government authority, are 
readily accessible to the public as opposed to 'in-house' reports (e. g. short versions 
produced by the safety departments of individual airlines for circulation among their 
pilots). The purpose of writing and publishing official aircraft accident reports is to 
convey information about the reasons and causes of an accident with the sole 
purpose of preventing such accidents from happening again (cf. Council Directive 
94/56/EC Art. 1,7,10). Hence, these reports have a primarily informative function. 
This assessment is consistent with the types of text which Ahmad, who uses these 
as well as other types for compiling term banks, perceives as being informative (cf. 
also Reiss 2000: 26): "learned papers, advanced treaties, interview transcripts of 
experts expounding about a subfield, and patent documents" (1993: 61). Since 
there are national and international guidelines (International Civil Aviation 
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Organization 1994: 17-19) for compiling official aircraft accident reports, they tend to 
have the same structure. Table 3.2 below illustrates this structure on the basis of 
English (e. g. AAlB 1990) and German reports (e. g. FUS 1991,1994). 
Table 3.2 Typical structure of official aircraft accident reports 
English Reports German Re orts 
Synopsis Kurzdarstellunq 
Factual Information Tatsachenermittfung 
Analysis Auswertung 
Conclusions Schlul3folgerungen 
Safetv Recommendations Sicherheitsempfehlunqen 
Appendices Anlagen 
Selection of the Parallel Text Type 
The parallel text type chosen for this study consists of 'Class C' texts which describe 
similar but unrelated events. The main reason for using 'Class C' texts is due to the 
fact that official aircraft accident reports are usually published in the language of the 
country in which the aircraft accident took place. Translations of these reports are 
normally not provided, rendering it impossible to collect 'Class A' texts, i. e. reports in 
more than one language dealing with the same accident. 6 The text corpus of official 
aircraft accident reports therefore consists of English and German reports referring 
to similar aircraft accidents. Since matching the aircraft types involved was 
impossible, the main emphasis was on finding accidents which were as comparable 
as possible with regard to their causes, circumstances and consequences. The 
aircraft accidents selected in the end share the following characteristics: 
(a) The major cause of the accidents is spatial disorientation of the pilots. 
(b) The pilots did not adhere to the appropriate procedures. 
(c) The accidents occurred either during poor weather conditions or darkness. 
(d) The crashes occurred in unpopulated areas: mountains, open ground, open sea. 
(e) Three out of the four accidents occurred on terrain difficult to access for search 
and rescue teams. 
(f) The accidents resulted in fatalities. In three out of the four accidents all crew and 
passengers were killed. In one accident, 24 out of 28 people perished. 
Full details pertaining to the individual texts including synopses of the aircraft 
accidents specifying the causes are given in Appendix 3.1. 
This may be different for other language pairs, but it is the case for English and German official aircraft accident 
reports. The only exception encountered at the time of writing this dissertation is the accident of a UK aircraft in 
1958 where full English translations of the German reports were provided. These translations could be obtained 
but it was impossible to find the original German reports as they were destroyed by the German Federal Bureau 
of Aircraft Accident Investigation (Bundesstelle fOrRugunfalluntersuchung) in 1988. 
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Language Variety 
Although a text corpus. can be, as we have seen, described as any collection of 
texts, a corpus must be created according to criteria appropriate to the research 
design and goal. So far, I have already presented some criteria: the languages 
used, the text genre, the type of parallel text, and the domain to which these texts 
belong, which means that the text corpus is already determined by these factors. 
Hence, the only criterion left to influence the diversity of the corpus in this study is 
language variety. The original approach taken to the sampling of the texts was to 
collect British, American, Canadian as well as German, Austrian and Swiss reports. 
While it was unproblematic to acquire British, American and German reports, the 
remainder was difficult to obtain. To achieve a balanced bilingual corpus, I 
eventually decided to use only British and German reports. 
Corpus Size 
The size of a corpus is often a difficult and controversial issue (cf. Biber, Conrad & 
Reppen 1998: 246; cf. also Ahmad et aL 1994: 270), which also proved to be the 
case in this study, although the maximum size was limited naturally, since only as 
many official aircraft accident reports can be obtained as accidents have occurred. 
However, the fact that at the time of creating the corpus all reports were only 
available in printed format7 was a first issue instrumental in limiting the corpus size 
since scanning and proof-reading were time-consuming. As a result, the initial size 
of the English subcorpus was limited to ca. 275,000 words (16 reports) and the 
German to ca. 120,0008 (28 reports). A second factor decisive for the size was the 
issue of the criteria for 'Class C' texts (similar accident causes) since not many 
English and German reports were comparable. The English subcorpus was hence 
reduced to ca. 115,500 (8 reports) and the German to ca. 112,800 (26 reports). 
However, the sizes had to be limited further as a consequence of the two pilot 
studies (cf. below) which showed that the conceptual analysis of temporal ordering 
relations was more complex and time-consuming than expected. Thus, to achieve a 
manageable corpus size while observing the criteria for the similarity of the 
individual reports making up the resulting corpus, the English subcorpus was cut 
down to one report (ca. 22,200 words) and the German to three reports (ca. 19,600 
words). 
Most official aircraft accident reports are now available online, e. g. German reports can be downloaded from 
http: //www. bfuweb. de/berichteAndex. htm. 
The difference in size between the two subcorpora stems from the fact that first the English reports were 
scanned and proof-read since they were first obtained, At that time I did not know that the German reports 
would be smaller and that only a maximum of 28 German official aircraft accident reports could be obtained. 
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3.3.2.2 The Indexing and Concorclancing Software 
The indexing and concordancing software chosen for the semi-automatic part of the 
analysis is 'System Quirk'g, a text-processing terminology management system, 
describable as a 'tool kit' useful for various purposes such as the elicitation, 
elaboration and dissemination of terminology (cf. Ahmad & Holmes-Higgin 1995: 
184). Among System Quirk's tools, the XonText' tool was relevant for this study as 
it facilitates text analyses of corpora within user-defined constraints in four ways, of 
which the first one is of main significance for this study: 
1. A concordance produces an alphabetical list of words in a text with a header for 
each word indicating the number of occurrences. The left and right context of 
each word occurrence including line references are also provided. 
2. A wordlist creates an alphabetically sorted or frequency sorted list of words. 
3. An index shows line references in addition to the information given in a wordlist. 
4. A collocation yields co-occurrences of specified terms within boundaries. 
3.3.2.3 The Domain Experts 
Owing to the complex and highly specialist nature of the domain of aircraft accident 
investigation, it was deemed reasonable to enlist the help of two domain experts per 
language. Many domains are usually involved in aircraft accidents, making it difficult 
to find an expert who is knowledgeable in all these areas, e. g. domains such as 
piloting, air traffic control, meteorology, material science, aviation medicine, aircraft 
engineering, chemistry, physics, and linguistics"' may participate, but the list is 
virtually open-ended since it cannot be predicted what may play a role in an 
accident. Each pair of experts includes an aircraft accident investigator and an 
airline pilot. Their qualifications and curricula vitae are given in Appendix 3.2 and 
some guidelines for working with domain experts are included in Appendix 3.3. 
Depending on whether the terminology project is translation-oriented or subject-field 
oriented, the input from domain experts may differ. In the present study, the input 
from the experts was subject-field oriented, but not in the traditional sense which 
involves comparisons of concepts via definitions and subsequent term assignments. 
As this study, which is descriptive, is concerned with establishing the relations which 
temporally order phenomena described in the selected text units, the collaboration 
System Quirk was developed by the Al Group of the then Department of Mathematics & Computing in 
collaboration with the then Department of Linguistic & International Studies at the University of Surrey. 
The inclusion of linguists in a team of aircraft accident investigators may be necessary when cockpit voice 
recorders are analysed, e, g. if code-switching phenomena among pilots and air-traffic controllers who are non- 
native speakers of English need to be investigated. Code switching was one of the reasons responsible for the 
accident of the KLM and PanAm aircraft in Tenerife in 1977 (cf. Cushing 1997: 247-249) 
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with domain experts was different: the expert input concerned the verification of the 
pre-determined temporal ordering relations, but the experts also elaborated on 
some domain-specific concepts involved in the temporal ordering scenarios. 
3.3.2.4 The Typology as a Conceptual Framework for the Analysis 
The typology, described in Chapter 4, forms part of the investigation carried out in 
this study. It will be recalled that the typology fulfils two main objectives: 
(1) It serves to answer research questions A1.1 to A1.3 which deal with whether a 
typology of temporal ordering relations can be created incorporating the broad 
relation types of sequence, complete and partial simultaneity including subtypes 
of these as well as simple and complex conceptual structures and time intervals 
and time points. Here, the relation concepts are organized hierarchically on the 
basis of shared characteristics, which is the classic terminological method for 
organizing concepts. Hence, the typology itself is a research outcome. 
(2) The typology forms the framework for the empirical investigation. In this context, 
the typology helps to answer research question A2, which concerns the cross- 
linguistic corroboration of the hypothesized temporal ordering relation types. 
Specifically, the typology is employed during the conceptual part of the data 
analysis of the LSP text corpus. The extracted text units are examined as to 
their temporal ordering structure. The temporal ordering relation types emerging 
during this phase are matched against the theoretical relation types proposed in 
the typology. The relation types found to underlie the text units hence confirm 
the hypothetical relation types. 
3.3.3 Earlier Methodological Approaches 
When this study was designed, no suitable methodology was available in 
terminology science which could be used for the intended conceptual investigation 
of temporal ordering relations and how they are signalled in text due to the fact that 
these relations have barely been explored. Hence, the methodology, i. e. the tools 
and the various methods and procedures had to be designed from scratch for the 
purposes of this study (we can recall in this context that Puuronen (1994: 29) points 
out that the traditional terminological analysis methods have been devised for entity 
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concepts). While the overall method was clear at an early stage of this research, i. e. 
to use a corpus-based method, the various approaches and methods required for 
the analysis of this text corpus were less obvious. These were explored in the pilot 
investigation. The eventual method for the conceptual and linguistic text analysis 
can be described as derived from notions borrowed and adapted from philosophy, 
text linguistics, the study of LSP, cognitive linguistics, terminology science, and my 
own ideas. Although the methodology presented here has been newly developed, I 
believe that it provides a solid foundation for the data analysis in this thesis. 
To illustrate how certain parts of the methodology were arrived at, a brief account of 
pilot studies 1 and 2 is given below. 
The original methodological strategy for extracting text units which contain temporal 
relations focused on a verb-based approach. The reason for using verbs was based 
on the assumption that they play a central role in the temporal construction of 
sentences. However, problems were repeatedly encountered when the attempt was 
made to run concordances from verb forms since they did not generate sentences 
useful for establishing underlying temporal ordering relations. This was due to 
several reasons: 
Extracting verbs as terms from a text corpus is problematic given the high 
polysemy of verbs and the fact that in languages for specific purposes (LSP) 
most verbs are shared with the general language and only few are LSP-specific 
(cf. Hoffmann 1985: 151). Hence, creating a useful list of verbs for inclusion in 
the concordances was difficult. 
13 As part of the verb approach, deverbal nouns and adjectives also needed to be 
included in the concordance. The problem here was whether to apply a deverbal 
approach or a stem-approach. The stem-approach seemed to be more straight- 
forward when building an inclusion list as it enabled faster decisions as to what 
should be included while the morphological deverbal approach was time- 
consuming with regard to determining whether an adjective or noun was derived 
from a verb or not. The stem-approach, however, had the disadvantage that 
adjettives and nouns were included which did not display a dynamic feature 
(dynamism was assumed to play a salient role in the context of temporal 
relations). Both approaches were judged as complex and time-consuming due to 
the amount of decisions that needed to be made for creating an inclusion list, 
which also meant that there was large scope for noise and errors. 
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In the second pilot study, the research problem was hence approached from a 
different angle. A sample text was chosen and any 'trigger' of temporal ordering was 
highlighted, resulting in a list consisting of a variety of word classes, e. g. 
prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives, and so on, as well as some verbs. 
The concordance results received were promising since the large majority of text 
units containing temporal ordering relations could be captured from the corpus. A 
considerable amount of noise, however, was also triggered, but it was more 
straightforward and less time-consuming to deal with the noise from this approach 
than from the original approach. 
Furthermore, the second pilot study revealed that in the text units triggered the 
temporal ordering relations identified did not link solitary concepts but larger and 
more complex conceptual structures realized as non-terminologized clauses. As we 
have seen in Chapter 2, terminology science traditionally focuses on solitary 
concepts and their realizations in the form of terms and has consequently only dealt 
with temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts. Hence, the fact that 
these relations between solitary concepts could not be detected in the text units 
analysed during the pilot investigation was surprising and constituted an unusual 
starting point for a terminological study. Since, as already mentioned, no known 
terminological methodology suitable for analysing temporal ordering relations 
between such complex conceptual structures was available, it had to be developed 
specifically for this purpose. We can hence sum up by saying, that the results of the 
second pilot study in particular have led to the present research which, although 
carried out within a terminological framework, clearly transcends the discipline 
boundaries of terminology science. 
3.3.4 The Analysis Procedures 
In this section, the analysis procedures followed during the analysis of the English 
and German subcorpora are detailed. The procedures are split into semi-automatic 
and manual procedures. To provide an initial overview, Table 3.3 below summarizes 
the procedures, divided into phases, steps and substeps, according to the relevant 
research questions (RQ). The Al questions are not included here since they refer to 
the creation of the typology (cf. Chapter 4). 
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Table 3.3 Overview of the data analysis procedures 
Parts Phases Tasks Methods 
Part 1: Pre-Phase I Compiling the temporal trigger list. manual; 
The Semi- computerized 
Automatic Pre-Phase 11 Producing the concordance computerized 
Procedures Pre-Phase III 'Weeding' manual 
Part If: Phase 1: RQ A2 Step I Identification of simple and complex conceptual structures linked by manual 
The Manual Analysis temporal ordering relations 
Procedures of the Step 2 Determination of the temporal ordering relation types manual 
concept Step 3 Creation of a time map manual level Step 4 Consultation with domain experts. phone, profor- 
me, meeting 
Ste 5 nrgani7afinn nf tho corroborated relations using descriptive statistics manual 
Step 6 Cross-linguistic co manual 
RQ A3 Stop I Determining a prototypical temporal ordering relation using Croft's, manual 
Dirven & Verspoor's, and Cruse'S frequency method 
Step 2 Cross-linguistic comparison of the prototypes manual 
Phase 2: ROB Step I Investigating the linguistic realizations of simple conceptual structures linked by 
Analysis tempora rdering relations. 
of the Substep Determining the linguistic realizations of solitary concepts manual 
linguistic 1.1 
1 
(simple conceptual structures) linked 
level Substep Cross-linguistic comparison of the linguistic realizations 1 manual 
1.2 of solitary concepts 
Step 2 Investigating the linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures linked by 
temporal ordering relations. 
Substep Identifying the clause types/clause type combinations manual 
2.1 representing the complex conceptual structures linked 
Substep Organizing the clause type/clause type combinations manual 
2.2 expressing complex conceptual structure pairs per 
relation 
Substep Determining the clause arrangements of the complex manual 
2.3 conceptual structure pairs and organizing the clause 
arrangements per relation type using descriptive 
statistics 
Substep 1 Cross-linguistic comparison of the results of substep 2.3. 1 manual 
2.4 
Step 3 Investigating the lexical and grammatical cues for temporal order. 
Substep Overview of the cue types found to signal temporal order manual 
3.1 in the text units. Using descriptive statistics for organizing 
the results 
Substep Listing the single cues and cue clusters in conjunction manual 
3.2 with all the temporal ordering relations underlying a text 
unit (cues are viewed here in conjunction with domain 
expertise). 
Substep Linking the single cues and cue clusters to individual manual 
3.3 relations (cues are viewed here in conjunction with 
domain expertise). 
Substep Categorizing the individual word forms, phrases, and manual 
3.4 tenses in terms of cue types per temporal ordering 
relation type. Use of descriptive statistics 
Substep Cross-linguistic comparison of the cue results obtained. manual 
3.5 
Step 4 Investigati g lconicity and temporal ordering relations. 
Substep Determining the frequency of iconic clause manual 
4.1 representations. Using descriptive statistics to organize 
the results 
Substep Cross-linguistic comparison of the results. manual 
4.2 
Phase 3: RQ C Step I Establishing the various types of relation between temporal ordering manual 
Transfer. relations end their cues on the basis of the results from the cue 
relation 1 ! nalyses 
analysis Step 2 Cross-linguistic comparison of the transfer relation types 
3.3.4.1 Part 1: The Semi-Automatic Analysis Procedures 
Here, three preparatory phases took place with a view to arriving at text units 
potentially analysable for their temporal ordering structure during the subsequent 
conceptual and linguistic analyses of these units. 
Pre-Phase (i): Compiling the Temporal Trigger List 
To be able to extract all text units from the text corpus which contain temporal 
information, lists of what I have termed temporal triggers were compiled manually 
and then sorted alphabetically by the computer for later use in the concordance 
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option of System Quirk's KonText tool. " The temporal triggers include various word 
classes and word-formation affixes: 
0 adjectives (e. g. fonner, late; darnalig, vergangen) 
" adverbs (e. g. recently, shortly; anfangs, nachher) 
" conjunctions (e. g. before, since; nachdem, w5hrend) 
" nouns (e. g. day, future; Vormittag, Sornmeo 
" prepositions (e. g. at, in; bis, innerhalb) 
" full verbs (e. g. end, result; folgen, starten) 
" auxiliary verb forms (e. g. had, will; gewesen, werden) 
" affixes (e. g. ex-, post-, * fort-, vor-), some of which indicate participles (e. g. -ing) 
The words and affixes selected had to be related in some way or other to the 
concept of time. The lists thus contain word forms indicating temporal ordering (e. g. 
preceding), position (e. g. last week), frequency (e. g. every month), duration (e. g. for 
several days), span (e. g. forward span: until; backward span: since). I thought it 
reasonable to start the investigation on a broad basis, since so far no terminological 
studies have explored the linguistic cues for temporal ordering relations. 
Table 3.4 below shows a selection of the temporal triggers used for the English text 
corpus. The full list, viewable in Appendix 3.4, includes 265 entries. The English 
temporal trigger list was created using a standard grammar (Quirk et al. 1994) and a 
thesaurus (The Oxford Thesaurus 1991). Some word forms were lemmatized using 
asterisks (*), standing for any number of letters, as a wildcard. For instance, drive* 
generates drive, driven, driver, drivers, drives and *ed yields any word ending in -ed. 
Note that capitalization was ignored as this had no bearing on the results. 
Table 3.4 Excerpt of the English temporal trigger list 
I *ing 47 concur* 180 preced* 255 when* 
2 accompan* 48 consecutive* 181 precess* 256 where* 
3 afresh 49 consequen* 182 predat* 257 whil* 
4 after* 50 constant* 183 preexist* 258 whole 
5 again 51 contempor* 184 present* 259 will 
is a wildcard, i. e. a ny number of letters whic h may precede or follow the truncated w; rd 
The German temporal trigger list was compiled using standard dictionaries such as 
Deutsches W6rterbuch (Wahrig 1992), thesaurus-type dictionaries including 
Deutscher Wortschatz (Wehrle-Eggers 1961) and Der Deutsche Wortschatz nach 
Sachgruppen (Dornseiff 1970) as well as the grammar Deutsche Grammatik (Engel 
It should be mentioned that by using the temporal trigger approach certain instances in a text unit, where, for 
example, temporally ordered clauses are separated solely by punctuation cannot be captured, e. g. as In the 
aircraft crashed onto an open field; the pilot was killed. 
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1996). The full German list, consisting of 506 triggers, is given in Appendix 3.5.12 As 
in the English list, capitalization was ignored. 
Pre-Phase (fi): Producing the Concordance 
In the second pre-phase, the temporal trigger lists were entered into the constraint 
box of the KonText tool in System Quirk to produce the concordances for the 
English and German subcorpora. Hence, the triggers constituted the lemmatized 
versions of the word forms to be searched for in the corpora. " Table 3.5 below 
shows an excerpt of the concordance, sorted to the right, of the English 
subcorpus. 14 Each word form entry is preceded by a header indicating the number 
of occurrences. Line references are also given. The context width was set to 20 
words15 on either side of the word forms to catch as much context as possible since 
the text units desired were potentially multi-clausal sentences". However, even with 
this context width it was not always possible to capture complete sentences. In such 
cases the original texts were consulted. Again, capitalization in the English and 
German concordances was deemed irrelevant and thus ignored. In the excerpt 
shown in Table 3.5 below, the context width on either side of the triggered word 
form after has been reduced for ease of presentation. 
Table 3.5 Excerpt of the right-sorted English concordance (with reduced context width) 
------- Command :: concordance Date :: 1-10-1998 CPU used :: 0: 0: 56 
------- Vocabulary: 428 
------- Total words: 21502 
------- File : :: I:: /a/anorLen/vol/mcs/ai/corpus/Lez Res/Accident/English :: aar96-2. txt 
......................... -1- .................. - ............................... m ........... 
-------- after 36 -------------- 
1 402 began to turn t. the le-Wsý'io'rtly" after becoming airborne . 
1 572 crm training was scheduled to be given after completion of his second routine base check 
1 320 1 shortly after departure from leeds bradford airport on 
1- 2116 the aircraft crashed shortly after departure from runway 27 , fatally 
injuring 
1- 382 serviceable during the flight and , after flight , the aircraft technical 
log was 
I- 622 test . the flight test required after initial qualification for the purpose of 
1 1290 after initial examination at an approved overhaul 
Pre-Phase(ifi): 'Weeding' 
The goal of the broad temporal trigger approach to the concordances was to 
capture as many text units as possible containing temporal information. However, 
12 The difference in number of entries between the English and German lists is due to two reasons. Firstly, a 
larger number of temporal triggers was found in the German sources consulted than in the English sources. 
Secondly, if the German trigger list had been edited further using wildcards more effectively, the number of 
entries could have been reduced, but it was felt that this would have been too time-consuming. The trigger lists 
constituted only the input data and hence the time allocated to this task was limited. 
13 It is important to note that actual word forms are being extracted and examined and not lemmata. 14 The English (161 pages) and German concordances (267 pages) are not included in the Appendix. 
Larger left and right contexts were not possible due to printing constraints. 
The decision was made not to go beyond sentence boundaries because, in the absence of any previous 
terminological research in this area, it seemed reasonable to start the investigation of temporal ordering 
relations within the framework of text units smaller than paragraphs. 
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noise was also generated since the text units extracted also included uses of word 
forms other than temporal, e. g. on can be used spatially (on the flight deck) as well 
as temporally (on time). In addition, not all of the text units were suitable for 
inclusion in the subsequent analysis. Hence, the third pre-phase was concerned 
with manually selecting the desired text units from the English and German 
concordances. To this end, the 'weeding' phase was split into three steps: 
(1) Texts units in which the word forms were used non-temporally were excluded. 
(2) Then, the text units in which the words forms were used in a temporal ordering 
context were selected. 
(3) From among the text units containing temporal ordering information it was then 
necessary to select those which were suitable for the manual data analysis. 
The suitability depended on certain criteria, listed below in Table 3.6. It should, 
however, be mentioned that the criteria are not discrete. A total of 95 English 
and 82 German text units was yielded in this manner. 
Table 3.6 Criteria for the selection of text units for the manual data analysis 
Criteria for Inclusion Criteria for Exclusion 
Text units whose upper limit is the sentence boundary Text units extending beyond the sentence boundary. 
(identified by full stops) and whose lower limits are two This means that temporal ordering relations between two 
clauses describing two situations (events, actions, or more sentences (inter-sentential relations) are not 
states, etc. ) which are temporally ordered (intra. established. This results in the exclusion of all sentences 
sentential relations). in which the triggered word forms only refer to preceding 
Example: Before they began the take-off roll the pilots had sentences. 
linished double-checking the instruments. Example: The air traffic controller thought that the pilot knew 
Note: The reason for opting for a clause-level analysis lies in where he was. The repetition of a question a short time later 
van Dijk & Kintsch's strategy of analysing sentences in terms showed that he was still confused. 
of their propositional contents (e. g. 1983: 143). To this end, Text units in which temporal ordering relations can be 
they assume that *propositional strategies usually require a identified between clauses and phrases. The main 
surface structure analysis In terms of clauses. That Is, each reasons for this decision are that 
clause [... ] is taken to express one (complex) proposition" (van (a) I wanted to achieve a homogenous number of 
Dijk & Kintsch 1983: 143). In this context, Heinemann & analysis examples in terms of their syntactic structure 
Viehweger speak of interpropositional relations; the examples due to the exploratory nature of the present study, and 
they provide also point towards clauses as surface structures (b) In some instances the temporal ordering Information 
(1991: 43). provided by a temporal phrase was too vague or too 
EXCEPTION TO THE CLAUSE-LEVEL ANALYSIS: In text condensed to be able to determine the relation between 
units which feature certain linguistic devices such as the state of affairs expressed by it and the state of affairs 
enumerations of a temporal nature, temporal ordering relations expressed by the clause. 
are also established between terms designating solitary Example: The aircraft took off before that 
concepts. Determining relations between solitary concepts as 
opposed to complex conceptual structures (propositions) has 
so far been the tradition in terminology. 
Example: First Officer => Senior First Officer =* Captain 
Text units consisting of a part of a sentence (if only some 
of the clauses express conceptual structures linked by 
temporal ordering relations). This case is indicated 
specifically in the analysis sheets. 
Example: [it emerged] that the aircraft turned left shortly after 
becoming airborne. 
Text units having declarative status. 0 Interrogative, imperative, and exclamative text units. 
Text units which include clauses expressing states of 0 Text units with negated statements Where it is clear that 
affairs negated in such a way that it is nevertheless the phenomenon referred to did not happen at all. 
possible to perceive that 'Something' happened, though Example: The aircraft was not hit by lightning and the aircraft 
not that which was supposed to happen. also did not run out of fuel. 
Example: The commander did not maintain the heading and 
then lost controt 
i awe continues ovenear 
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Tmhtm r-nnt; mttori 
Text units made up of clauses describing situations Text units consisting of clauses expressing future or 
which happened in the past. hypothetical situations (e. g. if-clauses). 
Example: The pilot lost consciousness and the aircraft flew Example: The plane might not have crashed if they had 
into a mountain. waited for improved weather conditions. 
Clauses expressing Instructions because they do not 
express situations which have happened yet. In addition, 
in the clauses expressing Instructions found in the 
reports under scrutiny the temporal order of the 
situations described is only'vaguely' expressed; in other 
words, the broad temporal order may be recognizable 
but not the exact relation type. This may, however, differ 
for Instructions In other domains, e. g. in chemistry. 
Example: The non-handling pilot is to check the Instruments 
while the handling pilot is to do the outside check. 
Text units which include purpose clauses for which the Text units consisting of purpose clauses In which the 
context makes it clear that the result was achieved. result expressed is yet to be achieved (cf. Quirk et al. 
Example: The aircraft took off after having backtracked the 1994: 1108). 
runway in order to line up. Example: The aircraft turned in order to line up. 
Text units which include 'reason clauses' (Quirk et al. Reason clauses expressing situations which have not 
1994: 1103-1104) expressing situations which have happened yet (cf. Quirk et al. 1994: 1105). 
already taken place. Example: Since the weather has improved the flight will take 
Example: The aircraft crashed as it had run out of fuel. off as scheduled. 
0 Text units which include direct speech. 
Example: He said: 'The artificial horizon is malfunctioning, * 
but after a while the pilot said: 'It's working again. 
0 Text units which include indirect speech. 
Example: He said that the artificial horizon was 
malfunctioning, but then he said it was working again. 
Text units which include sentential relative clauses 
expressing temporally ordered situations. 
Example: The aircraft, which was later involved in the 
accident, was repaired and maintained. 
3.3.4.2 Part 11: The Manual Analysis Procedures 
In what follows, the three main manual analysis phases dealing with the conceptual, 
linguistic and transfer levels of the extracted text units are described. 
3.3.4.2.1 Phase 1: Analysis Procedures for the Conceptual Level 
We can recall that these analysis procedures are aimed at answering research 
questions RQ A2 and RQ A3, which deal with the corroboration of the proposed 
temporal ordering relation types in the English and German subcorpora and with the 
identification of a prototypical temporal ordering relation. 
Answerinq Research Question A2 
Six steps were carried out to answer this question: 
Step I Identifying the Simple and Complex Conceptual Structures Linked by 
Temporal Ordering Relations 
Here, the conceptual structures (representing entities and situations) which enjoy 
temporal ordering relationships needed to be identified and decontextualized from 
the selected text units. As part of the decontextualization process, the complex 
conceptual structures required appropriate linguistic representations for citation 
purposes, developed as follows: 
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-. *- As is traditionally done for solitary concepts (simple conceptual structures), 
capitals are used for complex conceptual structures. 
-. *- The citations for complex conceptual structures were created in analogy with 
how historical chronologies are presented. These are devices used by historians 
to help readers understand an actual historical analysis in a text; they are a kind 
of streamlined guide. Chronologies tend to be written in the present tense to 
abstract decontextualized historical events and to lend them immediacy. This 
practice was hence also followed for complex conceptual structures, e. g. the 
pilot began training is represented as PILOT BEGINS TRAINING. 
Concepts expressed by personal pronouns or not expressed explicitly were 
made explicit in square brackets, e. g, the sentence turning to the left, the aircraft 
started to climb describes two situations whose conceptual representations are 
[AIRCRAFT] TURNS TO THE LEFT and AIRCRAFT STARTS TO CLIMB. 
-. 1- Omissions in the complex conceptual structures, whether for reasons of length 
or irrelevance, are marked by square brackets. 
As in historical chronologies, any temporal ordering information forming part of 
the identified complex conceptual structures is excluded since this information 
constitutes the temporal ordering relation. For example, the aircraft started its 
engines and ten minutes later it took off is represented as AIRCRAFT STARTS 
ENGINES => [AIRCRAFT] TAKES OFF. The relation can be conceptualized as 
TEMPORAL GAP OF TEN MINUTES. 
Examples for Step 1: 17 
- Sample text unit: To qualify as a pilot, the following licences have to be obtained. 
Private Pilots Licence, Commercial Pilots Licence, Air Transport Pilots Licence. 
In this text unit, three temporally ordered solitary concepts representing entities 
can be identified: PRIVATE PILOTS LICENCE =: > COMMERCIAL PILOTS 
LICENCE =: > AIR TRANSPORT PILOTS LICENCE. 
- Sample text unit no. 2: The pilot lowered the flaps and the aircraft slowed down 
even further 
Two complex conceptual structures representing situations are linked here: 
PILOT LOWERS FLAPS =: > AIRCRAFT SLOWS DOWN. 
The individual analysis steps are exemplified as far as possible using actual data. However, some examples 
had to be modified or created specifically for this purpose, but all were verified by the domain experts. 
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Step 2: Determination of the Temporal Ordering Relation Types 
Following the identification and decontextualization of the conceptual structures, the 
temporal order of these needed to be established. This process started with the 
identification of the cues signalling the temporal order in the text unit. We should 
recall that in this study the notion of a cue excludes the input from domain experts 
involved in the determination of the precise types of temporal ordering relation as 
well as the input from the author of this thesis in terms of her own domain expertise 
since the temporal functions or meanings of the cues were established using 
grammars or dictionaries (e. g. Quirk et al. 1994, The New Oxford Dictionary of 
English 1998). After having established the potential of the cues regarding the 
underlying temporal order, the author of the thesis placed the conceptual structures 
in the presumed temporal order whereby the relation types emerged. Hence, it was 
during this part of the determination process where the author's domain expertise 
was added to the temporal functions and meanings of the cues (the domain experts' 
input came into play at a later stage). As soon as the temporal ordering relation 
types were determined, they were compared with the relation types in the typology. 
Any matches meant that the respective hypothesized relation types could be 
confirmed. Once the temporal order of the conceptual structures was established, 
the individual structures were additionally marked with A, B, C, and so on. The 
conceptual structures, abstracted and placed in the appropriate temporal order, 
form what I have termed a temporal ordering chain. 
Example: 
- Sample text unit: The aircraft took off at 2pm and landed at Dublin at 4pm. 
Two complex conceptual structures are in a temporal ordering relationship: 
AIRCRAFT TAKES OFF and [AIRCRAFT] LANDS AT DUBLIN. The type of 
relation can be determined here on the basis of the linguistic cues provided and 
their interaction with domain knowledge which stipulates that take Offs occur 
before landings, pointing to a sequence relation. The time adverbials signal a 
temporal gap of two hours between the take off and the landing, which means 
that, compared with the relation types in the typology, this relation equates to 
type 1, the sequence-with-gap interval relation (cf. Chapter 4, Figure 4.1). Hence, 
the temporal ordering chain underlying the text unit reads: AIRCRAFT TAKES 
OFF (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) + TEMPORAL GAP OF TWO 
HOURS (RELATION TYPE 1) + [AIRCRAFT] LANDS AT DUBLIN (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B). 
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Step 3: Creation of a Time Map 
During this step, the temporal ordering chains created were represented graphically. 
Official terminological recommendations for representations of temporal ordering 
relations do not exist (cf. Arntz & Picht 1995: 102) and the only known 
terminological methods are flow charts and lists in which sequence relations are 
represented from top to bottom and simultaneity relations from left to right. It was 
pointed out that this practice is unusual since in linguistics and philosophy a time 
sequence is traditionally represented from left to right with simultaneous phases 
placed underneath each other. Hence, I developed time maps in which these 
relations are represented in line with the linguistic and philosophical traditions. A 
time map involves two time axes in a 90 degree angle (cf. Figure 3.1 below). The 
horizontal axis represents time line (t) and stretches from the left to the right, 
indicating the flow of time from earlier to later (sequence relations). The other axis, 
time line (d), extends from the bottom to the top representing the depth of time, as I 
have termed it, with which any type of simultaneity relation can be represented. 
Time line (d) = enables the representation of simultaneity 
It 
It 
Is 
1i 
> 
11 Time line (t) = flow of time 
Figure 3.1 Time map 
Once the relation types underlying the selected text units were represented in time 
maps, they were submitted for verification to the domain experts. 
In what follows, I provide a description of a time map of an analysed text unit (cf. 
Figure 3.2 below) to illustrate how it is used. Above the time map, the text unit 
including details of it are given. The graphic representation of the temporal ordering 
chain underlying the text unit is placed in the space provided by the two time axes. 
The complex conceptual structures are depicted within rectangles, linked by arrows 
symbolizing the respective relations. Underneath each arrow, the labels for the 
relations are added (e. g. TORnsl = Temporal Ordering Relation + null simultaneity 
+ number of the relation in the typology) together with their citations (e. g. SHORTLY 
AFTER). A legend explains characters, symbols, and line styles. 
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Text Unit No: 77 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 326 
Temporal trigge r: short* 
Text Unit: Shortly after reaching 3,600 feet the aircraft entered a steeply descending spiral dive. 
Time Map 
time line (d) = depth of time (enables the representation of any degree of simultaneity) 
[AIRCRAFT] REACHES AIRCRAFT ENTERS STEEPLY 
3,600 FEET 10 DESCENDING SPIRAL DIVE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl STRUCTURE B) 
I SHORTLY AFTER 
11 time line (t) = flow of time 
Legend: - Null simultaneity (-simultaneity) Complex conceptual structures 
- Complete simultaneity (+simultaneity) (propositions) 
- Partial simultaneity (+simultaneity) Negated complex conceptual structures 
- Simple conceptual structures Additions, omissions, explicit renderings 
(solitary concepts) in complex conceptual structures 
Figure 3.2 Example of a time map 
Step 4: Consultation with Domain Experts 
As already indicated, once the time maps had been created, they were submitted 
for verification to the domain experts. The experts were first contacted by phone. 
The most salient issues of what was expected of the experts were explained. A 
letter detailing the experts' tasks followed. A sample of this letter is shown in 
Appendix 3.6. Two meetings per expert were arranged 18: to give instructions and to 
collect the verified results. Proformas, consisting of a time map sheet and a 
comment sheet, were prepared before the first meetings so that they could be left 
with the experts'for completion in their own time. 19 A sample proforma is given in 
Appendix 3.7. Inevitably, the experts were not always of the same opinion with 
regard to some temporal ordering relations. Whenever each expert insisted on his 
versions, the result sheets show two potential solutions. 
Step 5: Organization of the Results Using Descriptive Statistics 
Here, the distribution of the relations was determined and displayed in tables. The 
distribution was also worked out per expert to see in which way their results differ. 
The basis of the counting procedure of the relations was that each relation type 
In the case of one German expert, this involved flying to Germany on two occasions. The other German expert 
was unable to meet and this resulted in several'phone meetings'. 
Although the experts were given as many instructions as possible, they were unable to carry out the 
verifications entirely on their own. Hence, the experts and I went through almost every time map together. 
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which could be made 'visible' in a time map was counted, e. g. in the time map 
shown in Figure 3.2, there is one relation of the TORnsl type. 
Step 6: Cross-Linguistic Comparison of the Results 
The relation types confirmed in the English and German text units were compared 
and the results were presented in tabular form. 
Answerinq Research Question A3 
Two steps were carried out to answer whether a prototypical temporal ordering 
relation can be determined using the frequency method. 
Step 1: Determining a Prototype with Crofts, Dirven & Verspoor's, and Cruse's 
Frequency Method 
On the basis of this method, the most frequent relation type in each subcorpus 
suggests itself as the prototype. The results were displayed in tabular form. 
Step 2: Cross-Linguistic Comparison of the Prototypes 
The prototype rankings of the relation types in English and German were compared. 
3.3.4.2.2 Phase 2: Analysis Procedures for the Linguistic Level 
We can recall that these procedures are aimed at answering question RQ B, which 
involves a cross-linguistic inquiry into the linguistic structures linked by temporal 
ordering relations and into the linguistic and serniotic means signalling them. 
Answerinq Research Question B 
Four main steps, sketched out below, were required: 
1) Investigating the linguistic realizations Of simple conceptual structures linked. 
2) Investigating the linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures linked. 
3) Investigating the lexical and grammatical cues for temporal order. 
4) Investigating iconicity and temporal ordering relations as represented in text. 
Step 1: Investigating the Linguistic Realizations of Solitary Concepts (Simple 
Conceptual Structures) Linked by Temporal Ordering Relations 
The linguistic realizations of solitary concepts linked were determined, organized in 
tabular form, and cross-linguistically compared. 
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Step 2: Investigating the Linguistic Realizations of Complex Conceptual Structures 
Linked by Temporal Ordering Relations 
Here, the English and German text units were analysed with regard to the clause 
representations of the complex conceptual structures linked. The aim was to detect 
patterns between the relation types and the syntactic representation of the 
structures linked. To this end, four substeps were carried out: 
Substep 2.1 
First, the clausal representation of each complex conceptual structure linked was 
identified. The examples in Table 3.7 below show that a complex conceptual 
structure can be expressed by just one clause type (e. g. a simple main clause: the 
aircraft arrived on schedule) or by a combination of clause types (e. g. a main clause 
plus a non-finite subordinate clause: the crew arranged to return to the airport). The 
columns in the table intend to delimit the individual complex conceptual structures 
and their clause representations within a text unit, e. g. in text unit no. 3, three 
complex conceptual structures are linked. 
Table 3.7 Clause types/clause type combinations representing the complex conceptual structures 
linked 
Text Unit Clause Type/Clause Type 
Combinations 
Clause Type/Clause Type 
Combinations 
Clause Type/Clause Type 
Combinations 
I Mci CIVIC1 
2 FSC2 CFSC2 
3 MCI + FSC2 CMC'I + NFSC2 CMCýýj ; -F-SC2 
and so on 
Abbreviations & Symbols: MC main clause 
CMC coordinated main clause 
FSC finite subordinate clause 
CFSC coordinated finite subordinate clause 
NFSC non-finite subordinate clause 
1.2 numbers indicate syntactic levels, e. g. MC1: main clause at level I 1. a numbers in superscript indicate split clauses, e. g. MC' level I+ SC level 2+ MC2 level I 
Substep 2.2 
During the previous substep, the focus was on the clause types or clause type 
combinations representing each individual complex conceptual structure linked 
within a text unit. With substep 2.2, the focus shifts to the combined clause 
representations of two complex conceptual structures linked by a temporal ordering 
relation (termed complex conceptual structure pair), since in terminology relations 
are traditionally studied between two concepts. Here, as shown in Table 3.8 below, 
the clause types/clause type combinations were organized according to the relation 
type linking the conceptual structure pairs on the basis of the data collated during 
the previous substep (cf. Table 3.7) and the time maps created during Analysis 
Phase 1. 
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Table 3.8 Organization of the clause types/clause type combinations expressing complex conceptual 
structure pairs according to the types of temporal ordering relation 
Relation Types Clause Types and Clause Type Combinations 5 TORns2 TU 3: (MCI + FSC2) & (CMC1 + NFSC2); TU 4: MCI & FSC2 
TORcs6 TU 14: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 18: MCI & CMC1 
TORpsIO TU 14: CFSC2 & (MC'1 + MC'1) (4o; FSC2 & (MC'1 + MVI) (c); TU 31: MCI & 
CMC1 
TORpsI I TU 15: MCI & CMCI; TU 24: MCI & CMC1; TU 25: MCI & 1"CMC1; I"CMC1 & 
2ndCMC1 
and soon 
Abbreviations & Symbols: TU 3 text unit no. 3 
& represents a temporal ordering relation in this table 
+ indicates a complex conceptual structure expressed by more than one clause, e. g. MC + SC1 
(as its complement) 
for enclosing clause type combinations 
Substep 2.3 
During this substep, the nature of the 'combined' clause representations of the 
complex conceptual structure pairs was determined. To this end, I use the term 
clause arrangement. It describes the type of clause representation of a complex 
conceptual structure pair in the form of two clauses. In the literature (cf. Quirk et at 
1994: 987-990), multi-clausal sentences are usually classified as compound (two or 
more coordinated main clauses) and complex (one main clause plus one or more 
subordinate clauses). Yet, coordination and subordination can appear at any 
syntactic level (e. g. two coordinated subordinate clauses) and they can co-occur 
within a sentence (e. g. each main clause in a compound sentence can be complex). 
Hence, as shown in Table 3.9 below, coordination and subordination each result in 
eight subtypes. 
Table 3.9 The clause arrangements used for describing the combined clause representations of a 
complex conceptual structure pair 
Clause Arrangement Types Examples 
coordination of two simple main clauses The aircraft left its position and it taxied to the runway. 
Coordinatlon of coordination of two complex main clauses He said that the aircraft turned and he reported that it was descending 
clauses coordination of a simple and a complex main The aircraft was pushed back and the dispatcher told the pilots that the 
(underl in clause ground equipment had been disconnected. y 9 
either complete coordination of a complex and a simple main 
The captain told the first officer to take control and tie left the flight deck. 
clause 
or partial d f t t d coor ination o two simple subordinate clauses s escen . jHe said] that the aircraft turned right and that it began i sentences) coord nation of t b di t l h the fire and that it had i wo comp ex su or na e [The captain said] they had managed to extinguis 
clauses been affanged to return to the airport 
coordination of a simple and a complex [The witness reported] that the aircraft Wa--sfirSt In a climb but that it then 
subordinate clause started to loose heiaht 
coordination of a complex and a simple [The controller saw] that the aircraft managed to recover from the stall 
subordinate clause and that 0 stabilized at flight level 200 
a simple main clause plus a simple The final communication took place at 2,900 feet, after the aircraft had 
Subordination subordinate clause descended from 3,600 feet 
of clauses a complex main clause plus a complex There was a final attempt to remedy the situation, after the pilot had 
(underl i subordinate clause repeatedly attemDted to make contact. y n 9 i l i l l l s t had said that h th l af e ' either complete e ma nc ause p s mp us a comp ex : i e pi o 
The last contact occurred at 12h30 34sec, t r 
ubordinate clause artificial horizon was not working or partial lex main clause lus a sim le a com ation took place at Z 900 feet t l t h Th fi t d 
sentences) 
p p p 
subordinate clause 
, u e si na communica ion yt e o reme 
shortly before the aircraft explocied 
a simple superordinate clause (not a main [The investigator was told] that the pilots mentioned Problems with the 
clause) plus a simple subordinate clause rudder so that the aircraft could not be trimmed property 
a complex superordinate clause (not a main [The pilot told the investigator] that he managed to regain conFU shortly 
clause) plus a complex subordinate clause after the aircraft had started to experience severe turbulence 
a simple superordinate clause (not a main [The investigator heard] that the pilots he problems with retracting the 
clause) lug a complex subordinate clause fla s when the first officer decided to che-11 Oh- Wings from the Cabin p i complex superordinate clause (not a main t-Th -e captain told the first officer] that he did not manage to find the maps 
clause) plus a simple subord ....... because they had been removed from the flight deck. 
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These two main types of clause arrangement hence enabled the establishment of 
the syntactic representations of the complex conceptual structure pairs. The aim 
was to find out which clause arrangements, i. e. two coordinated clauses or a 
superordinate/subordinate clause structure, were involved with which relations. The 
results were organized using descriptive statistics (cf. Table 3.10 below). 
Table 3.10 Distribution of the types of clause arrangement of complex conceptual structure pairs 
according to the types of temporal ordering relation 
Relation 
Types 
Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs 
Realized by Clause Coordination 
n 
Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs 
Realized by Clause Subordination 
n 
N 
TORnsl f= n= 
TORns2 f= f= n= 
TORns3 f= f= n= 
and so on I 
tt:: ý 
Substep 2.4 
The results of substep 2.3 were compared cross-linguistically. 
Step 3: Examining the Lexical and Grammatical Cues for Temporal Order 
With this step, the analysis moved from examining the structures linked by temporal 
ordering relations to examining the cues for these relations. We should recall that in 
the present study the notion of a cue excludes the input from the domain experts 
consulted as well as from the author of the thesis. Whenever cues are viewed in 
conjunction with domain expertise, this is indicated clearly. The main goal of this 
analysis step was to identify patterns between the cues and the relations. Five 
substeps were required. To help the reader through these a sketch map is provided: 
Substep 3.1: Overview of the cue types involved in signalling temporal order. 
Substep 3.2: Listing the single cues and cue clusters in conjunction with all the 
temporal ordering relations underlying a text unit. 
Substep 3.3: Linking the single cues and cue clusters to individual relations. 
Substep 3A Categorizing the cues for individual relations. 
Substep 3,5: Cross-linguistic comparison of the cue results. 
Substep 3.1 
Here, the types of cue involved in signalling the temporal order in the English and 
German text units were established. At this stage, the aim was to look at all the cues 
which could be identified for temporal ordering in all the text units . 
20 The cues 
searched for in the text units were of a lexical (e. g. adverbs) and grammatical 
These cues differ from the temporal triggers used during the pre-phases inasmuch as that the triggers 
constituted input data in the form of single lemmata which allowed to extract text units describing temporally 
ordered situations whereby the triggered text units may also contain other indicators of temporal order. 
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(tenses) nature. In terms of grammatical units, the cues targeted were phrases and 
words. The purpose of this substep was to provide an overview of which cue types 
were involved in signalling temporal order regardless of whether the cues were 
found on their own in a text unit (e. g. the subordinator when occurs as a single cue) 
or in interaction with other cues (e. g. the subordinator when may co-occur with the 
adverb later). In addition to listing the cue types by frequency, the corresponding 
word forms and phrases are also detailed (cf. Table 3.11 below). 
Table 3.11 Overview of the cue types identified in each subcorpus 
Cue Types N f Word Forms, Phrases, Tense Types and Tense Forms 
Coord n and 
Sub n after 
f when 
and so on 
Substep 3.2 
During this substep, the cues were considered per text unit, which means that the 
cues identified within an individual text unit were considered as a 'whole'. If more 
than one single cue per text unit is present I speak of a cue cluster. Such an 
approach was necessary because, as we have seen, temporal order can be 
signalled by several interacting cues within a sentence. The examination of the 
aggregate of cues per text unit involves the entire temporal ordering structure 
underlying a text unit, regardless of whether one or several relations are present. As 
shown in Table 3.12 below, the goal of this step was to identify patterns between 
the single cues and cue clusters and the actual underlying temporal ordering 
structure in a text unit. For example, in text unit no. 12 only one relation type torms 
the temporal ordering structure which is signalled by a total of three cues. Note that 
the information in the table includes the input from the domain experts and from the 
author of this thesis since the verified relations are included. 
Table 3.12 Single cues and cue clusters signalling the temporal ordering structure underlying the 
individual text units in each subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Actual Relation Types Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
3 TORnsl, TORns2, TORns3, TORpsg Sub after, Adv then, PP at that time 
12 TORnsl Coord and, PP in November 19 76, PP by January 1980 
14 TORcs6, TORpsi 0, TORpsi 0 Coord and, Sub as 
82 TORnsl, TORpsg, TORpsg Sub when Sub so 
and soon I T 
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Substep 3.3 
Here, each text unit and the corresponding time map were examined as to which 
relation types could be linked to which single cues or cue clusters or parts of a cue 
cluster. For example, on the basis of the time map for text unit no. 82 and the cue 
cluster for this text unit shown in Table 3.12 (so + when) we can determine that a 
part of this cue cluster, i. e. so, points to the sequence-with-gap interval relation 
(TORnsl). The goal here was to detect patterns between the number of cues and 
particular relation types. Table 3.13 below illustrates some results for the actual 
relation type TORnsl. It is important to bear in mind here that for this task too the 
cues are viewed in conjunction with domain expertise. 
Table 3.13 Selected single cue and cue clusters which could be linked to TORnsl (sequence-with-gap 
interval relation) 
Text Unit No. Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
10 Coord and 
82 Sub so 
89 Sub when 
65 T having eliminated: is examined 
39 Coord and; PP on 28 January 199 1, on 21 November 1994 
77 Sub after, Adv shortly 
and so on 
Substep 3.4 
As a next step, the single cues and the cues making up the clusters were analysed 
in terms of the types they belong to with the aim of identifying patterns between the 
cue types and the relations signalled. Descriptive statistics were used to organize 
the cue types. Table 3.14 below shows a selection of the results for the sequence- 
with-gap interval relation (TORnsl). 
Table 3.14 Selected cue types for TORnsl (sequence-with-gap interval relation) 
Cue Types N fI Word Forms, Phrases, and Tense Types 
Coord n= f= and 
T n= f= simple past: perfect participle 
f= simple past: past perfect 
Sub n= f= after 
f= before 
and so on 
Substep 3.5 
All cue results obtained during Step 3 were compared cross-linguistically. 
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Step 4: Investigating 1conicity and Temporal Ordering Relations 
The aim here was to examine the connection between iconicity and sequential 
temporal order in the English and German text units. 
Substep 4.1 
To this end, we can reuse the results presented in Table 3.8, detailing the clause 
arrangements of complex conceptual structure pairs with regard to particular 
relations. These results together with the time maps created for all the text units 
allowed us to substantiate whether the order in time of two sequential situations 
depicted as a complex conceptual structure pair in the time maps matched the order 
of mention in the text units (iconicity). The aim was to find out how many of the pairs 
are iconically represented (cf. Table 3.15 below). 
Table 3.15 Iconically represented complex conceptual structure pairs in each subcorpus 
Relation Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs Iconically Represented f2 If, (rel f) 
Types N Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs 
n nlN= 
TORnsl f2 M % 
TORns2 f, f2 a % 
Substep 4.2 
The results on iconic representations were compared cross-linguistically. 
3.3.4.2.3 Phase 3: Analysis Procedures for Establishing the Transfer 
Relations 
We can recall that these procedures attempt to answer question RQ C, which 
concerns the links between temporal ordering relations and their cues. 
Answerinq Research Question C 
To establish the relationships between temporal ordering relations and their cues, 
the English and German results on the single cues and cue clusters (cf. Tables 
3.12 and 3.13) were examined. A cross-linguistic comparison followed. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter was divided into two parts. First, the research problems were stated 
and the corresponding research questions were formulated. In the second part, the 
methodology developed to answer these questions was presented. The description 
of the methods included a discussion of the materials, tools, and procedures 
employed, followed by an outline of the semi-automatic and manual analysis 
procedures used for investigating temporal ordering relations and their linguistic and 
semiotic signals in an English and German LSP text corpus. 
The following chapter is devoted to the construction of the typology of temporal 
ordering relations. 
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Chapter 4 
A Typology of Temporal Ordering Relations 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter addresses the researýh questions relating to the construction of a 
concept system of temporal ordering relations. In this concept system, which is 
created using the classical method of organizing concepts, the temporal ordering 
relation concepts are systematized hierarchically on the basis of shared 
characteristics. ' We can recall that the relevant research questions, pertaining to 
research area A, are: 
RQ Al. 1: Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on shared 
characteristics be created incorporating the existing broad relation types of 
sequence, complete and partial simultaneity and their subtypes? 
RQ A 1.2: Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on shared 
characteristics be constructed incorporating relation types which can link simple as 
well as complex conceptual structures? 
RQ AIA, Can a typology of temporal ordering relations based on shared 
characteristics be established incorporating temporal objects such as time intervals 
and time points in the sense they are understood in artificial intelligence? 
As we have seen, the purpose of establishing a typology of temporal ordering 
relations in this study is two-fold. Firstly, the typology serves to answer the above- 
mentioned research questions. In this respect, the model itself is a research 
outcome. Secondly, the typology provides the framework, i. e. is a tool for the 
conceptual analysis of the selected special-language texts on the basis of which the 
corroboration of the hypothesized relation types takes place. This double function of 
I An alternative method is the prototype approach, the results of which are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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the typology clearly accentuates the interaction between the construction of concept 
systems and textual analyses of concepts and their interrelations: 
For a better understanding of the nature of concept systems, we need more corpus- 
based analyses of terminological data and phenomena. (Kageura 1997: 131) 
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, the background to the 
construction of the suggested typology is explained. Following this, in section 4.3, 
the typology is first presented in its entirety. A sketch map of its major features and 
structure is supplied. For ease of description and to provide readers with a less 
complex view, the typology is then broken down into smaller segments, enabling the 
exposition of the individual classificatory levels and divisions of the typology 
according to the ordering characteristics selected for its creation. Subsequently, the 
resulting temporal ordering relation subtypes proposed at the most specific level of 
the typology are portrayed. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter. 
4.2 Background to the Construction of the Typology 
As will be recalled, in the literature review (Chapter 2) various points were 
considered which, as I argued, form the background to the typology of temporal 
ordering relations in the present study. 
It was found that although time is universal, the way the nature of time is viewed 
depends on social, cultural, personal, and domain-specific factors (cf. Hall 1989). In 
other words, the conception of time may vary according to the perspective from 
which the concept of time is approached. Hence, my main conclusion with regard to 
the typology put forward in the present study was that, depending on domain- 
specific and cultural influences, some aspects of the typology might be more or less 
significant. 
It was further shown that in everyday life, time is unidirectional, flows from the past 
to the future, and is conventionally representable by a left-to-right arrow of time. 
Hence, in the proposed typology the relation types and the phenomena linked by 
them are constructed and graphically represented from the left to the right. 
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Based on various examples, I argued that, ý in contrast to physics, 'complete 
simultaneity' is a tangible phenomenon in everyday life. This has the implication 
that, as is also the case in some philosophical and linguistic studies, the complete 
simultaneity relation is a relation type in its own right in the suggested typology. 
As we have seen, the difference between temporal ordering relations and causal 
relations is that causal relations always entail the temporal ordering element while 
temporal ordering relations do not necessarily entail a causal element. Events that 
happen in a certain temporal order may or may not cause or have an influence on 
each other. I argued that since the temporal ordering element is present in both 
relation types, causal relations can be treated and investigated the same way as 
temporal ordering relations. Another reason for my treating causal relations like 
temporal ordering relations is that, as will be recalled, an empirical distinction 2 
between these two relation types could not be supported since the pilot studies 
carried out for this thesis have demonstrated that in practice a separation between 
temporal ordering relations and causal relations is often impossible. 
4.3 Results of Research Questions AM, A1.2 and AI. 3: 
, The Proposed Typology 
The typology introduced in this study has resulted in a concept system describable 
as a polydimensional monohierarchy since at some of its classificatory levels 
more than one ordering characteristic has been applied and because each relation 
concept has only one superordinate concept (cf. DIN 2331 1980: 3-4). The 
suggested typology is a more highly differentiated model than the known 
terminological classifications of temporal ordering relations: these models are 
monodimensional (one ordering characteristic per level) and consist of only one 
classificatory level, as we have seen. 
For the creation of the typology, shown in Figure 4.1 below, we have taken into 
account some of Bowker's guidelines as to how to facilitate the presentation of 
multidimensional concept systems (1997: 142). Hence, the top node of the typology 
As we have seen, such a distinction is, however, recommended in the terminological literature (WUster 1974b: 
94, Nuopponen 1994a: 175). 
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and the individual classificatory levels, i. e. levels of abstraction, are colour coded. 
The darker colours signal a higher level of abstraction and the lighter colours mark a 
lower level of abstraction (higher specificity of the relation concepts). According to 
Bowker's advice, a notational system in the form of Ll for the first level of 
abstraction below the top node, L2 for level 2, and so on, is placed to the left of the 
respective levels. Also as advised by Bowker, the various ordering characteristics 
used to classify the relation concepts are indicated on the diagram itself, underneath 
the notations for each level. 
To help the reader gain a general overview of the structure of the typology a sketch 
map is provided below: 
In the top left-hand corner of Figure 4.1 specific information pertaining to the 
typology is provided: the legend, the colour codes, and some notes serving as a 
quick reference section. 
The typology consists - besides the top node - of a total of four classificatory 
levels. 
At the top node, the types of conceptual structure which temporal ordering 
relations can potentially link are highlighted (simple and complex conceptual 
structures) as well as the types of object which can be represented by the 
conceptual structure types (entities, properties, activities). 
At the first level of abstraction, temporal ordering relations are systematized 
according to the ordering characteristic ±simultaneity. This division presents the 
most significant division in the entire typology since it systematizes the relations 
as to whether they have a sequential or a simultaneous character. 
Within the two main divisions into -simultaneity and +simultaneity various 
subdivisions have been created, taking into account the three broad relation 
types (null simultaneity relations (sequence), complete and partial simultaneity 
relations) and the six subtypes of temporal ordering relation identified in the 
literature reviewed. 
At the most specific level (L4) of the typology, the division has resulted in a total 
of 14 subtypes. 
Underneath each of the 14 relation subtypes, graphic representations for these 
have been added to aid the reader in visualizing the relation types. 
Labels for the relation types are also provided. 
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Legend L= level of abstraction Colour code black = top node of the typology 
I= time interval dark grey = Level 1 
P= time point medium grey = Level 2 
[-] = graphic representation of time intervals light grey = Level 3 
= graphic representation of time points white = Level 4 
Notes Complex conceptual structures linked by temporal ordering relations represent situations (activities & properties) expressed 
by several coalesced concepts ag PILOT LINES UP AIRCRAFT ON RUNWAY (activity), AIRCRAFT IS UNSERVICEABLE 
(stateý of FLIGHT DECK DOORS ARE MADE OF REINFORCED STEEL (quality) Complex conceptual structures have a 
gLrec ý linK to time 
Simple conceptual structures, ,a solitary concepts linked by temporal ordering relations Can represent entities (a g PILOT), 
qualities (a g FLAMMABLE). states (a g UNSERVICEABLE), and activities (e g BACKTRACKING) Entity Concept$ have an 
indirect link to time 0ý1 can be mapped onto time intervals if viewed in a specific manner 
The graphic representation of the various combinations between intervals and/or points is carried out on different lines This 
methocl, s par-IncLlarly useful for representing the relations with temporal overlaps (types 6 to 14) on the upper line. the intervals 
or points occurring first in time are depicted. whereas the intervals or points Occurring later are on the lower line An exception 
is type 14 it does not matter which temporal object is on which line since this relation links an interval and a point which 'co-begin' 
Labelling null simultaneity relations: Here sequence- with-gap and sequence-without-gap relations are possible The labels also 
reflect wne! ýier tme ritervals ardlor time points are involved and in which order This then results, for instance. in the term 
sequence- wetiout-gap )nervai relation for relation type 2 (two intervals are linked) and in the term sequence-with-gap interval-point 
relation ! ý)r type 4 (an ýrterval s ! irked to a point) 
Labelling complete simultaneity relations: These relations either link two time intervals which start and end at exactly the same 
time or two simuitanecus time points Hence, we can speak of a 'match' of these temporal objects in terms of their occurrence in time 
Labelling partial simultaneity relations: As there are different types of temporal overlap. the terms reflect these as well as whether 
time ýnlervals or time points are nvolved and in which order they occur 
Li 
L2 Null Simultaneity Relations (TORns) 
We it 
Znultane,! 
Y 
L3 Interval- Interval Point-Interval Interval-Point Point-Point 
s TORns Relations ýions TORns Relations type of TORnts 
IRelrat_ 
TORns Relations 
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Figure 4.1 The proposed typology of temporal ordering relations 
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To help the reader through the ensuing description of the levels and divisions of the 
typology, Table 4.1 below presents an overview of the criteria and ordering 
characteristics used for its construction. 
Table 4.1 The criteria and ordering characteristics used for constructing the typology 
Top Node Temporal ordering relations can link: simple conceptual structures (solitary concepts) 
complex conceptual structures (propositions) 
Levels Ordering characteristics 
LI ±simuftaneity +Simultaneity 
-simultaneity = null simultaneity 
L2 type of simultaneity complete simultaneity 
partial simultaneity 
L3 type of temporal time interval 
object time point 
order of occurrence interval-interval 
- of temporal objects point-point 
point-interval 
interval-point 
point-interval/interval-point (both temporal objects 'begin'at the same time) 
L4 type of temporal complete temporal overlap 
overlap Fpartial temporal overlap 
4.3.1 The Individual Levels and Divisions of the Typology 
In this section, the levels and divisions of the typology as well as the ordering 
characteristics upon which these depend are introduced in a top-to-bottom 
approach. During this description the attempt is also made to set out where the 
known terminological models of temporal ordering relations have been extended 
and restructured. Table 4.2 below briefly recalls the most important features of 
these models as well as the various types of temporal (ordering) relation identified in 
terminology science and in neighbouring fields. 
Table 4.2 Features of the known classifications of temporal ordering relations 
Terminology Number and types of ordering All classifications are based on one characteristic only, either 
Science characteristic used type of connection, or 
typeofconceptlinked 
Number of abstraction levels one level of abstraction besides the top node 
Concept types that can theoretically be None of the divisions allow for the inclusion of all the concept 
linked by temporal ordering relations types. 
" entities (material, immaterial) 
" properties (qualities, states) 
" activities (events, processes, etc. ) 
Known temporal ordering relation types 1. sequence relations 
2. (complete) simultaneity relations 
NB: Sequence relations are common to all the systems discussed. 
whereas the inclusion of complete simultaneity relations varies. 
Neighbouring Known temporal (ordering) relation 1- sequence relations 
fields types Subtypes: sequence relations with a temporal gap, sequence 
relations without a temporal gap 
2. complete simultaneity relations 
I partial simultaneity relations 
Subtypes: overlap relations, simultaneous beginnings 
I relations, inclusion relations, simultaneous endings lations 
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4.3.1.1 Top Node: The Types of Conceptual Structure Linkable by 
Temporal Ordering. Relations 
It is specified at the top node of the typology that temporal ordering relations can 
link simple as well as complex conceptual structures. This is mentioned explicitly 
because of what emerged in the literature review: it is not useful to study conceptual 
relations without having explored what they link (cf. Sager & Kageura 1994: 191). 
Below, we consider both types of conceptual structure from two perspectives: (1) in 
terms of their composition, i. e. whether they consist of one concept or several 
concepts, and (2) with reference to the objects which can be represented by them. 
The Composition of Simple and Complex Conceptual Structures 
We can recall that simple conceptual structures represent objects in the world 
without taking into account relationships to other associated concepts. Hence, they 
are 'solitary' concepts. In contrast to this, complex conceptual structures consist of 
'several coalesced' solitary concepts. For instance, activity concepts can be 
combined with concepts describing various aspects of activities (e. g. agent, theme, 
location, time), e. g. in the captain disengaged the auto-pilot the solitary concepts 
CAPTAIN + DISENGAGE + AUTO-PILOT form a complex conceptual structure 
which, as a whole, represents the activity disengaging together with the semantic 
roles of agent and thqme. Since temporal ordering relations can link both simple 
and complex conceptual structures the proposed typology must incorporate them. 
The Objects Representable by Simple and Complex Conceptual Structures 
It was established in the literature review that simple conceptual structures can 
represent the following object types: 
(1) entities: e. g. aircraft 
(2) properties: qualities (characteristics), e. g. toxic 
states, e. g. inoperative 
(3) activities: e. g. backtracking 
All the concept types representing these objects are potentially linkable by temporal 
ordering relations. Hence, any classification of temporal ordering relations should be 
able to accommodate these three types. However, as we have seen, none of the 
existing terminological divisions of such relations comprise all three concept types. 
In the majority of the cases, only one concept type has been included. For example, 
Waster's classifications only allow for entity concepts (1974a: 261,1974b: 94) and 
Picht & Draskau's (1985: 82-85) and Arntz & Picht's examples (1995: 99-102) 
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include only activity concepts. An exception is Nuopponen's division which involves 
entity concepts as well as concepts representing processes. In contrast to these 
existing models, all three concept types are included in the present typology. 
As we have seen, complex conceptual structures consist of several coalesced 
solitary concepts representing, for instance, an activity in connection with various 
associated semantic roles. It follows from this that the object types represented by 
complex conceptual structures are combinations of several solitary object types 
forming 'larger' object structures. Hence, complex conceptual structures linked by 
temporal ordering relations can represent the following object structures: 
(1) 0 
(2) Properties: - qualities, e. g. the aircraft wing is made of carbon fibre (solitary 
concepts: AIRCRAFT WING + MADE OF + CARBON FIBRE) 
- states, e. g. the crew was exhausted (CREW + EXHAUSTED) 
(3) Activities: e. g. the pilot landed the aircraft on the motorway (PILOT + LAND 
+ AIRCRAFT + MOTORWAY) 
Figure 4.2 below provides a summary of the conceptual structures (including the 
phenomena they can represent) linkable by temporal ordering relations. 
Temporal Ordering Relations 
between between 
Simple Conceptual Structures Complex Conceptual Structures 
(Solitary Concepts) (Several Coalesced Concepts) 
(1) entities 
(2) properties 
- qualities 
- states 
(3) activities 
(1)0 
(2) properties: 
- qualities 
- states 
(3) activities 
Figure 4.2 Top Node: The types of conceptual structure linkable by temporal ordering relations 
In conclusion, we can say that by having specified explicitly that temporal ordering 
relations can hold between different types of conceptual structure the existing 
terminological classifications of such relations have been extended in two ways: 
+ The known terminological divisions only recognize relations that hold between 
solitary concepts. The proposed typology incorporates relations which can exist 
not only between solitary concepts (simple conceptual structures) but also 
between combinations of several concepts (complex conceptual structures). 
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The suggested typology has succeeded in including all the object types (entities, 
activities, and properties) which can be represented by simple and complex 
conceptual structures while the known systems of temporal ordering relations 
only include one or two of these object types. 
4.3.1.2 Levels I and 2: The Division by ±Simultaneity and Type of 
Simultaneity 
One of the earliest terminological classifications of temporal ordering relations (cf. 
Waster 1974a: 261) is based on the ordering characteristic type of connection. 
Waster, as will be recalled, divided temporal ordering relations on the basis of two 
types of temporal connection: sequence and simultaneity. Accordingly, both types 
have been taken as the starting point for dividing temporal ordering relations at the 
first level of the typology, except for the fact that we have modified these 
connections into the ordering characteristic ±simultaneity since the notion of 
sequence can be described as an absence of simultaneity, resulting in two main 
types. While -simultaneity relations correspond to one subtype, i. e. null 
simultaneity relations, the relations with +simultaneity can be subdivided further 
by type of simultaneity due to the fact that, as we have seen, two types of 
simultaneity emerged during the literature review: complete and partial. 
Consequently, +simultaneity relations have two subtypes: complete simultaneity 
relations and partial simultaneity relations. These are all illustrated below: 
1. Null Simultaneity Relations (TORnS)3 
Example: The aircraft had /eft its stand and was given take-off clearance ten 
minutes later. Here, two situations follow each other without a temporal overlap 
since the adverbial phrase ten minutes later clarifies this. 
2. Complete Simultaneity Relations (TORcs) 
Example: At 13h32'14sec both artificial horizons began to malfunction but went 
back to normal 38 seconds later. The prepositional phrases signal that both 
situations begin and end at exactly the same time. 
3. Partial Simultaneity Relations (TORps) 
Example: While the aircraft was in the climb the hydraulic system pressure began 
to fall. The relation cued by while indicates that the aircraft is still in the climb 
TOR stands for Temporal Ordering Relation and the letters ns, cs and ps stand for null simultaneity, complete 
simultaneity and partial simultaneity respectively. 
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when the hydraulic system problem occurs. The second situation occurs after the 
first one has already started and then both go on simultaneously. 
Null, complete and partial simultaneity relations have the following characteristics, 
which are inherited by the lower-level relation types: 
m Null simultaneity relations, i. e. -simultaneity relations can only be -temporal 
overlap, so the phenomena linked all exhibit +temporal gap, except for one 
special case, as we shall see, in which one relation possesses -temporal gap 
(the phenomena linked follow each other in such a way that no time passes in 
between the ending of the first and the beginning of the next). 
The +simultaneity relations are all characterized by +temporal overlap, from 
which it follows that they can only be -temporal gap. 
The differentiation of temporal ordering relations by ±simultaneity and by type of 
simultaneity is summarized in Figure 4.3 below. Note that, as already indicated, in 
one instance the differentiation of the null simultaneity relations produces a special 
case: one type of -simultaneity relation does not inherit the characteristic +temporal 
gap (sequence-without-gap interval relation, cf. also section 4.3.2.1). 
Temporal Ordering Relations between 
Simple and Complex Conceptual Structures 
Temporal Ordering Relations Temporal Ordering Relations 
with -Simultaneity with +Simultaneity 
Null Simultaneity Relations Complete Simultaneity Relations Partial Simultaneity Relations 
(TORns) (TORcs) (TORps) 
Characteristics: Characteristics: Characteristics: 
+gapl-overlap -gapl-overlap -gapl+overlap gapl+overlap 
(special case) 
Figure 4.3 Levels 1 and 2: Division by ±simultaneity and type of simultaneity 
By using ±simultaneity and type of simultaneity for classifying temporal ordering 
relations, the existing terminological models of these relations have been extended 
and restructured inasmuch as the suggested typology takes into account two types 
of simultaneity: complete and partial. In contrast to this, the few known divisions 
which include simultaneity relations do not specify the type of simultaneity. 
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4.3.1.3 Level 3: The Division by Type of Temporal Object and Order of 
Occurrence of Temporal Objects 
As shown, simple and complex conceptual structures can be described in terms of 
the types of object/object structure which they represent. In Chapter 2, we 
established that these object types have various links to the concept of time. Hence, 
it seems reasonable to use these links as a starting point for developing ordering 
characteristics for the second classificatory level. We can recall that simple and 
complex conceptual structures represent entities, properties, and activities. 
These objects have the following links to time: 
(a) Entities have indirect relations to time (Vendler 1967: 144). They exist 
separately in time and space (Sager & Kageura 1994: 198). 
(b) Properties (states, qualities) are directly linked to time: states exist over periods 
of time and qualities can be treated like states (cf. Vendler 1967: 103,108). 
(C) Dynamic phenomena such as activities have a direct link to time. They 
intrinsically involve the element of time (cf. Vendler 1967: 144, Miller & Johnson- 
Laird 1976: 86) which can be seen as the mechanism behind the dynamism. 
Furthermore, we can recall that dynamic phenomena such as activities are 
associated with time intervals (cf. for instance Frawley 1992: 187, Gamper 1996: 
58). In other words, the temporal configuration conveyed by activities can be 
represented by time intervals. Since states extend in time they can be treated like 
activities, Le. they can also be mapped onto time intervals (cf. Comrie 1985: 5-6, 
Hinrichs 1986: 67, Gamper 1996: 58). As indicated, qualities (characteristics) can 
be treated like states in terms of their temporal configuration and hence they can be 
represented by time intervals as well. What about entities? Despite their indirect 
relation to time, Gamper argues (Personal Communication) that if entities are 
viewed in a specific manner they, too, can be mapped onto time intervals. For 
example, it is possible to say that the concepts SENIOR FIRST OFFICER and 
CAPTAIN are sequential since the period during which a pilot has the rank of a 
SENIOR FIRST OFFICER can be represented by a time interval; as soon as he 
becomes a CAPTAIN a new time interval starts. 
it is now clear that time intervals characterize the temporal configuration of the 
above-mentioned types of object/object structure. Looking back, however, on the 
review of temporal ordering relations in artificial intelligence (Al), time intervals are 
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only one of several 'temporal objeCtS'4 , as 
Gamper refers to them, which, in 
conjunction with temporal ordering relations, can be used for the representation of 
temporal information (cf. Gamper 1996). Besides time intervals, Gamper also uses 
'time, points' as part of the temporal representation of events (classified here as an 
activity subtype) and properties (1996: 56-58). 5 Since, as we have seen, Gamper 
offers the most comprehensive account of temporal ordering relation types, it seems 
opportune to adopt his choice of temporal objects for classifying temporal ordering 
relations here. Hence, type of temporal object (time intervals, time points) 
constitutes the first characteristic used at this classificatory level. 
0 Time Intervals 
in Al (e. g. Shoham 1988, Gamper 1996), time intervals are described as 
exhibiting positive duration, e. g. the pilot took 20 minutes to carry out the pre- 
flight checks. Note that punctual events are also representable by time intervals. 
'Punctual' usually refers to the aspectual marking of verbs which can be 
described as non-durative, i. e. verbs which express a quick changeover from one 
situation to the next, e. g. to find, to burst (cf. BuRmann 1990: 621). 6 The 
extension of these non-durative events is nevertheless measurable since it can 
be argued that every occurrence in the world takes a certain amount of time. 7 
As we have seen, time intervals can be used to represent the following 
phenomena: entities, properties (qualities, states), and activities. It was 
pointed out in the literature review that although activities and properties both 
have direct links to time, there is a salient difference between the two: the 
beginnings and endings of states and qualities are difficult to determine whereas 
activities usually have clear starting and end points (cf. for instance Binnick 1991: 
184). It might therefore be argued that this ought to have consequences for the 
way properties are mapped onto time intervals and integrated into the proposed 
typology, e. g. by proposing an unbounded time interval, i. e. an interval whose 
starting and end points are not marked. However, for the typology this is not 
necessary because I am not interested in the 'exact' starting and end times of 
situations but in their 'relative' beginnings and endings, regardless of whether 
4 it will be recalled that in At. there are various theories on the types of temporal object used. Some authors 
employ moments, points (another term often used for points in At is instants), and intervals (e. g. Allen & Hayes 
1989), others use only intervals (e. g. Allen 1984), and some work with points and intervals (e. g. Gamper 1996). 
5 To recap, Gamper (1996: 58) uses events for the dynamic and properties for the static aspect of the world. 
a As already mentioned, in linguistics punctual events are usually represented using time points which are 
considered to have minimal duration. 
71 owe this view to Johann Gamper (Personal Communication). 
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they are activities or properties. Hence, the starting and end points of a situation 
relative to those of other situations are focussed on, with the result that both 
activities and properties are representable by intervals with marked left 
(beginning) and right boundaries (ending). 
0 Time Points 
The notion of time points is employed in the sense it is understood in Al, e. g. by 
Gamper (1996: 56-58). Time points differ in their nature compared with time 
intervals since time points are considered to be timeless, i. e. they exhibit zero 
duration. The main argument for using time points in the representation of time is 
seen by Al scientists in the fact that in our perceivable world there are "events 
representing a transition from one state to another like 'turning off the light', 
which changes the room from being illuminated to being dark" (Gamper 1996: 
38). Hence, a time point is created at the place where two time intervals 
encounter each other (e. g. Allen & Hayes 1989: 226, Gamper 1996: 56), 
meaning that no time passes between the first interval ending and the second 
one starting. Another example of a time point would be the two intervals 
representing the states the pilot is alive and the pilot is dead: there is no passage 
of time; the two states simply have a seamless transition since there cannot be 
anything in between (a human being is either alive or dead). This transition, i. e. 
the time point, can hence be thought of as a construct which demarcates one 
state from another, but which in itself has no duration. 8 Figure 4.4 below shows a 
time map in which one of the proposed relation types involving time points is 
illustrated: type 2, the sequence-without-gap interval relation (cf. typology, Figure 
4.1). It can clearly be seen that the time point marks the transition of intervals A 
and B which follow each other without a temporal gap. Furthermore, the diagram 
makes it clear that time points depend on two intervals being linked in this way. 
time line (d) 
timeless transition 
It (changeover from state A to B) 
pilot is alive pilot is dead 
L time interval time point time interval 
representing state A representing state B 
11 time line (t) 
Figure 4.4 Graphic representation of a time point 
Allen & Hayes point out that "by this definition, the end points of an Interval are not in the interval" (1989: 231). 
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In the context of the characteristic type of temporal object it is also important to 
know in which order the temporal objects are connected, e. g. whether a time point 
#occurs" before a time interval, or vice versa. Hence, at this third classificatory level 
two ordering characteristics are employed: type of temporal object and order of 
occurrence of temporal objects. Figure 4.4 below provides an overview of this 
polydimensional application of the characteristics, arriving at five general relation 
types due to the various combination possibilities of intervals and points. 
Temporal Ordering Relations between 
Simple or Complex Conceptual Structures 
interval-interval Point-Interval Interval-Point Point-Point Interval-Point/Point-interval 
Relations Relations Relations Relations Relations 
Figure 4.5 Level 3: Division by type of temporal object and order of occurrence of temporal objects 
These five types and their labels are explained below: 
(1) Relations between two time intervals, called interval-interval relations. These 
relations describe the various links between two time intervals. 
(2) Relations between a time point and a time interval, referred to as point- 
interval relations. With these relations the time point occurs before the time 
interval. As we have seen, time points depend on time intervals being linked 
without a temporal gap. Hence, with this relation three time intervals are 
involved: two intervals in sequential order without a temporal gap to create the 
time point which then is in a temporal ordering relationship with the third 
interval. Note that relations between a point and an interval only refer to the 
relationship of the time point with the third interval and not to any relations the 
three intervals might have with each other; these are described separately by 
interval-interval relations. 
(3) Relations between a time interval and a time point, called interval-point 
relations. Here, the time interval occurs before the time point. 
(4) Relations between two time points, i. e. point-point relations. Again, several 
time intervals which are sequential without a temporal gap need to be involved, 
but point-point relations only describe the relationships between the two points. 
It is, strictly speaking, incorrect to say that a time point 'occurs' or 'happens' since they have no duration whilst 
'occur and 'happen' are verbs that presuppose that something takes a certain amount of time. However, there 
are, as far as I know, no words in the English language that can express this phenomenon. 
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(5) Relations between a time point/time interval or a time interval/time point, 
termed interval-pointlpoint-interval relations. A time point and the beginning of a 
time interval occur simultaneously, and therefore the relation could be called 
either interval-point relation or point-interval relation. 
Not all of these five types are equally applicable to null, complete and partial 
simultaneity relations. For instance, with null simultaneity relations four of the 
combinations are possible; point-intervallinterval-point relations are not feasible 
since they relate temporal objects which occur simultaneously. With complete 
simultaneity relations only two relations are possible, i. e. interval-interval and point- 
point relations, because only temporal objects of the same kind can be linked in a 
wholly simultaneous manner. For parlial simultaneity relations three relations are 
relevant: interval-interval, interval-point and point-intervalfinterval-point relations; 
point-interval relations are logically not possible since a point cannot temporally 
include an interval. Point-point relations are equally unfeasible since two points can 
only occur sequentially with a temporal gap in between (null simultaneity) or wholly 
simultaneously (complete simultaneity). Hence, null, complete and partial 
simultaneity relations result in nine subtypes at this third level of the typology. 
In conclusion, the use of the ordering characteristics type of temporal object and 
order of occurrence of temporal objects for structuring null, complete and partial 
simultaneity relations presents a new method of organizing temporal ordering 
relations in terminology science since these ordering characteristics have so far not 
been applied to any of the known terminological divisions. 
4.3.1.4 Level 4: The Division by Type of Temporal Overlap 
it will be recalled that the relation types have inherited a number of characteristics 
from the broader relation types at levels Ll and 2. These characteristics are: 
-simultaneity relations: -temporal overlap 
+temporal gap 
in one special case: -temporal gap 
+simultaneity relations: +temporal overlap 
-temporal gap 
In this section, I describe the refinement of the +simultaneity relation types by type 
of overlap. The five complete and partial simultaneity relations which exhibit 
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+temporal overlapl-temporal gap, yielded at the preceding level, can be further 
subdivided by type of, overlap since the temporal overlaps can exhibit varying 
degrees. We can recall that in the literature various subtypes of the partial 
simultaneity relation were identified, revealing several types of overlap: overlap, 
inclusion, simultaneous beginnings and simultaneous endings. The complete 
simultaneity relation also displays a specific type of overlap: a complete matching of 
the phenomena. Hence, five, types of temporal overlap, shown below in Figure 4.5, 
are available for distinguishing the +temporal overlap relations. Note that for some 
of the overlap types found in the literature I have selected different terms. 
Complete and Partial Simultaneity Relations 
(+temporal overlap relations) 
matching overlap embracing co-beginning co-ending 
relations relations relations relations relations 
Figure 4.6 Level 4: Division by type of temporal overlap 
As a result of the division of the relation types by type of temporal overlap a total of 
14 subtypes of temporal ordering relation have been generated at the most specific 
level of the typology (cf. Figure 4.1). The 14 subtypes are composed of five null 
simultaneity relation subtypes, two complete simultaneity relation subtypes, and 
seven partial simultaneity relation subtypes. These relations including the terms 
allocated to them are listed below in Table 4.3: 
Table 4.3 The 14 subtypes of temporal ordering relation 
Null Simultaneity Relations Ty pe 1: sequence-with-gap interval relation 
Ty pe 2: sequence-without-gap interval relation 
Ty pe 3: sequence-with-gap point-interval relation 
Ty pe 4: sequence-with-gap interval-point relation 
Ty pe 5: sequ nce-with-gap point relation 
Complete Simultaneity Relations Ty pe 6: matching interval relation 
Ty pe 7: matching point relation 
Partial Simultaneity Relations Ty pe 8: overlap interval relation 
Ty pe 9, embracing interval relation 
Ty pe 10: co-beginning interval relation 
Ty pe 11: co-ending interval relation 
Ty pe 12: embracing interval-point relation 
Ty pe 13: co- nding interval-point relation 
Ty pe 14: co-beginning interval-pointlpoint-interval relation 
A comparison of these 14 relations with the relation types detected during the 
review of the literature leads to the following conclusions: 10 
10 We should recall that In terminology science no subtypes of temporal ordering relation were encountered, only 
two broad relation types: (complete) simultaneity relations and sequence relations. 
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0 We can recall that the most comprehensive account of relation types in the 
literature was found in artificial intelligence (cf. Gamper 1996: 57). Gamper's list 
of relations is, leaving aside the labels for the relations, identical with the list of 
relations proposed here. 
0 Many of the relation types in the table are also consistent with the relations 
found in the philosophical and linguistic literature: sequence relations, seen as a 
broad type in the literature, relate to types 1 and 2, overiap relations match type 
8, simultaneous beginnings relations correspond to type 10, inclusion relations 
tie in with type 9, and simultaneous endings relations are consistent with type 
11. The complete simultaneity relation, usually seen as a broad relation type, 
equates to type 6. 
In conclusion, we can say that the known broad relation types of null, complete and 
partial simultaneity as well as the six subtypes identified in the literature have been 
successfully incorporated in the typology proposed here. Hence, the existing 
terminological models of temporal ordering relations have been extended 
significantly since, as already mentioned, these consist of only two broad relation 
types (sequence and simultaneity). 
4.3.2 The 14 Subtypes of Temporal Ordering Relation 
So far, we have looked at the characteristics used to construct the four levels of the 
typology. In this section, the focus shifts to profiling the 14 relation types yielded at 
the last classificatory level. Note that at this point the relations are still theoretical 
types requiring substantiation during the analyses of the special-language text 
corpus in Chapters 5 and 6. 
4.3.2.1 The 5 Subtypes of the Null Simultaneity Relation 
In this section, the subtypes of the null simultaneity relation are considered. Instead 
of referring to the relations as type 1, type 2, and so on, the acronym TORns 
(temporal ordering relations with null simultaneity), introduced earlier, is combined 
with the respective relation type numbers, e. g. type 1 becomes TORnsl- 
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TORnsl: sequence-with-qap interval relation 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: ix 
1-1 iY 
Explanation: This relation type links two time intervals in such a way that 
they follow each other after a temporal gap. 
TORns2: sequence-without--qap interval relation 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
-temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object., time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: p 
ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: This relation type differs from TORnsl since it does not 
exhibit +temporal gap. Note that the intervals do not overlap 
at their end and starting points; there is simply a seamless 
transition producing the time point'p'. 
TORns3: sequence-with-gap point-interval relation 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time point + time interval 
order of occurTence of temporal objects: point-interval 
Representation: ][ p 
Explanation: This type of relation is mainly differentiated from the first two 
relation types in terms of the characteristic type of temporal 
object since TORns3 connects a time point and a time 
interval with each other (in this order). Like TORnsI, 
TORns3 exhibits +temporal gap. As will be recalled, a time 
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point requires two time intervals being sequential without a 
temporal gap, which means that the full graphic 
representation of a time point 'p' is as we have 
seen (cf. Figure 4.4). Hence, for TORns3 to be revealed a 
total of three time intervals is necessary. The time point 
created through the first two time intervals then stands in a 
sequence-with-gap relation to the third interval. It will be 
recalled that the two intervals creating the time point 
themselves also have relations with the third interval, but 
these are dealt with independently by interval-interval 
relations. An alternative way of graphically representing the 
TORns3 relation is as follows: Pi 
1-11-1 1-1 
I TORns3 + 
TORns4: sequence-with-gap interval-point relation 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-point 
Representation: i 
11 p 
Explanation: This relation differs from the previous type only in the 
characteristic order of occurrence of the temporal objects. 
Here, the time interval occurs before the time point. 
TORns5: sequence-with-qap point relation 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time points 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: point-point 
Representation: pX 
py 
Explanation: This relation can be distinguished from the previously 
described four types in terms of the characteristic type of 
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temporal object since two time points are sequentially linked 
here. A minimum of three sequential time intervals without a 
temporal gap are required to reveal this relation. The time 
points (px, py) are created at each timeless transition of the 
time intervals. The points p, ( and py hence follow each other 
after a temporal gap (= second time interval). Again, the 
relations between the intervals are considered separately. 
An alternative way of graphically representing this relation is 
as follows: Px py 
L-t TORns5 
4.3.2.2 The 2 Subtypes of the Complete Simultaneity Relation 
We should recall that with these relations the temporal objects linked must be of the 
same kind otherwise a complete temporal overlap cannot be achieved. As before, 
the same principle of abbreviating has been applied to the two subtypes of the 
complete simultaneity relation, resulting in TORcs6 and TORcs7. 
TORcs6: matchinq interval relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
complete type of simultaneity. 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: matching 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: i., 
iy 
Explanation: This relation links two wholly simultaneous time intervals, i. e. 
the starting and end points of the time intervals 'match'. 
TORcs7: matchinq point relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., complete 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: matching 
type of temporal object: time points 
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order of occurrence of temporal objects: point-point 
Representation: P,, 
py 
Explanation: Four time intervals are involved here, forming two sets of 
intervals, whereby each set exhibits -temporal gap. Hence, 
one set of time intervals creates time point p,; the other set 
creates time point py. Both two time points occur 
simultaneously. Full graphic representation: Px 
[-11-3 
TORW 
[-11-1 
Py 
0 
4.3.2.3 The 7 Subtypes of the Partial Simultaneity Relation 
In contrast to complete simultaneity relations, the temporal objects linked by these 
relations overlap only partly. Various types of temporal overlap are possible. The 
acronyms for the subtypes are formed as before, resulting in TORps8 to TORpsl 4. 
TORPs8: overlap interval relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: i" 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: Two time intervals are linked in such a way that one of the 
time intervals begins before the other interval; then, they 
both coincide for a while before the first interval finishes 
before the second interval ends. 
TORPs9: embracinq interval relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., partial 
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-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: embracing 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: This relation type differs from the previous relation only in 
the type of temporal overlap since a time interval occurs 
within the temporal boundaries of another. 
TORpsl 0: co-beqinninq interval relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-beginning 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occuffence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] i, 
[-] iy 
Explanation: This type of temporal overlap indicates that the intervals start 
at the same time but end at different times. 
TORpsl 1: co-ending interval relation 
Characteristics: +Simultaneity 
type of simultaneity partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-ending 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: ix 
iy 
Explanation: The overlap manifests itself in such a way that the 
intervals 
start one after the other but they both end at the same 
time. 
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TORpsl 2: embracing interval-point relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: embracing 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-point 
Representation: [-] i 
11 p 
Explanation: This relation differs from TORps9 only in the type of 
temporal object since it links an interval to a point (in this 
order) whereby the point occurs during the interval. Full 
graphic representation: 1-1 i 
TORpsI2 
1-11-1 
P 
TOR ps 13: co-ending interval-point relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity: partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-ending 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-point 
Representation: 
Explanation: Here, the type of overlap is the same as in TORpsIll, but 
TORpsI3 differs from it in the type of temporal object since it 
links an interval to a point (in this order). Full graphic 
representation 
TORpsI3 
[-11-1 
p 
TORpsl 4: co-beqinninq interval-point looint-interval relation 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. partial 
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-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-beginning 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: int. -point/point-int. 
Representation: [-] i 
11P 
Explanation: A time point and a time interval both 'begin' at the same 
time. Hence, it does not matter whether the point or the 
interval is shown first in the graphic representation or 
mentioned first in the labelling of this relation type. Full 
representation: f 
TORpsI3 
1-11-1 
P 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have put forward a typology of temporal ordering relations 
constructed using the traditional terminological method of classifying concepts, 
which means that the relation concepts are systematized on the basis of shared 
characteristics. The proposed model of the relation concepts resulted in a four-level 
hierarchy whereby several ordering characteristics were applied simultaneously at 
some of the levels. The creation of the typology produced 14 types of temporal 
ordering relation at the most specific classificatory level. The suggested model 
presents a considerable extension of the existing terminological divisions of such 
relations which are comprehensive single-level hierarchies, based on only one 
ordering characteristic, and generated only two broad relation types: sequence and 
simultaneity relations. Moreover, the typology could also be applied to a large extent 
to systematize causal relations, if they can be isolated, since the temporal ordering 
element is also present in these relations. 
The typology was created for two reasons. On the one hand, it was the answer to 
research questions A1.1 to A1.3 which deal with whether a typology of temporal 
ordering relations based on shared characteristics can be established incorporating 
the broad relation types of sequence, complete and partial simultaneity including 
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subtypes of these as well as simple and complex conceptual structures and 
temporal objects such as time intervals and time points. This research aim could be 
achieved. On the other hand, the typology needed to be constructed so that it can 
serve as a framework for the corroboration of the hypothesized relation types in the 
selected special-language texts, reported in the subsequent two chapters. The 
relation types remain theoretical types until this empirical confirmation has taken 
place. 
The following chapter, the results of the confirmation of the proposed relation types 
in the English subcorpus are presented including the results of organizing the 
corroborated temporal ordering relation concepts using an alternative approach to 
categorization: the prototype method. 
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Chapter 5 
Results of the Conceptual-Level Analysis of the 
English Subcorpus 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter and the two chapters which follow, the results of the empirical study 
are presented. Here, the facts, i. e. the tables, figures and my descriptions of what is 
noteworthy about the results are provided. An extended discussion of the results 
takes place in Chapter 8. 
The presentation of the results is carried out in three chapters owing to the fact that 
the results arising from the conceptual analyses are extensive in volume since they 
include numerous drawings. Hence, the present chapter deals with the results of the 
conceptual-level analysis of the English subcorpus while Chapter 6 provides those of 
the German subcorpus. Chapter 7 then concerns the results of the linguistic-level 
and the transfer-relation analyses of both subcorpora. Within the three chapters, the 
results are organized according to the respective research questions. Whilst 
research questions Al. 1, A1.2 and A1.3 were answered by the typology proposed in 
Chapter 4, Chapters 5 and 6 deal with the results for questions A2 and A3. It will be 
recalled that these questions concern the confirmation and cross-linguistic 
comparison of the identified temporal ordering relation types in the text corpus as 
well as the determination of a prototypical temporal ordering relation. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the results for research 
question A2. This includes statistical overviews concerning the distribution of the 
temporal ordering relation types confirmed in the English subcorpus as well as the 
presentation and description of the relations in the form of the time maps created for 
the analysed text units. In section 5.3, the results for research question A3 are 
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presented, answering whether a prototypical temporal ordering relation from among 
the confirmed relations could be identified. Section 5.4 provides some conclusions. 
5.2 Results of Research Question A2: The Temporal 
Ordering Relation Types 
It will be recalled that the analysis procedures carried out for RQ A2 were split into 
six steps (cf. Table 3.3, Chapter 3). In section 5.2.1 we begin with the results yielded 
from Step 5 as this enables a simplified overview of the temporal ordering relation 
types identified in the English subcorpus and their distribution. The results of Steps 1 
to 4, which mainly relate to the creation of time maps underlying the analysed text 
units, are presented in section 5.2.2. The results, however, of Step 6, the cross- 
linguistic comparisons of the relation types, are dealt with in Chapter 6. 
5.2.1 Statistical Overview of the Corroborated Relation Types 
The findings are presented in tables. Note that owing to the small sample studied the 
results do not lend themselves to generalization using inferential statistics. 
Before the results are described, a brief remark on the procedure used for counting 
the relations should be made. As mentioned in Chapter 3, each relation type which 
could be made 'visible' in a time map was counted. Although, as we have seen, 
relations between time points and time intervals are dependent on at least three time 
intervals being temporally linked in a certain way and may thus be seen as secondary 
relations, they are nevertheless relations in their own right and were counted just like 
any relation based on intervals only. To illustrate this, Figure 5.1 below shows an 
example of a time map in simplified form. Here, three time intervals (A, B, C) are 
temporally ordered. Apart from the three relations between the three time intervals 
(relations X, Y, Z), the time point created through the X-relation at the transition point 
of time intervals A to B also enjoys a relationship (relation P) with time interval C. 
Hence, in this time map a total of four temporal ordering relation types can be 
counted. 
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Time Map 
time line (d) 
Relation X 
Time interval A Time Interval B 
Relation P Relation Z 
Time Interval C 
Relation Y 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.1 Procedure used for counting the relation types 
The results displayed in Table 5.1 below show that 11 out of the 14 subtypes of 
temporal ordering relation hypothesized in the typology (cf. Figure 4.1, Chapter 4) 
could be corroborated in the English subcorpus. Out of a total of 203 occurrences of 
temporal ordering relations, by far the most freqýUent relation type encountered is 
sequential: TORns1l, the sequence-with-gap interval relation (44.3%). The second 
most frequent type, also sequential, TORns2, the sequence-without-gap interval 
relation (16.3%), is differentiated from TORnsl by only one ordering characteristic: 
TORns2 does not have a temporal gap between the intervals linked (-ternporal gap). 
The third and fourth ranked types show partial simultaneity: TORps9 and TORpsI I- 
Like TORnsl and TORns2, these relation types also link only time intervals. 
Furthermore, all four types have in common that the intervals linked do not begin at 
the same time but the first time interval starts before the second interval starts. 
The relation which ranks fifth (TORns3) is of a different kind as it connects a time 
interval with a time point, necessitating the involvement of at least three conceptual 
structures, i. e. three intervals, as we have seen. The table shows that besides this 
relation, a further three relation types involving time points could be confirmed: 
TORpsI2, TORns5, and TORns4. 
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Table 5.1 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types in the English subcorpus 
Rank Relation Types Labels N=203 f IN (100%) 
1. TORnsl sequence-with-gap interval relation f =go 44.3% 
2. TORns2 sequence-without-gap interval relation f =33 16.3% 
3. TORps9 embracing interval relation f= 24 11.8% 
4. TORpsl I co-endinq interval relation = 13 6.4% 
5. TORns3 sequence-with-gap point-interval relation f=9 4.4% 
6. TORcs6 matching interval relation f =6 3% 
TORps1O co-becinnina interval relation f=6 3% 
TORpsI2 embracing interval-point relation f =6 3% 
7. TORns5 sequence-with-gap, point relation f =4 2% 
1 TORps8 I overlap interval relation f =4 2% 
+ TORns4 I sequence-with-gap interval-point relation f=1 0.5% -elations which could not be determined I f =7 1 3.4% 
Note: The results include the relation types yielded from time maps on which both experts disagreed as well as 
those from time maps with two possible solutions. 
In seven text units (nos. 8,9,43,60,68,93,95), the encoded type(s) of temporal 
ordering relation could not be determined precisely; it was only clear that some sort 
of temporal order was involved. On three occasions, the experts disagreed on the 
relation types (text unit nos. 29,30,71). In two instances, both experts decided that 
two solutions were possible (text unit nos. 46,47). 
With a view to seeing how the experts' opinions differed, the distribution of the 
relation types is shown below according to each expert. Table 5.2 therefore presents 
the temporal ordering relation types verified by expert BF and Table 5.3 shows the 
results according to expert RB. The experts' differences in opinion on three time 
maps concerned a total of 16 relation types. Hence, in the respective tables the 
overall number of relation types per expert is reduced by 16 relations (N = 187). 
Furthermore, as can be seen in the tables, the results per expert include the 
temporal ordering relation types gained from the text units with two possible 
solutions. In these cases, the relations yielded were double-counted. 
The results for expert BF, displayed in Table 5.2 below, show that the ranking of the 
five most frequent relation types is the same as in the previous table, in which the 
relation types recognized by both experts were coalesced. Although the overall 
number of the relation types is reduced here by 16 relations, the percentages of the 
five most frequent relations remain very similar to those shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.2 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types according to English expert BF 
N= 187 
Relation Types n fn (1 0%) nIN(100%) 
1. TORnsl total 81 43.3% 
resulting from agreed time maps 77 95.1% 
resulting fr m time maps with two solutions 4 4.9% 
2. TORns total 30 16% 
resulting from agreed time maps 28 1 93.3% 
resulting from time maps with two solutions 2 6.6% 
3. TORps9 total 23 12.3% 
re ulting from agreed time maps 21 91.3% 
resulting fm time maps with two solutions 2 8.7% 
4. TORpsl I tota 1 13 7% 
resulting from agreed time maps 13 100% 
5. TORns3 total 7 3.7% 
resulting from agreed time maps 7 100% 
6. TORcS6 total 6 3.2% 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% - TORps1O total 6 3.23/6 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
TORps12 tota 1 6 3.2% 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
7. TORps8 total 4 2.1% 
resulting from agreed time maps 4 100% 
8. TORnsS total 3 
resulting from agreed time maps 3 100% 
9. TORns4 total 1 0.5% 
resulting from agreed time maps 
-' ' 
0 0 ý 
r esulting from time maps with two solutions 1 100% 
Relations which could not be determined 7 0 0 3.7% 
Table 5.3 below presents the results for expert RB. The ranking of all the relation 
types is the same as with expert BF. Compared with the results in table 5.2, the 
variations in the distribution of the five most frequent relation types are minimal. 
Hence, the results according to each expert do not display any significant differences 
in the distribution and ranking of the relation types, which is not surprising since the 
numbers are so small. 
Table 5.3 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types according to English expert RB 
N= 187 
Relation Types n f f In (100%) nIN(100%) 
1. TORnsl total 82 43.8% 
resulting from agreed time maps 78 95.1% 
resulting from time maps with two sofutions 4 4.9% 
2. TORns2 total 30 16% 
resulting from agreed time maps 28 93.3% 
resulting from time maps with two solutions 2 6.6% 
3. TORps9 total 22 11.8% 
resulting from agreed time maps 20 90.9% 
resulting from time maps with two solutions 2 9.1% 
4. TORpsl I total 13 7% 
resulting from agreed time maps 13 100% 
5. TORns3 total 7 3.7% 
resulting from agreed time maps 7 100% 
6. TORCs6 total 6 3.2% 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
i aoie conunues ovenear 
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Tahlp rnntimpri 
TORpsIO tota 1 6 3.2% 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
TORpsI2 total 6 3.2% 
resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
7. TORps8 tota 1 4 2.1% 
resulting from agreed time maps 4 100% 
8. TORns5 total 3 1.6% 
resulting from agreed time maps 3 100% 
ORns4 total 1 0.5% 
resulting from agreed time maps 0 0 
I resulting from time maps with two solutions 1 100% 
Relations which could not be determined 1 7 0 01 3.7% 
A table in which the results of both experts are coalesced is given in Appendix 5.1 (in 
other words, the table shown in the Appendix is a detailed version of Table 5.1). 
5.2.2 The Graphic Representation of the Corroborated Relation 
Types Using Time Maps 
The above-mentioned statistics of the corroborated temporal ordering relations are 
based on the time maps created for the 95 English text units (a list of the 95 text 
units is given in Appendix 5.2). With the help of the time maps, it was possible to 
determine, confirm and graphically represent the individual relation types, which were 
then submitted for verification to the domain experts. Hence, in this section the 
results of these analysis steps are presented in the form of the time maps. For ease 
of reference, the presentation of the 95 time maps is carried out in the order in which 
the relation types occur in the typology. Hence, we begin with relation TORnsI, 
followed by the time maps in which TORns2 was identified, and so on. Note that 
some time maps are 'simplex'while others are 'complex'. In simplex time maps only 
one relation underlay the analysed text unit, whereas in complex maps either several 
relations of the same type or different relation types are involved. Although only 95 
text units were analysed, it was impossible to describe in detail all the text units and 
their underlying time maps. For reasons of space and time, this could only be done 
for some of them; the remaining maps are included without descriptions in the 
corresponding appendices. 
5.2.2.1 Time Maps in which TORnsl Occurs (Sequence-with-Gap Interval 
Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
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type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: Two time intervals follow each after some time has passed. 
Below, one of the time maps in which TORnsl was found is described. This time 
map is presented in stages to make it clear how the relations were established. 
Additional time maps in which this relation was detected are given in Appendix 5.3. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 1 
Basic Information 
* Text unit no. 1, shown in Figure 5.2 below, describes two situations expressed 
through the syntactic means of clause coordination. 
In the time map laid out below the text unit under scrutiny, the complex 
conceptual structures (in capital letters) underlying the two situations described in 
the text unit are graphically represented in rectangles along the axis representing 
time line (t), the flow of time from earlier to later. Time line (d), the depth of time, 
allows the representation of simultaneity. 
The temporal ordering relation linking the complex conceptual structures is 
graphically represented by an arrow, accompanied by the conceptualization of 
the relation (AFTER APPROX. THREE MONTHS) and the label for it (TORnsl). 
* In accordance with their temporal order, the complex conceptual structures are 
marked with A and B. 
Determining the Relation Type 
The identification of the relation type begins with the determination of the temporal 
meanings or functions of the cues signalling the underlying temporal order in the text 
unit. In this context, we should recall that in this study the notion of a cue excludes 
the input from domain experts involved in the determination of the precise types of 
temporal ordering relation as well as the input from the author of this thesis in terms 
of her own domain expertise. 
In the text unit shown below, several types of cue signal the temporal order of the 
situations: the coordinating conjunction and and three prepositional phrases: after a 
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short leave break, in December 1994, and in February 1995. The coordinator and 
can have a variety of functions. For instance, it can connect two clauses whereby 
(a) the second is a consequence or a result of the first, or 
(b) the second clause is in a chronological sequence with the first clause (a cause- 
result relationship is not present), or 
(c) the second clause is conditioned by the first one (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 930). 
The coordinator and, however, can also point to some sort of simultaneity since "the 
association of -and with chronological sequence does not rule out the possibility that 
[ ... ] two clauses linked by and refer to simultaneous events or states" (Quirk et aL 
1994: 931; authors' emphasis). It can hence be concluded that the coordinator and 
can signal all types of temporal order. In other words, and can be a cue for 
sequences as well as different types of simultaneity. 
Text unit no: 1 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 539 
Temporal trigger: after* 
Text unit: He began command training in December 1994 and, after a short leave break, completed the 
training in February 1995. 
[NB: 'He' refers to'first officer'. 1 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[FIRST OFFICER] BEGINS [FIRST OFFICER] COMPLETES 
COMMAND TRAINING I 
... 
) 10 [COMMAND] TRAINING [ ... 
) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER APPROX. THREE MONTHS 
> 
time line (t) 
Legend: - Null simultaneity (-simultaneity) Complex conceptual structures 
- Complete simultaneity (+simultaneity) (propositions) 
Partial simultaneity (+simultaneity) Negated complex conceptual structures 
Simple conceptual structures Additions, omissions, explicit renderings 
(solitary concepts) 
<=> in complex conceptual structures 
Figure 5.2 Time map illustrating TORnsl in text unit no. 1 
The remaining cues in the form of three prepositional phrases signal that the 
temporal order is characterized by a sequence: the first situation (he began 
command training) started in December 1994, was then interrupted through a short 
leave break, but was resumed and completed in February 1995. The fact that it is 
mentioned that the completion takes place after a short break spells it out that there 
is a temporal gap between the first situation ending (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE A) and the second situation starting (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
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STRUCTURE B). The sequence between the two situations is also supported by the 
fact that extra-linguistic knowledge tells us that normally something has to begin 
before it can end, i. e. the beginning of the training occurs before the completion of 
the training (in December 1994; in February 1995). Hence, as illustrated in the 
above-mentioned time map, the relation type linking COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURES A and B is the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl). 
5.2.2.2 Time Maps in which TORns2 Occurs (Sequence-without-Gap 
Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
-temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: 
iy 
Explanation: TORns2 differs from TORnsl in the characteristic ±temporal gap: 
two intervals follow each other without any time passing in between. 
Below, one time map in which this relation was identified is explained in detail while 
further time maps involving this relation can be viewed in Appendix 5.4. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 4 
Figure 5.3 below shows a text unit expressing two situations. The temporal 
information given in the clauses is not sufficient to establish the precise order of the 
situations. The past perfect is normally used to describe events or states which occur 
before a particular time in the past (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 195-196), which points at 
sequences. The subordinator after is usually defined as something that occurs 
"during the period of time following (an event) [or time, or datey (The New Oxford 
Dictionary of English 1998: 31), signalling a sequence, but Quirk et al. list examples 
which seem to imply that after can also point at situations which are partially 
simultaneous with differing starting times (cf. 1994: 1084). Hence, to determine the 
precise relation types, consulting with the domain experts was required. ' Expert RB 
explained that the aircraft would have been seen on radar continuously from 3,600 to 
It has already been mentioned in Chapter 3 that the relation types between the situations described in the text 
units were pre-determined by me before the time maps were submitted for verification to the domain experts. 
However, my contribution to the identification of the relations is not described here, only the experts' input. 
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2,900 feet. Hence, the first event (3,600 feet) would have led seamlessly to the next 
(2,900 feet). The seamless transition means that there was no temporal gap present 
between the time intervals onto which the situations are mapped. Hence, the relation 
type involved is the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2). Note that a 
time point is created at the 'place'where the time intervals meet. 
Text unit no: 4 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2681 
Temporal trigger: after* 
Text unit: The final return on secondary radar was at 2,900 feet, after the aircraft had descended from 
3,600 feet in about 25 seconds. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
time point (p) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.3 Time map illustrating TORns2 in text unit no. 4 
5.2.2.3 Time Maps in which TORns3 Occurs (Sequence-with-Gap Point- 
Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time point + time interval 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: point-interval 
Representation: ][ p 
Explanation: This relation is mainly differentiated from the first two relation types 
in the characteristic type of temporal object since TORns3 links a 
time point to a time interval. The time point is created by two 
sequential intervals which follow each other without a temporal gap. 
One of the time maps in which TORns3 was revealed is presented below. Further 
time maps in which this relation was determined are shown in Appendix 5.5. 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 3 
In Figure 5.4 below, three situations are described, represented by COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURES A, B and C, resulting in a complex time map since 
several relation types are revealed. 
The linguistic cues in the form of the subordinator after, the adverb then and the 
prepositional phrase at that time are not explicit enough to establish the precise 
temporal order of the situations. The conjunction after, as we have seen, can signal 
either a sequence or partial simultaneity with different beginnings. The adverb then 
can have two temporal meanings: 'at that time' and 'after that' (cf. The New Oxford 
Dictionary of English 1998: 1921), also pointing at either a sequence or some sort of 
simultaneity. Hence, the only temporal ordering information we can glean from these 
cues is that the three situations are linked by sequence or simultaneity relations. For 
an exact determination of the relations involved, it was therefore necessary to call 
upon the domain experts' knowledge. 
The experts contended that STRUCTURES A and B must have followed each other 
without any time passing between them since after a transmission a controller would 
immediately resume watching the radar and not wait for some time. Hence, the time 
intervals representing STRUCTURES A and B are linked by the sequence-without- 
gap interval relation (TORns2), whereby a time point is created. 
Since the sentence indicates that the controller made his second transmission 
(STRUCTURE C) after having observed a few radar returns (STRUCTURE B) the 
relative beginnings of these structures are clear. The relative endings, however, are 
not. Here, the experts argued that it is likely that he would have continued to observe 
the aircraft after having finished this transmission (C ends before B ends). Hence, 
the embracing interval relation (TORps9) is present between B and C. 
The time point created through TORns2 stands in a relationship with the third 
situation, represented by STRUCTURE C. Due to the fact that C began after B some 
time passes between the occurrence of the time point and the beginning of 
STRUCTURE C, resulting in the sequence-with-gap point-interval relation (TORns3). 
Finally, the relation type between STRUCTURES A and C is characterized by a 
sequence with a temporal gap (TORnsl), because between the controller informing 
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the pilot and the controller making a' further transmission the situation of the 
controller observing the radar returns restarts. 
Text unit no: 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 426 
Temporal trigger: after* 
Text unit: The controller informed him that the aircraft was at that time In a right hand turn but after observing 
further radar returns he said that it was then going straight on a south-easterly heading. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
NO TIME PASSES 
TORn92 No 
Time Point 
CONTROLLER INFORMS (PILOT) THAT [CONTROLLER] OBSERVES FURTHER RADAR RETURNS 
AIRCRAFT IS [I IN A RIGHT HAND TURN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
I 
TORn93\ TORp99 
TIME POINT IS FOLLOWED BY A TIME INTERVAL WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF B 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
i 
,I [CONTROLLER) SAYS THAT 
P-1 [AIRCRAFT)[ ... I 
GOES STRAIGHT 
TORnal ON A SOUTH-EASTERLY HEADING 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.4 Time map illustrating TORns3 in text unit no. 3 
5.2.2.4 Time Maps in which TORns4 Occurs (Sequence-with-Gap Interval- 
Point Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-point 
Representation: [-] i 
11 p 
Explanation: TORns4 differs from the previous type only in the characteristic 
order of occurrence of the temporal objects, i. e. the time interval 
occurs before the time point. 
TORns4 occurred only once in the English subcorpus. It was revealed in a text unit 
with two possible solutions. Although such text units are dealt with separately in 
section 5.2.2.12, the text unit in question is presented below as it produced the only 
time map in which this relation type was encountered. 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 46 
The description of the TORns4 relation in the text unit under scrutiny does not deal 
with the reasons why two solutions are possible here, presented as solution no. 1 (cf. 
Figure 5.5) and solution no. 2 (cf. Figure 5.6). TORns4, however, only appears in the 
time map illustrating solution no. 1, which is hence described in detail below. 
The text level offers two cues for the temporal order of the situations described in the 
text unit: the subordinator before and the verb form continued. From these cues, the 
information can be derived that two of the situations, i. e. COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURES A and C, are sequential in some way since before signals that 
something occurs "during the period of time preceding a (particular event, date, or 
time)" (The New Oxford Dictionary of English 1998: 156, cf. also Quirk et al. 1994: 
1080) and continued can mean (a) to persist in an activity or an process, or (b) to - 
recommence or resume after interruption (1998: 397), pointing either at a sequence 
or some sort of simultaneity. However, to establish the exact nature of the relation 
between STRUCTURES A and C as well as the remaining relations, the domain 
experts had to be consulted. 
With regard to the time map shown in Figure 5.5, the domain experts confirmed that 
the situations aircraft continued its left turn onto 3000 (STRUCTURE A) and rolling 
into a right hand turn with about 300 of bank (STRUCTURE C) were sequential. They 
argued that it is likely that no time passed in between the situations, Le. the 
changeover from the aircraft's left turn into a right turn happened abruptly (TORns2). 
Note that where the situations change over, a time point is created. 
The domain experts further explained that the situation instructions were read back 
correctly (STRUCTURE B) must have taken place within the temporal boundaries of 
A, since in their opinion the aircraft had already started to turn left before the pilots 
began reading back the instructions. When the pilots were finished reading back the 
instructions, the aircraft still continued to turn left. Hence, A and B are linked by the 
embracing interval relation (TORps9). 
Since STRUCTURE B finished before A finished it is clear that B and C must be 
linked by the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl), because the aircraft only 
started a right-hand turn some time after the instructions had been read back. In 
other words, during the temporal gap between B and C the aircraft was turning left. 
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Finally, a relation is also present between STRUCTURE B and the time point created 
at the transition point from A to C. Since B finished before A ended there is a 
temporal gap present between B ending and C starting. Hence, the relation type can 
be determined as the sequence-with-gap interval-point relation (TORns4). 
Text unit no: 46 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 410 
Temporal trigger: before* 
Text unit: These instructions were read back correctly but the aircraft continued its left turn onto 300" 
before rolling into a right hand turn with about 30" of bank. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
NO TIME PASSES 
TORns2 
p- 
Time Point 
AIRCRAFT CONTINUES ITS LEFT TURN ONTO 300* [AIRCRAFT] ROLLS INTO A RIGHT HAND 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TURN WITH ABOUT 30* OF BANK 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
TORps9 
B OCCURS WITHIN TEMPORAL 
BOUNDARIES OF A 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE READ BACK 
/TORns4 
TIME POINT FOLLOWS A TIME INTERVAL 
CORRECTLY (COMPLEX AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
CONCEPTUALSTRUCTUREB) 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.5 Time map illustrating TORns4 in text unit no. 46 (solution 1) 
For reasons of completeness, the second possible solution for the present text unit is 
shown in Figure 5.6 below. As already indicated, TORns4 is not revealed in this 
interpretation of the temporal ordering structure underlying the text unit. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT CONTINUES ITS LEFT No [AIRCRAFT] ROLLS INTO A RIGHT HAND 
TURN ONTO 300*(COMPLEX TURN WITH ABOUT 30' OF BANK 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
TORps9 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
B OCCURS WITHIN TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE 
READ BACK CORRECTLY 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL TORnsl 
STRUCTUREB) AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.6 Second possible solution for text unit no. 46 
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5.2.2.5 Time Maps in which TORns5 Occurs (Sequence-with-Gap Point 
Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time points 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: point-point 
Representation: ][ p, 
11 py 
Explanation: This relation is mainly distinguished from the previous four types by 
type of temporal object since two time points are linked here. 
In the following, one time map in which TORns5 could be revealed is described. The 
remaining maps for this relation are included in Appendix 5.6. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 61 
As can be seen in Figure 5.7, various cues are available at the linguistic level, 
enabling a 'rough' determination of the temporal order of the three situations 
involved: a tense contrast between past perfect and simple past, the coordinator and, 
the subordinator after, and the adverb immediately which, according to Quirk et al. 
points at the temporal proximity of two situations (cf. 1994: 1084), which could mean 
both Vemporal gap. However, in another reference work, immediately is defined as 
something that occurs "without any intervening time" (The New Oxford Dictionary of 
English 1998: 913), which would point at a sequence relation with -temporal gap. 
While, as we have seen, and can be a cue for any type of temporal order, and after 
can point at sequences as well as partial simultaneity, the interaction of the cues 
nevertheless clearly signals that some sort of sequence is involved. However, in 
order to establish the precise relations the domain experts needed to be consulted. 
The experts elaborated that the situations (representing COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURES A, B, and C) all happened one after another without any temporal 
gaps separating them. That there is no time passing between STRUCTURES A and 
B is ascribed to the fact that as soon as the controller was finished with confirming 
that the aircraft was on a steady northerly heading the aircraft was turning left without 
any time delay (which corresponds to the last-mentioned dictionary meaning of 
immediately), because this could be seen on the Air Traffic Video records. Hence, 
the sequence-without-gap relation (TORns2) is present here. The timeless transition 
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between the aircraft immediately resumes its turn to the left (STRUCTURE B) and 
the aircraft began to descend (STRUCTURE C), also resulting in TORns2, was 
equally observable on the video records. As a consequence of A and B and B and C 
being sequential, A and C are also sequential, albeit with a temporal gap 
STRUCTURE B), producing the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl). 
Text unit no: 61 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 446 
Temporal trigger: immediate* 
Text unit: After the controller had confirmed that the aircraft appeared to be on a steady northerly heading, 
the aircraft Immediately resumed its turn to the left and began to descend. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TIME POINT IS FOLLOWED BY TIME INTERVAL AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORn 
TWO TIME POINTS FOLLO EACH OTHER AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT FTIME 
TORnsS 
CONTROLLER CONFIRMS THAT AIRCRAFT I ... )RESUMES 
(AIRCRAFT) BEGINS 
AIRCRAFT APPEARS TO BE ON ITS TURN TO THE LEFT TO DESCEND (COMPLEX 
A STEADY NORTHERLY HEADING (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL (CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE B) 
Time Point Time o nt 
TORns2 TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES NO TIME PASSES 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.7 Time map illustrating TORns5 in text unit no. 61 
Arising from the timeless transitions from A to B and B to C are two time points, 
separated by a temporal gap in the form of the time interval which expresses 
STRUCTURE B. Hence, the two time points follow each other after a certain amount 
of time, resulting in the sequence-with-gap point relation (TORns5). In addition, the 
time point created through the transition from A to B enjoys a sequence relation with 
the time interval representing STRUCTURE C (TORns3). 
5.2.2.6 Time Maps in which TORcs6 Occurs (Matching Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity complete 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: matching 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
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Representation: ix 
iy 
Explanation: Here, the starting and end points of the time intervals match. 
One time map in which TORcs6 was identified is presented in detail below. The 
remaining maps in which this relation was found are given in Appendix 5.7. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 18 
In this text unit (cf. Figure 5.8 below), two situations are syntactically expressed by 
two coordinated main clauses linked by the coordinator and. As we have seen, and 
can point to a sequence of situations or to partial or complete simultaneity. 
Therefore, the linguistic information provided is not sufficient to determine the type of 
relationship, which means that extra-linguistic knowledge needs to be accessed. 
The domain experts consulted believed that the situations started and ended at the 
same time, because airline operators maintain their aircraft during the whole period 
of their operation and therefore it can be argued that the starting and end points of 
ownership and maintenance coincided. 
Text unit no: 18 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 835 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Prior to that the aircraft had been operated by several companies and had been maintained by 
many different organisations. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT IS OPERATED BY SEVERAL COMPANIES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORcs6 AAND B STARTAND ENDATTHE SAME TIME 
[AIRCRAFT) IS MAINTAINED BY MANY DIFFERENT MAINTENANCE 
ORGANISATIONS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.8 Time map illustrating TORcs6 in text unit no. 18 
5.2.2.7 Time Maps in which TORps8 Occurs (Overlap Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. * partial 
-temporal gap 
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+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iY 
Explanation: The difference to the preceding relation type lies in the degree of 
simultaneity, i. e. type of temporal overlap, since the time intervals 
linked here only overlap to a certain extent: the first interval begins 
before the second interval; then, they both coincide for a while 
before the first interval ends before the second interval ends. 
0 
In what follows, one time map for TORps8 is described. The remaining time maps in 
which this relation occurred are included in Appendix 5.8. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 86 
In the text unit shown below in Figure 5.9, the predications rolling and yawing are 
viewed as two coordinated predications (cf. Quirk et al. 1994: 942). They could have 
also been viewed as a clause coordination, which has been the preferred analysis in 
other text units (e. g. text unit no. 25, Appendix 5.11); in these cases, the view was 
taken that a subject, an adverbial, and so on, have been ellipted (cf. Quirk et al. 
1994: 187,942). The experts consulted also saw rolling and yawing as one event 
rather than two separate events, supporting the analysis at the conceptual level. 
The temporal order of the three situations described in this text unit cannot be 
determined by referring to the text level due to the types of cue present: the adverbs 
still and therefore and the coordinator and. As we have seen, and can cue any 
temporal ordering scenario, and therefore, a resultative conjunct (Quirk et al. 1994: 
634), signals that 'something is the result of something else, which can mean that 
either a sequence or partial simultaneity is involved. Still means "up to and including 
the present or the time mentioned" (The New Oxford Dictionary of English 1998: 
1826), pointing to some sort of simultaneity of the situations. Consequently, as it is 
unclear which types of relation link the three situations, it was necessary to resort 
once again to the domain experts' knowledge. 
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Text unit no: 86 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1420 
Temporal trigger: there* 
Text unit: [This is consistent with indications) that the right-hand wing had separated before impact, that the 
left engine was still developing power and that, therefore, the aircraft was rolling and yawing to 
the right. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
LEFT ENGINE I ... I DEVELOPS POWER (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 B OCCURS WITHIN TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OFA 
RIGHT-HAND WING SEPARATES [ ... ] 
TORpsl I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) C STARTS 
AFTER A 
BUT BOTH 
TORps8 B STARTS BEFORE C STARTS AND ENDS DURING C END AT THE 
I SAME TIME 
AIRCRAFT 
... 
I ROLLS AND YAWS TO THE RIGHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
> 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.9 Time map illustrating TORps8 in text unit no. 86 
The domain experts argued that the situation /eft engine was still developing power, 
mentioned as the second situation (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) in 
the sentence, did not happen in second place in reality, but that it was in actual fact 
the first situation to have taken place. The reason for this is that if the left engine still 
developed power then it must have been developing power without any interruptions 
right from the moment the aircraft started its engines. Therefore, the other two 
situations must have started some time later. The experts further explained that the 
temporal order between the situation the right-hand wing had separated before 
impact (STRUCTURE B) and the situation aircraft was rolling and yawing to the right 
(STRUCTURE C) is based on the fact that first the right wing had separated and 
then the aircraft started rolling and yawing because the latter situation would have 
only occurred if one of the wings had separated before. Hence, the developing of 
power was the situation which started first, then the situation of the wing separating 
started, and the last situation to begin was the rolling and yawing. Regarding the 
endings of the situations, the experts suggested that the situation right-hand wing 
separates before impact took only a short amount of time and since it is clear from 
the sentence that the engine was still developing power the underlying relation is 
TORps9, the embracing interval relation (B occurs within the boundaries of A). 
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As for the relation type between the wing separating (STRUCTURE B) and the rolling 
and yawing (STRUCTURE C), the experts argued that the rolling and yawing 
outlasted the separation of the wing, because the latter situation only took a short 
amount of time and the rolling and yawing was a result of the wing separating. 
Hence, these situations are linked by TORps8, the overlap interval relation (different 
starting times and different ending times of STRUCTURES B and C). 
With respect to the endings of the situations aircraft was rolling and yawing to the 
right (STRUCTURE C) and the engine was still developing power ( STRUCTURE A) 
the experts believed that they would have both ended at the same time, i. e. with the 
impact (both situations are inextricably linked as the rolling and yawing motion is 
caused by the left engine developing power). Hence, the relation type is TORpsI1, 
the co-ending interval relation (different beginnings but same endings). 
5.2.2.8 Time Maps in which TORps9 Occurs (Embracing Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: embracing 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
[-] iy 
Explanation: TORns9 differs from the previous relation in- the type of temporal 
overlap since an interval occurs within the boundaries of another. 
Below, one time map in which TORps9 was encountered is explained. The remaining 
time maps involving this relation type are shown in Appendix 5.9. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 82 
In the time map shown below in Figure 5.10, the linguistic cues signalling the 
temporal order of the situations described are restricted to two subordinators (when, 
so). The word so introduces result clauses whereby the second clause is a 
consequence or a result of the first clause (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 1108), from which 
we can deduce that so can either signal a sequence or partial simultaneity of the 
situations described in the clauses. The word when can also point to a sequence of 
situations in which the situation in the main clause occurs after the situation 
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expressed by the subordinate clause (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 1084), but when can also 
reflect some sort of simultaneity (cf. 1994: 1083). As not much information about the 
order of the situations can be gleaned from the text level, a precise determination of 
the relations could only be achieved with the help of the experts. 
Text unit no: 82 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2080 
Temporal trigger: so 
Text unit: [The pilot's report on the first incident stated] that when he was lined up on the runway at 
Southend en route to Luton he noticed that the first officer's artificial horizon had not erected 
properly so he used the fast slave device, [which seemed to function correctly. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[PILOT] IS LINED UP ON THE RUNWAY AT SOUTHEND EN ROUTE TO LUTON 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 TORps9 
T WITHIN TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A WITHIN BOUNDARIES OF A 
[PILOT) NOTICES THAT FIRST OFFICER'S [PILOT] USES FAST 
ST CTI 
t I' 
L 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON DOES NOT 
ESLAVE 
DEVICE 
(COMPLI 
STRUCTI 
11 
(co PLI ERECT PROPERLY TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.10 Time map illustrating TORps9 in text unit no. 82 
The domain experts argued that COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A (pilot is 
lined up on runway) must have begun before STRUCTURE B (pilot notices that first 
officer's artificial horizon does not erect properly) started, since it is during the time 
after the line up that pilots often double-check some of their instruments. With regard 
to the endings of STRUCTURES A and B relative to each other, it can be argued 
here that the act of noticing something only takes a finite amount of time, which 
means that STRUCTURE B must have occurred within the temporal boundaries of A, 
because A did not stop when B finished (the pilot and his aircraft are still lined up on 
the runway, because without a properly erected artificial horizon, a pilot would not 
proceed from the line up to the take off). As a consequence, there is the embracing 
interval relation (TORps9) present between A and B. 
The experts were of the opinion that the relation type linking STRUCTURES A and C 
is also TORps9. The use of the fast slave device would have also taken place during 
the line-up phase, since the pilot would have not gone from the line-up phase to the 
take-off phase without having used this device to align the artificial horizon. 
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With regard to the relation between STRUCTURES B and C, the domain experts 
concluded that the relation was of a sequential nature and also that some time must 
have passed between the two situations, because when there is something wrong 
with the artificial horizon a pilot would need some time to evaluate the situation and 
would only then decide what to do next. Hence, the relation type is TORnsI, the 
sequence-with-gap interval relation. 
5.2.2.9 Time Maps in which TORps10 Occurs (Co-Beginning Interval 
Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-beginning 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: Two time intervals start at the same time but end at different times. 
In what follows, one of the time maps in which TORps1O occurred is explained in 
detail. The remaining time maps for this relation are given in Appendix 5.10. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 14 
To establish the underlying temporal order of the situations described in the text unit 
under scrutiny (cf. Figure 5.11 below), it was necessary to resort to domain 
knowledge again since the linguistic information in the sentence is not explicit 
enough to allow a precise determination of the relations. Only the subordinator as 
and the coordinator and are available as cues. The coordinator* and, as we have 
seen, can point to any type of temporal order, and the subordinator as generally 
signals simultaneity of two situations but it does not provide information about their 
beginnings and endings (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 1083). Hence, in their interaction the 
cues only point at some sort of simultaneity. 
With respect to the starting times of the situations, the experts argued that all three 
began at the same time, because the situations were observed at a specific time 
recorded on VHS: when the aircraft moved through a particular heading (050'), it 
-also climbed through a certain height (1,740 feet) and the first officer also made a 
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transmission. Regarding the endings of the three situations, the domain experts 
concluded that the first officer's transmission (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE C) would have outlasted the shorter situations of turning through a 
heading of 050' (STRUCTURE A) and climbing through 1,740 feet arnsl 
(STRUCTURE B). A and B can be argued to have ended at the same time, because 
of the fact that they are given as discrete values measured at the same time. 
Therefore, A and B occurred entirely simultaneously (TORcs6, the matching interval 
relation). Between STRUCTURES B and C there is partial simultaneity present since 
B and C began at the same time but ended at different times (TORpsIO, the co- 
beginning interval relation). The same relation also links STRUCTURES A and C, 
since both started at the same time but ended at different times. 
Text unit no: 14 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 404 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: One minute and fifty seconds after the start of the take-off roll and as the aircraft was turning 
through a heading of 050" and climbing through 1,740 feet amsl, the first officer transmitted to 
Leeds Bradford aerodrome control: 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT TURNS THROUGH A HEADING OF 050* 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORCsG 
A AND B BEGIN AND END AT THE SAME TIME 
TORps10 
A AND C START AT THE SAME TIME 
JAIRCRAFT) CLIMBS THROUGH 1,740 FEET AMSL BUT A ENDS BEFORE C ENDS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORpslo 
B AND C START AT THE SAME TIME 
BUT 8 ENDS BEFORE C ENDS 
FIRST OFFICER TRANSMITS TO LEEDS BRADFORD AERODROME CONTROL I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11 time line (t) 
Figure 5.11 Time map illustrating TORps1O in text unit no. 14 
5.2.2.10 Time Maps in which TORpsl 1 Occurs (Co-Ending Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-ending 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: ix 
iy 
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Explanation: The temporal overlap manifests itself in such a way that two 
intervals start one after the other but both end at the same time. 
One time map for T0RpsI I is described below. The remaining time maps for this 
relation are included in Appendix 5.11. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 58 
In the text unit shown below in Figure 5.12, only one linguistic cue in the form of a 
tense contrast between simple past and past perfect is available for determining the 
temporal order of the situations. Since the past perfect is normally used to describe 
events or states which occur before a particular time in the past (cf. Quirk et aL 1994: 
196), the use of this tense contrast means that the situations are in some sort of 
sequence but it is not clear whether there is a temporal gap or not in between the 
situations. Therefore, the domain experts needed to be consulted again. 
Both experts confirmed that the situation [commander's] artificial horizon fails or 
malfunctions started before the situation commander did not maintain the heading 
instructions [.. ], stating that the failure of the artificial horizon caused the commander 
not to be able to follow the instructions. However, in contrast to what the tense 
contrast signals, namely a sequential situation, the domain experts explained that 
there would have likely been a degree of partial simultaneity between the 
failure/malfunctioning of the artificial horizon and the situation of the pilot not 
following the instructions, although it was not quite clear to the experts whether the 
artificial horizon simply failed at some point before the crash or whether it was 
malfunctioning until the very end. The experts, however, reasoned that is was more 
likely that both situations ended at the same time, i. e. when the aircraft crashed. 
It is interesting to note that this example is the only one among the English text units 
analysed in which a tense contrast between simple past and past perfect is used to 
signal a partial simultaneity relation. By consulting Quirk et al. again, we can only 
confirm that this type of tense contrast can either describe a period leading up to a 
particular point in time or a period which has finished before a particular point in time 
(cf. 1994: 196), from which we can deduce that sequence relations either with or 
without a temporal gap can be signalled. With regard to the text unit under scrutiny, 
we may therefore conclude that either under certain circumstances a contrast 
between simple past and past perfect can after all be used to indicate a partial 
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simultaneity relation with differing beginnings or that in the present text unit the 
relationship is not of the partial simultaneity type. 
Text unit no: 58 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2994 
Temporal trigger: had 
Text unit: The commander did not maintain the heading instructions given by ATC because his artificial 
horizon had failed or malfunctioned. 
JNB: ATC = Air Traffic Control] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[COMMANDER'S] ARTIFICIAL HORIZON FAILS OR MALFUNCTIONS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps11 
B STARTS AFTER A STARTS 
BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
ýCTPNý-(ýI\(ER ý(ATQ 
1,. 
(rOMPLý*XC. ONC. EPTUAL$T. RVCýTi4Rý0). 
11 time line (t) 
It 
Figure 5.12 Time map illustrating TORpsl 1 in text unit no. 58 
5.2.2.11 Time Maps in which TORps12 Occurs (Embracing Interval-Point 
Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. ý partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: embracing 
type of temporal object: time interval + time point 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-point 
Representation: [-] i 
11 p 
Explanation: This relation is characterized by a point occurring during an interval. 
Below, one time map for TORps12 is described. The remaining time maps in which 
this relation was detected are given in Appendix 5.12. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 52 
In this text unit (cf. Figure 5.13 below), the cues signalling the temporal order of the 
three situations are the adverbs initially and eventually, which point at a sequence, 
the coordinator and, signalling all types of temporal order, and the subordinator 
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whilst, which signals both types of simultaneity (Quirk et al. 1994: 1083). From this 
information a rough temporal order can be deduced: the situation [commander was] 
flying in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) by reference to other flight 
instruments (STRUCTURE A) must have prevailed during the situation [he] was 
initially unable to control the aircrafts heading [.. ] (STRUCTURE B) and also during 
the situation [he] was eventually unable to retain control of the aircraft (STRUCTURE 
C), However, the exact determination of the relation types could only be achieved by 
resorting to domain knowledge. 
Text unit no: 52 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 3096 
Temporal trigger: eventual* 
Text unit: The commander, [who was probably the handling pilotj was initially unable to control the 
aircraft's heading without his artificial horizon, and was eventually unable to retain control of the 
aircraft whilst flying in IMC by reference to other flight instruments. 
(NB: IMC = Instrument Meteorological Conditions] 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
[COMMANDER] FLIES IN IMC BY REFERENCE TO OTHER FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
A 
TORpslO 
L 
TORpsl2 TORpsil 
A AND B START AT THE SAME TIME TIME POINT OCCURS C STARTS AFTER A 
BUT A ENDS AFTER B ENDS WITHIN TEMPORAL STARTS BUT BOTH END 
BOUNDARIES OF A AT THE SAME TIME 
....................... ... -COMMANDER, *[.... ]: IS. (.,. NABLE'-* ... 
....................... ......... :: [C. OMVANDERjlS4:., j-'-*- 
WITHOUT AIS ARTIFICIAL JIORIZON. 
EPWAL-ST110 TUAý 9ý 
. 
(OOR41? ýgx 
.4.. I. 
X.... 
OF. THE'AIRCRAFT. 
JýOMýýEX OONCt-PTILIALýVTALJCTýRllm 
.......... 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.13 Time map illustrating TORpsl 2 in text unit no. 52 
The experts argued that STRUCTURES A and B must have both started at the same 
time because when artificial horizons fail in IMC conditions (this refers to 
STRUCTURE B), pilots immediately have to fly with reference to the other flight 
instruments (referring to STRUCTURE A). 
The experts further stated that STRUCTURES B and C have to follow each other 
chronologically without any time passing in between, because between the 
commander not being able to control the aircrafts heading and then eventually being 
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unable to control the ['whole7 aircraft there is a timeless transition. If there were a 
temporal gap between B and C, then it would have had to be assumed that for a 
certain period of time the commander was able to control the aircraft, which he was 
not (this was also known from the ATC recordings). 
Due to the fact that between B and C there is the sequence-without-gap interval 
relation (TORns2) present while A was going on at the same time, an interval-point 
relation between the time interval (for A) and the time point (between B and C) could 
be determined. Since the time point occurs within the boundaries of STRUCTURE A, 
the relation is TORpsl 2, the embracing interval-point relation. 
5.2.2.12 Time Maps with Two Possible Solutions 
In two instances, the domain experts saw two possible solutions for the underlying 
temporal ordering structure of a text unit. This was the case with text units nos. 46 
and 47 (text unit no. 46 has already been discussed in section 5.2.2.4). 
Two Possible Time Maps for Text Unit No. 47 
As can be seen in Figure 5.14 below, two situations are linked by a temporal ordering 
relation: the final rate of decent was too high for a further return (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) and the aircraft began to break up (STRUCTURE 
B). It can be recalled that the subordinator before signals that the situation in the 
superordinate clause occurred before or was leading up to the situation in the 
subordinate clause (cf. Quirk et al. 1994: 1080). It can hence be deduced that 
STRUCTURE B and A are sequential, but the word before does not signal whether or 
not there is a temporal gap between the situations. The domain experts consulted 
declared that as soon as the aircraft began to break up the aircraft's speed would 
have slowed down (the rate of descent would have decreased considerably). In other 
words, the breaking up of the aircraft could not have taken place whilst the aircraft's 
rate of descent was very high. With regard to whether there was a temporal gap 
between A and B, the experts could not come to a conclusion stating that two 
solutions would be feasible: 
STRUCTURE B might have started immediately after A had finished, i. e. without 
any time passing in between. The aircraft could have broken up instantly on 
reaching a very high rate of descent, resulting in time map (a): sequence-without- 
gap interval relation (TORns2). 
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*A temporal gap might have existed between STRUCTURE A ending and B 
starting. A finite amount of time could have passed between the aircraft reaching 
a very high rate of descent and the aircraft breaking up, resulting in time map (b): 
sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl). 
Text unit no: 47 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 3039 
Temporal trigger: before* 
Text unit: [The loss of secondary returns from the transponder at 2,900 feet did not indicate any electrical 
supply failure prior to the break up] because the final rate of descent was too high for a further 
return before the aircraft began to break up. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
0) FINAL RATE OF DESCENT IS TOO AIRCRAFT BEGINS TO BREAK UP 
HIGH FOR A FURTHER RETURN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORns2 
2T 
NO TIME PASSES 
(b) FINAL RATE OF DESCENT IS TOO AIRCRAFT BEGINS TO BREAK UP 
HIGH FOR A FURTHER RETURN 
10 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.14 Time map illustrating two possible solutions for text unit no. 47 
5.2.2.13 Time Maps Resulting from Expert Disagreement 
On three occasions, the experts disagreed on the underlying relation types (text units 
nos. 29,30,71), resulting in different time maps for each text unit. One of these 
cases is discussed below, while the remainder are included in Appendix 5.13. 
Disagreement by the Domain-Experts on the Time Map for Text Unit No. 29 
In this text unit, the temporal order is cued by the coordinator and, which, as we have 
seen, can signal a sequence, i. e. null simultaneity, or partial or complete simultaneity. 
Hence, this cue is insufficient for determining the exact nature of the relation between 
the situations component parts were later examined at the UK's authorised service 
centre for this manufacturer (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) and tests 
performed on other[ ... ] artificial horizons (STRUCTURE B). 
Domain expert BF argued that the examination of the component parts and the 
testing of the other artificial horizons were carried out at the same time. He reasoned 
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that the testing most likely took place during the examination of the component parts, 
which points to TORps9, the embracing interval relation (cf. Figure 5.15 below). He 
added that the absence of the adverb then seemed to support his interpretation. 
Text unit no: 29 (Version BF) 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1295 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The component parts were later examined at the UK's authorised service centre for this 
manufacturer and tests performed on other, similar, artificial horizons. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMPONENTPARTSARE( 
... I EXAMINED AT THE UK'S AUTHORISED SERVICE CENTRE FOR THIS MANUFACTURER 
I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
I 
TORps9 B OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OFA 
TESTS ARE PERFORMED ON 
OTHER SIMILAR ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.15 Domain expert BF's time map for text unit no. 29 
As Figure 5.16 below demonstrates, domain expert RB, disagreed with the above 
interpretation. He was of the opinion that STRUCTURES A and B both follow each 
other with a certain amount of time passing between them. In his view, the 
examination of the component parts was finished before the tests on other similar 
artificial horizons started. Hence, in the resulting time map the situations are linked 
by the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsi). 
Text unit no: 29 (Version RB) 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1295 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The component parts were later examined at the UK's authorised service Centre for this 
manufacturer and tests performed on other, similar, artificial horizons. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMPONENT PARTS ARE EXAMINED TESTS ARE PERFORMED ON OTHER 
AT THE UK'S AUTHORISED SERVICE P" SIMILAR ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS 
CENTRE FOR THIS MANUFACTURER TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
Figure 5.16 Domain expert RB's time map for text unit no. 29 
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We can sum up by saying that the time maps on which the domain experts disagreed 
may be mainly due to the fact that the experts are from different subdomains of 
aviation (e. g. aircraft accident investigators and pilots define certain terms 
differently). It can also be noted that the temporal cues in these text units as well as 
in those with two possible solutions do not differ from those in text units in which the 
relations could be identified. 
5.2.2.14 Non-Determinable Time Maps 
It was not possible to establish the exact type(s) of relation for seven text units (nos. 
I, 8,9,43,60,68,93,95). The main reasons for this are that the cues in these text 
units are not explicit enough to determine the exact temporal order and that the 
domain knowledge required to reconstruct the order of the situations described in 
these text units is insufficient. In four text units the coordinator and was involved as a 
cue, in two text units the subordinator while1whilst, and on one occasion a present 
participle 2 was the only cue available. Hence, these text units have in common that 
they all contain single cues which can signal a variety of relations. 
Below, one text unit is presented; the remainder can be found in Appendix 5.14. 
Non-Determinable Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 8 
In this text unit (cf. Figure 5.17 below) there is not enough information available 
about when exactly the individual occupants were killed in relation to the aircraft 
crashing onto the ground. The sentence only provides the coordinator and, which can 
potentially point to any type of temporal ordering, as we have seen. 
The consultation with the domain experts brought to light the fact that the actual 
event of the aircraft crashing onto the ground usually takes some time (even if only a 
few seconds) and hence it is possible that some of the occupants may have been 
killed at different times during the impact. Or, some occupants might have died 
shortly after the impact while some might have already died before. the impact. 
However, it might have also been the case that all of them died at the same time. 
Consequently, the order of the situations could not be determined. 
2 The use of the present participle indicates that if a second situation forms part of a first, or is a result of it, the 
second situation can be expressed by a present participle (cf. Thomson & Martinet 1969: 167). Hence, a present 
participle may signal a null or a partial simultaneity relation. 
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Text unit no: 8 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 330 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: It crashed onto open ground and all of the occupants were killed. [NB: 'It' refers to 'aircraft'. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
.................................................................................................. 
(AIRCRAFT] CRASHES ONTO OPEN GROUND 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
................................................................................................ 
It cannot be established when both structures start and end In relation to each other. 
................................................................................................. 
ALL OF THE OCCUPANTS ARE KILLED 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
................................................................................................ 
time line (t) 
Figure 5.17 Non-determinable time map for text unit no. 8 
This concludes the section in which the corroborated relation types were presented 
and described in time maps. These maps aided the determination, confirmation and 
graphic representation of the relations. We can sum up by saying that, as we have 
seen, 11 of the 14 subtypes proposed in the typology could be confirmed. These are: 
TORnsl: sequence-with-gap interval relation 
TORns2: sequence-without-gap interval relation 
TORns3: sequence-with-gap point-interval relation 
TORns4: sequence-with-gap interval-point relation 
TORns5: sequence-with-gap, point relation 
TORcsG: matching interval relation 
TORps8: overlap interval relation 
TORps9: embracing interval relation 
TORpsl 0: co-beginning interval relation 
TO Rpsl 1: co-ending interval relation 
TORpsl 2: embracing interval-point relation 
The three relation types which could not be confirmed in the English text units are: 3 
TORcs7: matching point relation 
TORpsl 3: co-ending interval-point relation 
TORpsl 4: co-beginning interval-point1point-Interval relation 
The confirmation of the 11 relation types in the English subcorpus has also 
demonstrated that the relations could only be determined precisely with the help of 
3 These three types are likely to be confirmed during further text analyses since it is possible to construct example 
sentences in which the relations are present. TORcs7 can be found in at 02h3345sec the aircrafts centre fuel 
tank ruptured and released fuel; the aircrafts left wing also ruptured at 02h3345sec, thereby releasing fuel from 
the wing fuel tank. TORps13 is present in at the same time as the aircraft ends its left turn it also stops losing 
height and begins to fly level again, and TORpsI4 can be identified in at the same time as the aircraft went out of 
control at Z900 feet, after it had descended in a controlled manner until this height, it tumed to the right. 
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domain experts since the cues in the text units only pointed to some sort of temporal 
order but not to the exact relation type(s). 
Finally, we can note that temporal ordering relations could only be identified between 
complex conceptual structures and not between solitary concepts. 
5.3 Results of Research Question A3: The Prototype 
Relation 
In this section, I present the results for Research Question A3, which asks whether it 
is possible to identify a prototypical temporal ordering relation from among the 
confirmed relations using the frequency method identified in Croft (1996), Dirven & 
Verspoor (1998), and Cruse (2000). The basis of the frequency method is that the 
most frequently mentioned relations in a text fulfil the definition of prototypicality. 
The results shown earlier with regard to the distribution of the relation types in the 
English subcorpus (cf. Table 5.1) can be reused here. In Table 5.4 below, the 
confirmed relation types are hence listed according to frequency which in turn 
determines their degree of prototypicality from high to low. 
Table 5.4 Prototype ranking of the relation types found in the English subcorpus on the basis of the 
frequency method 
Rank Relations Labels Prototypicality/Representativeness 
1. TORnsI sequence-with-gap interval relation high 
2. TORns2 sequence-without-gap interval relation 
3. TORps9 embracing interval relation 
4. TORpsl I co-ending, interval relation 
5. TORns3 sequence-with-gap point-interval relation medium 
6. TORcs6 matching interval relation 
TORps1O co-beoinnina interval relation 
TORps12 embracing interval-point relation 
7. TORns5 sequence- -gap point relation 
TORps8 overlap interval relation 
8. TORns4 sequence-with-gap interval-point relation low 
As can be seen, TORnsI, the sequence-with-gap interval relation, suggests itself as 
the prototype since it was the most frequently identified relation type in the English 
subcorpus. TORns2, the sequence-with-gap interval relation, is ranked second. Note 
that, according to the frequency list shown below, a relation type involving time points 
(TORns3) is considered as a medium good example. The fact that this relation 
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occurred relatively frequently may point to the fact that such relations are indeed as 
important for the representation of temporal order as relations which involve only 
intervals, although relations involving time points depend on two intervals being 
linked without a temporal gap and are hence only revealable as part of a more 
complex temporal ordering structure (cf. time map in Figure 5.4). 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the results of the conceptual-level analysis of the English subcorpus 
were presented. 
The results demonstrate that it was possible to confirm 11 out of the 14 relation types 
hypothesized in the typology, created in Chapter 4. Three types were not confirmed. 
The confirmation of temporal ordering relations in the English subcorpus took place 
with the help of time maps, specifically created for this purpose as part of the 
development of the methodology for the present study, and through consultation with 
domain experts to whom the relation types, pre-determined by the author of this 
thesis, were submitted for verification. As we have seen, the relation types could only 
be determined precisely in interaction with domain expertise. This seems to be a 
clear indication of the fact that in the English text units under scrutiny the cues were 
insufficient for exactly determining the exact relation type; the cues only point to 
some sort of temporal order but not to particular temporal ordering relation types. 
It was noted that with regard to the types of conceptual structure which temporal 
ordering relations can link, only relations between complex conceptual structures 
were identified. No solitary concepts connected by these relations could be detected. 
The results presented in this chapter also included the determination of a prototypical 
temporal ordering relation from among the relations verified in the English subcorpus. 
The application of the frequency method generated a clear candidate for the 
prototypical relation: TORnsI, the sequence- with-gap interval relation. 
In the chapter which follows, the corresponding results of the conceptual-level 
analysis of the German subcorpus as well as the cross-linguistic comparisons of the 
conceptual results are presented. 
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Chapter 6 
Results of the Conceptual-Level Analysis of the 
German Subcorpus and of the Cross-Linguistic 
Comparison 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the description of the results of the conceptual analysis of 
the German subcorpus. In addition, the results of the English and German 
conceptual-level analyses are compared. The presentation begins with the findings 
for Research Question A2 (section 6.2). This includes statistical overviews of the 
distribution of the temporal ordering relation types corroborated in the German 
subcorpus as well as a cross-linguistic comparison with the corresponding English 
results. The identified relations are also described using the time maps created for 
the analysed text units. In 6.3, the results for Research Question A3 are provided, 
answering whether a prototypical relation from among the relations found in the 
German subcorpus could be established. The results of the cross-linguistic 
comparison of the prototypes identified in both subcorpora are also given. Section 
6.4 concludes this chapter. 
6.2 Results of Research Question A2: The Temporal 
Ordering Relation Types 
As before in Chapter 5, first the results of Step 5 of the analysis for this research 
question are presented (section 6.2.1), enabling an overview of the types of 
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temporal ordering relation identified in the German subcorpus and their distribution. 
This includes a description of the results of Step 6, the cross-linguistic comparison 
of the relations co'nfirmed in the English and German subcorpora. Following this, 
the findings resulting from Steps 1 to 4, which relate to the creation of time maps 
for the analysed text units, are described (section 6.2.2). 
6.2.1 Statistical Overview of the Corroborated Relation Types 
The results displayed in Table 6.1 below show that in the German subcorpus 7 out 
of the 14 subtypes of temporal ordering relation theorized in the typology (cf. Figure 
4.1, Chapter 4) could be confirmed. 
The most frequent relation is a null simultaneity type: TORnsI, the sequence-with- 
gap interval relation (48.1 %). Ranked second and third, we find relation types which 
are subtypes of the partial simultaneity relation: TORps9, the embracing interval 
relation, and TORpsI 1, the co-ending interval relation. Ranked fourth is a complete 
simultaneity type: the matching interval relation (TORcs6), which links time intervals 
in such a way that they overlap entirely. The sequence-without-gap interval relation 
(TORns2) is ranked fifth. 
Table 6.1 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types in the German subcorpus 
Rank Relation Types Labels N= 131 fN (100%) 
1. TORnsl sequence-with-gap interval relation f= 63 48.1% 
2. TORps9 embracing interval relation 
I 
f =27 20.6% 
3. TORpsl I co-ending interval relation f= 14 10.7% 
4. TORcs6 matching interval relation f= 10 7.6% 
5. TORns2 sequence-without-gap interval relation f =8 6.1% 
6. TORpsIO co-beginning interval relation f2 1.5% 
7. TORps8 overlap interval relation f1 0.8% 
Relations which could not be determined f =6 4.6%_j 
Note: The results include the relation types yielded from both domain experts, Including those relations from time 
maps for which expert FIL sees two solutions. 
The type(s) of temporal ordering relation could not be. determined in four text units 
(nos. 4,27,38,44); it was only clear that some sort of temporal order was involved. 
In three cases, one of the domain experts (FL) felt that two solutions were possible 
(text units nos. 15,19,21) while the other domain expert (CS) only saw one 
solution. 
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Let us now compare the above results with the corresponding English results. To 
this end, the English and German results are collated in Table 6.2 below. 
It is noteworthy that although the sizes of the English and German subcorpora were 
roughly the same (22,200 words vs. 19,600 words), a considerably smaller total 
number of temporal ordering relation types was identified in the German subcorpus 
(N = 203 vs. N= 131). It can further be noted that while in the English subcorpus 11 
of the 14 possible relation types were corroborated, in the German subcorpus only 
7 types could be confirmed. 
In both subcorpora, the same relation type was ranked first: the sequence-with-gap 
interval relation (TORnsl). While in the English subcorpus, the sequence-without- 
gap interval relation (TORns2), which is closest in type to TORnsI, is ranked 
second, it only occupies fifth rank in the German subcorpus. We can further 
observe that the partial simultaneity relation types TORps9 and TORpsl I, which 
rank third and fourth in the English subcorpus, are ranked higher in the German 
subcorpus, namely second and third. TORcs6, the matching interval relation, which 
is ranked fourth in the German subcorpus, is ranked sixth in the English subcorpus. 
Table 6.2 Cross-linguistic comparison of the distribution of the temporal ordering relation types in the 
English and German subcorpora 
Rank Relation types found In 
the English subcorpus 
N= 
203 
fIN 
(100%) 
Relation types found In 
the German subcorpus 
N= 
131 
fIN 
(100%) 
1. TORnsl f =90 44.3% TORnsl f =63 48.1% 
2. TORns2 I= 33 16.3% TORps9 f =27 20.6% 
3. TORps9 f =24 11.8% TORps11 f =14 10.7% 
4. TORps11 f= 13 6.4% TORcs6 f= 10 7.6% 
S. TORns3 f=9 4.4% TORns2 f=8 6.1% 
6. TORcs6 f=6 3% TdRpsIO f =2 1.5% 
TORps1O f=6 3% 
TORpsi2 f =6 3% 
7. TORns5 f =4 2% TORps8 fz1 0.8% 
TORps8 f =4 2% 
8. TORns4 I=1 0.5% 0 0 
Relations which could not be 
determined 
f=7 3.4% 
'I 
Relations which could not be 
determined 
fx6 4.6 
Note: The results include the relation types yielded from time maps on which the experts disagreed as well as 
those from time maps with two solutions. 
It can further be noted that the German subcorpus revealed only relations between 
time intervals, whereas we can recall that in the English subcorpus four relations 
involving time points were identified: TORns3 (sequence-with-gap point-interval 
relation), TORns4 (sequence-with-gap interval-point relation), TORnsS (sequence- 
with-gap point relation), and TORpsI2 (embracing interval-point relation). The main 
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reason for the fact that no relations involving time points were found in the German 
subcorpus seems to be that complex temporal ordering structures which contain the 
sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2), on which time points depend, 
were not encoded in the German text units. 
Owing to the fact that domain expert FL decided that there were two possible 
solutions for three text units while expert CS felt only one solution was possible, the 
results of the relation types are shown below according to each expert to see in 
which way their results differ. The experts' differences in opinion concerned a total 
of 8 relations. Hence, the total number of relations confirmed by expert CS is 
reduced by 8 relations (N = 123). 
Since it was only expert FL who saw additional solutions for some of the text units 
resulting in a larger number of identified relation types, the distribution of the 
relation types according to expert FIL consequently corresponds to the overall 
distribution of the temporal ordering relation types in the German subcorpus, 
displayed earlier in Table 6.1 (the results in this table are nevertheless based on 
both German experts). Below, in Table 6.3, the relation types identified by expert FL 
are split according to whether the relations were found in time maps on which both 
German experts agreed or in time maps for which expert FL saw two solutions. In 
other words, Table 6.3 can be described as a detailed version of Table 6.1. 
Table 6.3 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types according to German expert FL 
N= 131 
Relation Types n f In (100%) nIN(100%)_ 
1. TORnsl total 63 48.1% 
resulting from agreed time maps 59 93.7% 
resulting from time maps for which expert 
FIL sees two solutions 
4 6.3% 
2. TORps9 total 27 20.6% 
resulting from agreed time maps 24 88.8% 
resulting from time maps for which expert 
FIL sees two solutions 
3 11.1% 
3. TORpsII total 14 10.7% 
resulting from agreed time maps 1 14 100% 
4. TORcs6 total 10 1 
resulting from agreed time maps 9 90% 7.6% 
resulting from time maps for which expert 
FIL sees two solutions 
1 10% 
5. TORns2 total 8 6.1% 
resulting from agreed time maps 8 100% 
6. TORpsIO total 2 1.5% 
resulting from agreed time maps 2 100% 
7. TORpsS tota 1 1 
-- 
0.8% 
resulting from agreed time maps 1 100% 
Relations which could not be determined 0 01 4.6% 
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Although the relation types recognized by domain expert CS were smaller in 
number, since he did not decide that two solutions, were possible for some time 
maps, the results, displayed in table 6.4 below, nevertheless indicate that the 
percentages of the relations compared with those from expert FL remain very 
similar and that therefore the ranking of the relation types is still the same. Hence, 
the results according to each German domain expert do not display any significant 
differences in the distribution and ranking of the relation types, which is not 
surprising since the numbers are so small. As will be recalled, the same was noted 
with regard to the distribution and ranking of the relations according to each English 
domain expert. 
Table 6.4 Distribution of the temporal ordering relation types according to German expert CS 
N= 123 
Relation Types (all resulting from agreed time maps) f LIN('()O%L 
1. TORnsl 59 48% 
2. TORps9 24 19.5% 
3. TORpsII U 11.4% 
4. TORcs6 9 7.3% 
5. TORns2 8 6.5% 
6. TORpsl 0 2 1.6% 
7. TORps8 1 0.8% 
Relations which could not be determined 6 4.9% 
6.2.2 The Graphic Representation of the Corroborated Relation 
Types Using Time Maps 
The statistical overview of the relation types is based on the time maps created for 
the 82 German text units (a list comprising these text units is included in Appendix 
6.1). With the help of the time maps, it was possible to carry out the determination, 
confirmation and graphic representations of the relation types before they were 
submitted for verification to the domain experts. In what follows, the results of these 
analysis steps are hence shown in the form of the time maps. 
As before in Chapter 5, the 82 time maps are presented in the order in which the 
relations occur in the typology. Like the time maps created for the English text units, 
some time maps underlying the German text units are simplex (only one relation is 
present) while others are complex (either several relations of the same type or 
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different relation types are involved). Also as before, the relations are introduced by 
their characteristics, graphic representations and some explanations. 
6.2.2.1 Time Maps in which TORnsl Occurs (Sequence-with-Gap Interval 
Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
+temporal gap 
-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 jy 
Explanation: Two time intervals follow each after some time has passed. 
In the following, one time map in which TORnsl was found is discussed. Further 
time maps involving this relation are given in Appendix 6.2. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 24 
In Figure 6.1 below, it can be seen that two complex conceptual structures are 
syntactically expressed by two coordinated main clauses joined by the coordinator 
und. Information on the temporal functions of this coordinating conjunction seems 
to be scarce. In the majority of the German dictionaries and grammars consulted 
(e. g. Jung 1973, Wahrig 1992, Weinrich 1993, Duden 1995, Engel 1996) no 
reference at all to any temporal functions of the coordinator und could be found. 
The only exception is Helbig & Buscha who mention that one of the various 
connecting functions of this conjunction is to link sentences or clauses which stand 
in temporal relationships with each other (1975: 560). They go on to explain that in 
such temporally linked sentences adverbs such as dann (then) and danach (e. g. 
afterwards) can occur. Hence, it can be concluded that the temporal relationships 
Helbig & Buscha refer to are only of the sequential type. We can, however, recall 
that in the grammar used for analysing the English subcorpus, the counterpart of 
und, namely the coordinator and, was described as possessing three temporal 
functions: it can signal chronological sequence but also complete and partial 
simultaneity (Quirk et aL 1994: 930-931). Hence, it does not seem unreasonable to 
assume that the German coordinator und can have the same variety of temporal 
functions. 
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Since the coordinator und constitutes the only cue for the underlying temporal 
order, the precise relationship between the two situations expressed in this text unit 
could only be determined by using extra-linguistic knowledge, i. e. by consulting with 
the domain experts. The experts argued that unless the wreckage or parts of the 
wreckage are located first a map of the location where they were found cannot be 
drawn up. Hence, the situation Orten der Wracktefle must have occurred before the 
situation Anfertigung einer Skizze vorn Fundort. With regard to the question of 
whether there is a temporal gap present between finishing the locating and starting 
the drawing up of maps, the linguistic level does not provide any information either. 
Here, the domain experts consulted were of the opinion that usually maps of a 
place where an underwater wreckage was found can only be drawn up some time 
after the underwater cameras have managed to locate the wreckage parts, because 
the films need to be developed first. It is this developing of the films which then fills 
the temporal gap in the form of a time interval between the locating of the wreckage 
and the drawing up of the maps. Hence, the relation type linking these situations is 
TORnsi, the sequence-with-gap interval relation. 
Text unit no: 24 
Text: FILIB 96-1 
Text line: 607 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Mithilfe [sicl von Unterwasserkameras konnten die Wrackteile geortet und eine Skizze vom 
Fundort angefertigt werden. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
MIT HILFE VON UNTERWASSERKAMERAS [MIT HILFE VON UNTERWASSERKAMERAS KANNI 
KONNEN DIE WRACKTEILE GEORTET (WERDEN] 
IN 
EINE SKIZZE VOM FUNDORT ANGEFERTIGT WERDEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Legend: - Null simultaneity (-simultaneity) Complex conceptual structures 
- Complete simultaneity (+simultaneity) (propositions) 
- Partial simultaneity (+sirnultaneify) Negated complex conceptual structures 
- Simple conceptual structures Additions, omissions, explicit renderings 
(solitary concepts) in complex conceptual structures 
Figure 6.1 Time map illustrating TORnsl in text unit no. 24 
6.2.2.2 Time Maps in which TORns2 Occurs (Sequence-without-Gap 
Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: -simultaneity 
-temporal gap 
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-temporal overlap 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: 
iy 
Explanation: This relation differs from TORnsl in the characteristic ±temporal 
gap: two intervals follow each other without any time in between. 
One time map in which this relation was identified is explained below while further 
time maps involving this relation can be viewed in Appendix 6.3. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 7 
Figure 6.2 below shows a text unit in which two situations are syntactically 
expressed by coordinated main clauses. The text unit provides two cues in the form 
of the coordinator und and the word daher, an adverb with conjunctive 
characteristics (Konjunktionaladverb)', but they are not explicit enough to establish 
the precise temporal order of the situations. As we have argued, the word und can 
signal all types of temporal order, and the 'conjunctive adverb' daher means that 
the second main clause specifies the result of the situation described by the first 
main clause (cf. Helbig & Buscha 1975: 561). From this it may be concluded that 
the situation expressed by the second main clause begins after the situation 
expressed by the first main clause, allowing the exclusion of complete simultaneity. 
However, the cue daher does not reveal whether the two situations follow each 
other with or without a temporal gap in between or whether they even exhibit a 
partial temporal overlap. Hence, the domain experts were consulted again. They 
argued that both situations must have followed each other instantly, because as 
soon as an autopilot is switched off the altitude hold mode stops working. In other 
words, no time would have passed between the ending of the situation of the 
autopilot being switched off and the beginning of the situation of the altitude hold 
mode being unable to function. The relation type linking both situations is therefore 
TORns2, the sequence-without-gap interval relation. 
Tie Konjunktionaladverbien sind Adverblen, die Gegebenheiten oder Sachverhalte zueinander in Beziehung 
setzen und dadurch auch miteinander verbinden. Sie nehmen eine Zwischenstellung zwischen Adverblen und 
Konjunktionen ein" (Duden 1995: 363). 1rn Unterschied zu den Konjunktionaladverbien können die echten 
(koordinierenden) Konjunktionen nicht innerhalb des Satzes stehen und die Stelle vor dem finiten Verb nicht 
allein besetzen" (Helbig & Buscha 1975: 307). 
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Text unit no: 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 986 
Temporal trigger: *her* 
Text unit: Nach den Aufzeichnungen des Flugdatenschreibers (FDR) war der Autopilot bereits 
abgeschaltet und daher der Höhenhaltemodus nicht funktionsfähig. 
[NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 p- 
11 KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
11 
11 time line (t) 
Figure 6.2 Time map illustrating TORns2 in text unit no. 7 
6.2.2.3 Time Maps in which TORcs6 Occurs (Matching Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity. complete 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: matching 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: ix 
iy 
Explanation: This relation links time intervals in such a way that the starting and 
end points of the time intervals match. 
In what follows, one time map in which TORcs6 was identified is presented. The 
remaining maps are given in Appendix 6.4. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 25 
The text unit shown below in Figure 6.3 involves two temporally ordered complex 
conceptual structures syntactically expressed by coordinated main clauses. 
The text unit offers two interacting cues for the temporal order of the situations 
represented by the complex conceptual structures: the coordinator und and the 
temporal prepositional phrase zu diesem Zeitpunkt. Since the coordinator und can 
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signal all three temporal ordering scenarios, only the prepositional phrase may aid 
in clarifying the underlying temporal order. As this phrase, translatable as at this 
moment, points to some kind of simultaneity between the two situations it seems 
reasonable to assume that a sequence of the situations can be excluded. In order 
to find out which one of the two simultaneity types is present it was necessary to 
collaborate with the domain experts. They explained that if discrete values such as 
the aircraft's height (576 feet) and its speed over ground (121 knots) are given then 
these values must have been obtained from the flight data recorder, which 
measures several (sometimes hundreds) of parameters in real time. In the time 
interval analysed by the accident investigators, these two values were recorded by 
the flight data recorder as having started and finished at exactly the same time. 
Hence, the relation type linking the situation of the aircraft being at the altitude of 
576 feet to the situation of the aircraft's speed over ground being 121 knots is 
TORcs6, the matching interval relation. 
Text unit no: 25 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 143 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Zu diesem Zeitpunkt befand sich das Flugzeug in einer Höhe von 576 Fuß und flog mit einer 
Geschwindigkeit über Grund (GS) von 121 Knoten. 
[NB: GS = Ground Speed) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ ... ] FLUGZEUG BEFINDET SICH IN EINER HÖHE VON 576 FUSS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORcs6 A UND B BEGINNEN UND ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
(FLUGZEUG) FLIEGT MIT EINER GESCHWINDIGKEIT 
ÜBER GRUND VON 121 KNOTEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.3 Time map illustrating TORcs6 in text unit no. 25 
6.2.2.4 Time Maps in which TORps8 Occurs (Overlap Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity: partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: overlap 
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type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] i, 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: In contrast to the preceding relation, the intervals overlap here 
only to some degree: the first interval begins before the second 
interval; then, they both coincide for a while before the first interval 
ends before the second one ends. 
Below, the only time map in which TORps8 was detected is described in detail. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 72 
As can be seen in Figure 6.4 below, three complex conceptual structures, 
expressed by coordinated main clauses, underlie the text unit under scrutiny. At the 
text level, the information about the temporal order of the situations represented by 
the conceptual structures is insufficient as there is only one cue in the form of the 
coordinator und present, which can point to any type of temporal order. Hence, only 
calling upon the domain experts' knowledge enabled the determination of the 
precise temporal ordering of the situations involved. 
With regard to the relationship between COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A 
(Flugzeug Oberfliegt Handschuhsheim) and STRUCTURE B (Flugzeug ger5t in 
Bew6lkung) the domain experts consulted argued that it was only some time after 
the aircraft had started to fly over the town that it entered cloud (this was also 
verifiable by the weather station recordings). Furthermore, the situation of the 
aircraft being in cloud continued after the aircraft had finished flying over the town. 
Therefore, both situations exhibit different starting and end times, which results in 
TORps8, the overlap interval relation. 
The relationship between STRUCTURES B and C (Flugzeug kollidiert mit Berg) is 
based on the fact that it was only after the aircraft had entered cloud that it crashed 
into the mountain, because the bad visibility due to the clouds was one of the main 
causes for the crash. The experts further contended that the moment the collision 
was over the aircraft had also stopped flying in cloud. Put another way, 
STRUCTURES B and C ended at the same time, creating the co-ending interval 
relation (TORpsI 1). 
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STRUCTURES A and C are sequential since it was only some time after the aircraft 
had finished flying over the town that it collided with the mountain, which means that 
between STRUCTURE A finishing and STRUCTURE C starting there was a 
temporal gap present, resulting in TORnsI, the sequence-with-gap interval relation. 
Text'unit no: 72 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 225 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 10: 37: 30 Uhr UM überflog das Flugzeug die nördlich von Heidelberg gelegene Ortschaft 
Handschuhsheim, geriet mit Kurs Ost in die dort aufliegende Bewölkung und kollidierte in einer 
Standard-Linkskurve mit ca. 250 Querlage auf Nordkurs und in leicht steigender Flugbahn mit 
dem Berg "Hohe Nistiee'(Elev. 496 m NN). 
[NB: UM = Coordinated Universal Time; NN = Normainull) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11... 
1 FLUGZEUG ÜBERFLIEGT DIE NORDLICH 11 VON HEIDELBERG GELEGENE 
11 ORTSCHAFT HANDSCHUHSHEIM 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 
ORps8 A BEGINNT BEVOR B BEGINNT UND ENDET BEVOR 8 ENDET T 
11 
(FLUGZEUG] GERAT MIT KURS OST IN DIE DORT AUFLIEGENDE BEWOLKUNG 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORpsll BEGINNTBEVORCBEGINNT. ABERBEIDEENDEN 
11 ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 
: (FLUGZEUGI KOLLIDIERT IN EINER STANDARD-LINKSKURVE MIT 
TORnal CA. 2C QUERLAGE AUF NORDKURS UND IN LEICHT STEIGENDER 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM FLUGBAHN MIT DEM BERG HOHE NISTLER (ELEV. 496 M NN) 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
1 
ii time line (t) 
Figure 6.4 Time map illustrating TORps8 in text unit no. 72 
6.2.2.5 Time Maps in which TORps9 Occurs (Embracing Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity: partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: embracing 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: A time interval occurs within the temporal boundaries of another. 
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In the following, one time map in which TORps9 was encountered is explained. The 
remaining time maps for this relation are shown in Appendix 6.5. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 41 
In the text unit shown below in Figure 6.5, the complex conceptual structures 
underlying the situations expressed in the da/3-clause are realized syntactically by 
finite subordinate clauses connected by the subordinator als, which constitutes the 
only cue available for establishing the temporal order of the situations described. 
Engel classifies als as a subordinator of simultaneity which manifests itself at least 
in a temporal overlap of two situations (Engel 1996: 711,713). It appears 
reasonable to assume that he refers here to complete as well as partial 
simultaneity. In addition to this, we find that this subordinator can also signal 
sequences since the Duden lists als as a subordinator which can express 
simultaneity as well as posteriority and anteriority (1995: 396). 
Text unit no: 41 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 232 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: [Sie gaben an, ] daß sie sich gegen 1600 Uhr im Gaistal bei Bad Herrerialb (ca. 5 km vom 
Unfallort) aufhielten, als sie ein Flugzeug hörten. 
[NB: 'Sie' refers to 'Zeugen'. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
(ZEUGEN) HALTEN SICH [ 
... 
1 IM GAISTAL BEI BAD HERRENALB (CA. 5 KM VOM UNFALLORT) AUF 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VONA 
11 [ZEUGEN1 HOREN EIN FLUGZEUG 
11 F (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) I 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.5 Time map illustrating TORps9 in text unit no. 41 
Based on the information given at the text level, it is hence not possible to deduce 
in which temporal order the two situations occurred. To solve this issue, extra- 
linguistic knowledge was required, which indicates that in the scenario described in 
the text unit the witnesses must have already been near the area in which the 
aircraft crashed before it was possible for them to have heard the aircraft. it can 
further be reasoned that the two persons must have still remained in that area until 
some time after they had heard the aircraft. It would have been quite unlikely for 
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them to have left the area at exactly the same time they had stopped hearing the 
aircraft. Thus, it can be argued that the situation of the witnesses hearing the 
aircraft occurred within the temporal boundaries of the situation of the witnesses 
being near the area in which the aircraft crashed. The relation is therefore TORps9, 
the embracing interval relation. 
6.2.2.6 Time Maps in which TORpsio Occurs (Co-Beginning Interval 
Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity: partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-beginning 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: [-] ix 
1-1 iy 
Explanation: Two intervals start at the same time but end at different times. 
Below, one time map in which TORpsIO occurred is discussed. The remainder are 
included in Appendix 6.6. 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 23 
Figure 6.6 below shows a text unit in which two complex conceptual structures are 
syntactically expressed by a finite subordinate clause (indern sie maximalen Schub 
gaben) followed by a coordinated subordinate clause plus a finite subordinate 
clause as its complement (und die Steuerung des Flugzeugs so betätigten, daß die 
Maschine beim Eintritt in den überzogenen Flugzustand abgefangen werden 
konnte). In the text unit, only one cue signals the temporal order of the situations: 
the coordinator und, which, as we have seen, can point to any temporal order. As a 
consequence, the domain experts were consulted who argued that the relation 
linking the situations is T0Rps10, the co-beginning interval relation. The experts' 
view was that the moment the investigation committee members applied full thrust 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) they also, at exactly the same time, 
handled the aircraft's control column in such a way that the aircraft would be 
recoverable as soon as it would begin to stall (STRUCTURE B). The experts 
believed that there would have not been any delay in applying full thrust and using 
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the control column; the pilots would have begun both activities at exactly the same 
time. STRUCTURE B, however, would have lasted longer than STRUCTURE A, 
because it takes only a finite amount of time to push the throttles into the full thrust 
position whereas the activity of manoeuvring the aircraft requires more time. 
Text unit no: 23 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 963 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: [Während einer dem Unglücksflug ähnelnden Simulation im Flugsimulator gelang es den 
Mitgliedern der Untersuchungskommission, die eine Musterberechtigung für die B-757 
besaßen, ähnliche Flugsituationen zu meistern, ) indem sie maximalen Schub gaben und die 
Steuerung des Flugzeugs so betätigten, daß die Maschine beim Eintritt in den überzogenen 
Flugzustand abgefangen werden konnte. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
(MITGLIEDER DER UNTERSUCHUNGSKOMMISSIONI 
GEBEN MAXIMALEN SCHUB 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps10 AUNDBBEGiNNENZURGLEICHENZEIT, ABERAENDETBEVORBENDET 
[MITGLIEDER DER UNTERSUCHUNGSKOMMISSION) BETÄTIGEN DIE STEUERUNG DES FLUGZEUGES SO 
DASS DIE MASCHINE BEIM EINTRITT IN DEN ÜBERZOGENEN FLUGZUSTAND ABGEFANGEN WERDEN KANN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.6 Time map illustrating TORps1O in text unit no. 23 
6.2.2.7 Time Maps in which TORpsl 1 Occurs (Co-Ending Interval Relation) 
Characteristics: +simultaneity 
type of simultaneity., partial 
-temporal gap 
+temporal overlap 
type of temporal overlap: co-ending 
type of temporal object: time intervals 
order of occurrence of temporal objects: interval-interval 
Representation: ix 
iy 
Explanation: Two intervals start one after the other but end at the same time. 
In the following, one of the time map for TORps11 is described in detail. The 
remainder are given in Appendix 6.7. 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 35 
In the text unit shown below in Figure 6.7, COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
A is expressed by a finite subordinate clause (daS unter der Flugbesatzung 
weiterhin Verwirrung herrschte), and STRUCTURE B by a dependent finite 
subordinate clause (w5hrend das Flugzeug unkontrolliert ins Meer starzte). The 
linguistic level offers one cue for the temporal order of the situations: the 
subordinator w5hrend, which, in its temporal function, signals that two situations 
described by a superordinate and a subordinate clause are characterized by 
simultaneity (cf. Duden 1995: 396, Engel 1996: 730). From this, we may deduce 
that this subordinator can signal complete as well as partial simultaneity. 
Text unit no: 35 
Text: FLIB 96-1 
Text line: 988 
Temporal trigger: w*hren* 
Text unit: [Die Untersuchungskommission schlußfolgerte, ) daß unter der Flugbesatzung weiterhin 
Verwirrung herrschte [sic] während das Flugzeug unkontrolliert ins Meer stürzte. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 UNTER DER BESATZUNG HERRSCHT 1 ... ) VERWIRRUNG (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
ITORpsll 
BBEGINNTNACHDEMABEGINNT, ABERBEIDEENDENZURGLEICHENZEIT 
11 FLUGZEUG STÜRZT UNKONTROLLIERT INS MEER 
11 
1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.7 Time map illustrating TORpsl 1 in text unit no. 35 
To establish the exact type of simultaneity relation it was necessary to consult the 
experts once again. Domain expert CS was of the opinion that the confusion which 
existed among the pilots had already started during the take-off roll. This was also 
supported by the recordings of the cockpit voice recorder, available to expert CS. 
The second situation, the uncontrolled diving of the aircraft towards the sea, only 
began, according to the data recorders, approx. four minutes after the first situation. 
Expert CS further argued that both situations ended at the same time, namely when 
the aircraft impacted on the water. Hence, STRUCTURE B began after 
STRUCTURE A had already started, but both ended at the same time, resulting in 
the co-ending interval relation (TORpsI 1). 
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6.2.2.8 Time Maps for which Domain Expert FL Sees Two Possible 
Solutions 
In three cases, domain expert FL saw two possible solutions for the underlying 
temporal ordering structure of a text unit (nos. 15,19 and 21) while expert CS felt 
that only one solution was feasible. In what follows, text unit no. 15 is discussed 
while text units nos. 19 and 21 are included in Appendix 6.8. 
Two Possible Time Maps for Text Unit No. 15 
As can be seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 below, both experts agreed with each other 
on the fact that there was a clear temporal sequence of the situations present. This 
means that only after the crew had switched off the autopilot's VNAV mode 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) was it possible for them to switch 
over to the vertical speed mode (STRUCTURE B) because the autopilot can only 
be in one mode at any one time. There is therefore no temporal overlap of the two 
situations possible. 
The experts, however, could not fully agree on whether the sequence involved a 
temporal gap between COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A finishing and 
STRUCTURE B starting. Expert CS (cf. Figure 6.8) argued that there is no temporal 
gap between switching one mode off and the other one on because of the type of 
switch used in this aircraft. The VNAV mode can only be disengaged by engaging 
another vertical mode, such as the VS mode. In his view, the relation linking both 
situations is thus the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2). 
Text unit no: 15 (Version CS) 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 930 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 3h45'28see zeigte der FDR an, daR die Flugbesatzung den VNAV-Modus des Autopiloten 
abgeschaltet und auf VS (Vertical Speed) urngeschaltet hatte. 
[NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder; VNAV = Vertical Navigation] 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
11 KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.8 Time map for text unit no. 15 for which expert CS sees only one possible solution 
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Expert FL more or less agreed with expert CS's line of argumentation. He argued, 
however, that it would also be possible to say that there is a minimal temporal gap 
present between the two situations because the switch would have to go through a 
'middle' position (pitch mode) when it is switched from VNAV mode into VS mode. 
Expert FL was of the opinion that the pitch mode position through which the switch 
would have to go during the switching process could be seen as a temporal gap 
between the original and the desired mode, resulting in TORnsl, the sequence- 
with-gap interval relation (cf. solution (b) in Figure 6.9). In this context, domain 
expert CS pointed out that in the Boeing 757, which wasthe accident aircraft, there 
are two discrete switches for VNAV mode and VS mode instead of one multi- 
function switch. Expert CS believed that expert FL possibly thought of a different 
type of switch, e. g. as used in the Boeing 747-100/200, which is a rotary switch 
which has a middle position in pitch mode. 
Text unit no: 15 (Version FL) 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 930 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 3h45'28sec zeigte der FDR an, daM die Flugbesatzung den VNAV-Modus des Autopiloten 
abgeschaltet und auf VS (Vertical Speed) umgeschaltet hatte. 
(NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder; VNAV = Vertical Navigation] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 (a) FLUGBESATZUNG SCHALTET DEN - IFLUGBESATZUNG) SCHALTET AUF VS UM 
VNAV-MODUS DES AUTOPILOTEN AB (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
10 
TORns2 
11 KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
2r 
11 FLUGBESATZUNG SCHALTET DEN 10 (FLUGBESATZUNGISCHALTETAUFVSUM 
(b) VNAV-MODUS DES AUTOPILOTEN AB (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) TORnsl 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.9 Time map for text unit no. 15 for which expert FL sees two possible solutions 
As in the English subcorpus, we can note that the time maps with two possible 
solutions may be mainly due to the fact that the experts are from different 
subdomains of aviation; the cues in the text units with two solutions do not differ 
from those in text units where only one solution was felt feasible. 
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6.2.2.9 Non-Determinable Time Maps 
The type(s) of temporal ordering relation could not be determined for four text units 
(nos. 4,27,38,44). As already mentioned in the context of the English time maps 
which could not be resolved, the reasons for this are that the cues were not explicit 
enough to establish the underlying temporal order and that the domain knowledge 
required to reconstruct the temporal order of the situations was insufficient. The 
four text units have in common that they all contain just one cue: als, or w5hrend, or 
und. The coordinator und and the subordinator als can signal any type of temporal 
order, while the subordinator wMrend can express both types of simultaneity but 
not sequences, as we have seen. 
Below, one text unit is presented. The remainder are included in Appendix 6.9. 
No n-Determi n able Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 4 
Here, the domain experts consulted could not determine when exactly the pitot tube 
became blocked in relation to the situation of the aircraft being on the ground and 
a Iso for how long that blockage lasted (cf. Figure 6.10). The only linguistic cue 
available is the subordinator als, but, as we have seen, this subordinator can point 
to all three types of temporal order. According to domain expert CS, it seems only 
clear that some sort of simultaneity relation must be involved here since the pitot 
tube could only get blocked while the aircraft was on the ground. Hence, a 
sequence of the situations could be excluded. 
Text unit no: 4 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 1045 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: [Die Untersuchungsbehörden kamen jedoch zu dem Schluß, daß die wahrscheinlichste 
Ursache für den Ausfall des Pitotrohres Schmutz undloder Reste eines Insektennestes waren, ) 
die in das Pitotrohr gelangten [sic) als sich das Flugzeug in Puerto Plata am Boden befand. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
11 FLUGZEUG BEFINDET SICH IN PUERTO PLATA AM BODEN 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
.................. ........................................................... . ....... .................... ..... . ..... ...... . ............. .................... 
Not possible to establish the type of relationship. 
. ........... 
UND/ODER RESTE EINES INSEKTENNESTES1 
GELANGEN IN DAS PITOTROHR 
11 1 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
I 
time line (t) 
Figure 6.10 Non-determinable time map for text unit no. 4 
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This concludes the section in which the relation types corroborated ' 
in the German 
subcorpus were presented and described with the help of time maps, which aided 
the determination, confirmation and graphic representation of the relations. We can 
sum up by saying that in the German subcorpus 7 of the 14 subtypes proposed in 
the typology could be confirmed. These are: 
TORnsl: sequence-with-gap interval relation 
TORns2: sequence-without-gap interval relation 
TORcs6: matching interval relation 
TORps8: overlap interval relation 
TORps9: embracing interval relation 
TORpsl 0: co-beginning interval relation 
TORpsl I: co-ending interval relation 
The seven relation types which could not be corroborated in the German text units 
are: 
TORns3: sequence-with-gap point-interval relation 
TORns4: sequence-with-gap interval-point relation 
TORns5: sequence-with-gap point relation 
TORcs7: matching point relation 
TORpsl 2: embracing interval-point relation 
TORps13: co-endinginterval-point relation 
TORpsl 4: co-beginning interval-pointlpoint-interval relation 
We have noted that in the German subcorpus only relations between time intervals 
were identified, whereas in the English subcorpus several relations involving time 
points were found. The explanation for this seems to be that in the German text 
units no complex temporal ordering structures which contain the sequence-without- 
gap interval relation (TORns2), on which time points depend, were encoded. 
The confirmation of the 7 relation types in the German subcorpus has 
demonstrated that, as in the English subcorpus, the relations could only be 
determined precisely with domain expert input since the cues on their own only 
signalled some sort of temporal order but not the exact relation type. 
As in the English text units, temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts 
were not encountered. These relations were only found to link complex conceptual 
structures. 
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6.3 Results of Research Question A3: The Prototype 
Relation 
In this section, the results for Research Question A3 are described, which concerns 
the question of whether a prototypical temporal ordering relation can be determined 
from among the relation types confirmed in the German subcorpus. In addition, a 
cross-linguistic comparison of the German prototype results with the corresponding 
English results is carried out. 
It will be recalled that the method employed for identifying a prototypical relation in 
this study specifies that the most frequently found relations in a text fulfil the 
definition of prototypicality. Hence, we can reuse the results from Table 6.1, in 
which the distribution of the relations in the German subcorpus is detailed. 
In Table 6.5 below, the confirmed relation types are hence organized by frequency 
which in turn determines their degree of prototypicality from high to low. We can 
note that, as in the English subcorpus, the sequence-with-gap interval relation 
(TORnsl) has the highest degree of prototypicality since it was the most frequent 
relation in the German subcorpus. Through the cross-linguistic approach, this 
prototypical relation type is more strongly substantiated, which improves, relatively 
seen, its generalizability. 
With regard to the cross-linguistic comparison of the rankings of the remaining 
relations, it is noteworthy that the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2), 
which, as we have seen, is closest in type to the prototype relation, is ranked 
second in the English subcorpus but ranked only fifth in the German subcorpus. It 
therefore appears here that frequency as a measure for prototypicality does not 
necessarily mean that the relations which are similar in type to the prototype are 
more frequent than those which are less similar, as one might have expected. For 
instance, the relation type which ranks second in the German subcorpus, the 
embracing interval relation (TORps9), is not very similar to the prototypical 
sequence-with-gap interval relation. 
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Table 6.5 Prototype ranking of the relation types found in the German subcorpus on the basis of the 
frequency method 
Rank Relations Labels Prototypicality/ 
Represen ativeness 
1. TORnsl sequence-with-gap interval relation high 
2. TORps9 embracing interval relation 
3. TORps11 co-ending interval relation 
4. TORcs6 matching interval relation medium 
5. TORns2 sequence-without-gap interval relation 
6. TORps1O co-beginning interval relation 
7. TORps8 overtap interval relation low 
6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter presented the results of the conceptual-level analysis of the German 
subcorpus and of the cross-linguistic comparisons. 
The results indicate that 7 out of the 14 relation types theorized in the typology, 
created in Chapter 4, could be corroborated in the German subcorpus. In contrast 
to this, 11 of the 14 relation types were confirmed in the English subcorpus. As 
before in Chapter 5, the confirmation of temporal ordering relations in text took 
place with the help of time maps and through collaboration with domain experts to 
whom the relation types, pre-established by the author of this thesis, were 
submitted for verification. Like the relation types found in the English subcorpus, the 
relations in the German subcorpus could only be determined precisely by resorting 
to extra-linguistic knowledge, i. e. by bringing in domain expertise. This cross- 
linguistic result strengthens the conclusion that the cues analysed in this study only 
convey some sort of temporal order but not exact relation types. 
As in the English subcorpus, only temporal ordering relations between complex 
conceptual structures were identified. Solitary concepts connected by these 
relations could not be detected. 
The results presented in this chapter also involved the determination of a 
prototypical temporal ordering relation from among the verified relation types in the 
German subcorpus. On the basis of the frequency method, ToRnsl, the sequence- 
with-gap interval relation, was identified as the prototypical relation. Since in both 
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the English as well as German subcorpora this relation type has the highest 
prototypicality, TORnsl has emerged as a clear candidate. 
This concludes the presentation of the results of the conceptual analyses of both 
subcorpora. The chapter which follows concerns the results of the linguistic-level 
and transfer-relation investigation of the corroborated relation types in the English 
and German subcorpora. 
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Chapter 7 
Results of the Ling uistic-Level and Transfer- 
Relation Analyses of the English and German 
Subcorpora 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the results for Research Questions B and C are described. RQ B 
concerns a cross-linguistic investigation of the linguistic structures which are 
conceptually linked by temporal ordering relations and of the lexical, grammatical 
and semiotic means signalling such relations. RQ C inquires into the types of 
relation between temporal ordering relations and their cues (transfer relations) 
identified in the chosen LSP texts. Hence, in this chapter I present the English and 
German findings obtained from the analysis of the linguistic level and of the links 
between the linguistic and the conceptual levels of temporal ordering relations. It will 
be recalled that I understand by the linguistic level the surface level of linguistic 
expressions which is distinguished from their content level, comparable to the 
concept level in terminology. 
Even though the analysis of the conceptual level has been singled out and 
presented separately in the previous two chapters, attention has to be drawn to the 
fact that the analyses of these levels are necessarily closely interlinked. This could 
already be observed in the conceptual analysis in which the linguistic level was also 
involved (cf. Chapters 5 and 6). It is also the case in the present chapter that the 
analysis of the levels is inevitably not discrete since the emphasis is here on a 
systematic matching process between the conceptual and linguistic aspects of 
temporal ordering relations. 
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The presentation of the results begins with those for the English subcorpus (7.2). 
First, the findings of the linguistic-level analysis are outlined, concerning Research 
Question B (7.2.1), which include the results on the linguistic realizations of the 
conceptual structures linked by temporal ordering relations (7.2.1.1) as well as 
those on the linguistic cues signalling these relations (7.2.1.2). The results on 
iconicity and temporal ordering relations follow (7.2.1.3). Then, the findings for 
Research Question C dealing with the types of transfer relation found in the English 
subcorpus are described (7.2.2). The outline of the German results including the 
cross-linguistic comparison follows the same structure as for the English results 
(7.3). Section 7.4 offers some conclusions. 
7.2 Results for the English Subcorpus 
7.2.1 Results of Research Question B: The Linguistic Realizations 
and Cues 
As we have seen, the goal of the ling uistic-level analysis is (1) to investigate the 
linguistic structures expressing the conceptual structures linked by temporal 
ordering relations, (2) to examine the linguistic cues for such relations, and (3) to 
examine iconicity as a serniotic means of representing sequential temporal order. 
We can recall that the linguistic structures which can be conceptually linked by 
temporal ordering relations are in the form of terms (expressing simple conceptual 
structures) and clauses (realizing complex conceptual structures). In the results 
presented below, I hence expect to find these types of linguistic structure. Since we 
have seen that sequentially linked situations can be syntactically expressed either 
by two coordinated clauses or by a superordinate/subordinate clause structure', I 
expect to find that both syntactic structures are also involved in expressing 
situations which are partially and completely simultaneous. With regard to the 
linguistic cues for temporal ordering relations, it is expected that they consist of LGP 
items and include grammatical devices such as tenses. I also anticipate that the 
way in which temporal ordering relations are conveyed in text is complex, since the 
cues can interact. Since iconic representations facilitate the comprehension of texts, 
It will be recalled that coordination and subordination can occur at any syntactic level. For the various subtypes 
of clause coordination and clause subordination, cf. Table 3.9, Chapter 3. 
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a high degree of iconically represented sequential situations is anticipated in the text 
units under scrutiny. Cross-linguistically, I expect all the results to be similar. 
7.2.1.1 The Linguistic Realizations of the Conceptual Structures Linked by 
Temporal Ordering Relations 
In what follows, the results dealing with the linguistic realizations of the conceptual 
structures linked by temporal ordering relations are described. The results of the 
cross-linguistic comparison are presented in section 7.3 following the description of 
the corresponding German findings. Note that owing to the small sample studied the 
results do not lend themselves to generalization using inferential statistics. For the 
same reason, only the most striking results are commented on. 
Since temporal ordering relations can connect simple conceptual structures (solitary 
concepts) as well as complex conceptual structures (propositions), the English 
subcorpus was analysed in terms of both types of conceptual structure. 
It can be reported that no examples of temporal ordering relations linking solitary 
concepts could be identified in the English subcorpus. In contrast to this, temporal 
ordering relations linking complex conceptual structures could be identified. Hence, 
the findings presented in the following only concern the linguistic realizations of the 
complex conceptual structures linked by these relations. 
As we have seen, the linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures are in 
the form of clauses. As a consequence, the 95 English text units were subjected to 
a surface structure analysis in terms of coordinated and superordinate/subordinate 
clauses. For instance, using two constructed example sentences, the complex 
conceptual structures (termed complex conceptual structure pair) expressed in the 
aircraft landed safely and was evacuated immediately are linguistically realized by 
two coordinated main clauses while in the aircraft broke up in mid-air two minutes 
after it had been struck by lightning the structures are expressed by a main clause 
and a finite subordinate clause. We can recall that the goal of the clausal analysis is 
to establish which clause arrangements are used for representing the various types 
of temporally ordered situations: sequences and the two types of simultaneity. 
Before presenting the results, we should briefly deal with the question of how the 
analysis in terms of coordinated and superordinate/subordinate clauses was carried 
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out in the case of temporally ordered situations which were not expressed by 
adjacent clauses in a text unit. For example, in the constructed sentence the aircraft 
had already been cleared for take-off, when the fuel tank indicators stopped working 
and the aircraft had to return to its stand three situations are sequentially linked, 
which means that the first situation aircraft had been cleared for take-off, expressed 
by a main clause, is also in a sequential relationship with the third situation aircraft 
had to return to its stand, realized by a coordinated subordinate clause at the 
second syntactic level. Although the clauses expressing these two situations are not 
adjacent clauses, I nevertheless consider them to be in a relationship of 
subordination with each other since the two clauses are on different syntactic levels. 
The results on the clause arrangements used for expressing complex conceptual 
structure pairs (= two temporally ordered situations) are displayed in Table 7.1 
below. Three observations are noteworthy: 
0 Irrespective of the relation types, the majority of the complex conceptual 
structure pairs is expressed by superordinate/subordinate clause arrangements; 
82 out of 1402 complex conceptual structure pairs are realized in this way. 
0 Each corroborated relation type can link complex conceptual structure pairs 
realized either by two coordinated clauses or by a superordinate/subordinate 
clause structure. For example, the sequence-with-gap interval relation 
(TORnsi) conceptually links the coordinated main clauses in he began 
command training in December 1994 and, after a short leave break, completed 
the training in February 1995 (text unit no. 1), and it also conceptually links the 
main clause and the finite subordinate clause in the commander had been a 
light aircraft instructor at Barton airfield from at least July 1987 until April 1993 
when he converted to the EMB-1 10 (text unit no. 57). On the basis of the results 
shown in the table below, it can be concluded that both coordination and 
subordination can not only be used to express sequential situations but also 
situations characterized by partial and complete simultaneity. 
0 Almost all relation types link complex conceptual structure pairs which are more 
often realized by superordinate/subordinate clauses than by two coordinated 
clauses. For instance, the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl) links in 
39 out of 65 cases complex conceptual structure pairs expressed by a 
superordinate/subordinate clause structure. Similar results can be reported for 
The 95 text units gave rise to 140 complex conceptual structure pairs since In many text units more than two 
situations were temporally ordered. 
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relation types TORns2, TORps8, TORps9, TORpsIO and TORpsI I. The only 
relation type which mainly links pairs realized by coordinated clauses is 
TORcsG, the matching interval relation. A potential reason for this result may be 
seen in the fact that in the text units analysed this relation was mainly cued by 
the coordinating conjunction and (cf. Table 7.6). 
Table 7.1 Distribution of the types of clause arrangement of complex conceptual structure pairs 
according to the types of temporal ordering relation in the English subcorpus 
Relation Types 
Complex Conceptual 
Structure Pairs Realized by 
Clause Coordination 
n 58 
Complex Conceptual 
Structure Pairs Realized 
by Clause Subordination 
n= 82 
Na 140 
TORnsl: sequence-with-gap interval relation f= 26 (6oc) f- 39 (11*) --- 
na 65* 
TORns2: sequence-without-gap interval relation faII fM 16 nw 27- 
TORns3 0 0 0 
TORns4 0 0 0 
TORns5 0 0 0 
TORcs6: matching interval relation f-5 (16) f-I n-6 
TORcs7 0 0 0 
TORps8, overlap interval relation fM1 (1*) 1=3 n=4 
TORps9: embracing interval relation fM9 (10 fa 10 (64t) n=119 I 
TORpsl 0: co-beginning interval relation fwI fn5 (3a) nw6 
TORpsl 1: co-ending interval relation fU5 fa8 00 n= 13 
TORpsI2 0 0 
d 
0 
TORpsI3 0 0 0 
TORpsI4 0 0 o 
Note: The results do not include the relation types yielded from text units on which the experts disagreed or 
those from text units with two solutions. 
Symbols: ((o for clauses which are not adjacent clauses in the analysed text unit, e. g. 26 (6oo means that 26 
complex conceptual structure pairs are expressed by clause coordination out of which 6 pairs are 
expressed by coordinated clauses which are not adjacent clauses in the text. 
TORnsl from text unit no. 41 could not be included since the two complex conceptual structures 
linked by it are expressed by a single clause (turning left continuously). 
In order to arrive at the results shown in the above table several preparatory 
substeps were carried out, the results of which are given in Appendices 7.1 and 7.2. 
7.2.1.2 The Lexical and Grammatical Cues 
In this section, the results on the cues for signalling temporal ordering relations 
found in the English text units are presented. Following previous practice, the 
findings of the cross-linguistic comparison of the cues are described in the context 
of the corresponding German results (section 7.3). 
We should recall here that the notion of a cue excludes the input from domain 
experts involved in the determination of the precise types of temporal ordering 
relation as well as from the author of this thesis in terms of her own domain 
expertise. This means that a cue only signals some sort of temporal order but not a 
particular temporal ordering relation type, as we have seen during the conceptual 
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analyses in Chapter 5 and 6. It was only on the basis of 'connecting' the dictionary 
meanings of the cues to the meanings of the other clause elements, e. g. to the verb 
meanings, as well as to domain-specific knowledge that relation types could be 
identified. Hence, whenever cues are viewed in conjunction with domain expertise in 
the sections below, this is indicated clearly. 
Let us begin with a general overview of the types of cue 3 involved in signalling all 
the temporal ordering relations confirmed in the English subcorpus. Table 7.2 below 
shows that by far the most frequent cue type is the coordinator and. Temporal 
subordinators were also identified often, but none stands out in terms of frequency. 
Tenses, i. e. tense contrasts, prepositional phrases denoting time, and adverbs of 
time also play a significant role. The remaining cue types do not occur frequently. It 
is noteworthy that the tense contrast as a grammatical cue played a more significant 
role than most lexical cues. A potential reason for this may be the fact that some 
tense contrasts are a method suitable not only for signalling sequences but also for 
those types of partial simultaneity which are characterized by sequential starting 
times (cf. Table 7.7). 
Table 7.2 Overview of the types of cue identified in the English subcorpus 
Cue TyLits Nis 155 Word Forms, Phrases, Tense TyRes and Tense Forms 
Coord n- 46 ! ý6 and 
Sub n= 31 f-7 after 
f-7 when 
1=4 before 
fz4 whilst 
f-3 as 
f-2 so 
f. I so as to 
f=I as soon as 
f. I whereupon 
f-i because 
pp n 26 f -8 on 31 January 1994 
on 28 January 1991 
on 18 Apni 1995 
on 4 May 1995 
on 4 June 1995 
on 24 August 1995 
on 8 November 1994 
ovember 1994 
fz5 in Au ust of that year 
in December 1994 
in February 1995 
in July 1994 
in November 1976 
f -3 after a short leave break 
after flight F 'after initial examination 
fzI at that time 
f*I between the time 
fzI beyond the time 
f. 1 by January 1980 
f. I during the flight 
f. I dunng which [the penocy 
L tI prior to the acci nt Night . . f. I since 1993 
i awe continues ovenear 
3 In this context, we should recall that noise in terms of the non-temporal functions of some of the cues (e. g. the 
preposition on) was already dealt with at an early stage of the analysis, namely during the preparatory phases 
for the manual analyses (cf. pre-phase III, section 3.3.4.1, Chapter 3). 
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TahlA rnntinued 
f. I to the time 
f-1 up to [the timel 
T n 25 f- 15 past perfect: simple past had learned., obtained 
had ruptured * released 
hadtumed: 8sableto 
had been: converted 
had qualified: was employed 
had confirmed., resumed: becan 
had toppled: was levelled: was carried out 
had been serviceable: was completed 
had been breached: were passing 
was - had descended 
contained: had undergone 
did not maintain, had failed 
turned left had become 
was notified: had occurred: travelled 
qualified : had carried out: upgraded 
f-5 perfect participle: simple past having flo : was promoted 
lost control: having become 
went out of control: havina beoun 
upgraded - having completed 
destroyed: having been condemned 
f-2 simple past: present participle climbed: turning 
beoan completing 
f-I perfect participle : present tense having eliminated * is examined 
f-1 past perfect perfect participle had reached. havino maintained 
t. I past perfect present participle had received forcinq 
Adw na 21 fz3 eventually 
f-3 shortly 
fz2 1 continuously 
f-2 immediately 
f=2 initially 
f-2 since 
f. I finally 
f-I later 
.I originally 
'1 still 
f-I I subsequently 
f! 1 1 then 
f. i therefore 
Adl n-4 f. 1 final 
f. I first 
I!! second 
If .I resulting 
V n-I f-I followed 
NP n-I f. 1 1972 
Notes: * The table does not include the text units on which the experts disagreed or those with two solutions. 
o If, for example, a preposition was found to be part of a prepositional phrase the preposition was not counted individually. 
So far, the results are consistent with what emerged in the literature review: the 
aspect of temporal ordering can be signalled by lexical means from the general 
language and includes grammatical means.. The types of cue found correspond to 
those identified in the literature. 
While the types of cue listed in Table 7.2 provide a useful overview, they do not 
convey how the individual cues behave in the text units. Hence, in what follows the 
cues identified per text unit are considered as a whole, i. e. interactively, since, as 
we have seen, temporal order can be expressed by interacting means. Examining 
the aggregate of cues per text unit means that the entire underlying temporal 
ordering structure is involved, regardless of whether one or several relations are 
present. If there is just one cue signalling temporal order in a text unit I speak of a 
single cue, whereas the phenomenon of several cues being present has been 
termed cue cluster. Table 7.3 below lists the single cues and cue clusters identified 
for the 95 English text units together with the corresponding temporal ordering 
structures. Note that the observations listed below are made on the basis of the 
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input from the domain experts consulted as well as from the author of the thesis in 
terms of her own domain knowledge since the table includes the verified relation 
types. The following patterns between temporal ordering relations and their cues 
can be observed: 
*A cue cluster signals one relation, e. g. text unit no. 1. 
A cue cluster signals several underlying relations, e. g. text unit no. 52. 
A single cue signals an underlying temporal ordering structure consisting of 
more than one relation, e. g. text unit no. 56. 
* single cue signals one relation (e. g. text unit no. 10). 
A single cue can signal a particular relation type in one text unit but another 
relation type in another text unit, e. g. the cue and in isolation signals the co- 
ending interval relation (TORpsl 1) in text unit no. 15 and the sequence-without- 
gap interval relation (TORns2) in text unit no. 16. 
A relation type can be cued by different means, e. g. TORns2 can be signalled 
by the subordinators before (text unit no. 44) and when (text unit no. 87), the 
coordinator and (e. g. text unit no. 16), or the adjective resulting (text unit no. 75). 
* Some cue clusters always signal the same relation, e. g. shortly + after cues 
TORnsl (text unit nos. 77,78). 
The interaction of certain cue types sometimes allows the exclusion of one or 
two of the three possible types of temporal order. For example, text unit no. 61 
provides a cue cluster of four interacting cues: a tense contrast between past 
perfect and simple past, the coordinator and, the subordinator after, and the 
adverb immediately. While the word and can be a cue for any type of temporal 
order, the interaction of the remaining cues nevertheless signals that some sort 
of sequence is involved. The consultation with the domain experts confirmed 
this, since only sequence relations were found to underlie this text unit. 
With regard to the relations which could not be determined, it can be noted that 
in some text units only single cues are present (text unit nos. 8,9,68,93,9 5), 
while in others cue clusters are available (text unit nos. 43,60). The single cues 
identified in these text units (and, whileAvhilst, and a tense contrast) can all point 
at more than one type of temporal order. 
The experts disagreed regardless of whether single cues (text unit no. 29) or 
cue clusters are involved (text unit nos. 30,71). 
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Table 7.3 Single cues and cue clusters signalling the temporal ordering structure underlying the 
individual text units in the English subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Relation Types Single-Cues and Cue Clusters 
I TORnsl Coord and 
PIP after 0 short leave break 
PP In December 1994 
PP in February 1995 
2 TORnsl CoOrd and 
Pp after fight 
PIP during the night 
T had been serviceable: was completed 
3 TORnsi, TORns2. TORns3. TORps9 Sub after 
Adv then 
pp of that time 
4 TORns2 Sub after 
Adj final 
T was, had descended 
5 TORpsQ Coord and 
PP prior to the accident night 
T contained * had undergone 
6 TORnsl Coord: and 
PIP offer initial examination 
7 TORps9 Coord and 
a relations could not be determined Coord and 
9 relations could not be determined Coord and 
to TORnsl Coord and 
ii TORps9 Coord and 
12 TORnal Coord and 
PP in November 1970 
PP by January 1980 
13 TORnsi Coord and 
14 TORcs6. TORps1O. TORpsIO Coord and 
Sub as 
is TORpsII Coord and 
16 TORns2 Coord and 
17 TORpsQ Coord and 
PIP since 1993 
PP on 31 January 1994 
Is TORcs6 Coord and 
19 TORnsl Coord and 
20 TORns2 Coord and 
T had been breached * were passing 
21 TORnsl Coord and 
22 TORnst Coord and 
PP in August ofthaf year 
NP 1972 
23 TORnsl Coord and 
T had teamed, obtained 
24 TORpsII Coord and 
25 TORcs(l, TORpsl 1, TORpsl I Coord and 
26 TORnsi Coord and 
27 TORcs6 Coord and 
28 TORns2 Coord and 
T had nipfured, released 
29 disagreement of experts Coord and 
30 disagreement of experts Coord and 
T how took-off s -was histry"-` 
31 TORpsIO Coord and 
32 TORcs6 Coord and 
33 TORnsl Coard and 
34 TORns2 Coord and 
35 TORns2 Coord and 
38 TORpsg Coord and 
37 TORnsl Coord and 
38 TORnsg Coord and 
39 TORnsl Coord and 
PP on 28 January 1091 
PP on 21 November 1994 
40 TORnsi, TORnsi, TORps9 Coord and 
41 TORnsll. TORns2. TORns2, TORnsS. TORpsS, TORpsB, TORpsg. Sub as 
TORpsg, TORpsg. TORpsg, TORpsg. ToRps12. TORpsI2. TORpsI2. Adv continuously 
TORpsI2 T climbed * turning 
42 TORpsIO Sub as 
43 relations could not be determined Coord and 
Sub as 
44 TORns2 Sub before 
45 TORns2 Subbe I& 
46 two solutions possible Sub before 
V continued 
47 two solutions possible Sub before 
48 TORnsi, TORns2. TORns2. TORns3 Pp between the time 
pp to the time 
49 TORpsO Adv stil 
PP up to Ph@ time) 
PP beyond the time 
50 TORns2 T had turned was able to 
51 TORcs8 PIP during which [the penool 
52 TORns2, TORpsIO. TORpsl 1. TORps12 Coord and 
Sub whils? 
Ady initially 
Ady eventually 
53 TORns2 Sub before 
Adv eventually 
54 TORns2 Sub before 
Adv finally 
55 TORnsl Coord and 
Adj first 
Adj second 
PP or) 4 June 1205 
PP on 24 AuDust 1995 
so TORnsI, TORnsi, TORns2, TORns3 V followed 
57 TORnsl Sub when 
T had been * converted 
58 TORpsil Sub because 
T did not maintain., had failed 
59 TORnsi Sub because 
T did not maintain: had failed 
Table continues overleat 
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Tahlom rnntinuod 
60 relations could not be determined Coord and Adv recently 
T was raining * had been affected 
61 TORnsI, TORns2, TORns2. TORns3, TORns5 coori and 
Sub after 
AcIv immediately 
T had confirmed, resumed, began 
62 TORps8 Thad received. forcwV 
53 TORnsi. TORnsi. TORnsl, TORnsi, TORpsg, TORpsg Sub whilst 
T lost control: having become 
64 TORns2 Twentoufolcontfol havingbe rn 
65 TORnsi T having eliminated, is examined 
66 TORnsl T having Itown: was promoted 
67 TORpsII T had reached hawne maintained 
88 relations could not be determined T crashed: injuring 
59 TORns2, TORpsI 0, TORpsl 1, TO9p-sI 2 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
Ady initially 
Adv eventually 
70 TORnsI. TORnsi, TORnsI, TORnsI. TORnsi, TORnsi Coord and 
Sub Oar 
PP in July 1994 
PP on 8 November 1994 
T qualified, had been carried out, up9walect, upgraded, having completed 
71 disagreement of experts Coord and 
Coord and 
AdvP 14 "g hours later 
PP on 25 Apr# 1995 
PP on 20 June 1995 
PP on 6 July 1995 
72 TORns8 Ady later 
73 TORnsI, TORnsl. TORnsl Coord and 
PP on 18 April 1995 
PP on 4 May 1995 
T began: completing 
74 TORnsl Adv originally 
75 TORns2 Adj res ng 
75 TORnsII, TORnsI. TORnsl Coord and! 
Sub after 
Adv shortly 
Adv Immediately 
T was notiried: had occurred: travelled 
77 TORnsl Sub offer 
Adv shortly 
78 TORnsI Sub after 
Ady shortly 
79 TORnsIl Coord wid 
AcIv since 
so TORnsl Adv since 
$I TORns2 Sub so as to 
82 TORnsi. TORpsg, TORps9 Sub when 
Sub so 
83 TORnsI, TORnsi. TORnsl Coord and 
Sub so 
T had toppiled was levelled, was Carried Obt 
84 TORnsI. TORnal. TORnsi Sub as soon as 
T turned let: had become 
85 TORnsi, TORnsi. TORnsl Adv subsequently 
T destroyed * having been condemned 
86 TORps8, TORpsg. TORpsI II Coord and 
Ady therefore 
Adv still 
87 TORns2 Sub when 
$a TORpsI1 Sub when I 89 TORnsl Sub - 
go TORnsI, TORnsI, TORns2, TORns3 Sub when 
911 TORns2 Sub when 
92 TORnsl Sub whereupon 
93 relations could not be determined Sub while 
94 TORnsI, TORnsI. TORpsg, TORpsi 1, TORps1 1. TORpsl 11 Coord and 
Sub 
95 relations could not be determined Sub whilst 
With a view to establishing which single cues or cue clusters can be linked to 
particular relation types, the attempt was then made to carry out a systematic 
matching process between the relation types and the cues found in the text units. It 
is important to bear in mind here that for this task too the cues are viewed in 
conjunction with domain expertise since links between the cues and the verified 
relations are established. To perform the above-mentioned task, the single cues and 
cue clusters indicating the entire temporal ordering structure of the individual text 
units, shown in Table 7.3, were analysed in order to establish which cues or cue 
clusters or parts of these point at particular relations. The results of the matching 
process are shown below in Tables 7.4 to 7.6, in the order in which the relations 
occur in the typology (cf. Chapter 4). The aim of this step is to detect patterns 
between the number of cues and particular relations. Note that the results in Tables 
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7.4 to 7.6 do not include the relations yielded from text units on which the experts 
disagreed or those with two solutions. 
Table 7.4 below displays the results for TORnsi, the sequence-with-gap interval 
relation. It can be noted that in most cases this relation could be linked to cue 
clusters rather than single cues. Among the single cues the coordinator and stands 
out, even though it can, as we have seen, signal all types of temporal order. With 
regard to cue clusters, we can recall that the conceptual analyses demonstrated 
that even the presence of several interacting cues does not enable precise 
determinations of the relations. For example, the four cues (and, after flight, during 
the flight, and a tense contrast) in text unit no. 2 only signal that a -simultaneity 
relation is involved but not the exact type. It can further be noted that some 
interacting cues indicate the relative starting points of situations but not their 
endings, and hence do not uniquely signal a type either, e. g. the coordinator and 
plus a temporal prepositional phrase combination (e. g. and + on 28 January 1991 + 
on 21 November 1994 in text unit no. 39) and temporal adverb and subordinator 
combinations (e. g. shortly + after in text unit no. 78). 
Table 7.4 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORnsl (sequence-with-gap interval 
relation) in the English subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
10 Coord and 
13 Coord and 
19 _ Coord and 
_ 21 _ Coord and 
26 Coord and 
33 Coord and 
37 Coord and 
40 Coord and 
94 Coord and 
89 ub when 
90 Sub when 
82 Sub so 
92 Sub whereupon 
63 T Aost control: having become 
64 T went otit of control * having begun 
65 T having eliminated, is examined 
66 T having flown: was promoted 
72 Adv later 
74 Adv originally 
80 Adv since 
56 V followed 
57 Sub when 
T had been: converted 
59 Sub because 
T did not maintain: had failed 
84 Sub as soon as 
T fumed left: had become 
77 Sub after 
Adv shortly 
78 Sub after 
Ldj sh I 
6 Cooi-d 
Md 
PP after initial examination 
23 Coord and 
T had learned: obtained 
79 Coord and 
Adv since 
85 Ady subsequently 
T destroyed - having been condemned 
i aDie continues ovenear 
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Tmhlj* t-nntimiArl 
48 PP between the time 
PP to the time 
12 Coord and 
PP in November 1976 
PP by January 1980 
39 Coord and 
PP on 28 January 1991 
PP on 21 November 1994 
73 Coord and 
PP on 18 Aprd 1995 
PP on 4 May 1995 
22 Coord and 
PP in August of that year 
NP 1972 
83 Coord and 
Sub so 
T had toppled: was levelled: was camed out 
3 Sub after 
Ady then 
pp at that time 
2 Coord and 
PP after flight 
PP during the flight 
T had been serviceable: was completed 
76 Coord and 
Sub after 
Adv shortly 
Ady immediately 
T was notified: had occurred: travelled 
55 Coord and 
PP on 4 June 1995 
PP on 24 August 1995 
Adj first 
Adjsecond 
I Coord and 
PP after a short leave break 
PP in December 1994 
PP in February 1995 
In Table 7.5 below, the results for TORns2, the sequence-without-gap interval 
relation,, illustrate that in most cases this relation, like TORnsl, can be linked to cue 
clusters. Since TORnsl and TORns2 only differ in the characteristic itemporal gap, 
it would be interesting to know what signals this characteristic, but none of the 
single cues and cue clusters listed below clearly indicate -temporal gap. For 
instance, as we have seen during the conceptual analysis in Chapter 5, it is not 
clear how the adverb immediately can be interpreted (cf. text unit no. 61). According 
to Quirk et al., the word immediately only points at the temporal proximity of two 
situations (cf. 1994: 1084), which could mean both ±temporal gap. However, in 
another reference work the adverb immediately is defined as something which 
occurs "without any intervening time" (The New Oxford Dictionary of English 1998: 
913), which would point at -temporal gap, but, as we have seen, immediately was 
also found to express +temporal gap (text unit no. 76; cf. previous table). 
Table 7.5 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORns2 (sequence-without-gap 
interval relation) in the English subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
16 Coord and 
34 Coord and 
35 Coord and 
38 Coord and 
87 Sub when 
90 Sub when 
91 when § 2 
44 S 
2 
Fefore 
45 Sub before 
tabie continues overlear 
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Tahla rnntintipri 
81 Sub so as to 
so T had turned: was able to 
64 T went otit of control : having begun 
75 Adj resulting 
20 Coord and 
T had been breached: were passing 
28 Coord and 
T had ruptured: released 
53 Sub before 
Adv eventually 
54 Sub before 
Adv finally 
69 Coord and 
Adv initially 
Adv eventually 
52 Coord and 
Adv initially 
Adv eventually 
4 Sub after 
Adj final 
T was, had descended 
61 Coord and 
Sub after 
Adv immediately 
T had confirmed: resumed: began 
Let us now look at the single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to the 
remaining relations confirmed in the English subcorpus. The findings for TORcs6, 
TORps8, TORps9, TORpsIO, and TORpsI1 have been coalesced into one table, 
(cf. Table 7.6 below) since the results do not provide many insights different to 
those already mentioned. As can also be seen in the table, some of the confirmed 
relations are missing since no cues could be linked to them: TORns3 (sequence- 
with-gap point-interval relation), TORns4 (sequence-with-gap interval-point 
relation), TORnsS (sequence-with-gap point relation), and TORps12 (embracing 
interval-point relation). These relations have in common that they involve time 
points. How were these -relations then identified if no cues even pointed at them? 
We can recall that relations with time points can be viewed as secondary relations 
since they depend on at least three intervals being temporally linked in a certain 
way. The time point, created through the first two intervals being sequential without 
a temporal gap, exhibits a relation to the third interval. Hence, relations with time 
points were revealed as part of a larger temporal ordering structure. The fact that no 
cues could be linked to these relation types is due to the time points since these 
indicate -temporal gap, and cues which clearly signal this feature were not found. 
Table 7.6 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORcs6, TORps8, TORpsg, 
TORpsl 0, TORpsl 1 in the English subcorpus 
Relation Type Text Unit No. d Cue Clusters 
TORcs6, matching interval relation 18 Coord and 
25 Coord and 
27 Coord and 
32 Coord and 
51 PP dunng which [the penod] 
14 Coord and 
Sub as 
TORps8 overlap interval relation 65 T had received - forcing 
86 Coord and 
Adv therefore 
i aote continues oveneaT 
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Table continued 
41 Sub as 
Adv continuously 
T climbed, turning 
TORps9 embracing interval relation 5 Coord and 
7 Coord and 
11 Coord and 
36 Coord and 
40 Coord and 
86 Adv still 
63 Sub whilst 
T lost control., having become 
82 Sub when 
Sub so 
94 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
17 Coord and 
PP since 1993 
PP on 31 January 1994 
41 Sub as 
Adv continuously 
T climbed: fuming 
49 Adv still 
PP up to [the time] 
PP beyond the time 
TORpsl 0. co-beginning interval relation 31 Coord and 
42 Sub as 
14 Coord and 
Sub as 
52 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
69 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
TORpsl 1, co-ending interval relation 15 Coord and 
24 Coord and 
25 Coord and 
88 Sub when 
67 T had reached - having maintained 
94 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
58 Sub because 
T did not maintain had failed 
86 Coord and 
Ady still 
Adv therefore 
52 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
Adv initially 
Adv eventualiv 
69 Coord and 
Sub whilst 
Adv initially 
Adv eventually 
We can sum up by saying that even cue clusters, i. e. several interacting cues, do 
not uniquely signal particular relation types. In many instances, the interacting cues 
indicate the relative starting points of situations but not their endings. 
Moving away from the patterns between the number of cues and specific relations, 
the results shown below in Table 7.7 are organized in terms of the types of cue 
which can be linked to particular relations. Here, too, cues are viewed in conjunction 
with domain expertise. The following patterns can be observed: 
0 The coordinator and occurs with all relation types. It is also the most frequent 
type of cue found for almost all relations. 
0 Temporal subordinators occur with every relation type. 
0 Adverbs of time were involved in signalling nearly all relations. 
0 Tense contrasts were found to be involved in cueing almost all relation types. 
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0 Many cues are polyfunctional in terms of signalling temporal order: the 
coordinator and, the subordinators after, as, because, so, when, while1whilst, the 
adverbs initially, eventually, continuously, still, and the tense contrasts simple 
past vs. past perfect, simple past vs. perfect participle, simple past vs. present 
participle. The coordinator and, for instance, could be related to all the relation 
types listed in the table below, and the subordinator when could be linked to the 
sequence relations TORnsl and TORns2 as well as to the partial simultaneity 
relations TORps9 and TORpsl 1. 
Table 7.7 Cue types for TORnsl, TORns2, TORcs6, TORps8, TORps9, TORpslO, TORps1 I in the 
English subcorpus 
Relation Type Cue Types N= 173 f Word Forms, Phrases, and Tense Types 
TORnsi Coord n- 21 1-21 and 
sequenco'with-gap interval PIX n-18 5 an 28 January 1991 
relation on 21 November 1994 
on 18 April 1995 
on 4 May 1995 
on 4 June 1995 
on 24 Auoust 1995 
1-4 on November 1976 
in August of that ar 
in December IW 
in February 1995 
1-3 after a short leave break 
after fight 
after initial examine, -- 
I at that time 
I between Me time 
I by January 1980 
I to the time 
I during the night 
T n- 12 f-4 simple past perfect participle 
1-7 sirriple past post perfect 
I-I perfect participle present tense 
Sub n-Q 14 after 
1-3 when 
1-2 so 
re n a 
au aur 
t. 1 as soon as 
Adv n-10 1-3 shortly 
12 since 
I immediately 
I later 
I originally 
I subsequently 
I then 
Adj n-2 f. I first 
f-I second 
V n-I I. I followed 
NP n-I f-1 1972 
TORns2 Sub n-10 before 
sequence-withouf-gap 1-3 when 
kitterval rotation -2 after 
1-i so as to 
Coord n-9 1-9 and 
Ady n-7 1-3 eventually 
f2 in, hath, 
I immediately 
I finally 
T n-6 5 irrmplepast pastperfed 
I simple post perfect participle 
Adj n-2 I resuNing 
I final 
TORcs$ Coord n-5 - 5 and 
maldung "Orval relation Sub n-I I as 
PP 
- 
n-I I dwm which line penod] 
TORps8 Adv n-2 I conevivously 
overlap interval relation I therefore 
T n-2 I simple post: present participle 
I past perfect - present participle 
Coord n-I f-I and 
Sub n-I I-I as 
TORps9 Coord n-7 1-7 and 
embracing interval relation Sub n-5 1-2 whilst 
I-i as 
I so 
I when 
PP na4 I beyond the time 
I on 31 January 1994 
I since 1993 
:i o Phe timel 
Adv n3 f 1. i 
N 
If-. 1 continuously 
II tawe continues ovenear 
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Tahl, q rnntinuad 
n-2 I simob nast rairfacf m', 
I simple post present participle 
TORpsIO Coord n-4 -4 and 
co-beginning interval Sub _ n-4 -2 as 
rotation -2 whilse 
TORpsil Coord n-7 -7 and 
co-onding Anterval rotation Sub na5 1-3 
.I when 
f-I 
Ady n-6 1-2 initially 
1-2 eventually 
I stem 
I there" 
T n-2 f-I post perfect, perfect participle 
I-I simple post, past ported 
Note: Compared with the total number of cues (N= 155) identified for all temporal ordering relations in the English 
subcorpus (cf. Table 7.2), the total number of cues (N = 173) in the above table is higher because some of 
the cues, e. g. and, could be linked to more than one relation within a text unit. 
In conclusion, we can sum up this section by saying that the results presented here 
showed that even several interacting cues in a text unit do not facilitate the exact 
determination of relation types. The identification of the relation types always 
required domain expertise regardless of whether a single cue was present or a cue 
cluster. The findings also demonstrated that the types of cue which could be linked 
to particular relation types are in the majority of the cases the coordinator and, 
temporal subordinators, adverbs of time, and tense contrasts. In addition, the results 
clearly indicated that many cues are polyfunctional with regard to the type of 
temporal order they can signal. 
7.2.1.3 lconicity and Temporal Ordering Relations 
In this section, the results for Research Question B are described, dealing with 
iconicity, a serniotic method for representing sequential temporal order in text. 
As we have seen in Chapter 2, temporal sequences realized by coordinated main 
clauses, e. g. syndetically linked by the coordinator and, can be expected to match 
the conceptual sequences (cf. Quirk et a/. 1994: 1429). Clauses linked by, for 
instance, the temporal subordinators after and before, can also represent sequential 
situations iconically (cf. Dirven & Verspoor 1998: 8-9). In this context, we should 
recall that, based on the examples mentioned in the literature, it was established 
that only 'proper' sequence relations (null simultaneity) can be involved in iconicity, 
which means that one situation has to begin and end before the next one starts. 
lconicity plays a role in the interpretation of temporal order by signalling the natural 
sequence of situations. However, like the lexical and grammatical cues examined 
earlier, iconicity does not indicate particular types of sequence relation since it does 
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not reveal whether it is a sequence with +temporal gap or -temporal gap, Hence, 
domain expert input is still necessary. 
To examine the connection between iconicity and sequential temporal ordering 
relations in the English text units, we can reuse the results presented in Table 7.1, 
which details the clause arrangements of complex conceptual structure pairs in 
relation to particular relation types. These results together with the time maps 
created for the 95 English text units allow us to substantiate whether the sequential 
temporal order of two situations, depicted as a complex conceptual structure pair in 
the time maps, matches the order of mention in the text units. The results, displayed 
below in Table 7.8, show the distribution of the iconic and non-iconic 
representations for the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl) and the 
sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2). Note that the three sequential 
relation types which involve time points are capable of being associated with iconic 
representations, but since they all involve a minimum of three situations they were 
not investigated in this context. 
The results indicate that almost 85% of all the sequentially linked complex 
conceptual structure pairs are iconically represented, regardless of whether 
TORnsl or TORns2 are involved. Whenever TORnsl links a conceptual structure 
pair it is iconically represented in 86.1 % of the cases. For TORns2, the percentage 
is almost as high (81.5%). Hence, the expectation that the LSP texts analysed in 
this study are characterized by a high percentage of iconic representations of these 
phenomena was met. 
Table 7.8 Iconically represented complex conceptual structure pairs in the English subcorpus 
Relation Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs Iconically Represented Complex Conceptual f2 If1 (rel f) 
Types Na 92 Structure Pairs 
no 78 n/Na (84.8%) 
TORnsl f1=65 fa a 56 86.1% 
TORns2 f, - 27 f, a 22 81.5% 
Notes: * The results do not include the text units on which the experts disagreed and those with two solutions. 
* TORnsl in text unit no. 41 could not be included as the two conceptual structures it links are 
represented by only one clause. 
We can briefly mention here that the linguistic means used to represent non-iconic 
sequences do not appear to differ from those used for iconic representations, which 
is hence another reason why domain expertise is still needed for identifying the 
relation types. For instance, in text unit no. 4 the cues consist of the subordinator 
after, the adjective final, and a tense contrast between simple past and past perfect, 
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all of which point at a sequence, yet the situations described in this text unit are not 
represented iconically. 
Finally, with reference to Table 7.1, it can be noted that the high degree of iconicity 
in the English subcorpus seems to be independent of the fact whether iconic 
sequences are realized by coordinated clauses or by a superordinate/subordinate 
clause structure. 
7.2.2 Results for Research Question C: The Types of Transfer 
Relation 
This research question asks whether, analogous to the known concept-term 
relations, relationships between temporal ordering relations and their cues in the 
English and German subcorpora can be established. In what follows, the results 
found in the English subcorpus are described. 
As we have seen in Chapter 2, the known relations between concepts and terms 
differ from transfer relations, i. e. the relations which exist between conceptual 
relations and their cues. Nevertheless, certain similarities between concept-term 
relations and transfer relations can be observed: 
(1) Different relation types can be signalled by one and the same cue, e. g. 
sequence, partial and complete simultaneity relations can be cued by the 
subordinator when (e. g. Edgren 1971). This relation, which can be called many- 
to-one relation, is similar in structure to 'polysemy' (several relation concepts - 
one word). 
(2) A conceptual relation can be expressed by a variety of linguistic means, e. g. 
genus-species relations can be signalled by different indicators, e. g. a type of, a 
kind of (cf. Kavanagh 1995). From a structural perspective, this transfer relation 
type, for which I suggested the term one-to-many relation, bears similarities to 
'synonymy' (one relation concept - several expressions). 
Let us now see whether these two types of transfer relation can be confirmed in the 
English subcorpus and whether further types of transfer relation will emerge. 
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The transfer relation analysis mainly relied on Table 7.3, in which the single cues 
and cue clusters indicating the entire temporal ordering structure of the individual 
text units are detailed. In other words, the distribution patterns between the relation 
types and the cues are revealed. Note that in the context of establishing transfer 
relations the notion of a cue has to be viewed in conjunction with domain expertise. 
Among the patterns shown in Table 7.3, we can indeed identify the patterns for the 
above-mentioned two types of transfer relation: 
Several different relation types (in different text units) are signalled by the same 
single cue, e. g. TORps11 (text unit no. 15), TORns2 (text unit no. 16), and 
TORcs6 (text unit no. 32), and so on, can all be signalled by the cue and. 
Further examples are TORnsI (text unit no. 76) and TORns2 (text unit no. 61) 
which can both be cued by the adverb immediately. 
2. A particular relation type is cued by several different signals, e. g. TORns2 can 
be cued by the coordinator and (text unit no. 16), the subordinators before (text 
unit no. 44) and when (text unit no. 87), and so on. Another example is TORps9 
which can be signalled by the coordinator and (text unit no. 5), the adverb still 
(text unit no. 86), the subordinator whilst (text unit no. 63), and so on. 
These two transfer relation types are illustrated in Figure 7.1 below. 
cue cue I cue 2 cue 3 
(e. g. and) (e. g. and) (e. g. before) (e. g. when) and so on 
relation concept 1 relation concept 2 relation concept 3 andsoon relation concept 
(e. g. TORns2) (e. g. TORcs6) (e. g. TORpsl 1) (e. g. TORns2) 
manyý, to-one relation 
(several relation concepts - one cue) 
structural similarity to polysemy 
one-to-many relation 
(one relation concept - several cues) 
structural similarity to synonymy 
Figure 7.1 The two main types of transfer relation found in the English subcorpus 
The following conclusions can be drawn from these transfer relation types. In the 
case of the many-to-one transfer type the linguistic means to express temporal 
order appear to be relatively limited since, as we have seen, many of the lexical and 
grammatical cues are polyfunctional in terms of the types of temporal order they can 
convey (not to mention their multifunctionality in terms of non-temporal functions). 
The one-to-many relation indicates that cue types are potentially exchangeable 
without affecting the type of temporal order that is expressed, rendering any 
attempts at uniquely assigning particular cues to particular relations difficult. 
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Within the two transfer relation types we can distinguish two subsets in terms of 
their functions. For instance, the coordinator and has many functions besides 
signalling temporal order, e. g. contrast, similarity, addition, and so on (cf. Quirk et aL 
1994: 930-932). Another example would be the word before which can not only 
indicate time but also has non-temporal functions such as indicating position (1994: 
1082). Figure 7.2 below illustrates this subset, which involves cues which have 
temporal as well as non-temporal functions. 
cue 
(e. g. and) 
Temporal function Contrast function Similarity function and so on 
Figure 7.2 Subset'A' of transfer relations found in the English subcorpus 
The second subset of transfer relation is characterized by the fact that a cue which 
only has the function of temporal order can nevertheless signal several types of 
temporal order. For example, the temporal adverb immediately can point at a 
sequence of situations characterized either by +temporal gap or by -temporal gap. 
Figure 7.3 below graphically illustrates this subset. 
cue 
(e. g. immediately) 
Sequence +temporal gap function Sequence -temporal gap function 
Figure 7.3 Subset'B' of transfer relations found in the English subcorpus 
The question which arises in the context of temporal ordering transfer relations 
concerns their implications. In other words, where do these relations lead us? In 
what follows, two main implications are mentioned. From a terminological 
perspective, these relations are useful to know because terminologists are 
interested in facilitating clarity of specialist communication, e. g. when producing 
specialist texts ambiguities are not wanted. The fact that these relations have been 
highlighted in the present study may therefore aid in improving and disambiguating 
specialist writing in terms of describing temporally ordered phenomena. Here, the 
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transfer relation types may be used as a feature of controlled language 4 with the 
goal of eliminating or at least reducing ambiguous temporal ordering information. 
The transfer relations may also be of interest to terminologists in the area of text 
processing such as the automatic extraction of time-related knowledge from texts. In 
this context, the transfer relation types alert users to the various functions of 
temporal ordering cues (e. g. serving as triggers in inclusion lists) as well as to the 
noise which can be extracted in terms of non-temporal functions. 
This concludes the presentation of the results of the English subcorpus. Before 
describing the results of the German subcorpus in the same order and format as 
well as the results from the cross-linguistic comparisons, the most important findings 
of the English analyses are summarized below. 
0 Temporal ordering relations could only be identified between complex 
conceptual structures and not between solitary concepts. Hence, the linguistic 
structures investigated at the text level go beyond the traditionally investigated 
linguistic units of terms, and even LSP phrases. 
Each confirmed relation type can link complex conceptual structure pairs 
realized either by two coordinated clauses or by a superordinate/subordinate 
clause structure. In other words, the three types of temporal order can be 
realized in either way. However, superordinate/subordinate clauses occurred 
more frequently in the representation of the complex conceptual structure pairs 
than the other clause arrangement. 
0 The cues found in the text units only signal that some sort of temporal ordering 
is present, but not the precise relation types. Hence, the determination of the 
exact relation types was only possible using extra-linguistic knowledge. 
0 Temporal order is cued by LGP items and involves devices such as tense 
contrasts and iconicity. 
C3 The linguistic signalling of temporal order is complex since the cues interact if 
several cues co-occur within a clause. 
13 lconicity plays a role in interpreting temporal order inasmuch as it signals 
sequences, although not particular types of sequence relation. The results 
showed that ca. 85% of sequentially linked situations are iconically represented. 
A subset of a natural language characterized by restricted grammatical constructions, selected terminologies, 
and stylistic constraints to minimize ambiguity and complexity and to maximize clarity (cf. Linga Web Page 
2003). 
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C3 Two main types of transfer relation, i. e. relations between temporal ordering 
relations and their cues, could be identified: one of the types implies that the 
linguistic means to express temporal order are limited since many of the 
linguistic cues signal several types of temporal order; the other type suggests 
that cues are exchangeable without altering the type of temporal order signalled. 
Two subsets of these relations were distinguished: one type involves cues which 
have temporal and non-temporal functions, the other involves cues which only 
have temporal functions. 
7.3 Results for the German Subcorpus 
7.3.1 Results of Research Question B: The Linguistic Realizations 
and Cues 
Following previous practice, the findings of this part of the analysis are also 
presented in three sections: the linguistic structures expressing the conceptual 
structures linked by temporal ordering relations (7.3.1.1), the lexical and 
grammatical cues for signalling temporal order (7.3.1.2), and iconicity as a means 
for representing sequential temporal order (7.3.1.3). 1 expect to find that the results 
described below are similar to those from the English analysis. 
7.3.1.1 The Linguistic Realizations of the Conceptual Structures Linked by 
Temporal Ordering Relations 
Like the English subcorpus, the German subcorpus was analysed in terms of the 
two' types of conceptual structure which can be linked by temporal ordering 
relations: simple and complex. 
Simple conceptual structures (solitary concepts) linked by temporal ordering 
relations could not be identified in the German subcorpus either, only temporal 
ordering relations linking complex conceptual structures. The findings presented in 
the following therefore only concern the linguistic realizations of the complex 
conceptual structures linked. 
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Like their English counterparts, the 82 German text units underwent a surface 
structure analysis in terms of clauses. For instance, using two constructed example 
sentences, the complex conceptual structures (= complex conceptual structure pair) 
underlying the sentence der Pilot schaltete den Autopiloten aus und steuerte das 
Flugzeug von Hand are expressed by two coordinated main clauses, and in das 
Flugzeug kam vom Kurs ab, kurz nachdem es in ein Gewitter geraten war the 
complex pair is realized by a main clause plus a finite subordinate clause. 
The aim of the clausal analysis is to establish which clause arrangements are used 
in the representation of the various types of temporally ordered situations. Note that, 
as before for the English text units, situations which are expressed by clauses which 
are not adjacent clauses in a text unit are treated the same as situations expressed 
by adjacent clauses. For instance, in the constructed example der Pilot hatte die 
Kontrolle über das Flugzeug verloren und versuchte die Maschine abzufangen, als 
beide Triebwerke aussetzten the first and third situations, which are sequential, are 
not expressed by adjacent clauses. They are nevertheless classified as 
superordinate/subordinate clauses, i. e. as a main clause plus a finite subordinate 
clause. The results of the clausal analysis are displayed in Table 7.9 below. The 
following findings stand out: 
Irrespective of the relation types, the complex conceptual structure pairs are 
mainly realized by two coordinated clauses in the German subcorpus; 70 out of 
109 complex conceptual structure pairs are expressed in this manner. This 
result contrasts with the English result where most complex conceptual structure 
pairs are expressed by superordinatelsubordinate clauses. 
Almost all relation types can link complex conceptual structure pairs realized 
either by two coordinated clauses or by a superordinate/subordinate clause 
structure. For example, the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl) 
conceptually links the coordinated main clauses in zwei (2) Sekunden sp5ter 
sagte der Copilot , Vl" und , Rotation" [sic] und vier (4) Sekunden sp5ter 
hob 
deas [sic] Flugzeug ab (text unit no. 11), and it also conceptually links the main 
clause and the finite subordinate clause in eine Sekunde spiter schaltete sich 
der Autopilot ab, da die Grenzwerte fOr das Autopilot-System Oberschritten 
waren (text unit no. 6). Exceptions are the matching interval relation (TORcs6) 
and the overlap interval relation (TORps8) which only link complex conceptual 
structure pairs expressed by two coordinated clauses. Since, however, the 
remaining +simultaneity relations were found to link both types of clause 
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arrangement, the conclusion can be drawn that in the German subcorpus 
coordinated as well as superordinate/subordinate clause structures can express 
all three types of temporally ordered situations. As we have seen, this was also 
concluded for the English relation types. 
With regard to the distribution of the types of clause arrangement and individual 
relation types, we can note that almost all relation types link complex conceptual 
structure pairs which are mainly realized by coordinated clauses. For example, 
TORnsl links in 37 out of 53 cases complex conceptual structure pairs linked by 
two coordinated clauses. An exception is TORps9, the embracing interval 
relation, which mainly links complex conceptual structure pairs represented by a 
superordinate/subordinate clause structure. In comparison, the English results 
are reversed: almost all English relation types link complex conceptual structure 
pairs which are more frequently realized by superordinate/subordinate clauses 
than by two coordinated clauses; only TORcs6 links pairs which are mostly 
expressed by two coordinated clauses. 
Table 7.9 Distribution of the types of clause arrangement of complex conceptual structure pairs 
according to the types of temporal ordering relation in the German subcorpus 
Relation Types 
Complex Conceptual 
Structure Pairs Realized by 
Clause Coordination 
n= 70 
Complex Conceptual 
Structure Pairs Realized 
by Clause Subordination 
n= 39 
N= 109 
TORnsl: sequence-with-gap interval relation f 37 (2a) f 16 (64o na 53 
TORns2: sequence-without-gap interval relation f4 f2 n=6 
TORns3 0 0 0 
TORns4 0 0 
TORns5 0 0 0 
TORcs6: matching interval relation fa9 (3*) 0 nM9 
TORcs7 0 0 0 
TORps8: overlap interval relation f-1 0 nul 
TORpsg: embracing interval relation fZ6 (1*) fZ 18 (64o na 24 
TORpsl 0: co-beginning interval relation fM1 f-I n=2 
TORpsl 1: co-ending interval relation f= 12 (1*) fa2 na 14 
TORps12 0 0 0 
TORpsI3 0 0 0 
TORps14 0 0 0 
Note: The results do not include the text units for which expert FL sees two solutions. 
Symbols: ((o for clauses which are not adjacent clauses in the analysed text unit, e. g. 37 (24K) means that 37 
complex conceptual structure pairs are expressed by clause coordination whereby 2 pairs are 
expressed by coordinated clauses which are not adjacent clauses in the text. 
The results of the preparatory substeps carried out to arrive at the findings shown in 
the above table are given in Appendices 7.3 and 7.4. 
We can sum up by saying that the cross-linguistic comparison brings to light the fact 
that the expectation that the German and English findings on the clause structures 
used to express temporally linked situations would be similar was not met. 
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Nevertheless, the cross-linguistic comparison shows that, regardless of the 
differences in distribution of the types of clause arrangement, both coordination and 
subordination can express all types of temporally ordered situations: sequences and 
the two types of simultaneity. 
7.3.1.2 The Lexical and Grammatical Cues 
Before presenting the results in this section, we should recall that in the text corpus 
analysed in this study the lexical and grammatical cues can only signal particular 
relations if interaction with extra-linguistic knowledge takes place. The cues alone 
only indicate that some sort of temporal order is concerned. In some cases, the 
cues point at a broad relation type but not at a specific subtype, as we have seen 
during the conceptual analyses in Chapter 5 and 6. Note that whenever cues are 
considered in conjunction with domain expertise, this is indicated clearly. 
As for the English cues, we begin with a general overview of the types of cue 
involved in signalling all the temporal ordering relations verified in the German 
subcorpus. Table 7.10 below shows that the same types of cue were identified in 
the English and German subcorpora, except for minor differences: no temporal 
adjectives and noun phrases denoting time were found in the German text units 
while the English text units analysed did not reveal temporal adverb phrases. As in 
the English subcorpus, the most frequent cue type is a coordinator, i. e. und (f = 54 
out of N= 109), with temporal subordinators ranked second in both subcorpora. 
Temporal prepositional phrases (f = 10 vs. f= 26) as well as the tense contrast as 
a grammatical cue (f =5 vs. f= 25) are less frequent in the German subcorpus 
than in the English. 5 Cross-linguistically, we can sum up by saying that the cue 
types found in both subcorpora are consistent with those identified in the literature. 
Table 7.10 Overview of the types of cue identified in the German subcorpus 
Cue Types N= 109 f Word Forms, Phrases, ense Types and Tense Forms 
Coord nx 54 f- 53 und 
f-I Some 
Sub n- 20 f. 8 als 
f=5 w6hrend 
1-2 bevor 
-2 da 
1.1 nachdem 
L 
f. 1 so daA 
- 
f. I wet/ 
Table continues ovenear 
5 This is still the case when the relative frequencies of prepositional phrases (en: rel f 16.6%; de: rel f 9.2%) and 
tense contrasts (en: rel f 15.9%; de rel f 4.6%) are compared. 
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Tahha rnntintind 
Adv n-11 f-3 weiterhin 
(incl. f-2 daraufhin 
Konjunktionaladverbien, f-2 umgehend 
Reiativadverbien) f. 1 daher 
f. 1 infolgedessen 
f. 1 anschließend 
f-1 woraufhin 
PP n- 10 zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
zu einem Zeitpunkt 
f. 1 am1907.94 
f. 1 am gleichen Tag 
1 gegen 1600 Uhr 
1 um 03h45,04sec 
1 um 03h44'28sec 
f-1 zum let 7ten Mal 
AdvP n-6 f. 1 vier (4) ekunden später 
zwei (2) Sekunden äter 
eine Sekunde späte 
7 Sekunden später 
15 Sekunden später 
1 ca 60m vorher 
T n-5 simple past: 
past perfect 
kannten geortet [werden]: [konnten) geborgen [werden]: 
tkonntel festgestellt werden - gesunken waren 
angezeigt wurden. ' hervorgerufen woorden waren 
verunfallte: gestreift hatte 
bat: angerufen [hatte): abgerufen hatte 
waren ab2etrennt worden - möglich war 
V n-3 fý folgEn: 
(inci. Funktionsverbgefüge) f 1 resultierten 
1 
ý- 
fm1 1 zur Folge hatte 
Notes: * The table does not include the text units for which expert FL sees two solutions. 
9 If, for example, a preposition was found to be part of a prepositional phrase the preposition was not 
counted individually. 
Even though cue types give a useful overview, but they do not show how the cues 
behave in the text units. In the following, the individual cues identified per text unit 
are therefore examined as an interactive whole since, as we have seen, temporal 
order can be realized by several means within a text unit. it is important to bear in 
mind here that when the total of cues per text unit is considered, this means that the 
entire underlying temporal ordering structure is involved (either one or several 
relations). Table 7.11 below displays the single cues and cue clusters (more than 
one cue per text unit) identified for the 82 German text units together with the 
underlying temporal ordering structures. Note that, as for the corresponding English 
results, the information in the table includes the input from the domain experts and 
from the author of this thesis in terms of her own domain knowledge since the table 
lists the verified relation types. The following patterns between the relations and 
their cues can be observed: 
A cue cluster can prompt one relation, e. g. text unit no. 9. 
A cue cluster signals several underlying relations, e. g. text unit no. 
A single cue signals an underlying temporal ordering structure consisting of 
more than one relation, e. g. text unit no. 20. 
A single cue signals one relation, e. g. text unit no. 3. 
A single cue can signal a particular relation in one text unit but other types in 
other text units, e. g. the subordinator als signals the co-ending interval relation 
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(TORpsI I) in text unit no. 3, the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsI) 
in text unit no. 40, and the embracing interval relation (TORps9) in text unit 58. 
A relation can be signalled by a variety of single cues, e. g. TORps9 can be cued 
by the subordinators w5hrend (text unit no. 34), als (text unit no. 57) and weil 
(text unit no. 55), and the coordinator und (e. g. text unit no. 47). 
Some cue clusters always prompt the same relation, e. g. the cue cluster AdvP + 
PIP signals TORnsl in text unit no. 10 (7 Sekunden sp5ter + um 03h45'04sec) 
and in text unit no. 13 (15 Sekunden spciter + um 03h4428sec). 
The interaction of certain cue types sometimes allows the exclusion of one or 
two of the three possible types of temporal order. For example, text unit no. 7 
provides two interacting cues: the coordinator und, and the conjunctive adverb 
daher. While the word und can be a cue for any type of temporal order, the 
meaning of the word daher at least allows us to exclude complete simultaneity. 
With regard to the relations which were not identified, we can note that the 
respective text units only offer single cues (nos. 4,27,38,44), i. e. the cues und, 
als, and w5hrend, which can all signal more than one type of temporal order. 
In the cases for which expert FL sees two solutions, it is worthy of note that each 
time the coordinator und is the sole cue (text unit nos. 15,19,21). 
Table 7.11 Single cues and cue clusters signalling the temp*oral ordering structure underlying the 
individual text units in the German subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Relationlias: SIn2le Cues and Cue Clusters 
1 TORnsl, TORrisl, TORnsl, TORps9, TORps9, TORps9 Coord und 
Sub als 
Adv umgehend 
PP zu Cesern Zeitpunkt 
2 TORps9 Sub als 
PP zu einem Zeitpunkt 
3 TORps'll Sub als 
4 relations could not be determined Sub als 
5 TORnsl, TORps9, TORps9 Coord und 
Adv anschließend 
6 TORnsl Sub da 
AdvP eine Sekunde später 
7 TORns2 Coord und 
Adv (Konlunktionatadver daher 
8 TORns2 V gFunktionsverbgefüge) zur Folge hatte 
9 TORns2 Coord und 
Adv daraufhin 
V1 Le2 
10 TORnsl . P 7. Sekunden später Tkep 
PP um 03h45'04sec 
11 TORnsl Coord und 
AdvP vier (4) S2kun12n äL 22 sp er_ p 
12 TORnsl . AdvPzwei(2)Sekundenspäter 
13 TORnsl Adv P 15 Sekunden später 
PP um 03h4428sec 
14 TORnsl Adv daraufhin 
Adv umgehend 
15 
- 
expert FL sees two solutions Coord und 
16 TORnsl Coord und 
17 TORnsl Coord und 
la TORnsl Coord und 
19 
- 
expert FL sees two solutions Coord und 
20 
- 
TORnsi, TORps9, TORps9 Coord und 
21 
- 
expert Fl. sees two solutions Coord und I 
22 TORnsl Coord und 
1 
23 Ep! i 2 i o 1 Coord und 
2Z T ORris l 
moie continues ovenear 
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Table continued 
25 TORcs6 Coord und 
PP zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
26 TORnsl Coord und 
27 relations could not be determined Coord und 
28 TORnsl Coord und 
29 TORnsl Coord und 
30 TORnsl Coord und 
31 TORnsl, TORnsl, TORnsl, TORnsl, TORnsl, TORnsl Coord und, ' sowie 
T konnten geortet [werden]: [konntenl geborgen Iwerden1: 
fkonntel festgestellt werden. - gesunken waren 
32 TORris2 V resuitterten 
T angezeýot wurden - hervorgerufen worden waren 
33 TORps10 Sub wahrend 
Adv weiterhin 
34 TORps9 Sub während 
35 TORpsl 1 Sub während 
Adv weiterhin 
36 TORnsl, TORps9, TORps9, TORps9, TORps9, TORps9 Sub während 
Adv weiterhin 
Adv (Relativadverb) wooraufhin 
37 TORnsl, TORps9, TORps9 Coord und 
Sub während 
38 relations could not be determined Sub während 
39 TORnsl, TORrsl. TORps9 Sub als, ' da 
40 TORnsl Sub als 
41 TORps9 Sub als 
PP gegen 1600 Uhr 
42 TORnsl Sub bevor 
AdvP ca. 60rn vorher 
T verunfallte: gestreift hatte 
43 TORnsl, TORnsl, TORnsl Coord und 
Sub nachdem 
PP zum letzten Mal 
T bat: angerufen Ihattel: abgerufen hatte 
44 relations could not be determined Coord und 
45 TORcs6 Coord und 
46 TORcs6, TORcs6, TORcs6, TORcs6, T Rcs6, TORcs6 Coord und, und 
47 TORps9 Coord und 
48 TORpsll Coord und 
49 TORpsll Coord und 
50 TORps9 Coord und 
51 TORnsl Coord und 
52 TORpsl 1 Coord und 
53 TORcs6 Coord und 
54 TORnsl Coord und 
PP am 19.07.94 
PP am gl&chen Tag 
55 TORps9 Sub weil 
56 TORrisl Sub so da3 
T waren abgetrennt worden: möglich war 
57 TORps9 Sub als 
58 TORps9 Sub als 
59 TORnsl Sub bevor 
60 TORpsll Adv (Konjunktionaladverb) infolgedessen 
61 TORpsll, TORpsll, TORpsl 1 Coord und 
PP zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
62 TORps9 Coord und 
63 TORnsl Coord und 
64 TORpsl 1 Coord und 
65 TORnsl Coord und 
66 TORnsl Coord und 
67 TORnsl Coord und 
68 TORpsll Coord und 
69 TORns2 Coord und 
70 TORnsl Coord und 
71 TORnsl Coord und 
72 TORnsl, TORps8, TORpsi 1 Coord und 
73 TORns2 Coord und 
74 TORnsl Coord und 
75 TORnsl Coord und 
76 TORnsl Coord und 
77 TORpsl 1 Coord und 
78 TORnsl Coord und 
79 TORnsl Coord und 
80 TORnsl Coord und 
81 25ei 1 i Coord und 
82 TORnsl Coord und 
Cross-linguistically we can say that in both subcorpora the same type of patterns 
between the cues/cue clusters and the underlying temporal order were identified. 
Let us now examine the single cues and cue clusters which can be linked to 
particular relation types. To this end, as will be recalled, the single cues and cue 
clusters indicating the entire temporal ordering structure of the individual text units, 
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shown in Table 7.11, were analysed in terms of which single cues or cue clusters or 
parts of these can be matched to particular relation types. The goal here was to 
detect patterns with regard to the number of cues used for particular relations. The 
results of this matching process are shown below in Tables 7.12 to 7.14 (these 
results do not include the text units with two solutions). It is important to bear in 
mind that here too the cues are viewed in conjunction with domain expertise. 
In Table 7.12 below, the results for TORnsl, the sequence-with-gap interval 
relation, show that in most cases this relation is signalled by single cues rather than 
by cue clusters, which is in contrast to the corresponding results for this relation in 
the English subcorpus (cf. Table 7.4). The single cue which stands out here is the 
coordinator und, although it can point at all types of temporal order. Like the cue 
clusters found for this relation type in the English subcorpus, the fact that three cues 
are offered in text unit no. 54 does not help with pinpointing the relation since the 
cues can signal sequences as well as some sort of simultaneity. Also as in the 
English results, some of the cue types shown in the table below indicate the relative 
beginnings of situations but not their endings, e. g. some temporal adverb phrases 
(e. g. zwei (2) Sekunden sp6ter in text unit no. 12) and some combinations of 
temporal prepositional phrases and adverb phrases (e. g. 03h45'04sec +7 
Sekunden sp5ter in text unit no. 10). We can hence sum up by saying that in both 
subcorpora determining the TORnsl relation by relying only on cues is not possible. 
Table 7.12 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORnsl (sequence-with-gap interval 
relation) in the German subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
16 Coord und 
17 Coord und 
18 Coord und 
20 Coord und 
22 Coord und 
24 Coord und 
26 Coord und 
28 Coord und 
29 Coord und 
30 Coord und 
37 Coord und 
61 Coord und 
63 Coord und 
65 Coord und 
66 Coord und 
67 Coord und 
70 Coord und 
71 Coord und 
72 Coord und 
74 Coord und 
75 Coord und 
76 Coord und 
78 Coord und 
79 Coord und 
80 Coord und 
82 Coord und 
40 m als 
59 Sub bevor 
36 1 Adv (Reiativadverb) mvraufhirr 
Table continues overleat 
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T. W. ^Anfinilorl 
12 AdvP zwei (2) Sekunden später 
5 Coord und 
Adv anschließend 
Coord und 
AdvP vier (4) Sekunden später 
39 Sub als 
Sub da 
6 Sub da 
AdvP eine Sekunde später 
56 Sub so daß 
T waren abgetrennt worden: möglich war 
14 Adv daraufhin 
Adv umgehend 
10 AdvP 7 Sekunden später 
PP um 03h45'04sec 
13 AdvP 15 Sekunden später 
PP um 03h4428sec 
31 Coord und 
Coord sowie 
T konnten geortet [werden]: [konnten) geborgen [werden]: Jkonntel festgestellt »rden: gesunken waren 
43 Coord und 
Sub nachdem 
PP zum letzten Mal 
T bat: angerufen Ihattel * abgerufen hatte 
54 Coord und 
PP am 19 07.94 
PP am gleichen Tag 
42 Sub bevor 
AdvP ca. 60m vorher 
T verunfallte , gestreoft hatte 
1 Coord und 
Sub als 
Adv umgehend 
PP zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
In Table 7.13 below, the results for TORns2, the sequence-without-gap interval 
relation, are shown. Like the cues and cue clusters which could be linked to 
TORnsI, to which TORns2 is similar in type, none of the single cues and cue 
clusters listed below allow us to determine this relation type which is characterized 
by -temporal gap since none of the cues/cue clusters signal this feature. As we have 
seen, this result was also obtained for the English subcorpus. 
Table 7.13 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORns2 (sequence-without-gap 
interval relation) in the German subcorpus 
Text Unit No. Single Cues and Cue Clusters 
69 Coord und 
73 Coord und 
8 V (Funktionsverbgefüge): zur Folge hatte 
7 Coord und 
Adv (Konjunktionaladverb): daher 
32 V resuftieiten 
T angezeet wurden: herwrgerufen worden waren 
9 Coord und 
Adv daraufhin 
V folgten 
In Table 7.14 below, the single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to the 
remaining relation types confirmed in the German subcorpus are listed. The results 
for TORcs6, TORps8, TORps9, TORpsl 0 and TORpsl I have been coalesced into 
one table since the findings for these relations do not provide many insights different 
to those already mentioned. None of the cues and cue clusters provide enough 
information to identify the relations without extra-linguistic knowledge. 
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Table 7.14 Single cues and cue clusters which could be linked to TORcs6, TORps8, TORps9, 
TORpsl 0, TORpsl 1 in the German subcorpus 
Relation Type Text Unit No. Sin2le Cues and Cue Clusters 
TORcsS (matching interval relation) 45 Coord und 
53 Coord und 
46 Coord und 
Coord und 
25 Coord und 
PP zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
TORps8 (overlap interval relation) 72 Coord und 
TORpsS (embracing interval relation) 20 Coord und 
47 Coordund 
50 Coord und 
62 Coord und 
39 Sub als 
57 Sub als 
58 Sub als 
55 Sub weit 
34 Sub während 
37 Coord und 
Sub während 
5 Coord und 
Adv anschließend 
36 Sub während 
Adv weiterhin 
41 
- 
Sub als 
pp gen 1600 Uhr 
" 
22 
2 §U b 813 
PP zu einem Zeitpunkt 
Coord und 
Sub als 
Ady umgehend 
PP zu diesem Ze22unkt 
TORpal 0 (co-beginning intervat relation) 23 --00ord und 
33 Sub während 
Adv weiterhin 
TORpel 1 (co-endsng interval reiation) 48 Coord und 
49 Coord und 
52 Coord und 
64 Coord und 
68 Coord und 
72 Coord und 
77 Coord und 
ei Coord und 
3 Sub als 
60 Adv (Konjunktionatadverb) infolgedessen 
61 Coord und 
PP zu diesem Zeitpunkt 
1 
35 Sub während 
Adv weiterhin 
Like the results for the English subcorpus, the findings for the German subcorpus in 
terms of whether the number of cues plays a role in signalling types of temporal 
order show that not even several interacting cues indicate particular relations. In 
some cases, the relative beginnings of situations are signalled but not their endings. 
As the next step, the cues were analysed in terms of the types they belong to with 
the aim of detecting patterns between the cue types and the relation types signalled 
(cf. Table 7.15 below). In this table, the cues are also viewed in conjunction with 
domain expertise. The following patterns emerge here: 
0 The coordinator und constitutes the most frequent cue type for almost all relation 
types; in the English subcorpus, this was the coordinator and. 
0 In both subcorpora, temporal subordinators occur with all relations. 
0 While tense contrasts were found for almost all English relations, the German 
results show that they are only involved with the sequence-with-gap interval 
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relation (TORnsl) and the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2). 
We can also note that tense contrasts in the German subcorpus are restricted to 
contrasts between the simple past and the past perfect whereas the English 
subcorpus revealed also other types of tense contrast. 
0 As in the English subcorpus, adverbs of time occur with almost all relations. 
0 In both subcorpora, temporal prepositional phrases occur with several relations. 
0 Temporal adverb phrases, which were not found in the English subcorpus, could 
be identified here (e. g. eine Sekunde sptiter). 
0 As in the English subcorpus, some cues in the German text units have several 
temporal functions, e. g. the coordinator und, the subordinators als, wjhrend, the 
adverbs anschfieBend, daraufhin, umgehend, weiterhin, the prepositional phrase 
zu diesem Zeitpunkt, and the tense contrast simple past vs. past perfect. 
Table 7.15 Cue types for TORnsl, TORns2, TORcs6, TORps8, TORps9, TORpsl 0, TORpsl I in the 
German subcorpus 
Relation Type Cue Types Na 120 f ord Forms, Phrases, and Tense Types 
TORnsi Coord n- 33 1-32 und 
sequence-with-pap Interval I-I sowie 
relation Sub n-9 f-3 0/8 
1-2 - bevor 
f-2 da 
I-I nachdem 
IF -I so dail 
AdvP n-6 5 am@ Sekunde sP#W -- 
rwei (2) Sekunden spater 
vier (4) Sekunden spater 
7 Sokunden sp6ter 
15 Sekunden Später 
I Co. do" vodw 
PF, I -uM 03h45'04sec 
um 03h44'28sec 
am 19 7 94 
am oleichen Tao 
f., rum ierzten Mal 
... diesein Zeltpunkt 
Adv n-5 f-21 umgehend 
(IncL Relativadverblen) f-1 anschhe a 
f-1 I worauthin 
f-1 I dareuMin 
T n-4 f-4 I s past 
TORns2 Coord n-4 F-4 1 und 
sequence-"tiout-gap V n-3 f-I I zwFolgehatte 
Interval relation (IncL Funktionsverfigetage) fII resuftlerfen 
fiI to an 
Adv n-2 f-1. 
Mumin 
(Ind. KonjunktionaladvtMen) daher 
T simple post: past perfect 
TORcs6 Coord n-5 .5 und 
matching Interval relation PP n -'Tu-diesem Zeitpunkt 
TORps8 
overlap interval relation 
Coord n-i I-I und 
TORps9 Sub n- 10 
embrw, iV interval relation f3 1 wahrend 
f-i I we, 
Coord n.? 1-7 und 
Adv n-3 anschiselland 
wellethin 
PIP n-3 1-2 zu etnem Zeitpunkl 
zu doesem, Zvotpunict 
TORpsiO Coord n-1 I-I ; nd 
co-beginning Interval Sub n. 1 -- f-1 w8firend 
relation _ Adv n-I I-I welfedim 
TORpsil Coord n-9 .9 und 
co-anding Interval relation Sub n-2 .I &Is 
d 
f-I wahrend 
Adv n-2 f-I foloedessen 
ind Konjunktionaladverbion) I: 1 1 weiterhon 
1 
H 
PP 
1 
n., 1 t. zu diesern Zestpunkl 
Note: Compared with the total number of cues (N = 109) identified for all temporal ordering relations In the 
German subcorpus (cf. Table 7.10), the total number of cues (N= 120) in the above table is higher because 
some of the cues, e. g. und, were found to indicate more than one relation within a text unit. 
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In conclusion, we can sum up the section on the lexical and grammatical cues 
identified in the German subcorpus by saying that, as in the English subcorpus, the 
analysis of the cues demonstrated that they only signal some sort of temporal order, 
but they are insufficient for accurate determinations of the relations and in all cases 
domain expertise was required, regardless of whether a single cue was available or 
several interacting cues. The findings also showed that the types of cue which could 
be linked to particular relation types with the help of domain knowledge are in the 
majority of the cases the coordinator und, temporal subordinators, adverbs of time, 
temporal prepositional phrases, temporal adverb phrases, and tense contrasts. 
Furthermore, many of the cues are polyfunctional in terms of the type of temporal 
order they can signal. Cross-linguistically, the results on the cues are very similar. 
7.3.1.3 lconicity and Temporal Ordering Relations 
To examine the link between iconicity and sequential temporal order in the German 
text units, the results presented in Table 7.9 can be reused, which concern the 
types of clause arrangement of complex conceptual structure pairs in relation to 
particular relation types. These results together with the time maps created for the 
82 text units allow us to determine whether the sequential temporal order of two 
situations, depicted as a complex conceptual structure pair in the time maps, 
matches the order of mention in the text units (iconic representation). 
The results, displayed below in Table 7.16, involving the sequence-with-gap interval 
relation (TORnsI) and the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2), 
indicate that approx. 86% of all the complex conceptual structure pairs are 
represented iconically regardless of whether TORnsI or TORns2 link the pairs; this 
compares to ca. 85% of iconic representations in the English subcorpus. When 
TORnsl is involved in linking complex conceptual structure pairs they are iconic in 
86.8% of the cases (cf. 86.1% in the English subcorpus). For TORns2, the 
percentage is slightly lower, i. e. 83.3% (cf. 81.5% in the English subcorpus). The 
cross-linguistic comparison hence shows that both the English and German LSP 
texts analysed in this study are characterized by a high degree of iconic 
representations of sequentially ordered situations. 
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Table 7.16 Iconically represented complex conceptual structure pairs in the German subcorpus 
Relation Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs Iconically Represented Complex fj i f, (rel f) 
Types Na 59 Conceptual Structure Pairs 
na 51 n/Na (86.4%) 
TORnsl 53 f, = 46 86.8% 
TORns2 fl, 6 f305 83.3% 
Notes: The results do not include the text units for which expert FL sees two solutions. 
As for the English subcorpus, the linguistic means used here to represent sequential 
situations when they are not iconic do not seem to be different from those used 
when the sequences are iconic. For instance, in text unit no. 6 the linguistic cues in 
the form of the subordinator da6 and the temporal prepositional phrase eine 
Sekunde sp5ter point at a sequence, but the situations described in this text unit are 
not iconically represented. In contrast to this, the same type of prepositional phrase 
is employed in, for example, text unit no. 10 in which the situations are iconic. 
We can further note that the high degree of iconicity of sequentially ordered 
situations in both subcorpora appears to be independent of the fact whether 
sequential situations are expressed by two coordinated clauses or a 
superordinate/subordinate clause structure (cf. Tables 7.1 and 7.9). Hence, as we 
have seen in Chapter 2, iconicity can indeed be conveyed by both coordinated and 
superordinate/subordinate clause structures. 
7.3.2 Results for Research Question C: The Types of Transfer 
Relation 
The transfer relation analysis of the German subcorpus was carried out on the basis 
of Table 7.11, in which the single cues/cue clusters indicating the entire temporal 
ordering structure of the 82 text units are detailed; in other words, the distribution 
patterns between the cues and the relation type(s) are revealed. Note that in the 
context of establishing transfer relations, i. e. the links between temporal ordering 
relations and their cues, cues are viewed in conjunction with domain expertise. 
The information listed in Table 7.11 allows us to identify the following patterns 
between temporal ordering relations and their cues in the German text units: 
The subordinator da means that the state of affairs expressed in the subordinate clause is the reason or the 
cause of the state of affairs expressed in the superordinate clause (cf. Engel 1996: 717). 
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(1) Several different relation types (in different text units) are signalled by the same 
single cue, e. g. TORnsl (text unit no. 16), TORps9 (text unit no. 62), and 
TORpsII (text unit no. 77), and so on, can all be signalled by the coordinator 
und. Further examples are TORps9 (text unit no. 39) and TORpsII (text unit 
no. 3) which can both be cued by the subordinator als. 
(2) A particular relation type is cued by several different signals, e. g. TORps9 can 
be cued by the subordinators w5hrend (text unit no. 34), weil (text unit no. 55), 
als (text unit no. 57), and the coordinator und (text unit no. 47), and so on. 
Another example is TORnsl which can be signalled by the coordinator und (text 
unit no. 16), the subordinator als (text unit no. 40), the adverb woraufhin (text 
unit no. 36), and so on. 
These two types of transfer relation, termed many-to-one and one-to-many transfer 
relations, were, as will be recalled, also identified in the English subcorpus (cf. 
Figure 7.1, section 7.2.2). The cross-linguistic comparison strengthens the 
conclusion that in the case of the many-to-one transfer type the linguistic means to 
express temporal order appear to be limited since, as we have seen, many of the 
lexical and grammatical cues are polyfunctional in terms of the types of temporal 
order they can convey. The one-to-many relation indicates that different cue types 
can be used without affecting the type of temporal order, whi ch makes attempts at 
uniquely assigning particular cues to particular relations difficult. 
As for the English subcorpus, two subsets of transfer relations can be distinguished 
(cf. Figures 7.2 and 7.3). One subset involves cues which have besides temporal 
ordering functions also non-temporal functions, e. g. the coordinating conjunction 
und can also signal contrast, intensification, and so on (cf. Engel 1996: 746-747). 
The other subset is characterized by the fact that a cue which only has a temporal 
function nevertheless signals several types of temporal order, e. g. the temporal 
subordinator bis can indicate both types of simultaneity (cf. Engel 1996: 716). 
The implications of the transfer relation types identified in the German subcorpus 
are the same as those found in the English: these relations are useful for writing 
specialist texts in terms of enabling authors to reduce or even eliminate ambiguities 
with regard to temporally ordered information, and these relations aid the extraction 
of temporal ordering knowledge from specialist texts by highlighting the various 
functions which the cues for temporal order can have. 
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7.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the most important findings of the English and German ling uistic-level 
and transfer-relation analyses are drawn out as a focus for the discussion of the 
results in Chapter 8. 
With regard to the linguistic realizations of the complex conceptual structures linked 
by temporal ordering relations, the results showed that in the English subcorpus the 
complex conceptual structure pairs (N = 140) were expressed more often by 
superordinate/subordinate clause structures (f = 82) than by two coordinated 
clauses (f = 58). The corresponding German results were reversed: the complex 
conceptual structures (N = 109) linked by these relations were more frequently 
realized by two coordinated clauses (f = 70) than by subordination (f = 39). 
Irrespective of these cross-linguistic differences, the main conclusion which was 
drawn is that both coordination and subordination can express all types of 
temporally ordered situations: sequences and the two types of simultaneity. 
The cross-linguistic results on the lexical and grammatical cues found in the text 
corpus showed that the cues only signalled that some sort of temporal order is 
present, but they did not clearly indicate precise relation types. The determination of 
the exact relation types was only possible on the basis of extra-linguistic knowledge 
in terms of the input from the domain experts and from the author of this thesis. 
The findings also showed that the types of cue which could be linked to particular 
relation types with the help of domain knowledge are LGP items and phrases such 
as coordinators, temporal subordinators, adverbs of time, temporal prepositional 
phrases, adverb phrases denoting time, but grammatical devices such as tense 
contrasts and serniotic means such as iconicity were also found. It was shown that 
the linguistic signalling of temporal order is complex since the cues interact if 
several cues co-occur within a clause. The cross-linguistic analysis further 
confirmed that many cues are polyfunctional with regard to the type of temporal 
order they can signal. Iconicity plays a role in signalling temporal order inasmuch as 
it points at sequences. The results of the cross-linguistic comparison indicate that 
both the English and German LSP texts analysed in this study are characterized by 
a high degree of iconic representations of sequentially ordered situations (85% on 
average). It was further noted that the high degree of iconic sequences in both 
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subcorpora appears to be independent of the fact whether sequential situations are 
expressed by coordinated or by superordinate/subordinate clauses. Hence, iconicity 
can be conveyed by both types of clause arrangement. 
Two types of transfer relation, which have been termed many-to-one and one-to- 
many transfer relations, could be identified in both subcorpora. In the case of the 
many-to-one transfer relation type (bearing structural similarities to polysemy) the 
linguistic means to express temporal order seem to be limited since, as we have 
seen, many of the lexical and grammatical cues are polyfunctional in terms of the 
types of temporal order they can convey. The one-to-many relation (loosely 
comparable to synonymy) indicates that different cue types can be used without 
affecting the type of temporal order, impeding unique allocations of particular cues 
to particular relations. Two subsets of transfer relations were also distinguished: one 
relation involves cues which have besides temporal ordering functions also non- 
temporal functions, and the other is concerned with cues which only have temporal 
functions. The transfer relation types identified here may have implications for 
technical writing in controlled language and terminological text processing. 
In the following chapter, the results presented in Chapters 4,5,6 and 7 are 
discussed. 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion of the Results 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the discussion of the proposed typology (Chapter 4) and the results 
of the empirical study (Chapters 5 to 7) takes place. Here, each research question is 
examined in view of the results obtained and, where applicable, the findings are 
evaluated in terms of existing terminological and linguistic theory and practice. 
To assist the discussion, the layout of this chapter adheres to the main aspects of 
the inquiry into temporal ordering relations. The discussion therefore begins with an 
assessment of the results in terms of the proposed relation types and the results 
yielded from the conceptual analysis of these types in the English and German text 
corpus (section 8.2). Then, the findings of the linguistic analysis of these relations 
are considered (section 8.3), followed by an evaluation of the transfer relations, i. e. 
the relationships between temporal ordering relations and their cues (section 8.4). A 
conclusion is provided in section 8.5. 
8.2 Discussion of the Results of the Conceptual-Level 
Investigation 
It will be recalled that in Chapter 4 the results pertaining to the construction of a 
possible typology of temporal ordering relations were not only reported on but it was 
also clearly indicated where the known terminological models of temporal ordering 
relations have been extended and restructured. In the present chapter, some of 
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these points are briefly reiterated as a prelude to discussing them (section 8.2.1). 
Following this, the results on the confirmation and cross-linguistic comparison of the 
hypothesized relation types (section 8.2.2) and the determination of a prototypical 
temporal ordering relation are considered (section 8.2.3). 
8.2.1 The Proposed Typology of Temporal Ordering Relations 
The results, referring to Research Questions A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3, can be 
summarized as follows: (1) It was possible to create a typology of temporal ordering 
relations incorporating the existing broad types and subtypes of these relations 
identified in the literature; (2) The various types of conceptual structure potentially 
linkable by temporal ordering relations could also be built into the typology; (3) Time 
intervals and time points were successfully integrated as well. 
8.2.1.1 Incorporating the Known Relation Types (RQ A1.1) 
The fact that the known broad types and subtypes of temporal ordering relation 
could be integrated into the typology advocated in this study has produced a more 
highly elaborated model than the existing terminological classifications of these 
relations, since, as we can recall, only classifications comprising two broad relation 
types are in use in terminology. These are, depending on the ordering characteristic 
chosen, either consecutive and simultaneous relations (e. g. Arntz & Picht 1995) or 
succession and process relations (Nuopponen 1994a). 
As we have seen, to these two broad relation types, which I labelled sequence and 
complete simultaneity relations for ease of reference, a third broad relation type 
could be added, which emerged during the examination of relevant literature in 
neighbouring fields: the partial simultaneity relation. In addition, six subtypes of 
temporal ordering relation were identified. Hence, the three broad relations and the 
six subtypes formed the point of departure for creating the typology, in which the 
subtypes were refined into a total of 14 subtypes on the basis of various ordering 
characteristics. The resulting typology is a multi-level hierarchy which has mainly 
been constructed polydimensionally, which means that more than one ordering 
characteristic is applied at some of its levels. By contrast, the known models of 
these relations operate on one dimension only and are based on a single ordering 
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characteristic (e. g. Arntz & Picht 1995). In other words, these models all constitute 
single-level monodimensional systems. 
As a consequence, the typology put forward now provides a variety of broad types 
and subtypes of temporal ordering relation for theoretical and practical 
terminological research. Hence, analyses of conceptual relations in special- 
language texts from domains in which the temporal ordering of phenomena plays an 
important role (e. g. any type of accident investigation, crime investigation, diagnosis 
of illnesses, legal proceedings) may be facilitated and more complete by the highly 
differentiated types of relation suggested in the typology. 
It goes, however, without saying that the typology put forward in this study presents 
only one possible way of classifying temporal ordering relations. For instance, 
another possibility would be not to differentiate between complete and partial 
simultaneity relations, so that there are only simultaneity relations which then 
comprise any type of simultaneity relation. 
8.2.1.2 Embodying the Various Types of Conceptual Structure (RQ A1.2) 
The finding for Research Question A1.2 is that a typology could be established 
which incorporates the different types of conceptual structure which can 
theoretically be connected by temporal ordering relations: (1) simple conceptual 
structures (solitary concepts representing entities and situations without any 
associated concepts); (2) complex conceptual structures (several coalesced 
concepts possessing various semantic role characteristics associated with the 
representation of situations; in other words, propositions). 
We can recall that the reason for having made an attempt at investigating the 
conceptual structures potentially linkable by temporal ordering relations and at 
integrating these structures into the proposed typology lies in the results of the pilot 
investigation as well as in various existing terminological studies: Picht's 
observations on the conceptual underpinnings of LSP phrases (1991), Sager & 
Kageura's research into concept types (1994), and Puuronen's views on the 
complexity of action concepts (1994). 
Let us begin with the influence of Sager & Kageura's work on the present study and 
how the typology created in this thesis extends their research. As we have seen, the 
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main thrust of Sager & Kageura's argument is that research into conceptual 
relations must explore the concept types connected by them. Among the concept 
types which can be linked, they list solitary concepts representing entities (e. g. 
hangar), properties (states: alert, qualities: toxic), and activities (e. g. backtracking). 
In the context of concepts which represent activities, Sager & Kageura highlight the 
fact that such concepts are complex because of their need to include other 
concepts, resulting in propositions (linguistically realized as clauses). However, due 
to the focus on the solitary concept, complex conceptual structures realized by 
clauses have not been dealt with from a terminological perspective, but we pointed 
out that conceptual structures which are more complex than solitary concepts have 
nevertheless been of interest to terminologists: the conceptual structures underlying 
LSP phrases. So far, these have mainly been examined indirectly, i. e. from the point 
of view of the linguistic level as part of terminological studies of LSP phraseology. 
There, it is argued that LSP phrases denote at least two concepts (e. g. Picht 1990), 
which I interpreted to mean that they form some sort of complex conceptual 
structure. However, other terminologists directly contradict this view by arguing that 
LSP phrases denote only one concept (e. g. Budin 1990). These contradicting 
opinions appear to be symptomatic of the fact that the traditional boundaries of 
terminology science are perhaps less clear and delimited than originally thought. 
Hence, besides the findings from the pilot studies, it was Sager & Kageura's 
reference to propositions in conjunction with Picht's description of the conceptual 
underpinnings of LSP phrases in terms of propositions, and Puuronen's view of 
action concepts (definable in terms of agent, intention, effect, result and 
consequences) which have led to the investigation of temporal ordering relations 
between complex conceptual structures, i. e. propositions realized by clauses. 
Consequently, in the present study the traditional boundaries of terminology science 
have been transcended, since by dealing with larger conceptual structures and their 
linguistic realizations in the form of clauses it went beyond solitary concepts and 
terms and even LSP phrases. 
In the context of the concept types which are linkable by temporal ordering relations, 
Nuopponen's classification of these relations (1994a) has also influenced the 
present work. Unlike Sager & Kageura, she does, however, not explicitly point out 
that these relations can connect concepts representing entities, activities, and 
properties. She nevertheless classifies the relations according to what I have called 
type of concept linked. She divides them, as can be recalled. into succession 
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(between entities) and process relations (between phases of a process). In contrast, 
all the other known terminological classifications of temporal ordering relations are 
based on the ordering characteristic type of connection (e. g. Arntz & Picht 1995). In 
the typology proposed in this study, these two methods of classifying temporal 
ordering relations have hence been combined. The characteristic type of connection 
manifests itself, as we have seen, in the integration of the three broad relation types 
(null, partial and complete simultaneity relations). The characteristic type of concept 
linked has been incorporated in the top node of the typology where it is made 
explicit that temporal ordering relations can conceptually link entities, activities, and 
properties. By including both ordering characteristics, by making it clear which 
objects can conceptually be connected, and by distinguishing between simple and 
complex conceptual structures the proposed typology makes an important 
contribution to the known models of temporal ordering relations. 
Sager & Kageura's claim that concepts representing entities, properties and 
activities can potentially be linked by temporal ordering relations, could, however, 
only be supported empirically for temporal ordering relations between complex 
conceptual structures representing activities and properties. In contrast to this, 
temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts representing entities, 
properties, and activities could not be identified during the conceptual analysis of 
the LSP text corpus. Hence, Sager & Kageura's claim that entities, properties, and 
activities are all conceptually linkable object types could only be partly confirmed in 
the empirical investigation since relations which conceptually link entities were not 
identified at all, only relations linking activities and properties. 
Due to the fact that only temporal ordering relations between complex conceptual 
structures could be identified in this study and none between solitary concepts we 
may deduce that these relations do not actually seem to occur commonly with 
solitary concepts. This would then mean that the temporal ordering relation types 
mentioned in the terminological literature present exceptions rather than the rule 
since these types link solitary concepts. The question which must be asked in this 
context is what is then the relevance of temporal ordering relations to the study of 
terminology science if they do not commonly occur with solitary concepts which are 
of main interest to terminologists? It is evident that, although the present study has 
shown that these relations are vital for structuring time-related domain knowledge, 
the larger conceptual structures linked by these relations do not fit in easily with 
traditional concept analyses and creating specialist vocabularies which normally 
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only consist of solitary concepts and the terms designating them. However, since 
the study has clearly demonstrated the value of these relations it may only be a 
question of time until complex conceptual structures and their linguistic realizations 
become of more interest to terminologists, just like LSP phrases eventually 'found 
their way' into terminology science. 
As a result of this study, it seems now possible to answer the question why temporal 
ordering relations have hardly been explored by terminologists. It will be recalled 
that I stated in the literature review that the reasons for the lack of knowledge about 
these relations were unclear although several terminologists have repeatedly 
emphasized the importance of these relations (e. g. Nuopponen 1994a), but I 
assumed that the nature and function of temporal ordering relations was not 
understood. However, the present study has shown that it appears to be more the 
case that the conceptual structures linked by these relations were not understood 
since the relations do not commonly occur with the traditionally investigated solitary 
concepts. Hence, the results in this study seem to prove Sager & Kageura right with 
regard to their observation that "others jump ahead and describe [conceptual] 
relationships without having previously established what, specifically, is being 
related" (1994: 191). 
8.2.1.3 Integrating Time Intervals and Time Points (RQ A1.3) 
The result for Research Question A1.3 shows that it was possible to establish a 
typology of temporal ordering relations integrating the temporal objects of time 
intervals and time points in the sense they are understood in artificial intelligence. 
It is recognized in the linguistic literature that situations such as actions and events 
and even states and qualities are closely connected to time intervals. However, 
none of the known terminological classifications of temporal ordering relations make 
mention of time intervals as a means of organizing these relations, although some 
of the models even include temporal ordering relations between situations (e. g. 
Nuopponen 1994a). In contrast to this, in studies in artificial intelligence dealing with 
the creation of temporal ontologies, which are not unlike conceptual models of 
temporal ordering relations, the temporal objects of time intervals and time points 
indeed form an important basis for the temporal representation of phenomena in 
these ontologies (e. g. Gamper 1996). In view of the fact that it has been specified 
too in the proposed typology that temporal ordering relations can conceptually link 
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the above-mentioned situation types, it was considered reasonable to construct the 
typology on the basis of time intervals and time points analogous to the way they 
are used in artificial intelligence. By employing not only time intervals (positive 
duration) but also time points (zero duration) it was possible to arrive at 14 subtypes 
of temporal ordering relation due to the various combination possibilities of these 
temporal objects. For instance, time points allow us to mark the timeless transition 
of two sequential time intervals, e. g. between the states the pilot is alive and the 
pilot is dead there is no passage of time since there cannot be anything in between 
(a human being is either alive or dead). Since so far no terminological models have 
taken into account the temporal objects closely associated with temporal ordering 
relations, the integration of time intervals and time points into the typology 
presented in this study extends terminological theory. 
The inclusion of the temporal objects of time intervals and time points into the 
typology is also symptomatic of the fact that the traditional boundaries of 
terminology have been crossed in the present study. The fact that, for instance, time 
intervals are intrinsically connected to situations shows that complex conceptual 
structures (representing situations realized by clauses) are by nature more 
commonly associated with time intervals than solitary concepts (entities and 
situations realized by terms). However, as we have seen in Chapter 4, it can be 
argued that solitary concepts too can be represented by time intervals, but only if 
such concepts are viewed in a specific manner. 
8.2.2 The Corroborated Temporal Ordering Relation Types (RQ A2) 
The results for this research question show that the majority of the hypothesized 
relation types could be confirmed and cross-linguistically compared in the chosen 
English and German LSP corpus consisting of official aircraft accident reports. 
It will be recalled that the corroboration of temporal ordering relations, presented in 
Chapters 5 and 6, took place with the help of time maps (serving to determine, 
confirm and graphically represent the relations), which were subsequently submitted 
for verification to the domain experts. These maps, consisting of two time axes 
separated by a 900 angle, were created specifically for this purpose since the 
traditionally used terminological graphic representations of such relations in the form 
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of lists and flow charts were insufficient, not least because they depict sequence 
relations from top to bottom and simultaneous relations from left to right (cf. Picht & 
Draskau 1985). In keeping with Nuopponen's criticism of this method (1994a), in the 
time maps developed in this study sequences are represented from left to right and 
simultaneity from top to bottom. The time maps are therefore an elaboration of the 
existing terminological representation methods for these relations. 
As we have seen, with the help of the time maps and subsequent domain expert 
input, 11 subtypes of temporal ordering relation in the English subcorpus and 7 
subtypes in the German subcorpus out of 14 theoretical subtypes could be 
confirmed. The results of the English subcorpus show that not only relations 
connecting time intervals could be confirmed but also relations involving time points. 
In contrast to this, in the German subcorpus no relations involving time points were 
identified. This finding may be due to the fact that, although the inclusion of aircraft 
accidents into the corpus depended on their similarities in*terms of causes and 
circumstances, the temporal ordering structures of the different accidents 
nevertheless exhibited differences. This then might explain why some relations were 
confirmed and not others. Additional texts would need to be analysed in order to 
explore this further. 
We can recall that in both subcorpora by far the most frequently encountered 
relation type is the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsi). From all the 
relation types identified in both subcorpora, this relation was found in almost half of 
the cases (44.3% in the English vs. 48.1% in the German subcorpus). However, it 
seems somewhat surprising that this relation type plays such a significant role 
since, as we have seen, the temporal ordering mode of simultaneity is an important 
and often occurring phenomenon in our perceived reality (cf. O'Shaugnessy 1971). 
Hence, I would have expected relation types exhibiting +simultaneity to be similarly 
frequent. Perhaps, the high frequency of the sequence-with-gap interval relation 
may be due to the fact that the analysis sample was kept small for a variety of 
reasons (cf. Chapter 3); if a considerably larger sample of texts had been analysed 
the most frequent relation type might have been different or other relation types 
might have displayed similar frequencies as the sequence-with-gap interval relation. 
As will be recalled, the sequence-without-gap interval relation (TORns2) is the 
second most frequent relation type in the English subcorpus. Owing to the fact that 
this relation type only differs from TORnsl in the characteristic ±temporal gap, it is 
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perhaps unsurprising that it occupies this rank. Hence, it would have been 
reasonable to assume that this relation type is also ranked second in the German 
subcorpus since the texts making up the German subcorpus have similar 
conceptual underpinnings as their selected English counterpart with regard to the 
causes and circumstances of the accidents. However, TORns2 is only ranked fifth. 
This result is most likely due to the size of the sample, and hence analyses of 
further texts are needed. 
8.2.3 The Prototypical Temporal Ordering Relation (RQ A3) 
The finding here is that on the basis of the frequency method (cf. Croft 1996, Dirven 
& Verspoor 1998, Cruse 2000) the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsl) 
was identified as the prototypical temporal ordering relation in both the English and 
the German subcorpora. 
The question which must be addressed here is whether the frequency method has 
actually proved to be a feasible way for establishing a prototypical temporal ordering 
relation. As indicated in Chapter 2, it is important to distinguish between the 'causes' 
for prototypicality and the 'consequences' of prototypical ity. Rosch (1973,1978) has 
argued against frequency being the cause of prototypicality since she points out that 
frequency is of lesser importance for identifying prototypes than the centrality of 
features. Similarly, Taylor (1995) believes that the frequency of a member of a 
category is not so much the reason for its prototypical status but rather a 
consequence of prototypical ity. Since frequency is seen as a consequence of 
prototypicality, I nevertheless judged it to be a useful means for determining a 
prototypical temporal ordering relation, not least because it is put forward in the 
relevant literature that "a textually frequent category member will satisfy the 
definition of (proto)typicality" (Croft 1996: 125). However, as a result of the present 
study, Croft's argument may not necessarily always be applicable in the context of 
temporal ordering relations. Since these relations exist between situations in the 
perceived reality, the types of relation are solely determined by what happens in the 
world in terms of the temporal order of situations. Depending on the perceived 
temporal ordering scenario, it is therefore possible that relation types other than the 
prototype relation established in this study are more frequent. For instance, in 
certain scenarios relation types exhibiting +simultaneity may be the most frequent 
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relation types since, as we have seen, simultaneity is an often occurring 
phenomenon in our perceived reality. Hence, the fact that in this study TORnsl 
turned out to be the prototype may be coincidental. In other words, generalizing on 
the basis of the text sample examined here may not be possible at this stage, since - 
additional texts would need to be examined (and experiments involving subjects 
would have to be carried out) in order to explore this further. 
The use of the prototype method means that the present study has taken on-board 
some of the recent criticisms of traditional terminological theory, in particular of the 
classical way of organizing concepts (e. g. Weissenhofer 1995, Temmerman 2000). 
Let us now deal with the resolution of the classical method of categorizing temporal 
ordering relations vs. the prototype method. As we have seen, both methods 
constitute different ways of modelling the world, and thus two different 
categorizations of the relations were arrived at: 
C3 In the typology, constructed using the classical method, the relation concepts 
are systematized hierarchically according to necessary and sufficient criteria, 
resulting in similar relation types being grouped together. The relation concepts 
all have equal status and are clearly delimited from each other. 
0 Using the prototype approach, the relation types do not have equal status since 
the prototypical relation takes a central position while the other relation types are 
organized around the prototype depending on their similarity with it. However, in 
this context, it must be pointed out that due to the fact that in this study textual 
frequencies were used as a measure for prototypicality, the relation types 
organized around the prototype relation TORnsl are not necessarily the ones 
with the closest similarity. This is, for instance, particularly evident in the 
German prototype rankings where TORns2, which is closest in similarity to 
TORnsI, is ranked only fifth. Possible reasons for this may be that frequency, 
as already indicated, may really not be an adequate way of determining 
prototypes, and/or that the small size of the analysis sample has affected the 
prototype rankings of the relations. Hence, in the first instance, more texts would 
have to be examined to investigate this further. 
We can recall that it is argued in the psychological and cognitive science literature 
as well as in the recent terminological literature (e. g. Temmerman 2000) that many 
concepts cannot be described satisfactorily using the classical approach. In the 
case of the temporal ordering relation concepts, however, this does not seem to be 
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the case since intensionally the relation concepts are classifiable by necessary and 
sufficient features which clearly distinguish them from each other. The concepts all 
descend from the same superordinate relation type and share the same core 
meaning. Moreover, the concepts do not exhibit fuzzy boundaries since there are no 
borderline cases gradually going over into another relation category. It is possible to 
clearly distinguish between what is a temporal ordering relation and what is not. 
I nevertheless consider the prototype approach also as a feasible way of organizing 
the relation concepts although, as we have seen, this approach is mainly useful for 
categories in which one member is more central than others, if a core meaning 
cannot be established, and if a category exhibits fuzzy boundaries. The intensional 
definitions suggested for the relation concepts seem to demonstrate that these 
concepts are not affected by the latter two factors, but I believe that this class of 
concepts displays prototype structure in the context of our perceived reality in 
which, as we have seen, the centrality of the relation types is solely determined by 
what happens in the world in terms of the temporal order of situations. How can it be 
reconciled that on the one hand the relation concepts are well defined and clear-cut, 
but on the other there is some indication that this category displays prototype 
structure? Such a scenario may actually not be so unusual since even in well- 
defined and relatively clear-cut terminologies prototype and fuzziness effects can 
occur, as has already been observed by Weissenhofer (1995). Since the prototype 
is the most representative member (on the basis of frequency or as perceived by 
the subject) it may also be the one which exhibits necessary and sufficient 
conditions, which happens to be the case in the present study. 
8.3 Discussion of the Results of the Linguistic-Level 
Investigation (RQ B) 
In what follows, the results for Research Question B, presented in Chapter 7, are 
discussed. This question deals with a cross-linguistic inquiry into the linguistic 
structures conceptually linked by temporal ordering relations (section 8.3.1) and into 
the linguistic (section 8.3.2) and serniotic means (section 8.3.3) signalling them. 
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Before we begin the discussion of the'results of the linguistic analysis, it should be 
pointed out that the consideration of the findings will focus on general trends and 
observations rather than on specific details due to the fact that this study has been 
exploratory and the analysis sample was not large. 
8.3.1 The Linguistic Realizations of the Conceptual Structures 
Linked by Temporal Ordering Relations 
One of the main results for this part of Research Question B is that in both 
subcorpora no examples of solitary concepts linked by temporal ordering relations 
were identified. Hence, the results discussed below only concern the linguistic 
realizations of complex conceptual structures linked. 
A possible explanation for the fact that no solitary concepts linked by temporal 
ordering relations could be found may be that certain linguistic devices which might 
have produced such relations were not employed in the accident reports analysed, 
e. g. enumerations involving temporal ordering such as Private Pilots Licence, 
Commercial Pilots Licence, Air Transport Pilots Licence or taking off, climbing, 
cruising, descending, landing. Another potential reason may be the fact that 
sentence boundaries formed the upper limit of the analysis in this study. If larger 
text units such as paragraphs had been analysed it might have been possible to 
identify temporally ordered solitary concepts in the sentences making up the 
paragraphs, even though it is conceded that establishing the nature of such 
relations would be correspondingly more difficult. Since so far in terminology only 
temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts have been investigated, it 
was not unreasonable to ask this research question since there was no indication 
that temporal ordering relations between solitary concepts would not be found in the 
analysed text units. Hence, as I concluded earlier, relations between solitary 
concepts as investigated in terminology science may not be at all common. In other 
words, the relations mentioned in the terminology literature actually seem to cover 
only very few cases. 
The linguistic realizations of complex conceptual structures linked by temporal 
ordering relations were established in terms of their clausal representation. In 
linguistic studies, syntax is listed as a grammatical resource which cannot be 
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omitted when examining the linguistic knowledge readers employ for decoding 
temporal information in text (e. g. DorfmOller-Karpusa 1985). For instance, the 
review of the literature revealed that sequentially linked situations can be 
syntactically realized either by two coordinated clauses or by a 
superordinate/subordinate clause structure. Hence, the question was asked whether 
both types of syntactic structure would also be involved in expressing situations 
which are partially and completely simultaneous. The 95 English and 82 German 
text units were consequently analysed with regard to the clause arrangements of 
complex conceptual structure pairs (representing two temporally ordered situations 
in the world) linked by particular relation types. 
The main findings are that in the English subcorpus the complex conceptual 
structure pairs (N = 140) were expressed more often by superordinate/subordinate 
clause structures (f = 82) than by two coordinated clauses (f = 58). The German 
results were reversed since the complex conceptual structures (N = 109) linked by 
these relations were more frequently realized by two coordinated clauses (f = 70) 
than by subordination (f = 39). Irrespective of these cross-linguistic differences, the 
conclusion was drawn that both coordination and subordination can indeed express 
all types of temporally ordered situations: sequences and the two types of 
simultaneity. 
How can it be explained that in the English text units superordinate/subordinate 
clause structures were predominant while coordinated clause structures were 
predominant in the German texts? In the relevant LSP literature, we have seen 
various views on the use of syntactic structures in LSP texts: on the one hand, 
superordinate/subordinate structures are considered to be less frequent in German 
LSP texts than in German LGP texts (cf. Bene§ 1981), on the other hand 
superordinate/subordinate structures are seen as more frequent, as shown by 
Hoffmann (1985) who examined LSP texts from various domains in German, 
English, Russian and French. Hence, since there is no consensus in the literature 
on which syntactic structures are more typical of LSP texts, we have to find an 
explanation for the differing results in both subcorpora elsewhere. Perhaps, the 
meaning and function of coordination and subordination can throw light on this 
result. Quirk et al. (1994) state that with the help of coordinated main clauses 
authors usually describe situations which are firmly linked and of equal prominence 
in terms of content (1994: 1473). Semantically, as Quirk et aL (1994: 919) point out, 
the difference between coordination and subordination is that the information 
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conveyed in the subordinate clause moves into the background in contrast to the 
information expressed in the superordinate clause; the difference in the semantic 
importance manifests itself in a hierarchical clause structure, whereby the 
information in certain subordinate clauses is assumed to be already known to the 
reader. This is what Quirk et aL state, but their information on the meaning and 
function of coordination and subordination does not help in explaining why 
superordinate/subordinate clause structures were predominant in the English 
subcorpus while coordinated clauses were predominant in the German texts. On the 
contrary, Quirk et aUs claims raise further questions: What do 'equal prominence' 
and 'difference in semantic importance' mean with regard to temporal order? 
There may actually be a straightforward explanation for the question why 
superordinate/subordinate clause structures were more frequent in the English text 
units and coordinated clause structures more frequent in the German: the 
differences in the syntactic structures may simply be due to the English and German 
authors' stylistic preferences in the writing of the accident reports, but additional 
texts in both languages would need to be analysed in order to explore this further. It 
is perhaps interesting to note in this context that one of the aims of controlled 
language is to simplify syntax by using coordinators (cf. Linga Web Page 2003: 1. 
3), but, as far as I am aware, the German authors' of the aircraft accident reports 
examined here have not had any training in writing their reports using controlled 
language. 
8.3.2 The Cues for Temporal Ordering Relations 
The main findings for the second part of Research Question B are as follows. The 
English and German analyses of the lexical and grammatical cues for temporal 
ordering relations showed that the cues only signal some sort of temporal ordering. 
The cues are insufficient for accurate determinations of the relations and in all cases 
the input from the domain experts and from the author of this thesis in terms of her 
own domain knowledge was required. 
As a prelude to discussing the findings, let us briefly recall what is known in the 
literature about linguistic signals of temporal ordering relations. It was found that in 
none of the terminological and collaborative studies in which the realizations of 
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other types of conceptual relation were investigated were temporal ordering 
relations included. Various means of expressing these relations could be detected in 
selected neighbouring literature: LGP items such as conjunctions, subordinators, 
and so on, and devices such as tense and iconicity. In view of the lack of 
terminological research into how temporal ordering relations are signalled in text, 
the results in this study are laying the foundation for future work in this area. 
In terms of the types of lexical and grammatical cue found to signal temporal 
ordering relations, the results obtained in the present study are consistent with the 
types of cue mentioned in the linguistic literature. Among the cues identified, the 
coordinators and and und were by far the most frequent cues. This finding is 
perhaps not surprising since - leaving aside any non-temporal functions, which 
were already dealt with during one of the pre-analysis phases - the coordinators 
and and und have different relating and connecting functions such as the linkage of 
clauses which express sequential situations, or the connection of clauses describing 
completely or partially simultaneous situations, as we have seen. The second most 
frequent cue types in both subcorpora are temporal subordinators, which mark 
adverbial subordinate clauses of time. This result too seems unsurprising since 
such subordinators can also have multiple temporal ordering functions. 
In this study, we also looked at the individual cues identified per text unit as an 
interactive whole, which means that the entire underlying temporal ordering 
structure is involved, regardless of whether one or several relations are involved. 
With the intervention of domain expertise, both subcorpora revealed the same 
patterns between the single cues and cue clusters (several cues are present within 
a text unit) and the verified relations: 
(1) A cue cluster can prompt one relation. 
(2) A cue cluster signals several underlying relations. 
(3) A single cue points at an underlying temporal ordering structure consisting of 
more than one relation. 
(4) A single cue signals one relation. 
(5) A single cue can point at a specific relation in one text unit but at other types in 
other text units. 
(6) A relation can be signalled by a variety of cues. 
(7) Some cue clusters always prompt the same relation. 
The above patterns indicate, especially pattern (5), that the cues identified in the 
text corpus do not uniquely signal particular types of temporal ordering relation. 
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It was shown that the linguistic signalling of temporal order is complex since the 
cues interact if several cues co-occur within a clause, rendering it difficult to express 
the cues for temporal ordering relations in the form of knowledge probes or formulae 
which were identified for other types of conceptual relation. In both subcorpora, we 
also established that it was not possible to determine the exact relation type 
regardless of whether the relations were cued by a single cue or a cue cluster. The 
presence of cue clusters was sometimes helpful in eliminating one or even two of 
the three main types of temporal order, e. g. by indicating the relative beginnings of 
two temporally situations, but not their endings. Hence, it was only on the basis of 
'connecting'the dictionary meanings of the cues to the meanings of the other clause 
elements, e. g. to the meanings of the verbs used, as well as to domain expertise 
that the relation types could be determined. Some of the cue clusters which indicate 
beginnings are listed below: 
Temporal prepositional phrase combinations, e. g. on 4 June 1995 + on 24 
August 1995. 
Temporal adverb and subordinator combinations, e. g. shortly + after. 
Combinations of temporal prepositional phrases and adverb phrases, e. g. urn 
03h45'04sec +7 Sekunden sp5ter. 
How can it be explained that in both subcorpora temporal ordering relations were 
not cued in such a way that the relations could be determined without domain- 
specific knowledge, in particular in view of the fact that the temporal order of events 
leading up to an aircraft accident are an intrinsic feature of texts belonging to this 
domain? Some potential reasons are offered below: 
0 Human language is less than perfect in the textual encoding of meaning 
relations and lack of direct mapping is a normal part of it. 
0 The description of temporal order may have seemed clear to the authors, i. e. the 
authors may not have been aware that the underlying temporal ordering 
structure of a sentence was not sufficiently expressed. 
0 There was not enough information about the temporal order of some situations. 
0 As one of the English domain experts put it, the words and phrases offered by 
the English language to express temporal order, in particular the various types 
of simultaneity, are long-winded and elaborate, and many of the shorter words 
and phrases are imprecise. ' This is possibly also valid for German. 
Personal communication with aircraft accident investigator B. Forward. 
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The last point in particular is interesting. Although we are dealing with LSP texts, 
which have their own terminology as well as LSP-specific features, temporal order is 
expressed using LGP words and expressions either in isolation or in combination 
and the labelling of these relations is a complex matter, relatively much more so 
than the labelling of other concept types, particularly those traditionally dealt with in 
terminology science. With the current technological developments, the information 
age, and faster pace of life in general, the concept of time has increased more and 
more in importance, especially in the Western world. In many areas, time, i. e. the 
order in time has become a crucial factor and, for instance, many procedures have 
to take place in a particular temporal order, e. g. in space exploration, police and 
military operations, manufacturing, chemical processes, and so on. As already 
indicated, in aircraft accidents the temporal order of situations leading up to an 
accident is essential for understanding how such an accident happened and to 
establish who or what caused the accident. Air accident investigators have to stand 
up in court as expert witnesses to defend their reports, and it is therefore critical that 
the individual events pertaining to an accident can be pinpointed in time. Hence, in 
such situations the need for concise and precise realizations of temporal order, and 
in particular for the two types of simultaneity, becomes apparent. However, as we 
have seen, the words and expressions used in the aircraft accident reports analysed 
in this study demonstrated that the relations were not adequately realized. The 
relations were only cued in text and the cues only indicated that some sort of 
temporal order was present but not which type. 
Hence, as we have already indicated in Chapter 7, the results of the linguistic 
investigation in this study may be directly applicable in the following way. The 
description of temporal ordering knowledge in aircraft accident reports could be 
improved if aircraft accident investigators were trained in using controlled language 
for expressing the various types of temporal order. For instance, the creation of 
approved lists of temporal ordering means uniquely designating particular types of 
relation would avoid or at least reduce ambiguous temporal ordering information in 
these reports, rendering them more comprehensible. Particular temporal ordering 
words and expressions as part of controlled language would also facilitate human or 
machine-supported specialist translations of such reports because the transfer of 
time-related domain knowledge into other languages would be easier. 
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8.3.3 Iconicity and Temporal Ordering Relations 
lconicity was examined as a method for representing sequential temporal order. The 
English and German text units were assessed as to whether the situations 
expressed in these units are described in their order in time with a view to 
establishing the extent of iconically represented situations. The result for this last 
part of Research Question B indicates that in both subcorpora ca. 85% of 
sequentially linked situations are iconically represented, whereby the high degree of 
iconic situations seems to be independent of the fact whether iconic sequences are 
realized by coordinated or superordinate/subordinate clauses. 
As we have seen, it is suggested in the relevant literature that iconic representations 
of temporal order support text comprehension (e. g. Mandler 1986). In the context of 
aircraft accident investigation, the facilitation of text comprehension has to be seen 
in the light of the goals of specialist communication, namely to communicate 
specialist knowledge precisely, completely, and efficiently. Since it is one of the 
main purposes of aircraft accident reports to describe the precise temporal order of 
the events which have led to an aircraft accident, the comprehensibility of the 
reports in terms of temporal order is crucial, particularly in the event of resulting 
court cases. Since these reports are not only written for experts but also for the 
public and since any temporal ordering information can be decisive for establishing 
who is to blame for the accident, aircraft accident investigators make an attempt to 
represent situations as much as possible in their natural order to support the 
2 
comprehension of these reports. Hence, the fact that about 85% of the sequentially 
linked situations were found to be iconically represented is not surprising. However, 
this result may change in other domains, text genres and text types. 
It appears that iconicity is. a helpful signal for sequence relations, in particular, if it 
can interact with lexical and grammatical cues. In many text units, in which a cluster 
of lexical and grammatical cues pointed, for example, at either a sequence or at a 
partial simultaneity relation, taking iconicity into account enabled in many cases the 
exclusion, of partial simultaneity. However, like the lexical and grammatical cues 
identified in the present study, iconicity has its limitations: it cannot signal particular 
types of sequence relation since it does not tell us whether sequences with 
+temporal gap or -temporal gap are involved. Hence, domain expert input is still 
Personal Communication with aircraft accident Investigators B. Forward and Ch. -H. Schuberdt. 
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necessary, not least because of the fact that, as we have seen, in the 15% of cases 
in which sequence relations were not represented iconically the linguistic means do 
not differ from those used for iconic representations. 
8.4 Discussion of the Links between the Conceptual and 
Linguistic Level (RQ C) 
We can recall that Research Question C asks about the relationships between 
temporal ordering relations and their cues and how these transfer relations compare 
cross-linguistically. The finding is that in both subcorpora two main types of transfer 
relation and two subsets of these could be identified. 
The two main types of transfer relation have been termed many-to-one and one-to- 
many transfer relations. In the case of the many-to-one transfer relation type 
(similarities to polysemy) the linguistic means to express temporal order(ing 
relations) seem to be limited since, as we have seen, many of the lexical and 
grammatical cues are polyfunctional in terms of the types of temporal order they can 
convey. The one-to-many relation (comparable to synonymy) indicates that cue 
types can be exchanged without affecting the type of temporal order, impeding 
unique allocations of particular cues to particular relations. Two subsets of transfer 
relation were also found: on the one hand, these are relations which involve cues 
which have not only temporal but also non-temporal functions, and on the other, 
these are relations involving cues which have only temporal functions. 
Since transfer relations, i. e. the relations between temporal ordering relations and 
their cues have so far not been mentioned in the terminological literature, they 
constitute a further development of terminological knowledge. The implications of 
these relations, as already mentioned in Chapter 7, include that they are useful for 
writing specialist texts using controlled language. In particular, the writing of texts in 
which temporally ordered knowledge plays an important role may be facilitated if 
authors are aware of the ambiguities of the means used to convey temporally 
ordered information. Secondly, terminologically orientated processing of specialist 
texts can be facilitated by the transfer relations identified in the present study since 
they alert terminologists to the various functions of temporal ordering cues if these 
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serve as triggers in inclusion lists and also to the noise which can be extracted in 
terms of non-temporal functions. A third area for which transfer relations are of 
potential use has not been discussed yet. Using controlled temporal ordering means 
which enable clear(er) correspondences between the conceptual and linguistic 
levels of temporal ordering relations can also have implications for terminography, 
the discipline which deals with creating specialist dictionaries and term banks (cf. 
Meyer et aL 1997: 1). Meyer et aL argue that, unlike traditional databases, 
terminological knowledge bases, originating from artificial intelligence, can include 
conceptual relations and also linguistic information (cf. 1997: 5). The 14 types of 
temporal ordering relation identified in the present study may be used in addition to 
the conceptual relations traditionally employed in knowledge bases, e. g. genus- 
species and part-whole (cf. Meyer et aL 1997: 5). The temporal ordering relation 
types will be vital for organizing time-related knowledge, in particular in domains in 
which the temporal order of phenomena constitutes a crucial and integral part of the 
domain knowledge, e. g. in accident investigation, crime investigation, and so on. 
8.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the results of the conceptual, linguistic, and transfer-relation 
analyses of temporal ordering relations in the English and German aircraft accident 
reports were discussed. 
The results of the conceptual investigation of temporal ordering relations showed 
that these relations are a conceptually 'rich' class of relations as the 14 subtypes 
proposed in the typology demonstrate. The inquiry into the types of relation between 
conceptual relations and their cues indicated no clear correspondences, highlighting 
the complexity of expressing temporal ordering relations in text. The linguistic 
analysis of the relations clearly brought to the fore the difficulty in establishing 
unique signals for these relations since most of the cues only pointed at some sort 
of temporal order but not at exact relation types. These difficulties appear to based 
on the following intertwined factors: (1) there is often only one single cue for 
temporal order available per sentence; (2) even several interacting cues present in 
a sentence are insufficient for identifying the exact relation type; (3) most lexical, 
grammatical, and semiotic means (iconicity) have multiple temporal ordering 
functions. 
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Temporal ordering relations can hence not be subsumed neatly into codes such as 
knowledge probes like other conceptual relations, e. g. genus-species and part- 
whole relations. A consequence of the manner in which temporal ordering relations 
are realized in text is that extra-linguistic knowledge, which is particularly difficult to 
assess, needs to be brought in to determine the relation types precisely. This study 
has shown that this type of knowledge is not only indispensable for the decoding of 
temporal ordering relations but also that future work in this area depends on how 
this problem is approached. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
9.1 Recapitulation of the Main Points of the Study 
The focus of this study has been temporal ordering relations. It has been motivated 
by the fact that although conceptual relations are crucial for acquiring, organizing 
and representing specialist knowledge, these types of relation have so far only been 
dealt with marginally by terminologists despite the fact that the importance of these 
relations has often been pointed out. The present study therefore set out to inquire 
into temporal ordering relations from a terminological point of view within the 
framework of the Vienna School. As a result of the lack of knowledge on these 
relations, they were explored from the perspective of the conceptual and linguistic 
levels and from the perspective of the links between these levels. 
Following the creation of a typology of temporal ordering relations comprising 14 
subtypes of relation on the basis of necessary and sufficient characteristics, 11 of 
the 14 relation types could be confirmed during the conceptual analysis of the 
English and German text corpus, whereby in both subcorpora, the most frequent 
relation type turned out to be the sequence-with-gap interval relation (TORnsi). In 
an attempt at classifying the relations differently using prototype theory, this relation 
type was also identified as the prototypical relation in both subcorpora. 
One of the most significant findings of the exploration of temporal ordering relations 
in the English and German subcorpora is that only relations between complex 
conceptual structures, i. e. propositions realized by clauses, were found, and none 
between solitary concepts, leading to the conclusion that temporal ordering relations 
do not actually seem to occur commonly with solitary concepts. 
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As a consequence of investigating temporal ordering relations between complex 
conceptual structures realized by clauses, the traditional boundaries of terminology 
science have been transcended since the study has taken us beyond the notions of 
solitary concepts and terms. It has been shown that the justification for venturing 
beyond the conceptual and linguistic structures normally investigated by 
terminologists can be seen not only in the results from the pilot investigation but 
also in existing terminological research, i. e. in studies in which terminologists make 
reference to conceptual structures which are larger than solitary concepts. The main 
studies on which the present research has been based are: (1) Picht's (1990) study 
of the conceptual underpinnings of LSP phrases, describable in terms of 
propositions consisting of at least two units in the form of concepts; (2) Sager & 
Kageura's (1994) research into concept types, which highlights the fact that 
concepts representing activities are complex due to their need to include other 
concepts, resulting in propositions (realized as clauses); (3) Puuronen's (1994) 
exploration of action concepts, which she defines in terms of agent, intention, effect, 
result and consequences. Hence, it is these studies which have directly led us 
beyond the original terminological boundaries to the investigation of temporal 
ordering relations between complex conceptual structures. 
The examination of the textual signals of temporal ordering relations also deviated 
from the traditional type of terminological research since the signals only involved 
LGP words and phrases, such as temporal conjunctions, temporal prepositions, 
adverbs of time, temporal prepositional phrases, and so on. The linguistic 
investigation of the lexical, grammatical, and semiotic means identified in the 
English and German texts also brought to light the fact that they are insufficient for 
identifying the relation types. The means only signal some sort of temporal order, 
but not the exact relation types and in all cases domain expertise, i. e. resorting to 
extra-linguistic knowledge, was required for determining the relations. 
Even though this study makes an important contribution to terminological theory and 
practice by having explored temporal ordering relations between complex 
conceptual structures, we must nevertheless address the following question: Is it 
still possible to speak of term-inological research in the context of this study? The 
answer to this is not straightforward since it is not clear what significance complex 
conceptual structures and their realizations might have for terminology. On the one 
hand, we may still consider this research as terminological research because the 
various terminological studies which make mention of conceptual structures which 
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are larger than solitary concepts have directly given rise to the present study, as we 
have just seen. Besides, since temporal ordering relations have already been 
mentioned by WOster (1 974a, 1974b), they clearly belong to the traditional inventory 
of terminology science. Consequently, any inquiry into these relations, i. e. into what 
it is that they link and how they are expressed linguistically, still forms part of 
terminological research. On the other hand, we may not be able to speak any longer 
of terminological research since the investigation of complex conceptual structures 
linked by temporal ordering relations has taken us far into philosophical logic and 
also much further than previous terminological research into the study of LSP. 
Complex conceptual structures and their linguistic realizations in the form of clauses 
quite clearly do not fit in neatly with traditional analyses of concepts and terms and 
the recording of these in specialist vocabularies. 
9.2 Summary of the Principal Implications of the Study 
During the discussion of the results, various implications of the conceptual and 
linguistic exploration of temporal ordering relations' carried out in this study were 
mentioned. These implications as well as additional ones have been collated below: 
Terminology Theory and Practice 
The typology of temporal ordering relations put forward in this study provides 14 
relation types available for use in theoretical and practical terminological research. 
As a consequence, analyses of conceptual relations in special-language texts from 
domains in which the temporal ordering of phenomena plays an important role (e. g. 
any type of accident investigation, crime investigation, diagnosis of illnesses, legal 
proceedings) may be facilitated and more complete by the highly differentiated 
types of relation suggested in the typology. 
Writing Aircraft Accident Reports Using Controlled Language 
As a consequence of the lack of correspondences between the conceptual and 
linguistic levels of temporal ordering relations in the aircraft accident reports 
analysed in this study, it is suggested that training aircraft accident investigators in 
writing their reports using controlled language might be useful. For instance, the use 
of approved lists of temporal ordering means uniquely designating particular types 
of relation would avoid or at least reduce ambiguous temporal ordering information 
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in these reports. As a result, the clarity and comprehensibility of the reports with 
regard to communicating time-related domain knowledge could be improved. 
Specialist Translation 
Aircraft accident reports written on the basis of controlled language in which agreed 
temporal ordering means uniquely designating particular types of relation are 
employed would facilitate human or machine-supported specialist translations of 
such reports because time-related domain knowledge would be more transparent 
and thus the transfer of this knowledge into other languages would be easier. 
Terminography 
In this discipline, the 14 types of temporal ordering relation identified in the present 
study and any controlled words and expressions for these relation types could aid 
the organization of time-related specialist knowledge within terminological 
knowledge bases, in particular in domains in which the temporal ordering of 
phenomena forms a crucial and integral part of the domain knowledge. 
Text Processing 
Terminological processing of specialist texts can be facilitated since the present 
study has drawn attention to the lack of correspondences between the conceptual 
and linguistic levels of temporal ordering relations, in particular to the various 
temporal and non-temporal functions of the lexical, grammatical, and semiotic cues. 
Working with Domain Experts 
In this study, the exploration of temporal ordering relations in aircraft accident 
reports required extensive collaboration with domain experts. It was only by 
interacting with four domain experts that the relation types encoded in the text units 
selected from these reports could be fully determined, since the temporal cues in 
the text units were not sufficiently precise for this task. Although working with 
experts is time-consuming, costly, and often unpredictable for practical reasons of 
dealing with busy consultants, it is nevertheless indispensable, especially if complex 
and highly specialized domains such as aircraft accident investigation are involved. 
The analysis carried out in this study has shown that knowledge is a 'tricky' 
phenomenon and that even special-language texts encode only partial aspects of 
knowledge, e. g. knowledge on temporal order was 'imperfectly' encoded, as we 
have seen. In this context, one of the knowledge-based issues which arose from 
working with domain experts is particularly interesting: the limitations of domain 
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expert knowledge. The limitations are even more interesting in view of the fact that 
per language two domain experts were used since it is rare for one expert to 
possess all aspects of domain knowledge. While the disagreements among the 
experts on particular types of temporal ordering relation and the cases with multiple 
temporal ordering possibilities can mainly be explained by the fact that the experts 
came from different subdomains of aviation (e. g. aircraft accident investigators and 
pilots define various terms differently), the actual limitations of domain knowledge 
became evident in the context of the text units in which the experts were unable to 
identify the relation types at all. It was found that in these text units the cues 
signalling temporal order were not at all different from those found in text units in 
which the temporal ordering relations could be determined. Hence, I suggested that 
the most likely explanation for the inability to identify the temporal order is that the 
domain knowledge required was insufficient, or more precisely the knowledge of the 
temporal ordering relations between the situations described in the text units was 
limited. One of the English examples clearly demonstrates such a limitation: all the 
occupants died as the aircraft broke up and struck the ground (text unit no. 43). 
Here, the domain experts did not know when exactly the occupants were killed in 
relation to the aircraft breaking up and the aircraft impacting onto the ground: were 
they all killed at the same time, or were they killed at different times, i. e. did some 
die during the break up and others during the impact? An answer to these questions 
would have only been possible if some sort of 'observer' (e. g. video recorder, 
surviving passenger) could have witnessed the events within the aircraft. Hence, 
besides the well-known advantages of working with domain experts, the present 
study has shown that it may have to be taken into account that under certain 
circumstances the knowledge which domain experts have can be limited, 
9.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
Since the present study on temporal ordering relations is of an exploratory nature, 
there are consequently various areas which suggest themselves for future research. 
Out of these, the following stand out: 
1. The relation types which could not be confirmed. 
2. Temporal ordering relations and causal relations. 
3. Writing aircraft accident reports using controlled language. 
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An aspect requiring further study is that 3 of the 14 hypothesized relation types in 
the typology could not be corroborated in the English and German text corpus. Due 
to the investigative nature of this study, the text corpus which served to corroborate 
the relations was small, which appears to be the most likely reason why the 
remaining three relation types were not encountered. Hence, further analyses of 
additional texts are necessary to confirm these relation types. Such studies might 
also want to involve a text corpus consisting of other text genres and text types from 
the aviation domain as well as of texts from other domains in which the temporal 
ordering of phenomena plays a vital role such as manufacturing (e. g. procedures for 
assembling devices and machines), criminology (e. g. witness statements, police 
reports), medicine (e. g. textbooks describing the order of appearance of symptoms 
in illnesses), and so on. In addition, analysing such texts in other Indo-European 
languages such as French, Spanish, Russian, and also non-Indo-European 
languages, e. g. Japanese, may further consolidate the proposed typology of 
temporal ordering relations. 
In this study, a distinction between temporal ordering relations and causal relations 
was not made. As we have seen, the difference between temporal ordering relations 
and causal relations is that the latter always entail the temporal ordering element 
while temporal ordering relations do not necessarily entail the causal element. 
Events which happen in a certain temporal order may or may not cause each other. 
Since the temporal ordering element is present in both relation types, I investigated 
causal relations the same way as temporal ordering relations. Furthermore, a 
distinction between these two relation types, which is actually recommended in the 
terminological literature, could not be supported empirically. In practice, I found it 
impossible to differentiate between temporal ordering relations and causal relations 
since I usually could not establish whether causality was present or not between two 
temporally connected situations. Hence, the question which arises in this context is 
how come that it is recommended in the terminological literature that temporal 
ordering relations and causal relations ought to be treated separately (e. g. Woster 
1974b, Nuopponen 1994a) whereas I found that if real texts are analysed this 
distinction could not be made? Are the differences in treating these relations types 
simply a result of differing philosophical views, or are there any other factors 
involved? To explore these questions, it is hence suggested to carry out a 
comparative study of these two relation types at a conceptual as well as linguistic 
level. For instance, an analysis of the linguistic signals of causal relations might be 
useful for delimiting causal relations from temporal ordering relations since in the 
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present study some of the cues for temporal ordering relations found, e. g. thus, 
hence, cause (V), specifically point to causality. 
As a result of the lack of correspondences between the linguistic and conceptual 
levels of temporal ordering relations, it has been put forward that, for instance, 
training aircraft accident investigators in writing their reports in a more controlled 
fashion in terms of temporal ordering means might be useful. Hence, research into 
the feasibility of implementing such a suggestion is necessary. Conceptual and 
linguistic analyses of reports written on the basis of agreed temporal ordering words 
and expressions would then have to be examined in two respects: (1) Do the 
reports display more comprehensibility in terms of temporal ordering knowledge? (2) 
Is the identification of the relation types really facilitated by the controlled use of 
temporal ordering means? It is also suggested to explore the question whether LSP 
texts from other domains in which the temporal ordering of phenomena is important 
would also benefit from controlled writing. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 3.1 
Details of the English and German Subcorpora 
The English Subcorpus - Total No. of Texts: I 
Text No. I (AAIB 1996) 
Text reference: AAR 96-2 
Text pages: 59 
Appendix pages: 8 
Word count: 22,209 (txt. doc) 
Accident details: Aircraft Type: Embraer Bandeirante EMB-110 
Place of Accident: Dunkeswick Moor, six miles north-east of Leeds 
Bradford International Airport, North Yorkshire 
Date and Time: 24.05.1995 at 1651 hrs (GMT) 
Synopsis: 
The accident was notified to the AAlB shortly after it had occurred and an investigation team travelled 
immediately to the site. The AAlB team included: Mr R StJ Whidborne (investigator in charge) 
Mr BME Forward (Operations) Ms A Evans (Flight Recorders) Mr SR Culling (Engineering) 
Mr DS Miller (Operations) Mr AN Cable (Engineering) Mr SW Moss (Engineering) 
Mr PF Sheppard (Flight Recorders) Mr RDG Carter (Engineering) 
Under the provisions of Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, Chicago 1944) an 
Accredited Representative of Brazil (State of Manufacture), advised by representatives of the 
manufacturer, participated in the investigation. Technical assistance was provided by the manufacturer 
and maintenance organisations associated with the artificial horizons'. Shortly after departure from 
Leeds Bradford Airport on a scheduled flight to Aberdeen, the crew of the aircraft reported a 'problem 
with the artificial horizon(s)' and arranged to return to the airport. The weather was poor with a low 
cloud base, precipitation and recent thunderstorm activity. Air Traffic Control (ATC) observed the 
aircraft on their radar as it climbed to an altitude of 3,600 feet turning continuously left apart from an 
abrupt right turn while passing 1,700 feet. Despite these turns the crew twice sought confirmation from 
ATC that the aircraft was 'going straight'. Shortly after reaching 3,600 feet the aircraft entered a steeply 
descending spiral dive. Due to an airspeed in excess of the design maximum, the aircraft began to 
break-up, with the wing failing outboard of the right hand engine, tailplane failure, disruption of the 
fuselage and the early stages of a fuel fed fire. It crashed onto open ground and all of the occupants 
were killed. The aircraft had not been struck by lightning, had not experienced total electrical failure 
and, apart from the artificial horizon(s), there was no other pre-impact airworthiness problem. 
Malfunction of one or both artificial horizons was a possibility in view of a history of low mean time 
between unscheduled removal of the instruments which some UK based operators of the Bandeirante 
had experienced. Continued flight in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) should have been 
possible by reference to alternative flight instruments but this would have been highly demanding of 
the pilots' skills in the prevailing conditions, which included the meteorological affects of recent and 
adjacent thunderstorm activity. The following causal factors were identified: 
i) One or, possibly, both of the aircraft's artificial horizons malfunctioned and, in the absence of a 
standby horizon, for which there was no airworthiness requirement, there was no single instrument 
available for assured attitude reference or simple means of determining which flight instruments 
had failed. 
ii) The commander, who was probably the handling pilot, was initially unable to maintain control of the 
desired aircraft heading without his artificial horizon, and eventually lost control of the aircraft whilst 
flying in IMC by reference to other flight instruments. 
Also referred to in the Air Navigation Order as 'Gyroscopic Pitch and Bank Indicator System' and in US 
nomenclature as 'Attitude Indicators'. The term Artificial horizon (AH) is used throughout this report except 
where quoting from regulations. 
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iii) The aircraft went out of control whilst flying in turbulent instrument meteorological conditions and 
entered a spiral dive from which the pilot, who most likely had become spatially disoriented, was 
unable to recover. 
Four safety recommendations have been made. 
The German Subcorpus - Total No. of Texts: 3 
Text No: I (FUS 1991) 
Text reference: FUB 91-5 
Textpages: 45 
Appendix pages: 17 
Word count: 9548 (txt. doc) 
Accident details: Aircraft Type: DC-3 
Place of Accident: Berg 'Hohe Nistler' bel Heidelberg 
Date and Time: 22.12.1991 um 1234hrs (GMT +1 hr) 
Synopsis: 
Am 22.12.1991 um 1234 Uhrý erhielt die Flugunfalluntersuchungsstelle (FUS) die Meldung über den 
Unfall einer DC-3 der Fluggesellschaft ... . Bei der FUS wurde Großalarm ausgelöst. Fünf Mitarbeiter der FUS erreichten die Unfallstelle zeitversetzt mit zwei Fahrzeugen nach Einbruch der Dunkelheit. 
Neben den bei Großunfällen zu alarmierenden Dienststellen wurde der Flugmedizinische Dienst der 
Luftwaffe, Fürstenfeldbruck, angefordert. Diese Dienststelle unterstützt die FUS durch fachbezogene 
Mitarbeit bei der Obduktion der Flugzeugführer. Außerdem wurde die Identifizierungsgruppe des 
Bundeskriminalamtes (IDKO) alarmiert. Im Hinblick auf die große Zahl der getöteten Personen schien 
die Mitarbeit der mit Katastrophen diesen Ausmaßes erfahrenen IDKO angeraten. Die Gruppe kam 
jedoch nicht zum Einsatz. Das Flugzeug hatte sich mit 3 Besatzungsmitgliedern und 29 Passagieren 
auf einem Rundflug von Frankfurt (EDDF) nach Frankfurt befunden. Der Rundflug sollte ca. 2 Std. 
dauern und in südlicher Richtung entlang dem Rheintal durchgeführt werden. Für den Flug, der nach 
Sichtflugregein (VFR) durchgeführt wurde, war die Abgabe eines Flugplanes bei der Bundesanstalt für 
Flugsicherung (BFS) lt. Gesetz nicht erforderlich. Das Flugzeug war um 1112 Uhr in Frankfurt in 
südlicher Richtung gestartet und nach Verlassen der Kontrollzone von Egelsbach entlang der Auto- 
bahn und dem Rhein im unkontrollierten Luftraum geflogen. Für die Radarerfassung (Sekundärflugziel) 
hatte die Besatzung bei Verlassen der Kontrollzone von Egelsbach den VFR-Code 0021 im Transpon- 
der gerastet. Bei Mannheim folgte das Flugzeug nicht mehr dem Verlauf des Rheins, sondern flog 
entlang dem Neckar in Richtung Heidelberg. Um 10: 37: 30 Uhr UTC überflog das Flugzeug die nördlich 
von Heidelberg gelegene Ortschaft Handschuhsheim, geriet mit Kurs Ost in die dort aufliegende 
Bewöl-kung und kollidierte in einer Standard-Linkskurve mit ca. 25" Querlage auf Nordkurs und in 
leicht steigender Flugbahn mit dem Berg "Hohe Nistlee'(Elev. 496 m NN). Der Berg war in Wolken. Bei 
dem Unfall kamen 28 Personen, einschließlich der drei Besatzungsmitglieder, ums Leben. Vier 
Personen wurden verletzt, drei davon schwer. Das Flugzeug wurde zerstört. Der Unfall wurde dadurch 
verursacht, daß 
- die Navigation unter Sichtflugbedingungen in den Minuten vor dem Unfall völlig vernachlässigt wurde, 
- infolgedessen das Flugzeug, vom Flugzeugführer am Steuer unbemerkt, in Instrumentenflugbe- 
dingungen und über ansteigendes Gelände geriet. 
Beitragend zu den Ursachen war, daß 
- der Flugzeugführer am Steuer sich durch Interviews und Filmaufnahmen ablenken ließ, 
- zu diesen Zeitpunkt der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer nicht im Cockpit anwesend war 
- die Sicht nach vorn durch hinter den Frontscheiben angebrachte dunkle Folien stark vermindert war. 
Text No: 
Text reference: 
Text pages: 
Appendix pages: 
Word count: 
Accident details: 
2 (FUS 1994) 
FUB 94-3 
24 
3 
4660 (txt. doc) 
Aircraft Type: 
Place of Accident: 
Date and Time: 
Cessna T 210 L 
bel Loffenau 
20.07.1994 urn 0245hrs (GMT +2hrs) 
Synopsis: 
Am 21.07.94 gegen 0245 Uhrý wurde die Flugunfalluntersuchungsstelle (FUS) beim Luftfahrt-Bundes- 
amt von der Polizeidienststelle Gaggenau darüber informiert, daß die im Rahmen einer Suchaktion seit 
dem 20.07.94,1615 Uhr, vermißte Cessria T 210 L gegen 0135 Uhr in der Nähe der Ortschaft 
Loffenau unterhalb eines Berges gefunden wurde. Die FUS sandte 2 Mitarbeiter zum Unfallort, die am 
Z . Zeitangaben in mitteleuropäischer Zeit (MEZ), soweit nicht anders bezeichnet. 3 Alle Zeitangaben sind mitteleuropäische Sommerzeiten (MESZ). 
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gleichen Tag um 0900 Uhr die fachliche Untersuchung zur Ermittlung der Ursachen aufnahmen, Bei 
einem Flug nach Sichtflugregeln (VFR) auf der Flugstrecke von Köln-Bonn nach Basle-Mulhouse 
(Frankreich) flog der Flugzeugführer in ein Schlechtwettergebiet ein und kollidierte mit einem Berg. Der 
allein an Bord befindliche Flugzeugführer wurde dabei getötet und das Flugzeug zerstört. Der Unfall 
geschah, weil der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer nicht sofort eine Umkehrkurve einleitete undloder 
nicht sofort auf die für den Streckenabschnitt zutreffende Sicherheitsmindesthöhe stieg, nachdem der 
Flug nach Sichtflugregeln infolge schlechter Sichten und tiefer Wolken nicht fortgesetzt werden konnte. 
Als er sich entschloß, den Flug abzubrechen, flog er eine Kurve gegen einen Berg. 
Text No: 3 (FUS 1996) 
Text reference: FUB 96-1 
Text pages: 24 
Appendix pages: 
Word count: 5454 (txt. doc) 
Accident details: Aircraft Type: Boeing B-757 
Place of accident: bei Puerto Plata 
Date and Time: 06.02.1996 gegen 0345hrs (GMT) 
Synopsis: 
Am 6. Februar 1996, gegen 03Uhr45 UTC, verunglückte das Flugzeug Boeing-757, Kennzeichen TC- 
GEN, mit dem von der Firma Birgenair ein Charterflug für die Fluggesellschaft Alas Nacionales 
durchgeführt werden sollte, wenige Minuten nach dem Start von dem internationalen 
Verkehrsflughafen Gregorio Luper6n in Puerto Plata, Dominikanische Republik. Laut Flugplan sollte 
ein Flug nach Instrumentenflugregeln (IFR) durchgeführt werden. Das Flugzeug wurde zerstört und alle 
176 Passagiere sowie 13 Besatzungsmitglieder kamen ums Leben. Die wahrscheinliche 
Unglücksursache lag in dem Unvermögen der Flugbesatzung, die Aktivierung des Stick Shaker als 
unmittelbare Warnung für den Übergang in den überzogenen Flugzustand zu erkennen und die 
Unfähigkeit, die entsprechenden Verfahren zur Behebung dieses Flugzustandes durchzuführen. Vor 
der Warnung durch den Stick Shaker hatten eine fehlerhafte Anzeige des Anstiegs der 
Fluggeschwindigkeit und die Warnung für die Überschreitung der maximalen Geschwindigkeit zur 
Verwirrung der Besatzung geführt. Eine Reihe von Faktoren führte zu dem Unglück: 
- Disziplin der Flugbesatzung, Anwendung des Cockpit Resource Management, Durchführung von 
Verfahren und grundlegende fliegerische Fähigkeiten. 
- Geringe Kenntnisse über das Flugzeug seitens der Flugbesatzung: Flugzeugsysteme, Flug- 
geschwindigkeitsanzeigen, Autopilot, Verfahren des Flugzeugs, Auswahl eines Ausweichinstruments, 
Flug mit unzuverlässiger Geschwindigkeitsanzeige. 
- Durchführung von Instandhaltungsarbeiten: mangelhafte Durchführung der Wartungsarbeiten durch 
das Nichtanbringen der Abdeckungen für das Pitotsystern als sich das Flugzeug am Boden befand, 
fehlende Kontrolle des Pitotsystems vor dem erneuten Einsatz der Maschine nachdem das Flugzeug 
längere Zeit am Boden gestanden hatte. 
Zusätzliche Faktoren: 
- Möglicherweise befand sich die Besatzung in einem Zustand körperlicher und geistiger Ermüdung 
und war auf den Flug nicht vorbereitet, da der Einsatz unerwartet und innerhalb der Freizeit der 
Besatzung erfolgte. 
- Der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer wäre aufgrund seines Alters (62 Jahre) in einigen Ländern 
bereits von einer Tätigkeit als verantwortlicher Luftfahrzeugführer ausgeschlossen gewesen. 
Die Ausbildung der Firma Birgenair umfaßte kein Crew Resource Management und bestand aus 
einer Kombination von Schulungsmaßnahmen außerhalb des Unternehmens, die nicht kontinuierlich 
durchgeführt wurden und deren Inhalte nicht auf die maximale Leistungsfähigkeit der Flugbesatzung 
ausgerichtet waren. 
Das Betriebshandbuch der Boeing-7571767 enthält keine detaillierten Angaben fÜr den Umgang der 
Flugbesatzung mit entsprechenden Checklisten um Abweichungen zwischen den 
Fluggeschwindigkeitsanzeigen, die gleichzeitige Aktivierung der Mach/Airspeed Trim-Warnung und 
die Verbindung zu den EICAS Systemen, Warnmeldungen und einen Flug mit unzuverlässiger 
Fluggeschwindigkeitsanzeige zu erkennen. 
Das EICAS-System der Boeing 7571767 enthält keine Warnmeldung, wie Vorsicht" oder Achtung% 
wenn es Anzeichen für eine fehlerhafte Fluggeschwindigkeitsanzeige gibt. 
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Appen, dix 3.2 
Details of the Domain Experts 
The British Experts 
0 The Aircraft Accident Investigator 
Wg Cdr B. M. E. Forward OBE MRAeS RAF (Rtd. ) 
Royal Air Force pilot from 1958 to 1986. Graduate of the Empire Test Pilots' School; 
Flight Instructor and examiner on single-engined and multi-engined aircraft; Instrument 
rating examiner. Joined Air Accidents Investigation Branch in 1986. Conducted numerous 
investigations into air accidents and air incidents involving all types of flying machine 
from B747 down to microlights, balloons and gliders. Currently course director of the Air 
Accident Investigation course at Cranfield University. 
0 The Airline Pilot 
Capt. Ranjit Bajaj, BSc (Hons. ), British Airways 
He attended Manchester University from 1979 to 1982 to study Nuclear Physics. On 
graduation he joined the Royal Navy as a pilot and was selected for fast-jet flying duties, 
flying the Sea Harrier. Upon leaving the Navy he joined British Airways as a First Officer 
initially on the B737-200 and then converted to the B747-400 on its introduction into 
service with British Airways in 1989. He was promoted to Senior First Officer whilst on the 
B747-400 fleet. He gained his command on the B747-100/200 in January 1999. In 
October 1999, he transferred as a Captain onto the B777 fleet. He re-joined the B747- 
400 fleet in July 2002. He has recently gained the qualification of a Training Captain. 
The German Experts 
0 The Aircraft Accident Investigator 
Capt. Christian-Heinz Schuberdt, Bundesstelle for Flugunfalluntersuchung 
1959 - 1971 Transport Flugzeugführer Luftwaffe 
verantwortlicher Flugzeugführer/Instrumentenflugberechtigungl 
Werkstattflugberechtigung/Simulatorlehrer/Lehrer für Überlebenslehrgänge 
Erwerb ziviler Erlaubnis für Verkehrsflugzeugführer (ATPL), 
Langstrecken-Flugberechtigung 
1971 - 1976 Tätigkeit als Flugzeugführer in verschiedenen großen 
Luftfahrtunternehmen 
1976 - 1978 Luftfahrt-Bundesamt (LBA)/Prüfungsrat für Flugleistung und 
Flugplanung/Einweisungsberechtigung/Abnahme von Checkflügen 
(Lizensierung), 
1978-1983 Luftfahrt-Bundesamt-FlugbetriebsprüferfürgroßeLuftfahrtunternehmen 
sowie Sonderaufgaben, Abnahme von Checkflügen (Lizensierung) und 
Flugsimulatoren, Referent auf Fluglehrerfortbildungslehrgängen 
Free-Lance Capt. B 727-100/200 
Teilnahme als Capt. bei der Zulassung Airbus A 310 und A 320 
(Arbeitsbelastungsstudien 2-Mann-Cockpit) im Auftrage des Luftfahrt- 
Bundesamtes 
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1983 - heute 9 Leiter des Referates für menschliche und betriebliche Faktoren bei der 
Flugunfalluntersuchungsstelle beim LBA/Bundesstelle für 
Flugunfalluntersuchung, Untersuchungsführer für nationale und 
internationale Unfälle mit großen Lufttransport-Flugzeugen, Teilnahme 
undloder Leitung solcher Untersuchungen im In- und Ausland, 
Stellvertretender Leiter der Dienststelle, 
o Free-Lance Capt. bei Airbus Industrie, Einweisungsberechtigung auf A 
300/A 300-600/A31 O/A 31 g/A 320/A 321 (Lehrtätigkeit im Ausland), 
Simulatorinstructor Airbus Flugzeuge, Teilnahme Flugzeugführer an 
diversen Testflügen 
o Leiter verschiedener Flugunfalluntersuchungsseminare mit deutscher 
und ausländischer Beteiligung, 
4, Referent bei verschiedenen Seminaren der Polizei, Bundeskriminal- 
polizei, Katastrophenschutz, Feuerwehr, Fluglehrern und anderen 
(Flugunfalluntersuchung/menschliche Faktoren/gesetzliche Grundlagen) 
o Gastreferent: Akademie für Sicherheit und Gefahrenabwehr (Senat 
Hamburg), Braunschweig Aerospace Academie, Landesakademie für 
Notärzte (Mainz), Zusammenarbeit bei der Entwicklung von 
Luftfahrtgeräten mit der DLR, Braunschweig, Beratung des philippinischen 
Aviation Transport Office (ATO) und Philippine Airline (PAL) in 
Luftfahrtfragen (6 Monate Manila) 
9 Gesamtflugstunden (militärisch/zivil) ca. 9 000 h 
o Geflogene Muster (Luftwaffe): 
Transall C 160, Noratlas ND 2501, Bembrooke MK 54, Do 27, Piaggio 
Pil 4gD, Piper L-1 8 
o Geflogene Muster (zivil): 
Airbus A 300134, A300-600, A31 0, A319, A320, A32 1, A340 
Boeing 13727-1001200, DC9-32, 
Yak 40, TU 154 M (special) 
Beech C9OA, Cessna 310 
0 The Airline Pilot 
Frank Lepand 
He attended Dortmund University from October 1988 until April 1990 to study for an 
economics degree. In May 1990, he joined the British Airways sponsored cadet pilot 
training. He completed training in August 1991 and commenced commercial flying for 
British Airways in April 1995 on Glasgow based Bae ATP aircraft. In January 1999, he 
transferred as Senior First Officer to the B747-200/100 fleet based in Heathrow. He has 
recently joined the B777 fleet. 
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Appendix 3.3 
Guidelines for Working with Domain Experts 
El Collaborative situations differ. Hence, the main suggestion is to be innovative 
and flexible when dealing with domain experts. 
A preliminary discussion via the phone followed by a letter summarizing what is 
expected of the domain experts are helpful, so that their valuable time can be 
maximized. 
It is vital to be well-prepared before any meeting, e. g. by pre-establishing the 
concept system to be discussed or by preparing any other issues pertaining to 
the terminological project. 
C3 It may prove wise to brace oneself for being 'tested' on the subject matter by the 
domain experts. 
0 It is crucial to anticipate various eventualities, e. g. even if the experts arrange for 
a meeting that should last for an hour it is always a good idea to be prepared for 
less time. Hence, an 'emergency action plan' should be on hand. 
0 It is advisable to type out any questions in list form beforehand because if time 
runs out the domain experts can be given this list. 
C3 In some cases, as in the present study, where verification was the major goal, 
preparing proformas can save time. They can also be left with the domain 
experts for completion in their own time should a one-to-one consultation be 
restricted by time or be unfeasible. 
Differing expert opinions have to be handled on a case-to-case basis. A 
relatively fruitful approach is to present the differing results to each expert, 
asking if a compromise can be reached and what they propose as a solution. If 
agreement cannot be reached, a possible approach is to indicate among the 
results that there are several potential solutions. 
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Appendix 3.4 
English Temporal Trigger List 
1 *ing 54 coterminous* 107 illimit* 160 october 213 so 
2 accompan* 55 countless* 108 immeasurab* 161 off* 214 some* 
3 afresh 56 daily 109 immediate* 162 often 215 soon 
4 after* 57 day* 110 immense* 163 older 216 start* 
5 again 58 decade* 111 imminent* 164 on* 217 stead* 
6 ages 59 december 112 impending* 165 once 218 subsequent* 
7 ago 60 descend* 113 in 166 only 219 succe* 
8 almost 61 direct* 114 incalcul* 167 or 2120 sudden* 
9 along 62 durat* 115 incessant* 168 order* . 121 summer 
10 already 63 during 116 inconstant* 169 ordinar* 222 superven* 
11 alternat* 64 each 117 indefinite* 170 origin* 223 supra* 
1.1 always 65 earl* 118 indetermin* 171 over* 224 swift* 
13 all 66 effect* 119 inezhaust* 172 overt* 225 synchron* 
14 and 67 either 120 infinite* 173 pace* 226 tempor* 
15 annual* 68 elder 121 infra* 174 Pend* 227 then 
16 ante* 69 endless* 122 infrequent* 175 periodical* 228 there* 
17 anticipat* 70 endur* 123 initial* 176 permanent* 229 third* 
18 any* 71 ensu* 124 innumer* 177 perpetual* 230 through* 
19 approach* 72 entire* 125 instan* 178 post* 231 thursday* 
20 april 73 eph* 126 interim 179 pre* 232 till 
21 as 74 epi* 127 intermin* 180 preced* 233 time* 
22 at 75 eternal* 128 intermittent* 181 precess* 234 today 
23 august 76 evening* 129 into 182 predat* 235 together 
24 autumn 77 eventual* 130 invari* 183 preexist* 236 tomorrow 
25 backward* 78 ever* 131 irregular* 184 present* 237 tonight 
26 before* 79 exhaust* 132 iso* 185 previous* 238 too 
27 begin* 80 far 133 January 186 prior* 239 track* 
28 behind 81 february 134 July 187 pro* 240 trail* 
29 between 82 few* 135 June 188 proced* 241 tuesday* 
30 beyond 83 final* 136 just 189 process* 242 twice 
31 biannual* 84 finish* 137 last* 190 prospect* 243 ultimate* 
32 biennial* 85 finite* 138 late* 191 quarter* 244 unbound* 
33 boundless* 86 first* 139 limit* 192 quick* 245 unceas* 
34 brief* 87 follow* 140 lineal* 193 rare* 246 unlimit* 
35 by 88 for 141 little 194 re* 247 unmeasur* 
36 centur* 89 fore* 142 long* 195 recent* 248 unnumber* 
37 chronological* 90 forever 143 lot* 196 recur* 249 until 
38 co-* 91 former* 144 many 197 regular* 250 upon 
39 coexist* 92 forthcoming 145 march 198 repeat* 251 usual* 
40 coextend* 93 fortnight* 146 may 199 replace* 252 wednesday* 
41 coincid* 94 frequent* 147 mean* 200 result* 1.53 week* 
42 custom* 95 from 148 meta* 201 saturday* 254 what* 
43 coinstantaneous* 96 friday* 149 minute* 202 second* 255 when* 
44 collateral* 97 general* 150 moment* 203 seldom 256 where* 
45 common* 98 habitual* 151 monday* 304 senior* 257 whil* 
46 concomit* 99 had 152 month* 205 september 258 whole 
47 concur* 100 hand 153 never* 206 sequel* 259 will 
48 consecutive* 101 has 154 next 207 sequen* 260 winter 
49 consequen* 102 hence* 155 night* 208 several 261 within 
50 constant* 103 here* 156 normal* 209 short* 262 without 
51 contempor* 104 hitherto 157 november 210 shall 263 year* 
52 conterminous* 105 hour* 158 now* 211 simultaneous* 264 yesterday 
53 contin* 106 how 159 occasion* 212 since 265 yet 
Note: * indicates a wildcard, i. e. any number of letters which may follow or 
precede the truncated word 
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Appendix 3.5 
German Temporal Trigger List 
1 *alter 102 bereit* 203 geschwebt* 304 pass* 405 unterdessen 
2 *datieren 103 beschleunig* 304 geschwind* 305 paus* 406 unterlaß 
3 *datiert 104 beschränk* 205 gest* 306 perlod* 407 unterlassen* 
4 *datierte 105 bestand* 206 gewesen* 307 permanent* 408 ununterbrochen* 
5 *datierten 106 beständig* 207 gezaudert 308 perpetuierlich* 409 unveränder* 
6 *datierter 107 besteh* 208 gezögert 309 pfingst* 410 unvergänglich* 
7 *frist 108 bestimm* 209 gleich* 310 phase* 411 unvermittelt* 
8 *fristen 109 bevor* 210 gleite* 311 plötzlich* 412 unverwandt* 
9 *frühling 110 bewahr* 211 grau* 311. Post* 413 unverweilt* 
10 *her 111 bewährt* 212 hab* 313 prä* 414 unverzüglich* 
11 *herbst 112 binnen 213 halb* 314 primär* 415 unwandelbar* 
12 *ig 113 bis* 214 halt* 315 Priorität* 416 unwiederbring* 
13 *jahr 114 bleib* 215 handumdrehen 316 progressiv* 417 unzeit* 
14 *jährig 115 blieb* 216 harr* 317 prolongier* 418 ur* 
15 *jährige 116 blitz* 217 hast* 318 prompt* 419 veralte* 
16 *jährigen 117 bruchteil* 218 hat* 319 provisorisch* 420 veränder* 
17 *jähriger 118 brüsk* 219 häuf* 3.10 pünktlich* 421 verbracht* 
18 *Jährlich 119 chrono* 220 hell* 321 pünktlich* 422 verbring* 
19 *keit 11,0 da 221 heran* 322 quartal* 423 verdampf* 
20 *lang 121 dabei* 222 herbst* 323 rar* 424 vereinzelt* 
21 *lich 122 dahin* 223 herkömmlich* 324 rast* 425 verfehl* 
22 *liche 123 damal* 224 hernach 325 rechtzeitig* 426 verflieg* 
23 *lichen 124 dämmer* 225 herum* 326 regel* 427 verflüCht* 
24 *licher 125 danach 226 heuer 327 reif* 428 verfrüh* 
25 *mal 126 dann 227 heut* 328 reihe* 429 vergangen* 
26 *mals 127 datier* 228 hielt* 329 reservier* 430 vergänglich* 
27 *mond 128 datum 229 hierauf 330 rhythmisch* 431 vergaß* 
28 *nacht 129 dauer* 230 hin* 331 rück* 432 vergeh* 
29 *nächte 130 demnächst 231 historisch* 332 ruhepause* 433 vergessen* 
30 *nächten 131 dereinst 232 höchst* 333 samstag* 434 vergeude* 
31 *neu 132 derweil* 233 im* 334 säum* 435 verging* 
32 *pause 133 derzeit* 234 in* 335 schleich* 436 verharr* 
33 *pausen 134 dezember 235 irgend* 336 schlepp* 437 verjähr* 
34 *selbe 135 dienstag* 236 ist 337 schließlich 438 verlänger* 
35 *selben 136 dieweil 237 Jahr* 338 schnelligkeit 439 verpass* 
36 *sommer 137 donnerstag* 238 Januar 339 schnurstracks 440 verrinn* 
37 *sommers 138 dräng* 239 jede* 340 schon 441 verronnen* 
38 *sonne 139 drei* 240 jeher 341 schrecksekunde* 442 versäum* 
39 *stunde 140 dritte* 241 Jen* 342 schweb* 443 verschieb* 
40 *stunden 141 drohen* 242 Jetzt* 343 schwinde* 444 verschlepp* 
41 *stündig 142 dunkel* 243 Jugend* 344 sechs* 445 verschoben* 
42 *stündige 143 durch* 244 Juli 345 sein 446 verschwende* 
43 *stündigen 144 eben 245 jung* 346 seit* 447 versink* 
44 *stündiger 145 ehe* 246 jüngst* 347 sekund* 448 verspät* 
45 *tag 146 eil* 247 Juni 348 selten* 449 verstreich* 
46 *tage 147 ein* 248 ust 349 semester* 450 verstrichen* 
47 *tagen 148 einige* 249 kalender* 350 september 451 vertag* 
48 *tägig 149 einst* 250 kaum 351 serie* 452 vertreib* 
49 *tägige 150 elf 251 klassisch* . 352 sieb* 453 vertrieb* 
50 *tägigen 151 end* 252 koexist* 353 silvester* 454 verweh* 
51 *tägiger 152 enteil* 253 komm* 354 simultan* 455 verweil* 
52 *tags 153 entfalt* 254 konservier* 355 so* 456 verzöger* 
53 *tempo 154 entflieh* 255 konstant* 356 spanne* 457 verzug 
54 *uhr 155 entflohen* 256 kontinu* 357 spät* 458 viel* 
55 *weile 156 entgleite* 257 kreislauf 358 standhaft* 459 vier* 
56 *winter 157 entglitten* 258 kreisläufe* 359 ständig* 460 von 
57 *winters 158 entschlüpf* 259 künftig* 360 stellenweise* 461 vor* 
58 *woche 159 entschwinde* 260 kurz* 361 stet* 462 währen* 
59 *wochen 160 entschwunden* 261 kürzlich* 362 still* 463 wann 
60 *wöchig 161 entwickel* 262 lang* 363 stracks 464 war* 
61 *wöchige 162 episod* 263 läng* 364 stunde* 465 wechs* 
62 *wöchigen 163 epoche* 2164 lauf* 365 stündlich* 466 weihnacht* 63 *wöchiger 164 ereiqn* 265 lebens* 366 synchron* 467 weil* 
64 *zeit 165 erhalt* 266 letzt* 367 tag* 468 weiter* 
65 *Zeiten 166 erleb* 267 linear* 369 tempor* 469 welche+ 
66 *zeitig 167 erlischt* 268 lückenlos* 369 termin* 470 wenig* 
67 *zeitige 168 erlösch* 269 mai 370 tertial* 471 wenn 
68 *zeitigen 169 erloschen* 270 märz 371 traditionell* 472 werde* 
69 *zeitiger 170 erneuer* 2,71 maß* 372 trimester* 473 werktag* 
70 *zeitlich 171 erst* 272 mehr* 373 trödel* 474 werktäglich 
71 *zeitliche 172 erstreck* 273 messen* 374 über* 475 wie* 
72 *zeitiichen . 73 erwach* 274 Minute* 375 uhr* 476 windeseile 
. 
73 *zeitlicher 
. 
174 erwart* , 
275 mit- 376 um* 477 winter* 
Table continues overfeaf 
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T. hfý i-nnfirmarl 
74 ab* 175 ewig* 276 modern* 377 unablässig* 478 wird 
75 acht* 176 fällig* 277 Moment* 378 unaufhörlich* 479 Wöch* 
76 ahn* 177 februar 278 monat* 379 unausgesetzt* 480 Woche* 
77 aktualität 178 fest* 279 Mond* 380 unbegrenzt* 481 wurde* 
78 aktuell* 179 fix- 280 Montag* 381 unbenutzt* 482 zauder* 
79 all* 180 flieh* 281 morgen* 382 unbeschränkt* 483 zehn* 
80 als* 181 flucht* 282 nach* 383 unbestimm* 484 zeit* 
81 alt* 18.1 flug* 283 nächste* 384 und 485 zerrann* 
82 am 183 folg* 284 nächte* 385 undatier* 486 zerrinn* 
93 an* 184 fort* ? 85 nah* 386 undefinierbar* 487 zerronnen* 
84 april 185 freitag* 286 neben* 387 unendlich* 488 Ziel* 
95 ära 186 frisch* 287 rieý. q* 388 unent* 489 zöger* 
86 archaisch* 187 frist* 288 neu* 389 unerforscht* 490 zuerst 
87 auf* 188 früh* 289 nie* 390 unerwartet* 491 zufällig* 
88 augenblick* 189 fünf* 290 nimmer* 391 ungebraucht* 492 zugleich 
89 aus* 190 ganz* 291 noch* 392 ungelegen* 493 Zukunft* 
90 bald* 191 gastier* 292 november 393 ungewiß* 494 zukünftig* 
91 beeil* 192 geahnt 293 novität* 394 ungewöhnlich* 495 zuletzt 
92 befrist* 193 gedrängt 294 nu 395 ungünstig* 496 zumal 
93 begann* 194 gedroht 295 null 396 unlängst 497 zunächst 
94 beginn* 195 gefahr* 296 nun* 397 unmittelbar* 498 zurück* 
95 begleite* 196 gegen* 297 oft* 398 unpassend* 499 zusammen* 
96 begonnen* 197 gelegen* 298 öfter* 399 unpräzis* 500 zuvor* 
97 begrenz* 198 gemessen* 299 oktober 400 unpünktlich* 501 zuweilen 
98 beharr* 199 gerad* 300 original* 401 unregelmäßig* 502 zuzeiten 
99 behaupt* 200 geraum* 301 oster* 402 unterbrech* 503 zwei* 
100 beizeiten 201 geschehen* 302 paar* 403 unterbrechen* 504 zwielicht 
101 berechne* 201. geschlagen* 303 parallel* 404 unterbrochen* 505 zwischen* 
506 zwolf* 
Note: * indicates a wildcard, i. e. any number of letters which may follow or 
precede the truncated word 
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Appendix 3.6 
Instructions for the Domain Experts 
Dear Captain Schuberdt, 
Thank you very much for agreeing to help me with my research. Below, I have written down 
some instructions so as to clarify your input in the data analysis. In any case, these 
instructions are only intended to provide a preliminary overview. As promised, I will discuss 
them with you personally when we meet. 
Part of my data analysis involves analysing German and English official aircraft accident 
reports. What is specifically of interest is the temporal order of events, actions and states 
described in these reports, i. e. in the selected text units (sentences). In this context, it is 
important to keep two things separate: (a) the temporal order of events as they have 
(supposedly) happened in the real world and (b) the way they are described in text (not 
necessarily in the order in which they have happened). To give an example: Someone is 
watching an aircraft taking off and then five seconds after lift-off they see it crashing onto the 
runway. In this case, the observer knows what the temporal order of events was. This 
temporal order can be graphically represented as follows: 
AIRCRAFT TAKES OFF 1 10 AIRCRAFT CRASHES ONTO RUNWAY 
temporal gap: 5 seconds 
However, in the accident reports the following descriptions of the temporal order of these 
events may be encountered: 
(a) After the aircraft took off it crashed onto the runway five seconds later 
(b) The aircraft crashed onto the runway five seconds after it took off 
(c) The aircraft took off and five seconds later it crashed onto the runway. 
(d) Five seconds after the aircraft had taken off it crashed onto the runway. 
As can be seen, the way temporal order is expressed in text does not always match the 
order of events in which they have happened in the real world. For instance, (a), (c) and (d) 
describe the real temporal order of the events. In contrast to this (b) does not, because it 
mentions the second event first. 
Hence, it is important to bear in mind that, when reading through the selected sentences 
(text units), it is the temporal order of events in the real world which are of interest. 
For the German data analysis, I have selected a total of 82 text units. There are two sheets 
for each text unit. On the first page you will find the pre-analysed text unit together with a so- 
called 'time map'. As can be seen from the figure below, each time map consists of two 
axes: a time line (t) representing the flow of time (from earlier to later) and a time line (d) 
representing simultaneity (for events which happen completely at the same time or partially 
at the same time). 
Time line (d) 
Time line 
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In these time maps I have tried to graphically represent the events described in the 
respective text units in what I felt was the appropriate temporal order. This also involved 
determining when the respective events began and ended in relation to each other. 
I should point out that I have restricted my data analysis to events, actions, and so on, 
described within sentences. Furthermore, the events focussed on have to underlie clauses 
(after they took off [.. ]) and not phrases (after take-off [. J). Hence, the text units selected 
consist of at least two clauses. To help with this part of the analysis, I have added comments 
to the 'Remarks' section at the bottom of the first page. 
In order to be able to determine the types of temporal relation between the events I created 
a classification of 'temporal ordering relations. In this model all the various ways in which 
events can (theoretically) be temporally ordered in the real world can be seen. 
In the time maps, the various events have been conceptualized (indicated through capitals) 
and placed in rectangles. However, the lengths and widths of these rectangles are only 
approximate and do not represent realistic values. The same applies to the length of the 
temporal gaps existing between two events. 
on the second page of the proforma, there is space for comments. If you are happy with my 
interpretation of the temporal order underlying the respective text unit, then 'correct' should 
be ticked and your initials placed in the appropriate box. Should you not agree with the 
suggested time map then please tick 'incorrect', adding the reason(s) why. 
Text unit correct Text unit incorrect Expert's initia 
Comments: 
I hope that the above instructions and explanations will provide you with some sort of idea 
as to what your required input will be. I shall look forward to meeting you in Braunschweig. 
Many thanks for your help. 
Yours sincerely, 
Bettina Bajaj 
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Appendix 5.1 
Detailed Distribution of Temporal Ordering Relations 
in the English Subcorpus 
N= 203 
Relation Tyees nI f f In (100%)_ nN (1 00%)_ 
TORnsI total 90 44.3% 
" resulting from agreed time maps 67 74.4% 
" resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreeing 
23 25.5% 
2, TORns2 total 33 16.3% 
" resulting from agreed time maps 27 81.8% 
" resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreeing 
6 18.2% 
3. TORps9 total 24 11.8% 
" resulting from agreed time maps 19 79.2% 
" resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreeing 
5 20.8% 
4. TORpsl I total 13 6.4% 
9 resulting from agreed time maps 13 100% 
5. TORns3 total 9 4.4% 
" resulting from agreed time maps 5 55.6% 
" resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreeing 
4 44.4% 
6. TORcs6 total 6 3% 
9 resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
TORpsIO total 6 3% 
9 resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
TORpsI2 total 6 3% 
* resulting from agreed time maps 6 100% 
7. TORnsS total 4 2% 
" resulting from agreed time maps 2 50% 
" resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreein2 
2 50% 
TORps8 _ total 4 1 2% 
* resultin from agreed time maps 4 100% 
8. TORns4 total 1 0.5% 
resulting from time maps with two 
solutions or from experts disagreein2 
1 100% 
Relations which could not be determined 7 0 O l 3.4% 
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Appendix 5.2 
List of the 95 English Text Units 
Text units extracted from Aircraft Accident Report AAR 96-2 
Text unit no: I/Text line: 539 
He began command training in December 1994 and, after a short leave break, completed the training in February 
1995, 
Text unit no: 2/Text line: 382 
[The crew, which was not the one later involved in the accident, stated] that all of the aircraft's systems and 
equipment had been serviceable during the flight and, after flight, the aircraft technical log was completed to this 
effect. 
Text unit no: 31Text line: 426 
The controller informed him that the aircraft was at that time in a right hand turn but after observing further radar 
returns he said that it was then going straight on a south-easterly heading. 
Text unit no: 4/Text line: 2681 
The final return on secondary radar was at 2,900 feet, after the aircraft had descended from 3,600 feet in about 25 
seconds. 
Text unit no: S/Text line: 839 
The aircraft records contained no deferred defects relevant to the accident and, prior to the accident flight, the 
aircraft had undergone the inspection phase of a routine servicing package called up on an opportunity basis from 
the scheduled servicing cycle. 
Text unit no: 6/Text line: 1405 
Both turn-bank instruments (serial Nos 3710 and 4008) were recovered from the wreckage and, after initial 
examination, were taken to an approved overhaul facility for stripping. 
Text unit no: 7/Text line: 3089 
one or, possibly, both of the aircraft's artificial horizons malfunctioned and, in the absence of a standby horizon, for 
which there was no airworthiness requirement, there was no single instrument available for assured attitude 
reference or simple means of determining which flight instruments had failed. 
Text unit no: 8/Text line: 330 
It crashed onto open ground and all of the occupants were killed. 
Text unit no: S/Text line: 1595 
The company held a Joint Aviation Requirement 145 approval (to undertake maintenance on a wide range of aircraft 
types] and also operated a flying school for both commercial and private training. 
Text unit no: 10/Text line: 321 
Shortly after departure from Leeds Bradford Airport on a scheduled flight to Aberdeen, the crew of the aircraft 
reported a 'problem with the artificial horizon(s)' and arranged to return to the airport. 
Text unit no: I l/Text line: 2568 
[From examination of the wreckage and strip examination of both artificial horizons it is clear] that two were installed 
in the aircraft's instrument panel at the time of the accident and both were receiving electrical power [since positive 
evidence of rotation in the gyroscopes was found (see paragraph 1.12.4) and the failure flags were not displayed. ] 
Text unit no: 121Text line: 523 
He added an IMC Rating in November 1976 and by January 1980 had qualified as an Assistant Flying Instructor on 
Group 'A' (single engined) aeroplanes. 
Text unit no: 13/Text line: 408 
The aerodrome controller passed instructions for a radar heading of 360* and cleared the aircraft to 3,000 feet 33 QNH . 
An altimeter pressure setting to give height above mean sea level. 
Text unit no: 14/Text line: 404 
One minute and fifty seconds after the start of the take-off roll and as the aircraft was turning through a heading of 
0500 and climbing through 1,740 feet amsI, the first officer transmitted to Leeds Bradford aerodrome control: 
Text unit no: I S/Text line: 3046 
Both engines were at a medium power setting and delivering power to the propellers. 
Text unit no: 16/Text line: 1761 
The day after the accident a claim that the accident had been the result of sabotage was investigated by the police 
and found to be without foundation. 
Text unit no: 17/Text line: 833 
The operator had maintained G-OEAA since 1993 and had first used it on a scheduled flight on 31 January 1994. 
Text unit no: 18/Text line: 835 
Prior to that the aircraft had been operated by several companies and had been maintained by many different 
organisations. 
Text unit no: 19/Text line: 1200 
The right wing outboard leading edge had been detached from the torque box, (which had itself also detached from 
the inboard wing by a heavy blowj and had been recovered in two pieces. 
Text unit no: 201Text line: 1499 
[These included business stationary and pages from publications in the aircraft library and indicated] that, during the 
time of the airborne fire, the cabin had been breached and its lightweight contents were passing through the 
external fuel fire. 
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Text unit no: 21IText line: 2208 
None was reported to ATC by the first officer and none was discovered at post mortern examination. 
Text unit no: 221Text line: 521 
The commander began his flying career 1972 at Sherburn in Elmet airfield and obtained a Private Pilot's Licence 
(PPQ in August of that year at the age of 26 years. 
Text unit no: 231Text line: 587 
The first officer had learned to fly at Sherburn at Elmet, Yorkshire and obtained a PPL on 18 July 1992. 
Text unit no: 241Text line: 1480 
Both pilots were medically fit and properly rested prior to the flight. 
Text unit no: 25/Text line: 2983 
Both crew members were medically fit, adequately rested and properly licensed to carry out the flight. 
Text unit no: 261Text line: 1527 
Selected representatives from the National Police Major Disaster Advisory Team were also contacted and provided 
advice to the local police. 
Text unit no: 27/Text line: 1548 
Both radars were displayed in the control tower and recorded on VHS video tape. 
Text unit no: 281Text line: 1513 
The wing fuel tank had subsequently ruptured and released the fuel for the ground fire. 
Text unit no: 29/Text line: 1295 
The component parts were later examined at the UK's authorised service centre for this manufacturer and tests 
performed on other, similar, artificial horizons. 
Text unit no: 30IText line: 400 
Having backtracked the runway to line up, the aircraft took-off [sic] from Runway 14 at 1647 hrs and the crew was 
instructed by ATC to maintain the runway heading (1430M). 
Text unit no: 31 /Text line: 415 
The aircraft was now climbing through an altitude of 2,800 feet in a steep turn to the right and the approach 
controller transmitted: ( ... ]. Text unit no: 321Text line: 1031 
The visibility was generally 1,500 metres in rain and the cloud was scattered at 1,000 feet with a broken base at 
2,500 feet and embedded cumulonimbus with tops at 29,000 feet. 
Text unit no: 331Text line: 1561 
From observation of the radar display in the control tower, the lowest secondary return was observed at an altitude 
of 700 feet, and the lowest primary return at an altitude of 600 feet. 
Text unit no: 341Text line: 2104 
[ ... ]; a dormant 
failure of a resistor in the over voltage protection circuit, plus a subsequent (and unrelated) short 
circuit in a capacitor in the voltage regulation board, allowed the generator field current to become uncontrolled and 
the generator output voltage to rise substantially. 
Text unit no: 35IText line: 2107 
[As both artificial horizons were fed from a common DC bus barJ they both lost power and the failure flags were 
displayed. 
Text unit no: 361Text line: '2108 
The flight was in visual meteorological conditions (VMC) and the aircraft was recovered safely. 
Text unit no: 371Text line: 1896 
Two UK registered aircraft were identified with the sub panel option fitted, and their technical records were searched 
for artificial horizon entries [to determine whether the improved vibration insulation properties had any significant 
effect on artificial horizon histories. ) 
Text unit no: 38IText line: 2105 
This high voltage operated the No 2 GCU reverse current relay and took the No 2 generator off line. 
Text unit no: 39/Text line: 633 
A Commercial Pilot's Licence was issued on 28 January 1991 and upgraded to an ATPL on 21 November 1994. 
Text unit no: 40/Text line: 1494 
This fuel was ignited by an unidentified source of ignition and was seen by several eye witnesses who described the 
descent of either a fireball or the aircraft in flames. 
Text unit no: 41IText line: 323 
Air Traffic Control (ATC) observed the aircraft on their radar as it climbed to an altitude of 3,600 feet turning 
continuously left apart from an abrupt right turn [while passing 1,700 feet. ] 
Text unit no: 421Text line: 449 
As the aircraft passed a heading of 2300 it ceased to appear on the secondary radar. 
Text unit no: 431Text line: 1478 
All the occupants died as the aircraft broke up and struck the ground 
Text unit no: 441Text line: 460 
[Other witnesses saw a fireball descending rapidly out of the low cloud base] and one witness saw the aircraft in 
flames before it stuck (sic) the ground. 
Text unit no: 45IText line: 464 
There was some disruption of the fuselage before it struck the ground. 
Text unit no: 461Text line: 410 
These instructions were read back correctly but the aircraft continued its left turn onto 3000 before rolling into a right 
hand turn with about 300 of bank. 
Text unit no: 47/Text line: 3039 
[The loss of secondary returns from the transponder at 2,900 feet did not indicate any electrical supply failure prior 
to the break up] because the final rate of descent was too high for a further return before the aircraft began to break 
up, 
Text unit no: 48/Text line: 2727 
There was adequate time for the instrument gyros to have run up between the time power was first applied to the 
aircraft to the time it began to move. 
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Text unit no: 49/Text line: 2682 
Thus, up to and beyond the time the aircraft departed from controlled flight, the 28V DC main bus bar was still 
operating. 
Text unit no: SO/Text line: 2276 
By the time it had turned through 90" the first officer was able to report a problem with the artificial horizon. 
Text unit no: 51/Text line: 2003 
The MTBUR of 382 hours provided by these figures, [(not withstanding that the data contained some early failures)] 
did not identify any adverse trend over the period preceding the accident during which the operator maintained the 
aircraft. 
Text unit no: 521Text line: 3096 
The commander, [who was probably the handling pilotJ was initially unable to control the aircraft's heading without 
his artificial horizon, and was eventually unable to retain control of the aircraft whilst flying in IMC by reference to 
other flight instruments. 
Text unit no: 63/Text line: 2379 
The commander managed to retain control of the aircraft for some four minutes before he eventually lost control. 
Text unit no: 541Text line: 461 
There were four further primary radar returns before the aircraft finally disappeared from radar. 
Text unit no: 55/Text line: 2053 
The first, on 4 June 1995, involved a double instrument failure-, and the second, on 24 August 1995, was caused by 
a total electrical failure. 
Text unit no: 56/Text line: 1244 
Although the entire tailplane had started to oscillate aero-elastically, [it did not reach the point of failure] but instead 
appears to have caused separation of the elevators followed by failure of the right tailplane section outboard of the 
fuselage. 
Text unit no: 57/Text line: 536 
The commander had been a light aircraft instructor at Barton airfield from at least July 1987 until April 1993 when he 
converted to the EMB-1 10. 
Text unit no: 581Text line: 2994 
The commander did not maintain the heading instructions given by ATC because his artificial horizon had failed or 
malfunctioned. 
Text unit no: 591Text line: 538 
By June 1993 he had qualified as a first officer on the EMB-1 10 and was employed by the operator. 
Text unit no: 601Text line: 394 
it was raining and the airfield had recently been affected by a thunderstorm. 
Text unit no: 611Text line: 446 
After the controller had confirmed that the aircraft appeared to be on a steady northerly heading, the aircraft 
immediately resumed its turn to the left and began to descend. 
Text unit no: 621Text line: 1197 
The vertical fin, [although apparently remaining attached to the bulk of the main wreckageJ had received a heavy 
blow on its leading edge, forcing back its attachments [but without failing them completely before impact. ] 
Text unit no: 631Text line: 2996 
Whilst flying by reference to the remaining flight instruments, which were all found to be serviceable, he lost control 
of the aircraft having become spatially disoriented. 
Text unit no: 64/Text line: 2935 
[Evidence from the radar recording and that from examination of the wreckage shows) that the aircraft went out of 
control at about 2,900 feet having begun a controlled descent from its maximum achieved altitude of 3,600 feet, 
[possibly attempting to regain its ATC cleared height (3,000 feet). ] 
Text unit no: 65/Text line: 2261 
Having eliminated these possibilities, the remaining evidence is examined for the most likely causes of the accident. 
Text unit no: 66/Text line: 2423 
The commander, with considerable experience of EMB-1 10 operations having flown as a first officer since June 
1993, was recently promoted as aircraft commander. 
Text unit no: 67/Text line: 443 
At this point, the aircraft had reached an altitude of 3,600 feet, having maintained a fairly constant rate of climb and 
airspeed. 
Text unit no: 681Text line: 2116 
The aircraft crashed shortly after departure from Runway 27, fatally injuring the single pilot on board. 
Text unit no: 69/Text line: 349 
The commander, [who was probably the handling pilotJ was initially unable to maintain control of the desired aircraft 
heading without his artificial horizon, and eventually lost control of the aircraft whilst flying in IMC by reference to 
other flight instruments. 
Text unit no: 70/Text line: 691 
He qualified for a Basic CPL in July 1994, after the requisite training had been carried out at Oxford, and upgraded 
.44 to a 'frozen ATPL on 8 November 1994 having completed further training at a flying college at Prestwick . 
'Frozen' ATPL means that all the ground examinations have been passed and issue of an ATPL merely awaits 
accumulation of the required amount of flying experience. 
Text unit no: 711Text line: 2040 
The CAA gave their approval on 25 April 1995, and the first substitution was made on 29 June 1995, at which time it 
was realised that the presentation of the RCA gyro was incompatible with the original AIM gyro in the commanders 
position, and the RCA gyro was removed 14 flying hours later on 6 July 1995. 
Text unit no: 721Text line: 383 
Some routine maintenance was performed on the aircraft which was later prepared for a scheduled passenger flight 
to Aberdeen. 
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Text unit no: 731Text line: 595 
On 18 April 1995, the first officer began training on the EMB-1 10, completing a final line check on 4 May 1995 and 
flying as a first officer with the operator. 
Text unit no: 741Text line: 1675 
The operating company was originally formed in 1985 but was subject to a number of take-overs the last of which 
was in 1991. 
Text unit no: 761Text line: 1410 
The cases of both instruments had been crushed and in each instance the resulting damage had caused the rotors 
to move from their bearings and come into contact with the enclosing gimbal. 
Text unit no: 76/Text line: 299 
The accident was notified to the AAIB shortly after it had occurred and an investigation team travelled Immediately 
to the site. 
Text unit no: 771Text line: 326 
Shortly after reaching 3,600 feet the aircraft entered a steeply descending spiral dive. 
Text unit no: 781Text line: 402 
[Radar returns, displayed in the control room, indicated] that the aircraft began to turn to the left shortly after 
becoming airborne. 
Text unit no: 791Text line: 2839 
Recommendation 95-35 made 19 October 1995 and since amended [to include all aircraft in the Public Transport 
Category with more than nine seats in accordance with JAR-OPS1.652 (1)]. 
Text unit no: 80/Text line: 3167 
Recommendation 95-35 made 19 October 1995, since amended [to conform with JAR OPS. 1.652 (I)]. 
Text unit no: 811Text line: 2938 
Its airspeed in uncontrolled descent was well in excess of its maximum design speed so as to cause structural break 
up before the final impact. 
Text unit no: 821Text line: 2080 
(The pilot's report on the first incident stated] that when he was lined up on the runway at Southend en route to 
Luton he noticed that the first officer's artificial horizon had not erected properly so he used the fast slave device, 
[which seemed to function correctly. ] 
Text unit no: 83/Text line: 2084 
Within about 10 seconds the commanders artificial horizon had also toppled so the aircraft was levelled using the 
natural horizon and a visual circuit was carried out [to land. ] 
Text unit no: 84/Text line: 2276 
Despite an ATC instruction to maintain runway heading, the aircraft turned left as soon as had it [sic] become 
airborne. 
Text unit no: 851Text line: 487 
The aircraft crashed into a field of standing cereal crop, part of which was subsequently destroyed having been 
condemned as unfit for harvesting. 
Text unit no: 861Text line: 1420 
[This is consistent with indications] that the right-hand wing had separated before impact, that the left engine was 
still developing power and that, therefore, the aircraft was rolling and yawing to the right. 
Text unit no: 87/Text line: 1317 
Both motors ran satisfactorily at speed when electrical power was applied. 
Text unit no: 881Text line: 2056 
On 20 October 1990 a Partenavia P68B aircraft crashed shortly after take-off when its single artificial horizon 
malfunctioned. 
Text unit no: 891Text line: 1920 
When reported as unserviceable the artificial horizon was sent to one of several UK repair agencies for repair or 
overhaul. 
Text unit no: SO/Text line: 434 
This turn continued onto a heading of 3600 when the first officer again asked "ARE WE GOING STRAIGHT AT THE 
MOMENT SIR" to which the controller replied that the aircraft looked to be going straight. 
Text unit no: 911Text line: 2404 
When the commander set his artificial horizon in a wings level attitude, the aircraft itself turned to the left. 
Text unit no: 92/Text line: 542 
A final command line check was successfully completed on 21 April 1995 whereupon he flew as commander of 
EMB-1 1 Os. 
Text unit no: 931Text line: 448 
The angle of bank increased to about 45" while the altitude reduced to 2,900 feet in about 25 seconds. 
Text unit no: 94/Text line: 353 
The aircraft went out of control whilst flying in turbulent instrument meteorological conditions and entered a spiral 
dive from which the pilot, [who most likely had become spatially disoriented, ] was unable to recover. 
Text unit no: 951Text line: 1845 
[The results obtained showed] that, whilst the background vibration level was low, some frequency spikes 
associated with the propeller rpm and its harmonics were present. 
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Appendix 5.3 
Further Time Maps in which TORnsl Occurs 
(Sequence-with-Gap Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 2 
Text unit no: 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 382 
Temporal trigger: after* 
Text unit: [The crew, which was not the one later involved in the accident, stated] that all of the aircraft's 
systems and equipment had been serviceable during the flight and, after flight, the aircraft 
technical log was completed to this effect. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
ALL OF THE AIRCRAFT'S SYSTEMS AND AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL LOG IS 
EQUIPMENT ARE SERVICEABLE I 
... ] 
10 COMPLETED TO THIS EFFECT 
RE B) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTU 
AFTER FLIGHT 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 6 
Text unit no: 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1405 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Both turn-bank instruments (serial Nos 3710 and 4008) were recovered from the wreckage and, 
after initial examination, were taken to an approved overhaul facility for stripping. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
BOTH TURN-BANK INSTRUMENTS [... ) [BOTH TURN-BANK INSTRUMENTS] 
(SERIAL NOS 3710 AND 4008) ARE TAKEN TO AN APPROVED 
ARE RECOVERED FROM THE OVERHAUL FACILITY FOR STRIPPING 
WRECKAGE (COMPLEX TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 10 
Text unit no: 10 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 321 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Shortly after departure from Leeds Bradford Airport on a scheduled flight to Aberdeen, the crew 
of the aircraft reported a 'problem with the artificial horizon(s)' and arranged to return to the 
airport. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ ... ] THE CREW OF THE AIRCRAFT [CREW] ARRANGES TO REPORTS A PROBLEM WITH THE RETURN TO THE AIRPORT 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON(S) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
> 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 12 
Text unit no: 12 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 523 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: He added an IMC Rating in November 1976 and by January 1980 had qualified as an Assistant 
Flying Instructor on Group'A'(single engined) aeroplanes. 
[NB: 'He' refers to 'commander'; IMC Instrument Meteorological Conditions) 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
[COMMANDER) ADDS (COMMANDER] QUALIFIES AS AN 
IMC RATING [ ... 
I 
b, 
ASSISTANT FLYING INSTRUCTOR ON 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL - GROUP A (SINGLE ENGINED) AEROPLANES 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX (CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
APPROX. THREE YEARS LATER 
time line (t) 
Time Mar) for Text-Unit No. 13 
Text unit no: 13 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 408 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The aerodrome controller passed instructions for a radar heading of 360* and cleared the 
aircraft to 3,000 feet QNI-13. 3 An altimeter pressure setting to give height above mean sea level, 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AERODROME CONTROLLER PASSES [AERODROME CONTROLLER] CLEARS 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RADAR HEADING OF 360* AIRCRAFT TO 3,000 FEET ONH 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 19 
Text unit no: 19 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1200 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The right wing outboard leading edge had been detached from the torque box, [which had itself 
also detached from the inboard wing by a heavy blowj and had been recovered in two pieces. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
RIGHT WING OUTBOARD LEADING [RIGHT WING OUTBOARD 
EDGE IS DETACHED FROM THE LEADING EDGE) IS RECOVERED 
TORQUEBOX[ ... I (COMPLEX TORnsl IN TWO PIECES (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 21 
Text unit no: 21 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2208 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: None was reported to ATC by the first officer and none was discovered at post mortem 
examination. 
[NB: 'None' refers to 'incapacitation'; ATC = Air Traffic Control] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
INO. INCAPACITATIQN] iSý REPDlkfEb: -[Na LNCAPACITATlb&-i X 
-TO`AT-C-[3Y FIRST-OFFrCER (COMPLEX. ' 10 . 'AT. POSTMORTEM EXAMNATIOW : -4oNboP: T-QA: L ýSTýUotft- TORnsl -. (ýOIVIýGEX- OoNqEýTý 9TýQCýT-QkE: B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
u time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 22 
Text unit no: 22 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 521 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The commander began his flying career 1972 at Sherburn in Elmet airfield and obtained a 
Private Pilot's Licence (PPL) in August of that year at the age of 26 years. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMMANDER BEGINS HIS [COMMANDER] OBTAINS PRIVATE 
FLYING CAREER I ... I AT P, -'- -' CENCE I-] 
AT THE 
SHERBURN IN ELMET AIRFIELD XýE OF 26 YEARS (COMPLEX 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
SEVERAL MONTHS LATER WITHIN THE SAME YEAR 
11 time fine (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 23 
Text unit no: 23 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 587 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The first officer had learned to fly at Sherburn at Elmet, Yorkshire and obtained a PPL on 18 
July 1992. 
[NB: PPL = Private Pilot's Licence] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FIRST OFFICER LEARNS TO FLY AT [FIRST OFFICER] OBTAINS PPL 
SHERBURN IN ELMET YORKSHIRE (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 26 
Text unit no: 26 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1527 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Selected representatives from the National Police Major Disaster Advisory Team were also 
contacted and provided advice to the local police. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
SELECTED REPRESENTATIVES (SELECTED REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
FROM THE NATIONAL POLICE THE NATIONAL POLICE MAJOR 
MAJOR DISASTER ADVISORY DISASTER ADVISORY TEAM] PROVIDE 
TEAM ARE [ ... ]CONTACTED ADVICE TO THE LOCAL POLICE (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line W 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 33 
Text unit no: 33 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1561 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: From observation of the radar display in the control tower, the lowest secondary return was 
observed at an altitude of 700 feet, and the lowest primary return at an altitude of 600 feet. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
LOWEST SECONDARY RETURN IS LOWEST PRIMARY RADAR RETURN [IS 
OBSERVED AT AN ALTITUDE OF 700 FEET OBSERVED] AT AN ALTITUDE OF 600 FEET 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME LATER 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 37 
Text unit no: 37 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1896 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Two UK registered aircraft were identified with the sub panel option fitted, and their technical 
records were searched for artificial horizon entries [to determine whether the improved vibration 
insulation properties had any significant effect on artificial horizon histories. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TWO UK REGISTERED AIRCRAFT ARE [THE AIRCRAFTS'l TECHNICAL 
IDENTIFIED WITH THE SUB PANEL RECORDS ARE SEARCHED 
OPTION FITTED FOR ARTIFICIAL HORIZON ENTRIES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 39 
Text unit no: 39 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 533 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: A Commercial Pilot's Licence was issued on 28 January 1991 and upgraded to an ATPL on 21 
November 1994. 
[NB: ATPL a Air Transport Pilot's Licence] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMMERCIAL PILOT'S LICENCE [COMMERCIAL PILOT'S LICENCE] IS 
IS ISSUED [ ... ] (COMPLEX 
10 UPGRADED TO AN ATPL I ... I CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
APPROX, THREE YEARS LATER 
time line (t) 
Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 55 
Text unit no: 55 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2053 
Temporal trigger: first* 
Text unit: The first, on 4 June 1995, involved a double instrument failure; and the second, on 24 August 
1995, was caused by a total electrical failure. 
[NB: 'First' and 'second' refer to 'artificial horizon failure'. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
I... ) (ARTIFICIAL HORIZON FAILURE) [ARTIFICIAL HORIZON FAILURE] I ... ]IS INVOLVES DOUBLE INSTRUMENT FAILURE CAUSED BY TOTAL ELECTRICAL FAILURE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
APPROX. TWO MONTHS LATER 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 57 
Text unit no: 57 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 536 
Temporal trigger: had 
Text unit: The commander had been a light aircraft instructor at Barton airfield from at least July 1987 until 
April 1993 when he converted to the EMB-I 10. 
[NB: EMB-1 10 = Aircraft Type] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMMANDER IS LIGHT AIRCRAFT [COMMANDER) CONVERTS 
INSTRUCTOR[ ... I (COMPLEX TO EMB-1 '10 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
of 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 59 
Text unit no: 59 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 538 
Temporal trigger: had 
Text unit: By June 1993 he had qualified as a first officer on the EMB-110 and was employed by the 
operator. 
JNB: 'He' refers to'commandee; EMB-110 =Aircraft Type] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[COMMANDER] QUALIFIES AS (COMMANDER] IS EMPLOYED 
A FIRST OFFICER ON THE EMB-1 10 p- BY THE OPERATOR 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED A-MOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 65 
Text unit no: 65 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2261 
Temporal trigger: Ing 
Text unit: Having eliminated these possibilities, the remaining evidence is examined for the most likely 
causes of the accident. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
POSSIBILITIES ARE ELIMINATED --- 10' REMAINING EVIDENCE IS EXAMINED FOR THE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL TORnsl MOST LIKELY CAUSES OF THE ACCIDENT 
STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 66 
Text unit no: 66 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2423 
Temporal trigger: *ing 
Text unit: The commander, with considerable experience of EMB-1 10 operations having flown as a first 
officer since June 1993, was recently promoted as aircraft commander. 
INB: EMB-1 10 Aircraft Type] 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
(COMMANDER) FLIES (COMMANDER] WITH CONSIDERABLE 
AS A FIRST OFFICER 1 10 EXPERIENCE OF EMB-110S IS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL PROMOTED AS AIRCRAFT COMMANDER 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 70 
Text unit no: 70 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 591 
Temporal trigger: july 
Text unit: He qualified for a Basic CPL in July 1994, after the requisite training had been carried out at 
Oxford, and upgraded to a 'frozen ATPL A on 8 November 1994 having completed further 
training at a flying college at Prestwick. 
4= 'Frozen'ATPL means that all the ground examinations have been passed and issue of an 
ATPL merely awaits accumulation of the required amount of flying experience. 
[NB: 'He' refers to'first officee: CPL = Commercial Pilot's Licence] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[FIRST OFFICERI CARRIES [FIRST OFFICERI [FIRST OFFICER] COMPLETES [FIRST OFFICER) 
OUT REQUISITE TRAINING QUALIFIES FOR aASIC FURTHER TRAINING AT FLYING UPGRADES TO FROZEN 
AT OXFORD ICOMPLEX CPL II (COMPLEX COLLEGE AT PRESTWICK ATPL I... ) (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL CONCEPTUAL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE 8) STRUCTURE C) STRUCTURE D) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl TORnsl 
TORmal 
APPROX. FOUR MONTHS LATER 
11 time line (t) 
Is 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 72 
Text unit no: 72 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 383 
Temporal trigger: late* 
Text unit: Some routine maintenance was performed on the aircraft which was later prepared for a 
scheduled passenger flight to Aberdeen. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
SOME ROUTINE MAINTENANCE [AIRCRAFT) IS I PREPARED FOR 
IS PERFORMED ON AIRCRAFT 10 SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL TO ABERDEEN (COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE A) TORnal CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
SOME TIME LATER 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 73 
Text unit no: 73 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 595 
Temporal trigger may 
Text unit: On 18 April 1995, the first officer began training on the EMB-1 10, completing a final line check 
on 4 May 1995 and flying as a first officer with the operator. 
[NB: EMB-1 10 = Aircraft Type] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
I-) FIRST OFFICER BEGINS [FIRST OFFICER) COMPLETES (FIRST OFFICER] FLIES AS 
TRAINING ON THE EMB-1 10 00 FINAL LINE CHECK I-) FIRST OFFICER WITH THE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL OPERATOR (COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl STRUCTURE B) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER APPROX. THREE WEEKS AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED 
I 
AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 74 
Text unit no: 74 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1575 
Temporal trigger: origin* 
Text unit: The operating company was originally formed in 1985 but was subject to a number of take- 
overs the last of which was in 1991. 
Time Map 
11 
ti e line (d) 
OPERATING COMPANY IS [OPERATING COMPANY] IS SUBJECT 
[ ... ] FORMED [... ] COMPLEX TO A NUMBER OF TAKE-OVERS CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsi (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 76 
Text unit no: 76 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text fine: 299 
Temporal trigger: short* 
Text unit: The accident was notified to the AAlB shortly after it had occurred and an investigation team 
travelled immediately to the site. 
[NB: AAlB = Air Accidents Investigation Branch] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
JACCIDENT] OCCURS 10 ACCIDENT IS NOTIFIED 10 INVESTIGATION TEAM TRAVELS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL TO THE AAIB (COMPLEX [ 
... 
I TO THE SITE (COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
SHORTLY AFTER AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 77 
Text unit no: 77 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 326 
Temporal trigger: short* 
Text unit: Shortly after reaching 3,600 feet the aircraft entered a steeply descending spiral dive. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[AIRCRAFT] REACHES AIRCRAFT ENTERS STEEPLY 
3,600 FEET (COMPLEX 10, DESCENDING SPIRAL DIVE (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
SHORTLY AFTER 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 78 
Text unit no: 78 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 402 
Temporal trigger: short* 
Text unit: [Radar returns, displayed in the control room, indicated] that the aircraft began to turn to the left 
shortly after becoming airborne. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[AIRCRAFT] BECOMES AIRBORNE AIRCRAFT BEGINS TO TURN TO THE LEFT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
SHORTLY AFTER 
11 time line (t) 
is 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 79 
Text unit no: 79 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2839 
Temporal trigger: since 
Text unit: Recommendation 95-35 made 19 October 1995 and since amended [to Include all aircraft in 
the Public Transport Category with more than nine seats in accordance with JAR-OPS1.652 
(1)]. 
[NB: JAR-OPS = Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Operations] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
RECOMMENDATION 95-35 [IS] MADE [RECOMMENDATION 95-35 IS) AMENDED 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 80 
Text unit no: 80 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 3167 
Temporal trigger: since 
Text unit: Recommendation 95-35 made 19 October 1995, since amended [to conform with JAR 
OPS1.652 (1)]. 
[NB: JAR-OPS = Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Operations] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
ERECOMMENDATION 
95-35 [IS] MADE [RECOMMENDATION 95-35 IS] AMENDED 
C( (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
> 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 83 
Text unit no: 83 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2084 
Temporal trigger: so 
Text unit: Within about 10 seconds the commander's artificial horizon had also toppled so the aircraft was 
levelled using the natural horizon and a visual circuit was carried out [to land. ] 
Time Map 
time fine (d) 
II COMMANDER'S ARTIFICIAL AIRCRAFT IS LEVELLED VISUAL CIRCUIT IS 
HORIZON t.. I TOPPLES USING NATURAL HORIZON CARRIED OUT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE 8) STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 84 
Text unit no: 84 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2276 
Temporal trigger: soon 
Text unit: Despite an ATC instruction to maintain runway heading, the aircraft turned left as soon as had it 
[sic] become airborne. 
[NB: ATC = Air Traffic Control] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
(AIRCRAFT) IS INSTRUCTED [BY ATC] (AIRCRAFT) BECOMES AIRCRAFT TURNS LEFT 
TO MAINTAIN RUNWAY HEADING AIRBORNE (COMPLEX )o (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnsl STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
> 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 85 
Text unit no: 85 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 487 
Temporal trigger: subsequent* 
Text unit: The aircraft crashed into a field of standing cereal crop, part of which was subsequently 
destroyed having been condemned as unfit for harvesting. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT CRASHES INTO PART OF [THE FIELD) IS PART OF [THE FIELD] 
A FIELD OF STANDING 00 CONDEMNED AS UNFIT 00 IS j ... ]DESTROYED CEREAL CROP (COMPLEX FOR HARVESTING (COMPLEX (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUALSTRUCTUREB) TORnsl STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORnsl 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 89 
Example No: 89 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1920 
Temporal trigger: when* 
Sentence: When reported as unserviceable the artificial horizon was sent to one of several UK repair 
agencies for repair or overhaul. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ARTIFICIAL HORIZON IS] ARTIFICIAL HORIZON IS SENT TO ONE 
REPORTED AS UNSERVICEABLE OF SEVERAL UK REPAIR AGENCIES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 10 FOR REPAIR OR OVERHAUL (COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE A) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 92 
Text unit no: 92 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 542 
Temporal trigger: where* 
Text unit: A final command line check was successfully completed on 21 April 1995 whereupon he flew 
as commander of EMB-1 I Os. 
[NB: 'he' refers to'commander; EMB-1 10 Aircraft Type] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FINAL COMMAND CHECK IS [COMMANDER] FLIES AS 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED COMMANDER OF EMB-1 I Os 
[ ... ] (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE B) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line 
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Appendix 5.4 
Further Time Maps in which TORns2 Occurs 
(Sequence-without-Gap Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 16 
Text unit no: 16 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1761 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The day after the accident a claim that the accident had been the result of sabotage was 
investigated by the police and found to be without foundation. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
> 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 20 
Text unit no: 20 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1499 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: (These included business stationary and pages from publications in the aircraft library and 
indicated] that, during the time of the airborne fire, the cabin had been breached and its 
lightweight contents were passing through the external fuel fire. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
I... ) CABIN IS BREACHED [CABIN'Sl LIGHTWEIGHT CONTENTS PASS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) THROUGH THE EXTERNAL FUEL FIRE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 28 
Text unit no: 28 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1513 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The wing fuel tank had subsequently ruptured and released the fuel for the ground fire. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 34 
Text unit no: 34 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2104 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: [ ... 1: a dormant failure of a resistor in the over voltage protection circuit, plus a subsequent (and unrelated) short circuit in a capacitor in the voltage regulation board, allowed the generator field 
current to become uncontrolled and the generator output voltage to rise substantially. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
DORMANT FAILURE OF A RESISTOR IN THE OVER VOLTAGE [DORMANT FAILURE OF A RESISTOR IN THE OVER 
PROTECTION CIRCUIT I 
... 
I ALLOWS THE GENERATOR VOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT I ... 
I ALLOWS) THE 
FIELD CURRENT TO BECOME UNCONTROLLED GENERATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE TO RISE SUBSTANTIALLY 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time 
-Map 
for Text Unit No. 35 
Text unit no: 35 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2107 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: [As both artificial horizons were fed from a common DC bus barj they both lost power and the 
failure flags were displayed. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
BOTH [ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS] LOSE POWER FAILURE FLAGS ARE DISPLAYED 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
> 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 38 
Text unit no: 38 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2105 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: This high voltage operated the No GCU reverse current relay and took the No 2 generator off 
line. 
[NB: GCU = Generator Control Unit] 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
HIGH VOLTAGE OPERATES THE NO [HIGH VOLTAGE) TAKES THE 
2 GCU REVERSE CURRENT RELAY NO 2 GENERATOR OFF LINE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 44 
Text unit no: 44 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 460 
Temporal trigger: before* 
Text unit: [Other witnesses saw a fireball descending rapidly out of the low cloud base] and one witness 
saw the aircraft in flames before it stuck [sic] the ground. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 45 
Text unit no: 45 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 464 
Temporal trigger: before* 
Text unit: There was some disruption of the fuselage before it struck the ground. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
THERE IS SOME DISRUPTION [FUSELAGE] STRIKES THE GROUND 
OF THE FUSELAGE (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
10 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 50 
Text unit no: 50 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2276 
Temporal trigger: by 
Text unit: By the time it had turned through 90" the first officer was able to report a problem with the 
artificial horizon. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
> 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 53 
Text unit no: 53 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2379 
Temporal trigger: eventual* 
Text unit: The commander managed to retain control of the aircraft for. some four minutes before he 
eventually lost control. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COMMANDER MANAGES TO RETAIN [COMMANDER) [... ) LOSES CONTROL 
CONTROL OF THE AIRCRAFT [ ... I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) STRUCTUREB) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES > 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 54 
Text unit no: 54 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 451 
Temporal trigger: final* 
Text unit: There were four further primary radar returns before the aircraft finally disappeared from radar. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
THERE ARE FOUR FURTHER AIRCRAFT DISAPPEARS FROM RADAR 
PRIMARY RADAR RETURNS (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 64 
Text unit no: 64 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2935 
Temporal trigger: *ing 
Text unit: [Evidence from the radar recording and that from examination of the wreckage shows] that the 
aircraft went out of control at about 2,900 feet having begun a controlled descent from its 
maximum achieved altitude of 3,600 feet, [possibly attempting to regain its ATC cleared height 
(3,000 feet). ] 
[NB: ATC = Air Traffic Control 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 75 
Text unit no: 75 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1410 
Temporal trigger: result* 
Text unit: The cases of both instruments had been crushed and in each instance the resulting damage 
had caused the rotors to move from their bearings and come into contact with the enclosing 
gimbal. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 81 
Text unit no: 81 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2938 
Temporal trigger: so 
Text unit: Its airspeed in uncontrolled descent was well in excess of its maximum design speed so as to 
cause structural break up before the final impact. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
(AIRCRAFT'S] AIRSPEED IN UNCONTROLLED DESCENT STRUCTURAL BREAK UP [IS 
IS WELL IN EXCESS OF ITS MAXIMUM DESIGN SPEED CAUSED] [ ... I (COMPLEX 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 87 
Text unit no: 87 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1317 
Temporal trigger: when* 
Text unit: Both motors ran satisfactorily at speed when electrical power was applied. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 91 
Text unit no: 91 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2404 
Temporal trigger: when* 
Text unit: When the commander set his artificial horizon in a wings level attitude, the aircraft itself turned 
to the left. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
10 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.5 
Further Time Maps in which TORns3 Occurs 
(Sequence-with-Gap Point-Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 48 
Text unit no: 48 
Text., AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2727 
Temporal trigger: between 
Text unit: There was adequate time for the instrument gyros to have run up between the time power was 
first applied to the aircraft to the time it began to move. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns3 
TIME POINT IS FOLLOWED BY A TIME INTERVAL AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
POWER IS I APPLIED THERE IS ADEQUATE TIME FOR THE [AIRCRAFT) BEGINS TO MOVE 
TO THE AIRCRAFT (COMPLEX INSTRUMENT GYROS TO RUN UP (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnsi STRUCTURE C) 
TORns2 
P, 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
NO TIME PASSES 
TORnal 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 56 
Text unit no: 56 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1244 
Temporal trigger: follow* 
Text unit: Although the entire tailplane had started to oscillate aero-elastically, [it did not reach the point of 
failure] but instead appears to have caused separation of the elevators followed by failure of 
the right tailplane section outboard of the fuselage. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns3 
TIME POINT IS FOLLOWED BY A TIME INTERVAL AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
F 
ENTIRE TAILPLANE STARTS TO [OSCILLATING TAILPLANE1 I FAILURE OF THE RIGHT 
Y OSCILLATE AERO-ELASTICALL) APPEARS TO CAUSE SEPARATION TAILPLANE SECTION OUTBOARD 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL OF THE ELEVATORS (COMPLEX OF THE FUSELAGE FOLLOWS 
STRUCTURE A) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11111. 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
TORnsi 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 90 
Text unit no: 90 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 434 
Temporal trigger: when* 
Text unit: This turn continued onto a heading of 3600 when the first officer again asked "ARE WE GOING 
STRAIGHT AT THE MOMENT SIR" to which the controller replied that the aircraft looked to be 
going straight. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TORns3 
TIME POINT IS FOLLOWED BY A TIME INTERVAL AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TURN CONTINUES ONTO FIRST OFFICER ASKS ARE WE CONTROLLER REPLIES [TO THIS] 
HEADING OF 360' GOING STRAIGHT AT THE THAT THE AIRCRAFT LOOKS TO BE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL MOMENT SIR (COMPLEX 10 GOING STRAIGHT (COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE A) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
TORns2 
NO TIME PASSES 
TORnsl 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.7 
Further Time Maps in which TORcs6 Occurs 
(Matching Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 27 
Text unit no: 27 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1548 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Both radars were displayed in the control tower and recorded on VHS video tape. 
[NB: VHS = Video Home System] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
BOTH RADARS ARE DISPLAYED IN THE CONTROL TOWER 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORcs6 AAND B BEGINAND ENDATTHE SAME TIME 
-[BOTH 
RADARS ARE) RECORDED ON VHS VIDEO TAPE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 time line (t) 
it 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 32 
Text unit no: 32 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1031 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The visibility was generally 1,500 metres in rain and the cloud was scattered at 1,000 feet with a broken base at 2,500 feet and embedded cumulonimbus with tops at 29,000 feet. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
VISIBILITY IS GENERALLY 1,500 METRES IN RAIN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORcs6 AAND B STARTAND ENDATTHE SAME TIME 
CLOUD IS SCATTERED AT 1,000 FEET WITH A BROKEN BASE AT 2,500 
FEET AND EMBEDDED CUMULONIMBUS WITH TOPS AT 29,000 FEET 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 51 
Text unit no: 
Text: 
Text line: 
Temporal trigger: 
51 
AAR 96-2 
2003 
during 
Text unit: The MTBUR of 382 hours provided by these figures, [(not withstanding that the data contained 
some early failures)] did not identify any adverse trend over the period preceding the accident 
during which the operator maintained the aircraft. 
[NB: MTBUR = Mean Time Between Unscheduled Removal] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
*TFLE MTBUR OF 382*HQURS. PRIOVLDED. BrTHESE F1GURES [. 1 DOES'NOT. 
*. 'IDEN-TIFY. ANY ADVERSE TREND OVER. THEPERIOD PRECýE? ýG*THEACCIVENr. 
*- *JCOUPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
........................................ ....................................... ETORCS6 
AANDBBEGINANDENDATTHESAMETIME 
OPERATOR MAINTAINS AIRCRAFT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.8 
Further Time Maps in which TORps8 Occurs 
(Overlap Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 62 
Text unit no: 62 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1197 
Temporal trigger: Ing 
Text unit: The vertical fin, [although apparently remaining attached to the bulk of the main wreckagej had 
received a heavy blow on its leading edge, forcing back its attachments [but without failing 
them completely before impact. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
VERTICAL FIN RECEIVES HEAVY BLOW ON ITS LEADING EDGE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps8 
A STARTS BEFORE B STARTS AND ENDS DURING B 
ATTACHMENTS OF [VERTICAL FIN) ARE FORCED BACK 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.9 
Further Time Maps in which TORps9 Occurs 
(Embracing Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 5 
Text unit no: 5 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 839 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The aircraft records contained no deferred defects relevant to the accident and, prior to the 
accident flight, the aircraft had undergone the inspection phase of a routine servicing package 
called up on an opportunity basis from the scheduled servicing cycle. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT RECORDS CONTAIN NO DEFERRED DEFECTS RELEVANT TO THE 
ACCIDENT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsg B OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
AIRCRAFT UNDERGOES THE INSPECTION 
PHASE OF A ROUTINE SERVICING PACKAGE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 7 
Text unit no: 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 3089 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: One or, possibly, both of the aircraft's artificial horizons malfunctioned and, in the absence of a 
standby horizon, for which there was no airworthiness requirement, there was no single instrument available for assured attitude reference or simple means of determining which flight 
instruments had failed. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
WTHE-AUSENGS OF-A-STANDBY. HORIZON I.,. )THERE*IS Nq SINGLE - ! NýtýUMýNTAVAIQNýLý ýOk ASýýRýýA XT 
.T 
OdE*RýFEýýNCýORMAPLý: -: 
. '. 'ME7ANS OF*DETERMINING-WHJCH FLIGHT ANSTRUMENTS HAVE FAILED - 
TORpsg B OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OFA 
ONE OR POSSIBLY BOTH OF THE AIRCRAFT'S 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS MALFUNCTION 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
> 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 11 
Text unit no: 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2568 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: [From examination of the wreckage and strip examination of both artificial horizons it is clear] 
that two were installed in the aircraft's instrument panel at the time of the accident and both 
were receiving electrical power [since positive evidence of rotation in the gyroscopes was found 
(see paragraph 1.12.4) and the failure flags were not displayed. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
TWO [ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS] ARE INSTALLED IN THE AIRCRAFT'S IN 
PANEL (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
; 7ý7 
TORpsg 8 OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
BOTH (ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS] 
RECEIVE ELECTRICAL POWER 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 17 
Text unit no: 17 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 833 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The operator had maintained G-OEAA. since 1993 and had first used it on a scheduled flight on 
31 January 1994. 
[NB: G-OEAA = Aircraft Registration] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
OPERATOR MAINTAINS G-OEAA (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 
=A) 
TORps9 B OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
OPERATOR USES [G-OEAA] ON A 
SCHEDULED FLIGHT I 
... I (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 36 
Text unit no: 36 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2108 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The flight was in visual meteorological conditions (VMC) and the aircraft was recovered safely. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLIGHT IS IN VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 BOCCURSWITHINTH E TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
F 
AIRCRAFT IS RECOVERED SAFELY 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
ji time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 40 
Text unit no: 40 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1494 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: This fuel was ignited by an unidentified source of ignition and was seen by several eye 
witnesses who described the descent of either a fireball or the aircraft in flames. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[FUEL IGNITION) IS SEEN BY SEVERAL EYE WITNESSES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A TORnal AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED 
II 
AMOUNT OF TIME 
ýTORpsl) B OCCURS WITHIN TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF A 
FUEL IS IGNITED BY AN UNIDENTIFIED ISEVERAL EYE WITNESSES) DESCRIBE THE DESCENT 
SOURCE OF IGNITION OF EITHER A FIREBALL OR THE AIRCRAFT IN FLAMES 
(cop (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
] 
TORnslý(SCFOEMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
I 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 49 
Text unit no: 49 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2682 
Temporal trigger: beyond 
Text unit: Thus, up to and beyond the time the aircraft departed from controlled flight, the 28V DC main 
bus bar was still operating. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
28V DC MAIN BUS BAR I... ) OPERATES (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 B OCCURS WITHIN THE TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OFA 
AIRCRAFT DEPARTS FROM CONTROLLED FLIGHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
> 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.10 
Further Time Maps in which TORpsl 0 Occurs 
(Co-Beginning Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 31 
Text unit no: 31 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 415 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The aircraft was now climbing through an altitude of 2,800 feet in a steep turn to the right and 
the approach controller transmitted: 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT CLIMBS THROUGH AN ALTITUDE 
OF 2,800 FEET IN A STEEP TURN TO THE RIGHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps10 AAND B STARTATTHE SAME TIME BUT BENDS AFTER A ENDS 
APPROACH CONTROLLER TRANSMITS (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Mai) for Text Unit No. 42 
Text unit no: 42 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 449 
Temporal trigger: as 
Text unit: As the aircraft passed a heading of 230" it ceased to appear on the secondary radar. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRCRAFT PASSES A HEADING OF 230" 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpslO 
A AND B BEGIN AT THE SAME TIME BUT B ENDS BEFORE A ENDS 
[AIRCRAFT] CEASES TO APPEAR 
ON THE SECONDARY RADAR 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.11 
Further Time Maps in which TORpsl I Occurs 
- (Co-Ending Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 15 
Text unit no: 15 
Text: . AAR 96-2 Text line: 3046 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Both engines were at a medium power setting and delivering power to the propellers. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
(BOTH ENGINES] DELIVER POWER TO THE PROPELLERS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps11 
A STARTS BEFORE B STARTS BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
IF 
BOTH ENGINES ARE AT A MEDIUM POWER SETTING 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 24 
Text unit no: 24 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1480 
Temporal trigger, and 
Text unit: Both pilots were medically fit and properly rested prior to the flight. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
BOTH PILOTS ARE MEDICALLY FIT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsll 
A STARTS BEFORE B STARTS BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
[BOTH PILOTS ARE] PROPERLY RESTED 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 25 
Text unit no: 25 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2983 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: Both crew members were medically fit, adequately rested and properly licensed to carry out the 
flight. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[BOTH CREW MEMBERS ARE] PROPERLY LICENSED TO CARRY OUT THE FLIGHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORc*6 A AND B START AND END AT THE SAME TIME 
BO 
-I 
TH CREW MEMBERS ARE MEDICALLY FIT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORps11 C STARTS AFTER 8 STARTS BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
TORpsli 
C START 
AFTER A [BOTH CREW MEMBERS ARE) ADEQUATELY RESTED (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
STARTS 
BUT 
BqIH_ 
[BOTH CREW MEMBEf 
END AT THE SAME TIME 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 67 
Text unit no: 67 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 443 
Temporal trigger: Ing 
Text unit: At this point, the aircraft had reached an altitude of 3,600 feet, having maintained a fairly 
constant rate of climb and airspeed. 
Time Map 
11 
11 time line (d) 
[AIRCRAFT] MAINTAINS A FAIRLY CONSTANT RATE OF CLIMB AND AIRSPEED 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl 1 
B STARTS AFTER A STARTS BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
AIRCRAFT REACHES AN ALTITUDE OF 3,600 FEET 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 88 
Text unit no: 88 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2056 
Temporal trigger: when* 
Text unit: On 20 October 1990 a Partenavia P68B aircraft crashed shortly after take-off when its single 
artificial horizon malfunctioned. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[PARTENAVIA P68B AIRCRAFT'S] SINGLE 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON MALFUNCTIONS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps'! I 
A STARTS BEFORE B STARTS BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
PARTENAVIA P68B AIRCRAFT CRASHES I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Mai) for Text Unit No. 94 
Text unit no: 94 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 353 
Temporal trigger: whil* 
Text unit: The aircraft went out of control whilst flying in turbulent instrument meteorological conditions 
and entered a spiral dive from which the pilot, (who most likely had become spatially 
disoriented, ] was unable to recover. 
Time Map 
11 
11 time line (d) 
(AIRCRAFT] FLIES IN TURBULENT INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
_rw- 
TORps9 TORpsll 
WITHIN TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES OF AC STARTS AFTER A STARTS 
BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME TORpsli 
AIRCRAFT GOES OUT OF CONTROL (AIRCRAFT) ENTERS SPIRAL DIVE 
(cc (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnal (COMPLEX ONCEPTUAL, STRUCTURE C) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME TORpsll 
D STARTS AFTER C STARTS 
BUT BOTH END AT THE SAME TIME 
TORnsi JqECGVEk. [FRbM 
DIVE]. 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 4COMPLEX C0NCEPTUALSTRUCTURED). 
.................. 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.12 
Further Time Maps in which TORps12 Occurs 
(Embracing Interval-Point Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 69 
Text unit no: 69 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 349 
Temporal trigger: initial* 
Text unit: The commander, [who was probably the handling pilotj was Initially unable to maintain control 
of the desired aircraft heading without his artificial horizon, and eventually lost control of the 
aircraft whilst flying in IMC by reference to other flight instruments. 
[NB: IMC = Instrument Meteorological Conditions] 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
[COMMANDER] FLIES IN IMC BY REFERENCE TO OTHER FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl0 TORps12 TORpsll 
A AND B START AT THE SAME TIME TIME POINT OCCURS C STARTS AFTER A 
BUT B ENDS BEFORE A ENDS WITHIN TEMPORAL STARTS BUT BOTH END 
IIr 
BOUNDARIES OF AIr AT THE SAME TIME 
.......................... .......................... =MMANDEJR,. j:. j', 13 1.7,41UNABLE *. '. *. [COMMANDERI I LOSES 
VA. INTAIN. CONTRIOU OF THE IDESIRED AIRCRAFT%% CONTROL OF THE AIRCRAFT 
WITHO. UT HISARTIFICLAL HORIZON. '. (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
'(COMPLEX*CONCEPTUALSTRJJCTURE-13ý ' -'. '. STRUCTURE C) .......................... 
11 
TORnS2 
11 NO TIME PASSES 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 5.14 
Further Non-Determinable Time Maps 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 9 
Text unit no: 9 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1595 
Temporal trigger: and 
Text unit: The company held a Joint Aviation Requirement 145 approval [to undertake maintenance on a 
wide range of aircraft types] and also operated a flying school for both commercial and private 
training. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
........................................................................................................................ 
COMPANY HOLDS A JOINT AVIATION REQUIREMENT 
145APPROVAL[... 
i (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
........................................................................................................................ 
It is not possible to establish the exact type of relation. 
[COMPANY) OPERATES A FLYING SCHOOL 
FOR BOTH COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE TRAINING 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
!! time line (t) 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 43 
Text unit no: 43 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1478 
Temporal trigger: as 
Text unit: All the occupants died as the aircraft broke up and struck the ground. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AFTER AN UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT OF TIME 
. .................................................................................... ............................................................................... 
AIRCRAFT BREAKS UP [AIRCRAFT) STRIKES THE GROUND 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) TORns1l 
.............................................................................. 
Not possible to establish when the structure below starts and ends in relation to the ones above. 
..................................................................................... . ................................................................................................... 
ALL OF THE OCCUPANTS DIE (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
............................................................................................................................................................................................ 
time line (t) 
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Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 60 
Text unit no: 60 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 394 
Temporal trigger: had 
Text unit: It was raining and the aiffield had recently been affected by a thunderstorm. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AIRFIELD IS [ ... ]AFFECTED BYATHUNDERSTORM 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
. ............................................................................................................ 
Not possible to establish the temporal order only clear that it Is some sort of simultaneity relationship. 
possible that the rain started before the thunderstorm (TORps) 
possible that the rain started at the same time as the thunderstorm (TORps) 
possible that the rain started during the thunderstorm (TORps) - most likely scenario 
possible that the rain started after the thunderstorm (TORns) 
known: rain continued after thunderstorm was over 
.............................................................................................................. 
IT RAINS (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
time line (t) 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 68 
Text unit no: 68 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 2116 
Temporal trigger: *ing 
Text unit: The aircraft crashed shortly after departure from Runway 27, fatally Injuring the single pilot on 
board. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
........................................................................................................................... 
AIRCRAFT CRASHES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
........................................................................... ............................................... 
It cannot be established when both structures start and end in relation to each other. 
.......................................................................................................................... 
[CRASH] FATALLY INJURES SINGLE PILOT ON BOARD 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
time line (t) 
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Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 93 
Text unit no: 93 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 448 
Temporal trigger: whil* 
Text unit: The angle of bank increased to about 450 while the altitude reduced to 2,900 feet in about 25 
seconds. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
................................................................................................. I 
ANGLE OF BANK INCREASES TO ABOUT 45" 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
% ................................................................................................ 
It cannot be established when both structures start In relation 
to each other; only clear that it is some sort of simultaneity type. 
................................................................................................. 
ALTITUDE REDUCES TO 2,900 
FEET IN ABOUT 25 SECONDS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
11 time line (t) 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 95 
Text unit no: 95 
Text: AAR 96-2 
Text line: 1845 
Temporal trigger: whil* 
Text unit: [The results obtained showed] that, whilst the background vibration level was low, some 
frequency spikes associated with the propeller rpm and its harmonics were present. 
Time Map 
time line 
.............................................................................................................................................................. 
BACKGROUND VIBRATION LEVEL IS LOW (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
......................................................................................................................................................... 
Exact relationship cannot be established; only clear that there is some sort of simultaneity relationship. 
............................ . ................................................................................................................................ 
SOME FREQUENCY SPIKES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROPELLER RPM 
AND ITS HARMONICS ARE PRESENT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
......................................................................................................................... .................................... 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.1 
List of the 82 German Text Units 
Text units extracted from Aircraft Accident Report FUB 96-1: 
Text unit no: I/Text line: 167 
Das Flugzeug befand sich zu diesem Zeitpunkt In einer Höhe von 5344 Fuß, mit einer Geschwindigkeit über Grund 
von 327 Knoten und einem Längsneigungswinkei (pitch attitude) von +l5,10 [sic) als der verantwortliche 
Luftfahrzeugführer erwiderte, daß beide Geschwindigkeitsanzeigen keine korrekten Werte lieferten [sic) und fragte 
. was 
können wirtun? »[sic) während er umgehend die Überprüfung einiger Sicherungen anordnete. 
Text unit no: 2/Text line: 853 
[Die Untersuchungskommsission [sic] kam zu dem Schluß, daß es im Anschluß an diese Diskussion ein weiteres 
Mißverständnis zwischen den Besatzungsmitgliedern gab, ) das zu einem Zeitpunkt auftrat, als die Flugbesatzung 
mit der Analyse der unterschiedlichen Fluggeschwindigkeitswerte und der Wahl geeigneter Maßnahmen beschäftigt 
war. 
Text unit no: 3/Text line: 1009 
Der endgültige Kontrollveriust trat ein, als die Besatzung die Aktivierung des Stick Shaker nicht als unmittelbare 
Warnung vor dem Eintritt in den überzogenen Flugzustand erkannte, [da sie keine Maßnahmen zum Abfangen des 
Flugzeugs durchführte. ] 
Text unit no: 4lText line: 1045 
[Die Untersuchungsbehörden kamen jedoch zu dem Schluß, daß die wahrscheinlichste Ursache für den Ausfall des 
Pitotrohres Schmutz undloder Reste eines Insektennestes waren, ) die in das Pitotrohr gelangten [sic] als sich das 
Flugzeug in Puerto Plata am Boden befand. 
Text unit no: S/Text line: 201 
Fünf Sekunden später liefen die Triebwerke wieder mit voller Leistung (EPR L=1.620, EPR R=1.585), der 
Längsneigungswinkel stieg auf +21,00 an [sicl und anschließend schaltete sich der Autopilot ab. 
Text unit no: 6lText line: 940 
Eine Sekunde später schaltete sich der Autopilot ab, da die Grenzwerte für das Autopilot-System überschritten 
waren. 
Text unit no: 7/Text line: 986 
Nach den Aufzeichnungen des Flugdatenschreibers (FDR) war der Autopilot bereits abgeschaltet und daher der 
Höhenhaftemodus nicht funktionsfähig. 
Text unit no: 81Text line: 658 
In Übereinstimmung mit den vom Hersteller durchgeführten Berechnungen, [sic] führte ein Ausfall des Pitotsystems 
während des Steigflugs der Maschine zu einer Verringerung des statischen Druckes im System, was einen direkten 
proportionalen Anstieg der angezeigten Fluggeschwindigkeit (IAS) mit zunehmender Flughöhe zur Folge hatte. 
Text unit no: 91Text line: 885 
Seine Einschätzung setzte sich im Cockpit durch und daraufhin folgten neunzehn (19) Sekunden des Schweigens. Text unit no: I OlText line: 175 
Um 03h45'04sec erklärte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer, daß bei einem Flugzeug, welches eine Zeit lang 
am Boden gestanden hat, etwas wie eine Asymmetrie der Höhenruder oder ähnliches [sic) normal sei; 7 Sekunden 
später fügte er hinzu denen glauben wirnicht» (bezugnehmend auf die Warnhinweise des EICAS). Text unit no: I I/Text line: 765 
Zwei (2) Sekunden später sagte der Copilot Vl' und Rotation» [sic) und vier (4) Sekunden später hob deas fsic) Flugzeug ab. 
Text unit no: 12/Text line: 759 
Der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer antwortete ihm mit Gecheckt", zwei (2) Sekunden später sagte er jedoch 
. Mein Fahrtmesser arbeitet nicht". Text unit no: 13/Text line: 162 
Kurz darauf, um 03h44'28sec, erklärte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer, daß etwas ungewöhnliches [sic) vor 
sich gehe, was er 15 Sekunden später wiederholte. 
Text unit no: 14/Text line: 571 
Am 28. Februar 1996 gelang es einem Team der US-Marine mithilfe [sicl eines Bergungsgerätes, das per 
Glasfaserkabel ferngesteuert wurde und bis in eine Tiefe von 20.000 Fuß vordringen kann (CURV 111), in einer ca. 
zweistündigen Aktion beide Geräte zu bergen, die daraufhin umgehend zur Untersuchung zum National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) nach Washington, D. C. gebracht wurden. 
Text unit no: I SlText line: 930 
Um 3h45'28sec zeigte der FDR an, daß die Flugbesatzung den VNAV-Modus des Autopiloten abgeschaltet und auf 
VS (Vertical Speed) umgeschaltet hatte. 
Text unit no: 16/Text line: 935 
[Die Untersuchungskommsission (sic] schloß daraus, ) daß die Besatzung die Schubhebei zurücknahm, [sicl und 
den Höhenruderausschlag durch Ziehen vergrößerte. 
Text unit no: 17/Text line: 220 
Einundzwanzig (21) Sekunden später, um 03h46'52see, fragte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer die 
Leistungsdaten der Triebwerke ab und der Kopilot antwortete, beide Triebwerke seien gedrosselt. 
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Text unit no: 181Text line: 223 
Daraufhin befahl der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer umgehend: Leistung, Leistung, sie darf nicht zurückgehen" 
und der Kopilot antworteteOkay, sie sind auf, sie sind aur'. 
Text unit no: 191Text line: 938 
Um 3h45'52sec zeigte der FDR an, daß die Längsneigung einen Winkel von +180 erreicht hatte Isic] und der CVR 
zeichnete das Warnsignal des Stick Shaker auf. 
Text unit no: 201Text line: 184 
Um 03h45'28sec, in einer Höhe von 6688 Fuß, bei einer Geschwindigkeit über Grund von 352 Knoten und einem 
Längsneigungswinkel von +l5,1" setzte bei aufgeschaltetem Autopiloten die Warnung für die Überschreitung der 
Höchstgeschwindigkeit ein, was der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer mit den Worten das ist unwichtig" 
kommentierte und die Anweisung gab, den Warnton abzuschalten. 
Text unit no: 21/Text line: 817 
[CVR und FDR zeigten an, daß im Cockpit normale Verfahren durchgeführt worden waren, ) d. h. die Landeklappen 
waren eingefahren, Standard-Funkverkehr beim Abflug wurde durchgeführt, die Checkliste nach dem Start wurde 
abgearbeitet und die entsprechenden Modi des Autopiloten für den weiteren Steigflug gewählt. 
Text unit no: 22/Text line: 933 
Einige Sekunden später schaltete die Flugbesatzung die automatische Leistungsregeiung für die Triebwerke (auto- 
throttle) ab und die EPR-Werte begannen zu sinken. 
Text unit no: 231Text line: 963 
[Während einer dem Unglücksflug ähnelnden Simulation im Flugsimulator gelang es den Mitgliedern der 
Untersuchungskommission, die eine Musterberechtigung für die B-757 besaßen, ähnliche Flugsituationen zu 
meistern, ) indem sie maximalen Schub gaben und die Steuerung des Flugzeugs so betätigten, daß die Maschine 
beim Eintritt in den überzogenen Flugzustand abgefangen werden konnte. 
Text unit no: 241Text line: 607 
Mithilfe [sic) von Unterwasserkameras konnten die Wrackteile geortet und eine Skizze vom Fundort angefertigt 
werden. 
Text unit no: 25/Text line: 143 
Zu diesem Zeitpunkt befand sich das Flugzeug in einer Höhe von 576 Fuß und flog mit einer Geschwindigkeit über 
Grund (GS) von 121 Knoten. 
Text unit no: 26/Text line: 163 
In diesem Augenblick bemerkte auch der Kopilot, daß etwas nicht stimmte [sic) und sagte zum verantwortlichen 
Luftfahrzeugführer, sein Fahrtmesser zeige 200 Knoten an, weiterhin fallend (sicl. 
Text unit no: 271Text line: 955 
Das Flugzeug schwankte abwechselnd nach rechts und links und sank bis auf ungefähr 5000 Fuß. 
Text unit no: 28/Text line: 662 
In der durchgeführten Simulation wurden die gleichen Einstellungen des Autopiloten zugrundegelegt [sic) und 
sowohl die Übergeschwindigkeits-warunung [sic] als auch die Warnung des Stick Shakerm [sicl traten in der gleichen 
Form auf wie bei dem Unglücksflug. 
Text unit no: 29/Text line: 141 
Der Start verlief normal [sicl und um 03h42'27sec erklärte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer, daß sein 
Fahrmesser [sic) zu funktionieren beginne. 
Text unit no: 30/Text line: 567 
Beide Flugschreiber gingen mit dem Flugzeug unter und wurden in einer Tiefe von 7200 Fuß geortet. 
Text unit no: 31/Text line: 700 
Durch den Einsatz von Spitzentechriologie konnten die beiden Flugschreiber des Flugzeugs geortet und geborgen 
sowie die Lage der Wrackteile festgestellt werden, obwohl diese bis in eine Tiefe von 7200 Fuß gesunken waren. 
Text unlt no: 321Text line: 1038 
Die Fluggeschwindigkeitswerte, die während des Steigfluges auf der Fahrtmesseranlage des verantwortlichen Luftfahrzeugführers angezeigt wurden, resultierten aus einer Fehlfunktion, die durch den Ausfall des linken oberen Pitotrohres hervorgerufen worden war. Text unit no: 331Text line: 228 
[Um 03h46'57sec stieg die Triebwerkleistung wieder an (EPR Lm1.523, EPR R=1.646), 1 die Leistung des linken 
Triebwerks ging jedoch um 03h46'59sec wiederzurück [sicl, während das rechte Triebwerk weiterhin mit maximaler 
Schubkraft arbeitete (EPR Lm1.251, EPR R= 1,622). 
Text unit no: 341Text line: 908 
Während das verunfallte fsic) Flugzeug seinen Steigflug fortsetzte, sprachen die Besatzungsmitgiieder nicht 
miteinander [oder ließen auf andere Weise erkennen, daß ihnen anwendbare Verfahrensweisen bekannt waren. ) 
Text unit no: 351Text line: 988 
[Die Untersuchungskommission schlußfolgerte, ) daß unter der Flugbesatzung weiterhin Verwirrung herrschte [sicl 
während das Flugzeug unkontrolliert ins Meer stürzte. 
Text unit no: 36iText line: 215 
Im Cockpit herrschte erhebliche Verwirrung, der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer sagte Wir steigen nicht, was 
soll Ich tun? » [sic) während die Triebwerke weiterhin mit reduzierter Leistung arbeiteten, woraufhin der Kopilot 
antwortete Sie müssen den Sinkflug stoppen, ich schalte den Höhenhattemodus (altitude hold) ein" 
Text unit no: 37/Text line: 760 
Während die Maschine den Startlauf fortsetzte, prüfte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer [sic) ob der 
Fahrtmesser des Copiloten funktionstüchtig war [sicl und befahl ihm Du sagst sie mir an", 
[womit er den Copiioten 
anwies, ihm die Geschwindigkeiten nach seinem (dem des Copiloten, A. d. O. ) Fahrtmesser anzusagen. ) 
Text unit no: 38/Text line: 821 
[Die Analyse des FDR ergab jedoch, ) daß die Längsneigung des Flugzeugs beim Steigflug langsam bis auf ca. 140 
anstieg, während es ungefähr 4300 Fuß und 300 KIAS erreichte. 
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Text units extracted from Aircraft Accident Report FUB 94-3: 
Text unit no: 39/Text line: 194 
Da er die Handhabung des GPS ausschließlich mit der Batterie des Flugzeuges durchführte, bekam er, als das 
Wetter nach seiner Einschätzung einen VFR-Flug zuließ, Schwierigkeiten mit dem Anlassen des Triebwerkes. 
Text unit no: 40/Text line: 134 
Als er sich entschloß, den Flug abzubrechen, flog er eine Kurve gegen einen Berg. 
Text unit no: 411Text line: 232 
[Sie gaben an, ] daß sie sich gegen 1600 Uhr im Galstal bei Bad Hertenalb (ca. 5 km vom Unfallort) aufhielten, als 
sie ein Flugzeug hörten. 
Text unit no: 42/Text line- 679 
[Die Spurenermittlung ergab, ) daß das Flugzeug, bevor es in der o. g. Position verunfallte, bereits ca. 60 m vorher 
einen Baum (ca. 20 m hoch) mit dem rechten Tragflügel gestreift hatte. 
Text unit no: 431Text line: 349 
Um 1215 Uhr bat der Flugzeugführer zum letzten Mal telefonisch bei der Flugwetterwarte Köln-Bonn um eine 
Beratung für einen VFR-Flug von Köln-Bonn nach Basle-Mulhouse, nachdem er bereits im Laufe des Vormittags 
zweimal angerufen und über Telefax Wetterinformationen abgerufen hatte. 
Text unit no: 441Text line: 718 
Die drei Blätter zeigten Beschädigungen auf ihrer gesamten Länge, waren aus ihrer Ursprungslage gedreht und an 
den Blattspitzen umgebogen. 
Text unit no: 45/Text line: 368 
Am Streckenanfang im nördlichen Rheintal betrage die horizontale Sichtweite am Boden außerhalb des 
Niederschlages 8 bis 10 km und die Hauptwolkenuntergrenze läge in 2 500 ft Ober Grund. 
Text unit no: 461Text line: 380 
Auf der Streckenmitte im Raum Frankfurt hätte sich die horizontale Sichtweite am Boden deutlich verbessert und es 
träte kein Niederschlag mehr auf, aber die umliegenden Berge befänden sich noch in Wolken und die 
Sichtflugbedingungen im Hunsrück und in der Eifel wären sehr stark eingeschränkt. 
Text unit no: 471Text line: 937 
Um 1215 Uhr konsultierte der Flugzeugführer letztmalig telefonisch die Flugwetterwarte in Köln-Bonn und erhielt 
vom Wetterberater eine vollständige Flugwetterberatung für den Flug Köln-Bonn nach Basie-Mulhouse. 
Text unit no: 481Text line: 1138 
Das Flugzeug war ordnungsgemäß gewartet und für den Flugverkehr zugelassen. 
Text unit no: 491Text line: 126 
Bei einem Flug nach Sichtflugregeln (VFR) auf der Flugstrecke von Köln-Bonn nach Basle-Mulhouse (Frankreich) 
flog der Flugzeugführer in ein Schlechtwettergebiet ein und kollidierte mit einem Berg. 
Text unit no: SO/Text line: 192 
Er telefonierte mit dem Eigentümer des Flugzeuges und ließ sich in die Bedienung des GPS telefonisch einweisen. 
Text unit no: SI/Text line: 976 
Im Raum Karlsruhe lag die Hauptwolkenuntergrenze anfangs bei 3 300 ft Ober NN und sank zwischen 1500 Uhr und 
1600 Uhr auf 1500 ft Ober NN ab. 
Text unit no: 521Text line: 712 
Das Triebwerk hatte sich ca. 50 cm in den Erdboden gedrückt und war ca. 60 Grad gegenüber der 
Flugzeuglängsachse, in Flugrichtung betrachtet, nach oben abgeknickt. Text unit no: 53/Text line: 1186 
Das Flugzeug kollidierte mit einem Berg und wurde zerstört. Text unit no: 541Text line: 186 
Zu diesem Zweck charterte er am 19.07.94 eine Cessna T 210 L und überführte sie am gleichen Tag in der Zeit von 1750 bis 1802 Uhr von Bonn-Hangelar nach Köln-Bonn. Text unit no: 55/Text line: 929 
Er gab aber an, darauf verzichten zu wollen, weil er die dafür notwendigen Karten nicht an Bord hätte. Text unit no: 561Text line: 1085 
Die Zeiger waren beim Aufprall von der Welle abgetrennt worden, so daß ein Ablesen der angezeigten Höhe nicht 
mehr möglich war. 
Text units extracted from Aircraft Accident Report FUB 91-5: 
Text unit no: 571Text line: 560 
Als das Flugzeug Mannheim überflog, verließ der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer, der als PNF rechts saß, das 
Cockpit. 
Text unit no: 581Text line: 1020 
Erst als Turbulenzen auftraten, wurde der Flugzeugführer (PF) gewahr, daß sich das Flugzeug bereits in Wolken 
befand. 
Text unit no: 591Text line: 998 
[Zwei der überlebenden Passagiere erinnerten sich, ) daß die Sicht nach draußen gut war, bevor kurz vor dem Unfall 
in Verbindung mit auftretenden Turbulenzen eine Sicht nach draußen wegen Wolken nicht mehr möglich war. 
Text unit no: 60/Text line: 242 
[Der Unfall wurde dadurch verursacht, daß) 
- die Navigation unter Sichtflugbedingungen in den letzten Minuten vor dem Unfall völlig vernachlässigt wurde, 
- infolgedessen das Flugzeug, vom Flugzeugführer am Steuer unbemerkt, in Instrumentenflugbedingungen und 
Ober ansteigendes Gelände geriet. 
Text unit no: 61/Text line: 254 
[Beitragend zu den Ursachen war, daß) 
- der Flugzeugführer am Steuer sich durch Interviews und Filmaufnahmen ablenken ließ, 
- zu diesem Zeitpunkt der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer nicht im Cockpit anwesend war und 
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- die Sicht nach vorn durch hinter den Frontscheiberl angebrachte dunkle Folien stark vermindert war. 
Text unit no: 621Text line: 1131 
Einer der vier überlebenden Passagiere war leicht verletzt und alarmierte die Polizei. 
Text unit no: 631Text line: 1871 
Zu diesem Zweck verließ der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer seinen rechts im Cockpit befindlichen Sitz und begab 
sich in die Fluggastkabine. 
Text unit no: 641Text line: 1570 
[Die Einflugspuren an der Unfallstelle zeigten, ) daß sich das Flugzeug in einer Linkskurve befunden und bei der 
ersten Hindernisberührung einen Kurs von 350" anliegen hatte in einer Flughöhe von etwa 1600 ft MSL (ca. 480 m). 
Text unit no: 661Text line: 488 
Der Transponder wurde entsprechend gängiger Praxis bei VFR-Flügen eingeschaltet und der Code 0021 Mode "C" 
gerastet. 
Text unit no: 661Text line: 513 
Der Irrtum über die Position des Flugzeuges konnte vom Lotsen aufgeklärt werden und die Position wurde von der 
Besatzung mit "LIMA" bestätigt. 
Text unit no: 67/Text line: 337 
Die Besatzung erledigte die Vorflugkontrolle des Flugzeuges und dokumentierte diese vorschriftsmäßig. 
Text unit no: 68/Text line: 1120 
[Die Einflugspuren, die in einer Fichtenschonung gezeichnet wurden, zeigen, ] daß sich das Flugzeug in einer 
Linkskurve befand und einen Kurs von 3500 in einer Höhe von 1600 ft MSL durchflog. 
Text unit no: 691Text line: 446 
Das Flugzeug startete auf der Startbahn 25 L und entfernte sich auf der Südroute in Richtung Kontrollzone 
Egelsbach. 
Text unit no: 701Text line: 291 
Dazu wurde das Flugzeug mit der erforderlichen Außenlandegenehmigung nach Egelsbach überführt und für den 
13. -15.12.1991 am Boden bereitgestellt. 
Text unit no: 711Text line: 1503 
Die Koordinaten der entsprechenden Flugzeugpositionen wurden in UTM-Koordirlaten umgewandelt und in 
entsprechendes Kartenmaterial übertragen. 
Text unit no: 72/Text line: 225 
Um 10: 37: 30 Uhr UTC überflog das Flugzeug die nördlich von Heidelberg gelegene Ortschaft Handschuhsheim, 
geriet mit Kurs Ost in die dort aufliegende Bewölkung und kollidierte in einer Standard-Linkskurve mit ca. 25* 
Querlage auf Nordkurs und in leicht steigender Flugbahn mit dem Berg "Hohe Nistler'(Elev. 496 m NN). 
Text unit no: 731Text line: 2192 
Durch den starken Wind aus westlicher Richtung wurde das Flugzeug während der eingeleiteten Umkehrkurve 
zusätzlich nach Osten versetzt und kollidierte im dichten Nebel mit den Gipfel "Hohe Nistlee'. 
Text unit no: 741Text line: 453 
Der Lotse erkannte den Irrtum und machte die Besatzung darauf aufmerksam, daß sie sich Ober der Position 
"LIMA" befinde. 
Text unit no: 75/Text line: 196 
Das Flugzeug war um 1112 Uhr in Frankfurt in südlicher Richtung gestartet und nach Verlassen der Kontrollzone 
von Egelsbach entlang der Autobahn und dem Rhein im unkontrollierten Luftraum geflogen. Text unit no: 76/Text line: 1284 
Die Triebwerke und die Propellerblätter wurden zur weiteren Untersuchung geborgen und nach Braunschweig 
verfrachtet. 
Text unit no: 77/Text line: 2205 
Das Luftfahrzeug war zum Luftverkehr zugelassen und ordnungsgemäß instand gehalten. 
Text unit no: 78/Text line: 457 
Der Lotse gab der Besatzung bekannt, daß keine weiteren Flugbewegungen gemeldet sind [sic) und verabschiedete 
sich mit der Angabe des Luftdruckes von 1006 hPa. Text unit no: 791Text line: 1836 
Der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer nahm die vom Filmteam geschaffenen Veränderungen ab und veranlaßte, daß die freistehenderl Autobatterien im vorderen Frachtraum festgezurrt wurden. 
Text unit no: 801Text line: 821 
Als "OLDTIMER" aus dem Jahr 1942 wurde das Flugzeug restauriert und von der Fluggesellschaft zu 
Nostalgieflügen eingesetzt. 
Text unit no: 811Text line: 1233 
Der rechte Tragflügel bekam, bedingt durch die Querlage, Kontakt mit der Baumkrone eines Laubbaumes und 
wurde teilweise abgerissen. 
Text unit no: 821Text line: 1830 
Nach Abschluß der Vorarbeiten des Filmteams kamen die Flugzeugführer an Bord und wurden vor vollendete 
Tatsachen gestellt, [wie sie Ihnen wahrscheinlich bereits von den Filmarbeiten im Flugzeug am Boden in Egelsbach 
bekannt waren. ) 
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Appendix 6.2 
Further Time Maps in which TORnsl Occurs 
(Sequence-with-Gap Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 6 
Text unit no: 6 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 940 
Temporal trigger: da 
Text unit: Eine Sekunde später schaltete sich der Autopilot ab, da die Grenzwerte für das Autopilot- 
System überschritten waren. 
Time Map 
11 time 
line (d) 
11 GRENZWERTE FOR DAS AUTOPILOT-SYSTEM [ 
... 
) AUTOPILOT SCHALTET SICH AS 
SIND 013ERSCHRITTEN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnslý 
11 EINE SEKUNDE SPATER 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 10 
Text unit no: 10 
Text: FUB 96.1 
Text line: 175 
Temporal trigger: sp*t* 
Text unit: Uni 03h45'04sec erklärte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer, daß bei einem Flugzeug, 
welches eine Zeit lang am Boden gestanden hat, etwas wie eine Asymmetrie der Höhenruder 
oder ähnliches [sicl normal sei; 7 Sekunden später fügte er hinzu denen glauben wir nicht" 
(bezugnehmend auf die Warnhinweise des EICAS). 
[NB: EICAS = Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System (= Boeing engine displays» 
TIme Map 
time line (d) 
1-1 VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER 11 (VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER) 
ERKLÄRT DASS BEI EINEM FLUGZEUG WELCHES FÜGT HINZU DENEN GLAUBEN WIR NICHT 
EINE ZEITLANG AM BODEN GESTANDEN HAT (BEZUGNEHMEND AUF DIE WARNHINWEISE 
ETWAS WIE EINE ASYMMETRIE DER HOHENRUDER TORnsl DES EICAS) 
ODER AHNLICHES NORMAL IST (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 7 SEKUNDEN SPÄTER 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 11 
Text unit no: II 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 765 
Temporal trigger: sp*t* 
Text unit: Zwei (2) Sekunden spAter sagte der Copilot VI" und Rotation* [sic] und vier (4) Sekunden 
spSter hob deas [sic) Flugzeug ab. 
[NB: V1 = Maximum speed at which the take-off can be aborted and the aircraft can be stopped 
on the runway length remaining (decision speed). ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
COPILOT SAGT Vl UND ROTATION FLUGZEUG HEBT AB 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsll (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 13) 
11 VIER SEKUNDEN SPÄTER 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 12 
Text unit no: 12 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 759 
Temporal trigger: sP*t* 
Text unit: Der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer antwortete ihm mit Gecheckt", zwei (2) Sekunden 
später sagte er jedoch Mein Fahrtmesser arbeitet nicht». 
[NB: 'ihm'refers to'Copilot'. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER (... ) [VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFOHRER) 
ANTWORTET [DEM COPILOTENI MIT GECHECKT SAGT MEIN FAHRTMESSER ARBEITET NICHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 ZWEI SEKUNDEN SPÄTER 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 13 
Text unit no: 13 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 162 
Temporal trigger: sp*t* 
Text unit: Kurz darauf, um 03h44'28sec, erklärte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer, daß etwas 
ungewöhnliches [sic) vor sich gehe, was er 15 Sekunden später wiederholte. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
I... ) VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFOHRER [VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFUHRER] 
ERKLART DASS ETWAS UNGEWOHNLICHES WIEDERHOLT (DIES) [ ... ) VOR SICH GEHT TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 15 SEKUNDEN SPATER 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 14 
Text unit no: 14 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 571 
Temporal trigger: um* 
Text unit: Am 28. Februar 1996 gelang es einem Team der US-Marine mithilfe [sic) eines 
Bergungsgerätes, das per Glasfaserkabel ferngesteuert wurde und bis in eine Tiefe von 20.000 
Fuß vordringen kann (CURV 111), in einer ca. zweistündigen Aktion beide Geräte zu bergen, die 
daraufhin umgehend zur Untersuchung zum National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
nach Washington, D. C. gebracht wurden. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
t1 ES GELINGT EINEM [BEIDE GERÄTE) WERDEN f ... 1[... 1 TEAM DER US-MARINE MIT HILFE EINES ZUR UNTERSUCHUNG ZUM NATIONAL 
ii BERGUNGSGERATES 1 ... 1 IN EINER CA SAFETY 
BOARD TRANSPORTATION NACH 
ZWEISTÜNDIGEN AKTION BEIDE GERÄTE ZU BERGEN TORnal WASHINGTON D. C. GEBRACHT 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 16 
Text unit no: 16 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 935 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: [Die Untersuchungskommsission [sicl schloß daraus, ) daß die Besatzung die Schubhebei 
zurücknahm, [sic) und den Höhenruderausschlag durch Ziehen vergrößerte. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
BESATZUNG NIMMT DIE (BESATZUNG] VERGRÖSSERT DEN 
SCHUBHESEL ZURÜCK (COMPLEX 
10 HÖHENRUDERAUSSCHLAG DURCH ZIEHEN 
11 CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 17 
Text unit no: 17 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 220 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Einundzwanzig (21) Sekunden später, um 03h46'52sec, fragte der verantwortliche 
Luftfahrzeugführer die Leistungsdaten der Triebwerke ab und der Kopilot antwortete, beide 
Triebwerke seien gedrosselt. 
Time Map 
ji time line (d) 
t 
... 
)VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER- KOPILOT ANWORTET [DASS) BEIDE 
FRAGT DIE LEISTUNGSDATEN DER TRIEBWERKE AB TRIEBWERKE GEDROSSELT SIND 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnal (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line W 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 18 
Text unit no: 18 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 223 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Daraufhin befahl der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer umgehend: Leistung, Leistung, sie darf 
nicht zurückgehen" und der Kopilot antwortete Okay, sie sind auf, sie sind aur. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
... ]VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER BEFIEHLT 
ob KOPILOT ANTWORTET OKAY 
... 1 LEISTUNG LEISTUNG SIE DARF NICHT ZURÜCKGEHEN TORnal SIE SIND AUF SIE SIND AUF (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 22 
Text unit no: 22 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 933 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Einige Sekunden später schaltete die Flugbesatzung die automatische Leistungsregelung für 
die Triebwerke (auto-throttle) ab und die EPR-Werte begannen zu sinken. 
[NB: EPR = Engine Pressure Ratio) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ ... 1 FLUGBESATZUNG SCHALTET DIE EPR-WERTE BEGINNEN AUTOMATISCHE LEISTUNGSREGELUNG ZU SINKEN 
FOR DIE TRIE13WERKE AB TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Is 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 26 
Text unit no: 26 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 163 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: In diesem Augenblick bemerkte auch der Kopilot, daß etwas nicht stimmte [sic] und sagte zum 
verantwortlichen Luftfahrzeugführer, sein Fahrtmesser zeige 200 Knoten an, weiterhin fallend 
Isicl. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ 
... 
11 
... 
) KOPILOT BEMERKT [KOPILOTI SAGT ZUM VERANTWORTLICHEN 
DASS ETWAS NICHT STIMMT LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER [DASSI SEIN FAHRTMESSER 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl 200 KNOTEN ANZEIGT JUND) II [FALLTJ 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
!! 
time line 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 28 
Text unit no: 28 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 662 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: In der durchgeführten Simulation wurden die gleichen Einstellungen des Autopiloten 
zugrundegelegt (sic) und sowohl die Übergeschwindigkeitswarunung [sic] als auch die 
Warnung des Stick Shaker» [sic) traten in der gleichen Form auf wie bei dem Unglücksflug. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
IN DER DURCHGEFÜHRTEN SIMULATION SOWOHL DIE ÜBERGESCHWINDIGKEITSWARNUNG 
WERDEN DIE GLEICHEN EINSTELLUNGEN ALS AUCH DIE WARNUNG DES STICK SHAKER TRETEN 
DES AUTOPILOTEN ZUGRUNDEGELEGT TORnsl IN DER GLEICHEN FORM AUF WIE BEI DEM UNGLÜCKSFLUG 11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 29 
Text unlt no: 29 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 141 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der Start verlief normal [sic) und um 03h42'27sec erklärte der verantwortliche 
Luftfahrzeugführer, daß sein Fahrmesser [sic) zu funktionieren beginne. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 START VERLAUFT NORMAL I ... I VERANTWORTLICHER 
LUFTFAHRZEUGFOHRER 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL - 10, ERKLART DASS SEIN FAHRTMESSER 
STRUCTUREA) TORnsl ZU FUNKTIONIEREN BEGINNT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 30 
Text unit no: 30 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 567 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Beide Flugschreiber gingen mit dem Flugzeug unter und wurden in einer Tiefe von 7200 Fuß 
geortet. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
13EIDE FLUGSCHREIBER GEHEN (BEIDE FLUGSCHREIBER) WERDEN IN 
MIT DEM FLUGZEUG UNTER EINER TIEFE VON 7200 FUSS GEORTET 
11 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 40 
Text unit no: 40 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 134 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: Als er sich entschloß, den Flug abzubrechen, flog er eine Kurve gegen einen Berg. 
[NB: 'er' refers to 'Flugzeugführer'. ] 
Time Map 
11 
11 time line (d) 
[FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) ENTSCHLIESST [FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) FLIEGT EINE 
SICH DEN FLUG ABZUBRECHEN KURVE GEGEN EINEN BERG 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 42 
Text unit no: 42 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 679 
Temporal trigger: bevor* 
Text unit: [Die Spurenermittlung ergab, ) daß das Flugzeug, bevor es in der o. g. Position verunfallte, 
bereits ca. 60 m vorher einen Baum (ca. 20 m hoch) mit dem rechten Tragflügel gestreift hatte. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG STREIFT 1 ... 1 MIT DEM RECHTEN 
(FLUGZEUGIVERUNFALLT 
TRAGFLÜGEL EINEN BAUM (CA. 20 M HOCH) IN DER O. G. POSITION 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 13) 
BEREITS'60M'VORHER 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 43 
Text unit no: 43 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Textilne: 349 
Temporal trigger: hat* 
Text unit: Um 1215 Uhr bat der Flugzeugführer zum letzten Mal telefonisch bei der Flugwetterwarte Köln- 
Bonn um eine Beratung für einen VFR-Flug von Köln-Bonn nach Basie-Mulhouse, nachdem er 
bereits im Laufe des Vormittags zweimal angerufen und über Telefax Wetterinformationen 
abgerufen hatte. 
[NB: VFR = Visual Flight Rules) 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
JFLUGZEUGFUHRER) RUFT (FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) RUFT ÜBER ( ... 1 FLUGZEUGFÜHRER BITTET 
11[1 IM LAUFE DES TELEFAX WETTERINFORMA- TELEFONISCH 13E1 DER 
VORMITTAGS AN (COMPLEX TORnal TIONEN AB (COMPLEX TORnal FLUGWETTERWARTE KOLN-BONN UM 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) EINE BERATUNG FÜR EINEN VFR-FLUG 
VON KOLN-BONN NACH BASLE-MULHOUSE 1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 11 
TORnsl 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 51 
Text unit no: 51 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 976 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Im Raum Karisruhe lag die Hauptwolkenuntergrenze anfangs bei 3 300 ft Ober NN und sank 
zwischen 1500 Uhr und 1600 Uhr auf 1500 ft Ober NN ab. 
[NB: NN = Normainull] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
IM RAUM KARLSRUHE LIEGT DIE [HAUPTWOLKENUNTERGRENZE] SINKT 
HAUPTWOLKENUNTERGRENZE [ ... I AUF 1500 FT 
013ER NN AB 
[ ... I BEI 3300 FT 
OBER NN TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 54 
Text unit no: 54 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 186 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Zu diesem Zweck charterte er am 19.07.94 eine Cessna T 210 L und überführte sie am 
gleichen Tag in der Zeit von 1750 bis 1802 Uhr von Bonn-Hangelar nach Köln-Bonn. 
(NB: 'er' refers to 'Flugzeugführer'. ] 
Time Map 
time fine (d) 
11 
ZU DIESEM ZWECK CHARTERT (FLUGZEUGFOHRER) OBERFOHRT 
11 [DER FLUGZEUGFOHRERI PP (CESSNA] [ ... 
III VON BONWHANGELAR 
I ... I EINE CESSNA T 210 L TORnsl NACH KOLN-BONN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 56 
Text unit no: 56 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 1085 
Temporal trigger: w*rd* 
Text unit: Die Zeiger waren beim Aufprall von der Welle abgetrennt worden, so daß ein Ablesen der 
angezeigten Höhe nicht mehr möglich war. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
........... ZEIGER WERDEN BEIM AUFPRALL ANG£WGTEN. HOfiE*. '. *. 
VON DER WELLE ABGETRENNT TORnal 
. »IST, NICKTNIEHRK1Or; 
LlCH. '. *. '. 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) -MMetEXpqNgErTpik. L*eTeU9TVFýEQY. 
.. *............. 11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 59 
Text unit no: 59 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 998 
Temporal trigger: bevor* 
Text unit: [Zwei der überlebenden Passagiere erinnerten sich, ) daß die Sicht nach draußen gut war, 
bevor kurz vor dem Unfall in Verbindung mit auftretenden Turbulenzen eine Sicht nach draußen 
wegen Wolken nicht mehr möglich war. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 ........................ SICHT NACH DRAUSSEN 
IST GUT (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl 
.................. ................... 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 63 
Text unit no: 63 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1871 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Zu diesem Zweck verließ der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer seinen rechts im Cockpit 
befindlichen Sitz und begab sich In die Fluggastkabine. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
ZU DIESEM ZWECK VERLASST DER > IVERANTWORTLICHER FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) 
VERANTWORTLICHE FLUGZEUGFUHRER SEINEN BEGIBT SICH IN DIE FLUGGASTKABINE 
RECHTS IM COCKPIT BEFINDLICHEN SITZ TORnal (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 65 
Text unit no: 65 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 488 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der Transponder wurde entsprechend gängiger Praxis bei VFR-Flügen eingeschaltet und der 
Code 0021 Mode "C" gerastet. 
[NB: VFR = Visual Flight Rules) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 TRANSPONDER WIRD ENTSPRECHEND GÄNGIGER > CODE 0021 MODE C WIRD GERASTET 
PRAXIS BEI VFR-FLOGEN EINGESCHALTET (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 66 
Text unit no: 66 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 513 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der Irrtum Ober die Position des Flugzeuges konnte vom Lotsen aufgeklärt werden und die 
Position wurde von der Besatzung mit "LIMA" bestätigt. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
IRRTUM OBER DIE POSITION DES FLUGZEUGES POSITION WIRD VON DER 
KANN VOM LOTSEN AUFGEKLÄRT WERDEN BESATZUNG MIT LIMA BESTÄTIGT 
11 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsi (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 67 
Text unit no: 67 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 337 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Die Besatzung erledigte die Vorflugkontrolle des Flugzeuges und dokumentierte diese 
vorschriftsmäßig. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
BESATZUNG ERLEDIGT DIE [BESATZUNG) DOKUMENTIERT [DIE 
VORFLUGKONTROLLE DES FLUGZEUGES VORFLUGKONTROLLEI VORSCHRIFTSMASSIG 
ICOMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 70 
Text unit no: 70 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 291 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Dazu wurde das Flugzeug mit der erforderlichen Außenlandegenehmigung nach Egelsbach 
überführt und für den 13. -15.12.1991 am Boden bereitgestellt. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG WIRD DAZU MIT DER hý 1 "' "^ EUG WIRD] FÜR DEN 13. -15.12.1991 
ERFORDERLICHEN AUSSENLANDEGENEHMIGUNG P, Äi_ DEN BEREITGESTELLT 
NACH EGELSBACH OBERFOHRT TORnal (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 71 
Text unit no: 71 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1503 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Die Koordinaten der entsprechenden Flugzeugpositionen wurden In UTIVI-Koordinaten 
umgewandelt und in entsprechendes Kartenmaterial übertragen. 
INB: UTM = Universal Transverse Mercator Projectionl 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
KOORDINATEN DER ENTSPRECHENDEN (UTM-KOORDINATENI WERDEN 
FLUGZEUGPOSITIONEN WERDEN IN IN EN 1 SPRECHENDES 
UTM-KOORDINATEN UMGEWANDELT TORnel KARTENMATERIAL ÜBERTRAGEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 74 
Text unit no: 74 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 453 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit. - Der Lotse erkannte den Irrtum und machte die Besatzung darauf aufmerksam, daß sie sich 
Ober der Position "LIMA" befinde. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 
LOTSE ERKENNT IRRTUM [LOTSE] MACHT BESATZUNG DARAUF AUFMERKSAM 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL TORnal DASS SIE SICH UBER DER POSITION LIMA BEFINDET 
STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE 8) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 
11 time line (t) 
ei 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 75 
Text unit no: 75 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 196 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Flugzeug war um 1112 Uhr in Frankfurt in südlicher Richtung gestartet und nach Verlassen 
der Kontrollzone von Egelsbach entlang der Autobahn und dem Rhein Im unkontrollierten 
Luftraum geflogen. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG STARTET [ ... 1 [FLUGZEUG) FLIEGT NACH VERLASSEN DER KONTROLLZONE IN FRANKFURT IN SÜDLICHER VON EGELSBACH ENTLANG DER AUTOBAHN UND 
RICHTUNG (COMPLEX DEM RHEIN IM UNKONTROLLIERTEN LUFTRAUM 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
fl NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 76 
Text unit no: 76 
Text: FUB91-5 
Text line: 1284 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Die Triebwerke und die Propellerblätter wurden zur weiteren Untersuchung geborgen und nach 
Braunschweig verfrachtet. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
TRIEBWERKE UND PROPELLERBLATTER WERDEN (TRIEBWERKE UND PROPELLERBLATTER WERDEN] 
ZUR WEITEREN UNTERSUCHUNG GEBORGEN NACH BRAUNSCHWEIG VERFRACHTET 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) TORnsi (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 78 
Text unit no: 78 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 457 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der Lotse gab der Besatzung bekannt, daß keine weiteren Flugbewegungen gemeldet sind [sic) 
und verabschiedete sich mit der Angabe des Luftdruckes von 1006 hPa. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLUGLOTSE GIBT DER BESATZUNG b, ý 
(FLUGLOTSEI VERABSCHIEDET 
BEKANNT DASS KEINE WEITEREN pl SICH MIT DER ANGABE DES 
FLUGBEWEGUNGEN GEMELDET SIND TORnal LUFTDRUCKES VON 1006 HPA 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 79 
Text unit no: 79 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1836 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer nahm die vom Filmteam geschaffenen Veränderungen ab 
und veranlaßte, daß die freistehenden Autobatterien im vorderen Frachtraum festgezurrt 
wurden. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
VERANTWORTLICHER FLUGZEUGFÜHRER (VERANTWORTLICHER FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) VERANLASST 
NIMMT DIE VOM FILMTEAM DASS DIE FREISTEHENDEN AUTOBATTERIEN IM 
GESCHAFFENEN VERÄNDERUNGEN AB TORnsi VORDEREN FRACHTRAUM FESTGEZURRT WERDEN 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 80 
Text unit no: 80 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 821 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Als "OLDTIMER" aus dem Jahr 1942 wurde das Flugzeug restauriert und von der Flugge- 
sellschaft zu Nostalgieflügen eingesetzt, 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
ALS OLDTIMER AUS DEM JAHR 1942 [FLUGZEUG WIRDI VON DER FLUGGESELLSCHAFT 
WIRD DAS FLUGZEUG RESTAURIERT ZU NOSTALGIEFLUGEN EINGESETZT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 
> !! 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 82 
Text unit no: 82 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1830 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Nach Abschluß der Vorarbeiten des Filmteams karnen die Flugzeugführer an Bord und wurden 
vor vollendete Tatsachen gestellt, [wie sie Ihnen wahrscheinlich bereits von den Filmarbeiten im 
Flugzeug am Boden in Egelsbach bekannt waren. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
NACH ABSCHLUSS DER VORARBEITEN DES FILMTEAMS 
h 
[FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) WERDEN VOR 
KOMMEN DIE FLUGZEUGFUHRER AN BORD TORnal VOLLENDETE TATSACHEN GESTELLT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.3 
Further Time Maps in which TORns2 Occurs 
(Sequence-without-Gap Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 8 
Text unit no: 8 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 658 
Temporal trigger: folg* 
Text unit: In Übereinstimmung mit den vom Hersteller durchgeführten Berechnungen, [sic) führte ein 
Ausfall des Pitotsystems während des Steigflugs der Maschine zu einer Verringerung des 
statischen Druckes im System, was einen direkten proportionalen Anstieg der angezeigten 
Fluggeschwindigkeit (IAS) mit zunehmender Flughöhe zur Folge hatte. 
[NB: IAS = Iridicated Airspeed) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
1 
... 
1 EIN AUSFALL DES PITOTSYSTEMS DIREKTER PROPORTIONALER 
FÜHRT 1 
... 
1 ZU EINER VERRINGERUNG ANSTIEG DER ANGEZEIGTEN 
DES STATISCHEN DRUCKES IM SYSTEM FLUGGESCHWINDIGKEIT MIT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) ZUNEHMENDER FLUGHOHE JFOLGTI 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 r' 
KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
il > 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 9 
Text unit no: 9 
Text: FUB 96.1 
Text line: 885 
Temporal trigger: folg* 
Text unit: Seine Einschätzung setzte sich im Cockpit durch und daraufhin folgten neunzehn (19) 
Sekunden des Schweigens. 
[NB: 'Seine' refers to'verantwortlicher Flugzeugführer. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
EINSCHATZUNG [DES VERANTWORTLICHEN [ ... 1 NEUNZEHN SEKUNDEN FLUGZEUGFÜHRERS) SETZT SICH IM COCKPIT DURCH SCHWEIGEN [FOLGENI 
. 11 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
I 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
I 
TORns2 11 
KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 32 
Text unit no: 32 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 1038 
Temporal trigger: w*rd* 
Text unit: Die Fluggeschwindigkeitswerte, die während des Steigfluges auf der Fahrtmesseranlage des 
verantwortlichen Luftfahrzeugführers angezeigt wurden, resultierten aus einer Fehlfunktion, die 
durch den Ausfall des linken oberen Pitotrohres hervorgerufen worden war. 
TInne Map 
time line (d) 
(FEHLFUNKTION) WIRD DURCH DEN FLUGGESCHWINDIGKEITSWERTE DIE WÄHREND DES STEIGFLUGES AUF DER 
AUSFALL DES LINKEN OBEREN FAHRTMESSERANLAGE DES VERANTWORTLICHEN LUFTFAHRZEUGFUHRERS 
PITOTROHRES HERVORGERUFEN ANGEZEIGT WERDEN RESULTIEREN AUS [DIESER) FEHLFUNKTION 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
10 
11 
KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
ii > 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 69 
Text unit no: 69 
Text: FUB91-5 
Text line: 446 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Flugzeug startete auf der Startbahn 25 L und entfernte sich auf der Südroute in Richtung 
Kontrollzone Egelsbach. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG STARTET AUF [FLUGZEUG) ENTFERNT SICH AUF SÜDROUTE 
STARTBAHN 25 L (COMPLEX IN RICHTUNG KONTROLLZONE EGELSBACH 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 11 KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 73 
Text unit no: 73 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 2192 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Durch den starken Wind aus westlicher Richtung wurde das Flugzeug während der 
eingeleiteten Umkehrkurve zusätzlich nach Osten versetzt und kollidierte im dichten Nebel mit 
den Gipfel "Hohe Nistler'. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
DURCH DEN STARKEN WIND AUS [FLUGZEUG) KOLLIDIERT 
WESTLICHER RICHTUNG WIRD DAS FLUGZEUG IM DICHTEN NEBEL MIT 
WÄHREND DER EINGELEITETEN UMKEHRKURVE DEM GIPFEL HOHE NISTLER 
ZUSATZLICH NACH OSTEN VERSETZT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) STRUCTURE B) 
TORns2 
i! 
KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN > 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.4 
Further Time Maps in which TORcs6 Occurs 
(Matching Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 45 
Text unit no: 45 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 358 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Am Streckenanfang im nördlichen Rheintal betrage die horizontale Sichtweite am Boden 
außerhalb des Niederschlages 8 bis 10 km und die Hauptwolkenuntergrenze läge in 2 500 ft 
über Grund. 
Tirne Map 
11 
time line (d) 
AM STRECKENANFANG IM NÖRDLICHEN RHEINTAL BETRÄGT 
DIE HORIZONTALE SICHTWEITE AM BODEN AUSSERHALB 
DES NIEDERSCHLAGES 8 BIS 10 KM 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 
11 
TORC&6 A UND B BEGINNEN UND ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 
11 HAUPTWOLKENUNTERGRENZE LIEGT IN 2500 FT OBER GRUND 
1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 46 
Text unit no: 46 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 380 
Temporal trigger: und Text unit: Auf der Streckenmitte im Raum Frankfurt hätte sich die horizontale Sichtweite am Boden 
deutlich verbessert und es träte kein Niederschlag mehr auf, aber die umliegenden Berge 
befänden sich noch In Wolken und die Sichtflugbedingungen im Hunsrück und in der Eifel 
wären sehr stark eingeschränkt. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
AUF DER STRECKENMITTE IM RAUM FRANKFURT VERBESSERT 
SICH DIE HORIZONTALE SICHTWEITE AM BODEN DEUTLICH TORca6 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 11 TORCB6 A UND B BEGINNEN UND ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT TORce6 
CONCEPTUAL ST ........ -R CTYREB)'. '. x........ U...: 
..................... TORcs6 
TORCSS_ 
11 UMLIEGENDE BERGE BEFINDEN SICH NOCH IN WOLKEN 
-i 
L 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11 
TORC96 
11 1 
SICHTFLUGBEDINGUNGEN IM HUNSRÜCK UND 1 
_--j N DER EIFEL SIND SEHR STARK EINGESCHRANKT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE D) 
!! time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 53 
Text unit no: 53 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 1186 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Flugzeug kollidierte mit einem Berg und wurde zerstört. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG KOLLIDIERT MIT EINEM BERG 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORcs6 
11 A UND B BEGINNEN UND ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 [FLUGZEUG) WIRD ZERSTÖRT 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 2 
Text unit no: 2 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 853 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: [Die Untersuchungskommsission [sic) kam zu dem Schluß, daß es Im Anschluß an diese 
Diskussion ein weiteres Mißverständnis zwischen den Besatzungsmitgliedern gab, ) das zu 
einem Zeitpunkt auftrat, als die Flugbesatzung mit der Analyse der unterschiedlichen 
Fluggeschwindigkeitswerte und der Wahl geeigneter Maßnahmen beschäftigt war. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 FLUGBESATZUNG [IST] MIT DER ANALYSE DER UNTERSCHIEDLICHEN 
11 FLUGGESCHWINDIGKEITSWERTE 
UND DER WAHL GEEIGNETER MASSNAHMEN BESCHÄFTIGT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 
1 
TORps9 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
[WEITERES MISSVERSTÄNDNIS ZWISCHEN 
BESATZUNGSMITGLIEDERN] TRITT [ 
... 
1 AUF 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 time line (t) 
Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 5 
Text unit no: 5 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 201 
Temporal trigger: an* 
Text unit: Fünf Sekunden später liefen die Triebwerke wieder mit voller Leistung (EPR L=1.620, EPR R 
= 1.585), der Längsneigungswinkel stieg auf +21,0* an [sic] und anschließend schaltete sich 
der Autopilot ab. 
[NB: EPR = Engine Pressure Ratio; L= Left; R= Right) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 
1 ... ]TRIEBWERKE LAUFEN [ ... 1 MIT VOLLER LEISTUNG (EPR Lc1.620, 
EPR Rm1.585) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 1 TORps9 1 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
LANGSNEIGUNGSWINKEL 10 [ ... 1 AUTOPILOT 
SCHALTET 
STEIGT AUF +21.00 AN (COMPLEX SICH AB (COMPLEX 
CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) TORnsl CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
time line (t) 
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Time MaD for Text Unit No. 20 
Text unit no: 20 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 184 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 03h45'28sec, in einer Höhe von 6688 Fuß, bei einer Geschwindigkeit über Grund von 352 
Knoten und einem Längsneigungswinkel von +15.1 ' setzte bei aufgeschaltetem Autopiloten die 
Warnung für die Oberschreitung der Höchstgeschwindigkeit ein, was der verantwortliche 
Luftfahrzeugführer mit den Worten das ist unwichtig» kommentierte und die 
Anweisung gab, 
den Warnton abzuschalten. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[... 1 IN EINER HÖHE VON 6688 FUSS BEI EINER GESCHWINDIGKEIT OBER GRUND VON 
352 KNOTEN UND EINEM LANGSNEIGUNGSWINKEL VON +15,10 SETZT BEI AUFGESCHALTETEM 
AUTOPILOTEN DIE WARNUNG FÜR DIE ÜBERSCHREITUNG DER HÖCHSTGESCHWINDIGKEIT EIN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 TORps9 11 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
11 
VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHR- [VERANTWORTLICHER LUFTFAHR- 
ZEUGFÜHRER KOMMENTIERT ZEUGFÜHRER) GIBT DIE 
[DIES) MIT DEN WORTEN TORnsl ANWEISUNG DEN WARNTON 
DAS IST UNWICHTIG (COMPLEX ABZUSCHALTEN (COMPLEX 
11 CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE S) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
;; time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 34 
Text unit no: 34 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 908 
Temporal trigger: W*hren* 
Text unit* Während das verunfallte [sic) Flugzeug seinen Steigflug fortsetzte, sprachen die 
Besatzungsmitglieder nicht miteinander [oder ließen auf andere Weise erkennen, daß ihnen 
anwendbare Verfahrensweisen bekannt waren. ) 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
11 VERUNFALLTES FLUGZEUG SETZT SEINEN STEIGFLUG FORT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 
TORps9 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
............ , ......... ...................... 11 ». *BESATZUNGSMITGL. lEDER SPRECHEN *: 11 *- *NICHT-MITEINANDER'-'- *-'-'-* -'- * .'***''*' E, B)-. - 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 37 
Text unit no: 37 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 760 
Temporal trigger: w*hren* 
Text unit: Während die Maschine den Startlauf fortsetzte, prüfte der verantwortliche Luftfahrzeugführer 
[sic) ob der Fahrtmesser des Copiloten funktionstüchtig war (sic) und befahl ihm Du sagst sie 
mir an", [womit er den Copiloten anwies, ihm die Geschwindigkeiten nach seinem (dem des 
Copiloten, A. d. O. ) Fahrtmesser anzusagen. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
MASCHINE SETZT DEN STARTLAUF FORT (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 TORps9 
11 
1 
INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A1 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
11 
VERANTWORTLICHER [VERANTWORTLICHER 11 
LUFTFAHRZEUGFÜHRER PROFT 
i 
LUFTFAHRZEUGFOHRER) 
OB DER FAHRTMESSER DES P, BEFIEHLT (DEM COPILOTENI 
COPILOTEN FUNKTIONSTOCHTIG IST TORnsl DU SAGST SIE MIR AN (COMPLEX 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
11 NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 39 
Text unit no: 39 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 194 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: Da er die Handhabung des GPS ausschließlich mit der Batterie des Flugzeuges durchführte, 
bekam er, als das Wetter nach seiner Einschätzung einen VFR-Flug zuließ, Schwierigkeiten mit 
dem Anlassen des Triebwerkes. 
[NB: 'er ='Flugzeugführer; GPS = Global Positioning System; VFR = Visual Flight Rules) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 (FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) FÜHRT DIE HANDHABUNG WETTER LASST NACH [DER) EINSCHATZUNG 
DES GIPS AUSSCHLIESSLICH MIT DER P` [DES FLUGZEUGFÜHRERS] EINEN VFR-FLUG ZU 
BATTERIE DES FLUGZEUGES DURCH TORnsl (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 TORpag INNERHAL13 DER ZEITGRENZEN VON B 
(FLUGZEUGFÜHRERI BEKOMMT 
SCHWIERIGKEITEN MIT DEM 
TORnal ANLASSEN DES TRIEBWERKES 
NACH EINEM UNBESTIMMTEN ZEITRAUM (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL 
it STRUCTURE C) 
11 time line 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 47 
Text unit no: 47 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 937 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 1215 Uhr konsultierte der Flugzeugführer letztmalig telefonisch die Flugwetterwarte in Köln- 
Bonn und erhielt vom Wetterberater eine vollständige Flugwetterberatung für den Flug Köln- 
Bonn nach Basle-Mulhouse, 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
[ ... 1 FLUGZEUGFÜHRER KONSULTIERT [... ) TELEFONISCH DIE FLUGWETTERWARTE IN KÖLN-BONN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 
11 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
[FLUGZEUGFÜHRER] ERHÄLT VOM WETTERBERATER 
EINE VOLLSTÄNDIGE FLUGWETTERBERATUNG FOR DEN 
FLUG KÖLN-BONN NACH BASLE-MULHOUSE 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
Time Mar) for Text Unit No. 50 
Example No: 50 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 192 
Temporal trigger: und 
Sentence: Er telefonierte mit dem Eigentümer des Flugzeuges und ließ sich in die Bedienung des GPS 
telefonisch einweisen. 
[NB: 'Er'refers to'Flugzeugführer, GPS = Global Positioning System) 
TIme Map 
time line (d) 
11 [FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) TELEFONIERT MIT DEM EIGENTÜMER DES FLUGZEUGES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 TORps9 
11 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
[FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) LASST SICH TELEFONISCH 
IN DIE BEDIENUNG DES GPS EINWEISEN 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
!! 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 55 
Text unit no: 55 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 929 
Temporal trigger: *weil* 
Text unit* Er gab aber an, darauf verzichten zu wollen, weil er die dafür notwendigen Karten rilcht an 
Bord hätte. 
[NB: 'Er refers to'Flugzeugführer'*, 'darauf refers to'Flugregelwechsel'. ] 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
. ... ....... .................................. ...... ..................................... 11 
-*-'-*- *[FLUGZEUGFÜHREN1-JAT DIE NOTWENDIGEN. KARTEN»[FQR EINEN. *-* -'- 
................... *.,. (eCiMýCEX. CäýC'EPT. UAt. STRUCTURE. A)*. *. ............. 
......................................... ......................................... 
TORps9 11 
INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
FLUGZEUGFOHRER GIBT 1 ... 1 AN [AUF EINEN FLUGREGELWECHSEL) VERZICHTEN ZU WOLLEN 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE BI 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 57 
Text unit no: 57 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 560 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: Als das Flugzeug Mannheim überflog, verließ der verantwortliche Flugzeugführer, der als PNF 
rechts saß, das Cockpit. 
[NB: PNF = Pilot Not Flyingl 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
FLUGZEUG OBERFLIEGT MANNHEIM (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
t 
11 TORps9 
11 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
11 
VERANTWORTLICHER FLUGZEUGFOHRER 
[... ) VERLASST DAS COCKPIT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 58 
Text unit no: 58 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1020 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: Erst als Turbulenzen auftraten, wurde der Flugzeugführer (PF) gewahr, daß sich das Flugzeug 
bereits in Wolken befand. 
[NB: PF = Pilot Flying) 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
TURBULENZEN TRETEN AUF (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORps9 
11 INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
11 
1 
FLUGZEUGFÜHRER WIRD GEWAHR DASS SICH 
DAS FLUGZEUG [... 1 IN WOLKEN BEFINDET 
!I (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 62 
Text unit no: 62 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1131 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Einer der vier überlebenden Passagiere war leicht verletzt und alarmierte die Polizei. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
11 EINER DER VIER ÜBERLEBENDEN PASSAGIERE IST LEICHT VERLETZT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsg 11 
INNERHALB DER ZEITGRENZEN VON A 
[EINER DER VIER ÜBERLEBENDEN 
PASSAGIERE] ALARMIERT DIE POLIZEI 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.6 
Further Time Maps in which TORpsl 0 Occurs 
(Co-Beginning Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 33 
Text unit no: 33 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 228 
Temporal trigger: w*hren* 
Text unit: Um 03h46'57sec stieg die Triebwerkleistung wieder an (EPR L=1.523, EPR Ra1.646), die 
Leistung des linken Triebwerks ging jedoch um 03h46'59sec wiederzurück [sic), während das 
rechte Triebwerk weiterhin mit maximaler Schubkraft arbeitete (EPR Lm1.251. EPR R=1.622). 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 RECHTES TRIEBWERK ARBEITET [... ] MIT MAXIMALER 
SCHUBKRAFT (EPR L=1.251, EPR R= 1,622) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl0 A LIND B BEGINNENZURGLEICHEN ZEIT, ABER B ENDET BEVORA ENDET 
11 LEISTUNG DES LINKEN TRIEBWERKS GEHT 
[ ... I[... ) [... ) ZUROCK (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.7 
Further Time Maps in which TORpsl I Occurs 
(Co-Ending Interval Relation) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 3 
Text unit no: 3 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 1009 
Temporal trigger: als* 
Text unit: Der endgültige Kontrollverlust trat ein, als die Besatzung die Aktivierung des Stick Shaker nicht 
als unmittelbare Warnung vor dem Eintritt in den überzogenen Flugzustand erkannte, (da sie 
keine Maßnahmen zum Abfangen des Flugzeugs durchführte. ) 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
............................. 
UNMITTELBARE. WARNUNGVOIV. 
11 ý: .:.: .:.: - PEM-EINT-RI`TT-IN DEN ÜBERZOGENEN- FLUGZUSTAND- * -'- *-»- 
...... MF%EX- PQNCýPT». UK SýT-AOC. TýKE >j 
........ ................................. 
TORpsll 11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR SELBEN ZEIT 
11 ENDGÜLTIGER KONTROLLVERLUST TRITT EIN 
11 
1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
11 time line (t 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 48 
Text unit no: 48 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 1138 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unlt: Das Flugzeug war ordnungsgemäß gewartet und für den Flugverkehr zugelassen. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 [FLUGZEUG) IST FÜR DEN FLUGVERKEHR ZUGELASSEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl I 11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 FLUGZEUG IST ORDNUNGSGEMASS GEWARTET 
11 
1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1- 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 49 
Text unit no: 49 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 126 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Bei einem Flug nach Sichtflugregeln (VFR) auf der Flugstrecke von Köln-Bonn nach Basle- 
Mulhouse (Frankreich) flog der Flugzeugführer in ein Schlechtwettergebiet ein und kollidierte 
mit einem Berg. 
[NB: VFR = Visual Flight Rules) 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
BEI EINEM FLUG NACH SICHTFLUGREGELN AUF DER FLUGSTRECKE 
VON KÖLN-BONN NACH BASLE-MULHOUSE FLIEGT DER 
FLUGZEUGFOHRER IN EIN SCHLECHTWETTERGEBIET EIN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl I 11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 [FLUGZEUGFÜHRER) KOLLIDIERT MIT EINEM BERG 
11 
1 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
11 time line M 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 52 
Text unit no: 52 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 712 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Triebwerk hatte sich ca. 50 cm in den Erdboden gedrückt und war ca. 60 Grad gegenüber 
der Flugzeuglängsachse, in Flugrichtung betrachtet, nach oben abgeknickt. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 TRIEBWERK DROCKT SICH CA. 50 CM IN DEN ERDBODEN 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl 1 11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 [TRIEBWERK] IST CA. 60 GRAD GEGENÜBER DER 
11 FLUGZEUGLÄNGSACHSE IN FLUGRICHTUNG 
11 BETRACHTET NACH OBEN ABGEKNICKT 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 60 
Text unit no: 60 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 242 
Temporal trigger: in* 
Text unit: [Der Unfall wurde dadurch verursacht, ) daß 
. die Navigation unter Sichtflugbedingungen in den letzten Minuten vor dem Unfall völlig 
vernachlässigt wurde, 
. Infolgedessen das Flugzeug, vom Flugzeugführer am Steuer unbemerkt, In Instrumenten- 
flugbedingungen und über ansteigendes Gelände geriet. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 NAVIGATION WIRD UNTER SICHTFLUGBEDINGUNGEN 
I... ] VOLLIG VERNACHLASSIGT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl i 
11 A BEGINNT BEVOR B BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 1r 
FLUGZEUG( 
... 
]GERÄT[ 
... 1 IN INSTRUMENTENFLUGBEDINGUNGEN UND OBER ANSTEIGENDES GELÄNDE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 61 
Text unit no: 61 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 254 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: [Beitragend zu den Ursachen war, ) daß 
- der Flugzeugführer am Steuer sich durch Interviews und Filmaufnahmen ablenken ließ, 
- zu diesem Zeitpunkt der verantwortliche Nugzeugführer nicht im Cockpit anwesend war und 
- die Sicht nach vorn durch hinter den Frontscheiben angebrachte dunkle Folien stark 
vermindert war. 
Time Map 
11 time line (d) 
S ICHT NACH RN IST DURCH HINTER DEN FRONTSCHEIBEN ANGEBRACHTE DUNKLE FOLIEN STARK VERMINDERT ICHT NACH 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
ÄL 
ORpsll ABEGINNTBEVORBBEGINNT. ABERBEIDEENDENZURGLEICHENZEIT 
ýT 
...... .............................. .............. 4x ý 
C..... . »ý ONC. E-P. T-UALSTRUCT-UREB)-. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. 1. *. C (ýOMPI-Ex 
TORpsll 
8 BEGINNT TORpell BBEGINNTBEVORCBEGINNT, ABERBEIDEENDENZURGLEICHENZEIT 
BEVOR C 
BEGINNT, 
ABER FLUGZEUGFÜHRER LASST SICH AM STEUER DURCH INTERVIEWS UND FILMAUFNAHMEN 
11 ABLENKEN (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE C) 
BEIDE ENDEN 
ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
time line (t) 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 64 
Text unit no: 64 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1570 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: [Die Einflugspuren an der Unfallstelle zeigten, ) daß sich das Flugzeug In einer Linkskurve 
befunden und bei der ersten Hindernisberührung einen Kurs von 3500 anliegen hatte in einer 
Flughöhe von etwa 1600 ft MSL (ca. 480 m). 
[NB: MSL = Mean Sea Level] 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
11 FLUGZEUG BEFINDET SICH IN EINER LINKSKURVE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
AL 
TORps11 
11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
[FLUGZEUG) HAT BEI DER ERSTEN HINDERNISBEROHRUNG 
EINEN KURS VON 350"ANLIEGEN IN EINER FLUGHOHE VON 
ETWA 1600 FT MSL (CA. 480M) 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
11 time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 68 
Text unit no: 68 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1120 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: [Die Einflugspuren, die in einer Fichtenschonung gezeichnet wurden, zeigen, ) daß sich das 
Flugzeug in einer Linkskurve befand und einen Kurs von 350" in einer Höhe von 1600 ft MSL 
durchflog. 
Time Map 
11 
time line (d) 
11 FLUGZEUG BEFINDET SICH IN EINER LINKSKURVE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl I 11 B BEGINNT NACHDEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
[FLUGZEUG) DURCHFLIEGT EINEN KURS 
VON 350" IN EINER HÖHE VON 1600 FT MSL 
11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
1 
!! time line 
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Time Map for Text Unit No. 77 
Text unit no: 77 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 2205 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Luftfahrzeug war zum Luftverkehr zugelassen und ordnungsgemäß Instand gehalten. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 
[LUFTFAHRZEUG] IST ORDNUNGSGEMASS INSTAND GEHALTEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsl I 
11 
1rB 
BEGINNT NACH DEM A BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 
11 
LUFTFAHRZEUG IST ZUM LUFTVERKEHR ZUGELASSEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 81 
Text unit no: 81 
Text: FUB 91-5 
Text line: 1233 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Der rechte Tragflügel bekam, bedingt durch die Querlage, Kontakt mit der Baumkrone eines 
Laubbaumes und wurde teilweise abgerissen. 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
RECHTER TRAGFLOGEL 1 ... 1 BEKOMMT KONTAKT MIT DER BAUMKRONE EINES LAUBBAUMES 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
TORpsll 
A BEGINNT BEVOR B BEGINNT, ABER BEIDE ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
[RECHTER TRAGFLOGELI WIRD 
TEILWEISE ABGERISSEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.8 
Further Time Maps for which Expert FL Sees Two Possible Solutions 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 19 (Version CS) 
Text unit no: 19 (CS) 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 938 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 3h45'52sec zeigte der FDR an, da(I die UIngsneigung einen Winkel von +18" erreicht hatte 
[sic] und der CVR zeichnete das Warnsignal des Stick Shaker auf. 
[NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder; CVR = Cockpit Voice Recorder] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
11 
11 TORns2 
11 KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
time line (t) 
Time Map for Text Unit No. 19 (Version FL) 
Text unit no: 19 (FL) 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 938 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Um 3h45'52sec zeigte der FDR an, dafI die Langsneigung einen Winkel von +18" erreicht hafte 
[sic] und der CVR zeichnete das Warnsignal des Stick Shaker auf. 
[NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder, CVR = Cockpit Voice Recorder] 
Time Map 
11 
(a) II FOR ZEIGT AN DASS DIE LANGSNEIGUNG CVR ZEICHNET DAS WARNSIGNAL 
EINEN WINKEL VON +1 W ERREICHT DES STICK SHAKER AUF 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
TORn92 
10 
11 
KEIN ZEITVERGEHEN 
11 
1 ... I FDR ZEIGT AN DASS DIE LANGSNEIGUNG 'll (b) EINEN WINKEL VON +IV ERREICHT 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE A) 
11 
11 
TORC86 A UND B BEGINNEN UND ENDEN ZUR GLEICHEN ZEIT 
11 
11 
CVR ZEICHNET DAS WARNSIGNAL DES STICK SHAKER AUF F Cý 11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE B) 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 6.9 
Further Non-Determinable Time Maps 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 27 
Text unit no: 27 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 955 . Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Das Flugzeug schwankte abwechselnd nach rechts und links und sank bis auf ungefähr 5000 
Fuß. 
Time MaP 
time line (d) 
.................................................................................................................................................... 
FLUGZEUGSCHWANKTABWECHSELNDNACHRECHTSUNDLINKS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
.................................................................................................................................................... 
Not possible to establish the exact type of relationship; only clear that it Is some sort of simultaneity type 
qi 
!! time line M 
Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 38 
Text unit no: 38 
Text: FUB 96-1 
Text line: 821 
Temporal trigger: w*hren* 
Text unit: [Die Analyse des FDR ergab jedoch, ] daß die Längsneigung des Flugzeugs beim Steigflug 
langsam bis auf ca. 140 anstieg, während es ungefähr 4300 Fuß und 300 KIAS erreichte. 
[NB: FDR = Flight Data Recorder; KIAS = Knots Indicated Air Speedl 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
......................................................................................... 11 
LANGSNEIGUNG DES FLUGZEUGS BEIM 11 STEIGFLUG STEIGT LANGSAM BIS AUF CA. W AN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
.......................................................................................... 
Exact type of relationship cannot be determined; it is only clear that 4 is some sort of simultaneity type. 
............................................... . ........................................... 
[FLUGZEUG] ERREICHT UNGEFAHR 
I 
4300 FUSS LIND 300 KIAS 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
........................................................................................... 
time line (t) 
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Non-Determinable Time Map for Text Unit No. 44 
Text unit no: 44 
Text: FUB 94-3 
Text line: 718 
Temporal trigger: und 
Text unit: Die drei Blätter zeigten Beschädigungen auf ihrer gesamten Länge, waren aus ihrer 
Ursprungslage gedreht und an den Blattspitzen umgebogen. 
(NB: 'Blätter' refer to 'Luftschraubenblätter'. ] 
Time Map 
time line (d) 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
11 : DIE DREI LUFTSCHRAUBENBLATTER ZEIGEN BESCHADIGUNGEN AUF IHRER GESAMTEN LANGE 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
................................................................................................................................................................ 
Not possible to establish the exact relationship; only dear that 4 is some sort of simultaneity type 
i [DIE DREI LUFTSCHRAUBENBLATTER] SIND AUS IHRER URSPRUNGSLAGE GEDREHT i 11 11 (COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
% ...................................................................................... .......................................................................... 
Not possible to establish the exact relationship; only clear that it is some sort of simultaneity type. 
................................................................................................................................................................ 
11 : [DIE DREI LUFTSCHRAUBENBLATTER) SIND AN DEN 13LATTSPITZEN UMGE130GEN 
(COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE) 
.................................. I ............................................................................................................................... 
time line (t) 
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Appendix 7.1 
Clause Types/Clause Type Combinations Representing the Individual 
Complex Conceptual Structures Linked by Temporal Ordering Relations in the 
Enqlish Subcorpus 
Text 
Unit 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
1 MCI CMC1 
2 FSC2 CFSC2 
3 MCI + FSC2 CMC'I + NFSC2 WWI + FSC2 
4 MCI FSC2 
5 MCI CMC1 
6 MCI CMC1 
7 MCI CMC'I ++ CIVIC I 'r FSC2 
8 relations could not be determined 
9 relations could not be determined 
10 1 MCI CMC1 + NFSC2 
11 1 FSC2 CFSC2 
12 1 MCI CMC1 
13 -MCI 
CMC1 
14 1* + FSC2 CFSC2 MC T1 MC11 
15 1 MCI CMCI 
16 MVI +I+ MC'1 CMC1 + NFSC2 
17 MCI CMC1 
18 MCI CMC1 
19 MCI CMCI 
20 FSC2 CFSC2 
21 MCI cMC1 
22 MCI CMC1 
23 MCI CMC1 
24 
-MCI 
CMC1 
25 MCI 1,1cMCI 2n,, CMC, 
26 MCI CMC11 
27 MCI I CMC1 
28 MCI CMCI 
29 disagreement of e; perts 
30 disagreement of experts 
31 MCI CMC1 
32 
-MCI 
CMCI 
33 MCI CMC11 
34 MVI ++ MC'I + 
NFSC2 
CMC11 ++ ZýM-VC-71 -+- 
NFSC2 
35 MCI CMCI 
36 MCI CMC1 
37 1 MCI CMCI 
38 1 MCI cMC1 
39 1 MCI CMC1 
_ MCI CMC11 FSC2 
41 MCI FSC2 I NFSC'3 NFSC; 13 + NFSC4 
42 FSC2 I MCI + NFSýý2- 
43 relations could not be determined 
44 CMCI I FSC2 
45 MCI FSC2 
46 two solutions possible 
47 two solutions possible 
48 MCI + NFSC'2 FSC3 NFSC'2 FSC3 + NFSC4 
49 MC'I + FSC2 MC11 
50 MC'1 + FSC2 MC'1 + NFSC2 
51 MVI + NFSC2 + 
MC2, +NFSC2 
FSC3 
52 MC'1 ++ ME21 + 
NFSC2 
CMC1 + NFSC2 NFSC3 
53 MCI + NFSC2 FSC3 
54 MCI FSC2 
55 MCI CMCI 
56 FSC2 + NFSC3 MCI + NFSC2 NFSC3 
57 MCI FSC2 
58 MCI + NFSC2 FSC 
59 MCI CMC1 
1 60 1 relations could not be determined 
Table continues ovedeaf 
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Tnhlj* reintintipri 
61 F2+ FSC3 + NFSC4 MCI CMC1 + NFSC2 
62 MC', +I+ MC'1 NFSC2 
63 NFSC2 FSC3 MCI NFSC2 
64 64 FS 2 NFSC3 
65 65 NFSC2 MCI 
66 66 MC11 ++ MC11 *NFSC2 
67 MCI NFSC2 
68 relations could not be determined 
P 
66 9 ++ MCý11 + MCII 
NFSC2 
NFSC2 
70 MCI FSC2 CMC1 NFSC2 
71 disagreement of experts 
72 MCI FSC2 
73 MCI NFSC2 CNFSC2 
74 T MCI CMCI 
MCI CMC1 + NFSC2 + 
CNFSC2 
76 MCI FSC2 CMCI 
77 NFSC2 MCI 
78 FSC2 + NFSC3 NFSC4 
79D MCI CMC1 
80 80 MCI CMCI 
8 81 1 - MCI NFSC2 
82 FSC'2 + FSC3 FSU'2 + FSC3 FSC4 
83 MCI FSC2 CFSC2 
_T4_ _FSC'2 +N FSC3 MCI FSCý'2 
F5_ MCI FSC2 NFSC3 
_F6_ * FSC2 -T'rC-FSC2 2"OCFSC2 
87 MCI FSC2 
-F8- MCI FSC2 
Fq_ _NFSC2 MCI 
90 MCI FSC2+ DS2 FSC3 + FSC4 NFSC5 
gj_ _FSC2 MCI 
92 MCI FSC2 
93 relations could not be determined 
94 MCI FSC2 I CMC11 FSC2 +1 1+ FSC12 I 
NFSC3 
95 relations could not be determined 
Abbreviations & Symbols: 
IVIC = main clause 
FSC = finite subordinate clause 
NFSC = non-finite subordinate clause 
CMC = coordinated main clause 
CSC = coordinated subordinate clause 
CFSC = coordinated finite subordinate clause 
CNFSC = coordinated non-finite subordinate clause 
DS = direct speech 
1,2 = numbers indicate syntactic levels, e. g. MCII means'main clause at level V 
I, 2= numbers in superscript indicate split clauses, e. g. MC' level I+ SC level 2+ MC2 level I 
for subordinate clauses which are not part of the situation described in the superordinate clause 
indicate subordinate clauses describing situations which are treated separately 
indicates the start of an embedded subordinate clause treated separately, graphically represented by 
... ]*, e. g. (MC11 +I... 
]* + MC21) & *NFSC2 
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Appendix 7.2 
Organization of the Clause Types/Clause Type Combinations Representing 
Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs according to the Types of Temporal 
Ordering Relation in the English Subcorpus 
Relation Types Clause Types and Clause Type Combinations 
TORnsl TU 1: MC1 & CMC1, TU 2«. FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 3: (MC1 + FSC2) & (CMC41 + FSC2) («); TU 6: MCI 
CMCI; TU 10: MC1 & (CMC1 + NFSC2): TU 12: MC1 & CMCl; TU 13: MCI & CMCl; TU 19: MC1 & 
CMCl; TU 21: MC1 & CMC1; TU 22: MCI & CMCl; TU 23: MC1 & CMCl; TU 26: MCI & CMCl; TU 
33: MC1 & CMC1 - TU 37: MCI & CMCI; TU 39: MC1 & CMCl; TU 40: CMC1 & FSC2; MC1 & FSC2 ' («); TU 41: NFSC 3; TU 48,. (MC1 + NFSC'2) & (NFSC2 2+ FSC3 + NFSC4) («); (NFSC22 + FSC3) 
(NFSC3 2+ FSC3 + NFSC4): TU 55: MC1 & CMCl; TU 56: (MC1 + NFSC2) & NFSC3; (FSC2 + 
NFSC3) & NFSC3 TU 57: MC1 & FSC2; TU 59: MC1 & CMCI; TU 61: (FSC2 + FSC3 + NFSC4) & 
(CMC1 + NFSC2) TU 63: MC1 & NFSC2 FSC3 & MCl; NFSC2 & FSC3; FSC3 & NFSC2 («); TU 
65, NFSC2 & MCl; TU 66: (MC'l +t... l* + MC21) & *NFSC2; TU 70: MC1 & FSC2; MC1 & NFSC2 («); 
CMCI & NFSC2; FSC2 & NFSC2 («); FSC2 & CMCl; MC1 & CMC1 («); TU 72: MC1 & FSC2: TU 73' 
MC1 & NFSC2; NFSC2 & CNFSC2; MC1 & CNFSC2 («); TU 74: MCI & CMCl; TU 76, MC1 & FSC2; 
MC1 & CMCI («); FSC2 & CMCl; TU 77: NFSC2 & MCl; TU 78: (FSC2 + NFSC3) & NFSC4; TU 79: 
MCI & CMCl; TU 80: MC1 & CMCl. TU 82. (FSC22 + FSC3ý & FSC4; TU 83: MC1 & FSC2; FSC2 & 
1 ' ' CFSC2; MC1 & CFSC2 (c); TU 84: (FSC 2+ NFSC3) & 2+ NFSC3) & FSC 2 («); MC1 & FSC 2; (FSC 
MC1: TU 85: MC1 & NFSC3 («); FSC2 & NFSC3; MC1 & FSC2; TU 89: NFSC2 & MCl. TU 90: (FSC2 
+ DS2) & (FSC3 + FSC4 + NFSC5); MCI & (FSC3 + FSC4 + NFSCS) («); TU 92: MC1 & FSC2; TU 94: 
MCI & CMCI («); MC1_& (FSC'2 +r... 1+ FSC2 2+ NFSC3 («) 
TORns2 TU 3: (MC1 + FSC2) & (CMC'l + NFSC2); TU 4: MCI & FSC2; TU 16: (MC'l + (-j + MC'l) & (CMCI + 
NFSC2); TU 20: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 28: MCI & CMCl; TU 34: (MC'l +(... 1+ MC21 + NFSC2ý & 
(CMC'l +[... 1+ CMC21 + NFSC2); TU 35: MC1 & CMCl; TU 38: MC1 & CMC1: TU 41: NFSC 3& 
(NFSC23 + NFSC4); NFSC13 & (NFSC2 3+ NFSC4); TU 44: CMC1 & FSC2; TU 45- MC1 & FSC2; TU 48: 
(MC1 + NFSC'2) & FSC3; TU 50: (MC'l + FSC2) & (MC21 + NFSC2); TU 52: (MC'l +[... 1+ mc21 + 
NFSC2) & (CMC1 + NFSC2): TU 53: (MC1 + NFSC2) & FSC3; TU 64: MCI & FSC2; TU 66: (FSC2 + 
NFSC3) & (MC1 + NFSC2): TU 61. (FSC2 + FSC3 + NFSC4) & MCl; MC1 & (CMC1 + NFSC2); TU 64: 
FSC2 & NFSC3; TU 69: (MC'l +[... )+ mc21 + NFSC2) & CMCl; TU 75: MC1 & (CMC1 + NFSC2 + 
CNFSC2); TU 81: MC1 & NFSC2; TU 87: MC1 & FSC2; TU 90: MC1 & (FSC2 + DS2); TU 91: FSC2 
mci 
TORns3 0 
TORns4 0 
TORns5 0 
TORcs6 TU 14: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 18: MCI & CMCl; TU 25: MC1 & 2'OMCI («); TU 27: MC1 & CMCl; TU 
32: MC1 & CMCl; TU 51: (MC'l + NFSC2 + f.. 1+ mc21 + NFSC2) & (FSC3) 
TORcs7 0 
TORps8 TU 41: MCI & FSC2; FSC2 & NFSC'3; TU 62: (MC'l +(... 1+ MCI) & NFSC2; TU 86: FSC2 & 
2ndCFSC2 («) 
TORps9 TU 3: (CMC'l + NFSC2) & (CMC21 + FSC2); TU 5: MC1 & CMCl; TU 7: MC1 & (CMC'l + [ee. ] + 
CMC21 + FSC2); TU 11: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 17: MC1 & CMCl; TU 36: MC1 & CMCl; TU 40: MCI & 
CMCl; TU 41: FSC2 & NFSC'3; MC1 & NFSC'3 («); MC1 & NFSC13 («); MC1 & (NFSC23 + NFSC4) 
(«); FSC2 & (NFSC23 + NFSC4) (c); TU 49: (MC'l + FSC2) & MC21; TU 63: NFSC2 & CNFSC2 («); 
NFSC2 & MC1 («); TU 82: (FSC'2 + FSC3) & (FSC22 + FSC3); (FSC'2 + FSC3) & FSC4 («); TU 86: 
FSC2 & l"tCFSC2; TU 94: MC1 & FSC2 
TORpsl 0 TU 14: CFSC2 & (MC'l + MC"l) («); FSC2 & (MC'l + MCzi) («y TU 31: MC1 & CMC1: TU 42: FSC2 & (MC1 + NFSC2); TU 62: (MCIJ + [... ) + mc21 + NFSC2) & NFSC3 («); TU 69: (MC'l ++ MC21 + 
NFSC2) & NFSC2 («) 
TORpsl 1 TU 15: MC1 & CMCl; TU 24: MC1 & CMCl; TU 25: MC1 & l"CMCl; l"CMC1 & 2naCMCl; TU 52: 
(CMCI + NFSC2) & (NFSC3); TU 58: (MC1 + NFSC2) & FSC3; TU 67: MC1 & NFSC2; TU 69. CMC1 
& NFSC2; TU 86: l"CFSC2 &2 nd CFSC2; TU 88: MC1 & FSC2- TU 94: FSC2 & CMCl; CMC1 & 
_ILSC2 
1+ FSC2 2+ NFSC3; FSC2 & (FSC'2 +I ... 1+ FSC 2+ NFSC3 TORps12 0 
TORps13 0 
1 
TORps14 0 
Note: The results yielded from text units on which the experts disagreed or those from text units with two solutions are not 
included here. 
Abbreviations & Symbols: 
TU text unit 
& represents a temporal Ordering relation 
+ Indicates a complex conceptual structure expressed by more than one clause, e. g. MC + SCII (as its complement) 
12 numbers indicate syntactic levels, e. g. MC1: main clause at level I 
numbers In superscript indicate split clauses, e. g. MC' level I+ SC level 2+ MC2 level I 
to enclose clause type combinations, e. g. (MC'1 + MC21) 
two clause types (or clause type combinations) linked by a particular relation are not adjacent clauses in the analysed text 
unit 
for subordinate clauses which are not part of the situation described in the superordinate clause 
indicate subordinate clauses describing situations which are treated separately 
indicates the start of an embedded subordinate clause treated separately, graphically represented by e. g. (MC'1 + 
1_1* + MC21) & *NFSC2 
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Appendix 7.3 
Clause Types/Clause Type Combinations Representing the Individual 
Complex Conceptual Structures Linked by Temporal Ordering Relations in the 
German Subcorpus 
Uext U nýi t 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
Clause Types/Clause 
Type Combinations 
I MCI FSC2 + FSC3 CFSC2 + DS2 FSC3 
2 FSC3 FSC4 
3 MCI FSC2 
4 relations could not be determined 
5 MCI 1111CMC11 2naCMCI 
6 -MCI 
FSC2 
7 MCI CMC11 
8 MCI FSC2 
9 MCI CMC11 
10 MCI + FSC'2 + FSC3 + 
F-2ý 
CMCI + DSI 
11 MCI + DSI CMCI 
12 MCI + DSI CMCI + DSI 
13 MCI + FSC2 FSC3 
14 MCI, +[... ]+MCI'+ 
NFSC(IS)2 
FSC3 
15 expert FL sees two solutions 
16 1 FSC2 I CFSC2 -T 
17 1 _MCI 
CMC1 + FSC2 
18 MCI + DSI CMCI + DS1 
19 expert FL sees two solutions 
20 MCI I FS '2 + DS2 + FSC'2 I CFSC2 NFSC(IS)3 
21 expert FL sees two solutions 
22 MCI CMC1 
23 FSC2 CFSC2 + FSC3 
24 1 Cl CMci 
25 MCI CMCI 
26 MCI + FSC2 CMCI + FSC2 + PK3 
27 relations could not be determined 
28 MCI CMCI 
29 MCI CMC1 + FSC2 
30 MCI CMCI 
31 MC-1 I CMC11 naCMC, 2 FSC2 
32 MVI + FSC2 + MC'1 FSC2 
33 CMC11 FSC2 
34 FSC2 MCI 
35 FSC2 FSC3 
36 MCI CMCI + DSI FSC2 FSC3+ DS3 
37 FSC2 MCI + FSC2 CMC1 + DS1 
38 relations could not be determined 
39 FSC2 MC11 *FSC2 
40 FSC2 + NFSC(IS)3 MCI 
41 FSC2 FSC3 
42 FSC'2 +I ... 1* + FSC'2 *FSC3 43 MCI FSC2 CFSC2 
44 relations could not be determ ined 
45 1 MCI CMCI 
46 MCI 161CMCI 2naCMCI SOCMCI 
7 MCI CMC11 
48 MCI CMCI 
49 MCI CMC11 
50 MCI CMC1 
51 MCI CMC11 
52 MCI CMC'1 + PK2 CMC'1 
55 a Mel CMCI 
54 MCI CMC11 
55 1 MCI + NFSC(IS)2 FSC3 
56 1 MCI FSC2 
57 1 FSC2 -MC, 1 +I+ MC, 1 58 FSC2 MCI + FSC2 
59 FSC2 FSC3 
60 FSC2 CFSC'2 + [... I + CFSýý22-- 
611 FSC2 SC2 2"OCFSC2 I 
62 MCI I CMCI I II 
Table continues overleaf 
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Table continued 
63 MCI CMCl 
64 FSC2 CFSC2 
65 MCI CMCl 
66 MCI CMCl 
67 MCI CMCl 
68 FSC2 CFSC2 
69 1 MCI CMCI 
70 MCI cmci 
71 MCI CMCl 
72 MCI ...... .. X. 1 CMCl 2'OCMC1 
73 MCI CMCI 
74 MCI CMCI + FSC2 
75 MCI CMCl 
76 1 MCI CMCI 
77 MCI cmcl 
78 MCI + FSC2 CMCI 
79 MCI CMC1 + FSC2 
80 MCI 
81 MC'l +f... I+ MC'l CMCI 
82 MCI I CMCl 
Abbreviations & Symbols: 
IVIC = main clause 
FSC = finite subordinate clause 
NFSC = non-finite subordinate clause 
CIVIC = coordinated main clause 
CSC = coordinated subordinate clause 
CFSC = coordinated finite subordinate clause 
CNFSC = coordinated non-finite subordinate clause 
IDS = direct speech 
is = Infinitivsatz (infinitive clause) 
PK = Partizipialkonstruktion (participle construction) 
1.2 = numbers indicate syntactic levels, e. g. MCI means 'main clause at level V 
MC2 112= numbers in superscript Indicate split clauses, e. g. MC' level 1+ SC level 2+ level 1 
= for subordinate clauses which are not part of the situation described In the superordinate clause 
= indicate subordinate clauses describing situations which are treated separately 
= indicates the start of an embedded subordinate clause treated separately, graphically represented by 
e. g. (MC'I +j... ]* + MC21) & *NFSC2 
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Appendix 7.4 
Organization of the Clause Types/Clause Type Combinations Representing 
Complex Conceptual Structure Pairs according to the Types of Temporal 
Ordering Relation in the German Subcorpus 
Relation Types Clause Types and Clause Type Combinations 
TORnsl TU 1: (FSC2 + FSC3) & (CFSC2 + DS2); (CFSC2 + DS2) & FSC3; (FSC2 + FSC3) & FSC3 («); TU 5. 
18'CMC1 &2 ndcmcl : TU 6: MC1 & FSC2; TU 10: (MC1 + FSC'2 + FSC3 + FSC22) & (CMC1 + OS1); TU 11: (MC1 + DSI) & CMCl; TU 12: (MC1 + DS1) & (CMC1 + DS1); TU 13: (MC1 + FSC2) & FSC3; TU 14: 
(MC1 + [... ) + NFSC(IS)2) & FSC3; TU 16: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 17: MC1 & (CMC1 + FSC2); TU 18: (MCI 
+ DS1) & (CMC1 + DS1): TU 20: (FSC'2 + DS2 + FSC2 2) & (CFSC2 + NFSC(IS)3); TU 22: MC1 & 
CMCl; TU 24: MC1 & CMCl; TU 26: (MCI + FSC2) & (CMC1 + FSC2 + PK3): TU 28: MCI & CMCI: TU 
29: MCI & ýCMC1 + FSC2); TU 30: MC1 & CMCl; TU 31: MC1 & l"CMCl; l"CMC1 &2 nd cmcl; mcl & 
ý FSC2 («); 1'CMC1 & FSC2 N; 2 ndcmcl & FSC2; MC1 &2 ncicmcl («); TU 36: (CMC1 + DSI) & (FSC3 + 
OS3) («); TU 37: (MC1 + FSC2) & (CMC1 + DS1); TU 39: FSC2 *FSC2 («); FSC2 & (MC'l +[... )*+ 
MC2, ); TU 40: (FSC2 + NFSC(IS)3) & MCl; TU 42: (FSC'2 +[... + FSC2 2) & *FSC3: TU 43: MC1 & 
CFSC2 («); FSC2 & CFSC2; MC1 & FSC2; TU 51: MC1 & CMCI; TU 54: MC1 & CMCl; TU 56: MC1 & 
FSC2; TU 59: FSC2 & FSC3; TU 63: MC1 & CMC1; TU 65: MCI & CMCI: TU 66: MC1 & CMCl; TU 67: 
MC1 & CMCl; TU 70: MCI & CMC1; TU 71: MC1 & CMCl; TU 72: MC1 & 2ndCMC1 W; TU 74: MC1 & 
(CMCI + FSC2); TU 75: MC1 & CMCl; TU 76: MC1 & CMCl; TU 78: (MC1 + FSC2) & CMCl; TU 79: 
MC1 & (CMC1 + FSC2); TU 80: MCI & CMCI; TU 82: MC1 & CMCI 
TORns2 TU 7: MCI & CMCl; TU 8: MCI & FSC2: TU 9. MC1 & CMCI; TU 32: (MC»l + FSC2 + MC'l) & FU-C2; 
TU 69: MCI & CMCl; TU 73: MC1 & CMCI 
TORns3 0 
TORris4 0 
TORris5 0 
TORes6 TU 25. MC1 & CMCl; TU 45: MCI & CMCl; TU 46: MC1 & l"CMCl; l"CMCI & 2naCMCl; 2 na-CMC j 
3"'CMCl; MC1 &2 ndCMC, («): MC1 & 3dCMC1 («); l"CMC1 & 3dCMCI N: TU 53: MC1 & CMCI 
TORcs7 0 
TORps8 TU 72: MCI & l"CMC1 
TORps9 TU 1: MC1 & (FSC2 + FSC3); MC1 & (CFSC2 +DS2) («); MC1 & FSC3 («); TU 2: FSC3 & FSC4; TU 5: 
MC1 & l"CMC1: MC1 &2 nd CMC1 («); TU 20: MC1 & (FSC2 + DS2 + FSC2 2); MCI & (CFSC2 + 
NFSC(IS)3) («); TU 34: FSC2 & MCl; TU 36: MC1 & FSC2 («); (CMCI + DS1) & FSC2; FSC2 & (FSC3 + 
DS3); MC1 & (CMC1 + DS1): MC1 & (FSC3 + OS3) («); TU 37: FSC2 & (MC1 + FSC2); FSC2 & (CMC1 
+ DS1) («); TU 39: (MC'l +[... 1. + mc21) & *FSC2: TU 41: FSC2 & FSC3; TU 47: MCI & CMCl; TU 50: 
MC1 & CMC1, TU 55: (MC1 + NFSC(IS)2) & FSC3; TU 57: FSC2 & (MC'l +1... 1+ MC21); TU 58: FSC2 
(MCI + FSC2); TU 62: MCI & CMC1 
TORps10 TU 23, FSC2 & (CFSC2 + FSC3); TU 33: CMC1 & FSC2 
TORpsll TU 3: MC1 & FSC2; TU 35: FSC2 & FSC3; TU 48: MC1 & CMC1; TU 49: MC1 & CMCl* TU 52: MC1 
2 ' ý l+ PK2 + CMC (CMC 1 ),. TU 60: FSC2 & (CFSC2 +f... 1+ CFSC2 2); TU 61: FSC2 & l' CFSC2; 
l"CFSC2 & 2dCFSC2; FSC2 & 2dCFSC2 («); TU 64: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 68: FSC2 & CFSC2; TU 72: 
l"CMC1 &2 ndCMC1 : TU 77: MCI & CMCl; TU 81: (MC'l +r... ,, mc21) & CMCJ 
1 TORps12 1 0 
1 TORPS13 1 0 
1 TORps14 1 0 
Note: The results yielded from text units for which expert FIL sees two solutions are not included here. 
Abbreviatlons & Symbols: 
TU text unit 
& represents a temporal ordering relation 
+ indicates a complex conceptual structure expressed by more than one clause, e. g. MC + SC1 (as Its complement) 
12 numbers indicate syntactic levels, e. g. MC1: main clause at level 1 12 numbers in superscript indicate split clauses, e. g. MC' level 1+ SC level 2+ MC2 level 1 
to enclose clause type combinations, e. g. (MC11 + MC21) 
(4) two clause types (or clause type combinations) linked by a particular relation are not adjacent clauses In the analysed text 
unit 
for subordinate clauses which are not part of the situation described In the superordinate clause 
Indicate subordinate clauses describing situations which are treated separately indicates the start of an embedded subordinate clause treated separately, graphically represented by e. g. (MC11 + 
I ... 1. + MC21) & *NFSC2 
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